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ID, DUAL CAPSTAN CASSETTE DECK THAT OFFERS
E-DOLBYxA DIGITAL BRAIN AND BIASING BY EAR.
.-ontrol what you monitor.
The CTF900 allows you to bias by
ear. Which means you have almost as
much control over your tape deck as
you would over any other musical
instrument.
By simply switching between the
Source and Tape monitors and
adjusting your bias control, you can
make sure that what comes out of your

cassette decks. The CT -F900 also offers
features like a double Dolby" noise
reduction system that eliminates noise
in both record monitoring and

playback. And reduces tape hiss to -64
dB. Solenoid push button controls that
give you direct function switching so
you can go directly from one mode to
another without damaging the tape. A
two motor, dual capstan drive system
that gives you stable head contact,
constant tape movement, and an
inaudible 0.04% wow and flutter. And

cassette deck is as clean and crisp as
what went into it.
FEATURES OTHERS
DON'T EVEN OFFER.
These are just a few of the features
that will soon change the face of all

CT -F900 sounds impressive. But it's not

half as impressive as what comes
out of it.

Given all this, it's not surprising that
sooner or later all cassette decks will be
built along the lines of the CT -F900.
But even then there will be that fine
line that has always separated Pioneer
from the competition.
Value.

GO PIONEER

circuitry that lets you hook the CT -F900
to an external timer so you can make
recordings even when you're not there.
Obviously, all that went into the

We bring it back alive.
©1978 U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.,
High Fidelity Components,
85 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.1.07074

Wood cabinet optional.
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Innovation is nothing new to Pioneer.
We were the first to introduce the
high power receiver. Sooner or later
everyone followed.
We were the first to create the front
loading cassette deck. And the first with
a quartz lock loop turntable that was as
easy on the budget as it was on the ear.
Again, our competition had no
alternative but to follow.
So now that Pioneer introduces the
CT -F900, we expect that soon there'll
be a few rushed -through imitations that
have our look. But not our value.
This is no small coincidence. And it's
nothing we're unaccustomed to. It's a
simple case of follow the leader.

A METERING SYSTEM AS FAST
AS THE SPEED OF SOUND.

LII VLL I ILl! 111V,!

THE CT-F900.TH E FIRST 3-H FADE
FLUROSCAN METERING, DOUBL
Play rewinds the tape to this spot and
then automatically goes into the play
mode. Counter Repeat rewinds the
cassette when the end of the tape is
reached. Then begins replaying the tape
wherever you want it to begin. End
Repeat automatically rewinds the tape.
And then replays it from the beginning
for endless listening.

Conventional cassette decks are all
plagued with the same problem. Either
they have slow to react VU meters that
WE'RE HARD HEADED.
give you average readings or slightly
BUT SENSITIVE.
more advanced LED's that give you
Every
audiophile
will agree that to
limited resolution.
achieve professional quality recording,
Pioneer offers a better resolution. A
three heads are better than two.
-Fluroscan metering system that's so fast
And while you can expect three
and so precise, it provides a more
accurate picture of what you're listening to heads from most reputable cassette
It covers the range of -20 dB to +7
dB in 20 easy -to -read calibrations. And
while other meters may work within
that same range, in terms of precision
they're not even in the same
neighborhood.

decks, you can also expect that they're
either made of ferrite or permalloy.
The CT -F900 has recording and
playback heads made of a newly
developed Sendust Alloy. This
remarkable bit of technology gives you
higher frequency response (20-19,000
Hz.) and lower distortion than ferrite.
And better wear -resistance than
permalloy.

BIASING BY THE MOST
SOPHISTICATED AUDIO EQUIPMENT KNOWN TO MAN. HIS EARS.
While many of today's "equipped"
cassette decks let you monitor during
recording, what they don't do is let you

The CT -F900 has a Peak Button that
lets you register all the peaks in the
incoming signal. And lets you register
an unheard of level of harmonic
distortion. Less than 1.3%.
A Peak Hold Button that retains the
highest peak level in each channel. So
you can record at the highest level
possible without fear of overload.
And an Average Button that makes
the Fluroscan meter respond like an
ordinary level meter.

A1.ITOMATiC C..04. TJ.PE SELECT

1

A DIGITAL BRAIN WITH
AN INCREDIBLE MEMORY.
All cassette decks have tape
counters. Even the most respectable
ones have mechanical counters you
can't really count on.
Pioneer's designed the most precise
electronic way of keeping track of your
tracks.
As the take up reel rotates, pulses
are fed to a microprocessor which
provides a three digit readout on an
electronic tape counter.
The terminology may be difficult to
understand, but the benefit of all this is
simple. Precision. Dependability. And
convenience.
Many of these "better" cassette
decks also claim they have advanced
memories. But there are functions that
even the best of them haven't been
programmed to remember.
The CT -F900 has the first electronic
memory of its kind that performs four
different functions.
Memory Stop automatically stops
the tape wherever you select. Memory
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The XSV/3000 is the source of

perfection in stereo sound!

Four big features ... all Pickering
innovations over the past 20 years
... have made it happen.
1976: Stereohedron® This patented Stylus
tip assures super
and its larger
bearing radius offers the least record wear
and longest stylus life so far achievable.
traceAbilityTM,

TRACING RADIUS
0003"

STEREOHEDRON
STYLUS TIP

SCALE 10001
AREA OF
CONTACT WITH
GROOVE WALL

1.

CONTACT OR
BEARING
RADIUS .0028"

Technical drawing of the Stereohedron shape.

1975: High Energy Rare Earth Magnet

35

- 40

Another Pickering innovation, enabling

45

complete miniaturization of the stylus assembly and tip mass through utilization of

- 50
55

60

this type of magnet.

65

1968: Dustamatic® Brush
This Pickering patented invention dynamically stabilizes the cartridge -arm system by
damping low frequency resonance. It improves low frequency tracking while playing
irregular or warped records. Best of all, it
provides record protection by cleaning in
front of the stylus.

70
75

80
85
2

100

2.

1000
10000 20000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Typical frequency response and channel
separation curves of the XSV/3000.

db

WITHOUT BRUSH
10

5

The patented V -Guard Record Static Neutralizer
has been a feature of all Pickering cartridges
since 1959. It eliminates electrostatic
dust attraction at the stylus
and discharges record static
harmlessly into the grounded
playback system.

PICKERING

Í

0

1959: Record Static Neutralizer

W/BRUSH

I
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3.

Damping effect on tonearm resonance.

4.

V -Guard Static Neutralizer,
"Where the Stylus meets the groove."

40

For further information write to Pickering & Co., Inc.,
Dept. A 101 Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, N.Y. 11803
,

those who can hear the difference"

© Pickering 8 Co. Inc.. 1978
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INTRODUCING TI -II: EMPIRE I:I)I19 I'I-I.^,V.^ CARTRIDGE.
IT SOUNDS AS GOOD ON A RECORD AS IT DOES ON PAI'I:I'..
It was inevitable ..
With all the rapid

demanding listening tests-on an equal

.

developments

basis. In effect, it bridges the gap between

being made in today's high fidelity technology, the tremendous advance in audible performance in Empire's new EDR.9
phono cartridge was bound to happen.
And bound to come from Empire, as we
have been designing and manufacturing
the finest phono cartridges for over 18

the ideal blueprint and the actual sound.
The EDR.9 utilizes an L. A. C. (Large
Area Contact) 0.9 stylus based upon-and
named after-E. I. A. Standard RS -238B.
This new design, resulting in a smaller

years.

Until now, all phono cartridges were
designed in the lab to achieve certain
engineering characteristics and requirements. These lab characteristics and requirements took priority over actual listening tests because it was considered more

important that the cartridges "measure
right" or "test right"-so almost everyone
was satisfied.
Empire's EDR.9 (for Extended Dynamic Response) has broken with this tra-

dition, and is the first phono cartridge that
not only meets the highest technological

and design specifications-but also our

radius and larger contact area, has a
pressure index of 0.9, an improvement of
almost six times the typical elliptical stylus
and four times over the newest designs
recently introduced by several other cartridge manufacturers. The result is that less

pressure is applied to the vulnerable record groove, at the same time extending

the bandwidth-including the important
overtones and harmonic details.

In addition, Empire's exclusive, patented 3 -Element Double Damped stylus
assembly acts as an equalizer. This eliminates the high "Q" mechanical resonances
typical of other stylus assemblies, producing a flatter response, and lessening wear
and tear on the record groove.
Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

We could go into more technical detail, describing pole rods that are laminat-

ed, rather than just one piece, so as to
reduce losses in the magnetic structure, re-

sulting in flatter high frequency response
with less distortion. Or how the EDR.9
weighs one gram less than previous Empire
phono cartridges, making it a perfect match

for today's advanced low mass tonearms.
But more important, as the EDR.9 cartridge represents a new approach to cartridge design, we ask that you consider it
in a slightly different way as well. Send for
our free technical brochure on the EDR.9,
and then visit your audio dealer and listen.
Don't go by specs alone.
That's because the new Empire EDR.9

is the first phono cartridge that not only
meets the highest technological and de-

sign specifications-but also our demanding listening tests.
Empire Scientific Corp.
Garden City,N.Y.11530

WIFE

Audioclinic
Joseph Giovanelli
Increased Treble
Q. I recently purchased an outboard
Dolby FM unit and a 25p 5 -de -empha-

sis switch, all to be used in the tape
loop of my receiver. I returned the
Dolby unit and, out of curiousity, connected the de -emphasis switch to the
tape jacks. I was delighted with the FM
results, the highs were much more dis-

tinct and the background noise in-

We build
a speaker
that sounds
like music
It can accurately reproduce the 120+ dB peaks
that are found in some
live music. That's more
than just being able to
play music loud. It can
accurately reproduce the

music bandwidth-from
below 25Hz to 20kHz.
And the Interface:D's
vented midrange
speaker reproduces
midrange sounds with
the clarity and purity
that allows precise
localization of sound
sources- both lateral
and front -to -back.

The Interface:D is the
only commercially available speaker we know
of that can meet these
criteria. Audition them
at your Interface dealer.

creased only slightly. The fact that the
switch alone produces such an
improvement, is this to be expected?
-Douglas D. Short, Raleigh, N.C.
A. The increase in highs you hear is
to be expected when you use the de emphasis switch. FM broadcast practice calls for a 75- pS de -emphasis to
produce a flat frequency response
from an FM tuner. The 25- pS de -emphasis produced by your switch means

that there is now more treble than in
the

standard

FM

broadcast.

available to you via your cable system.
Actually it is always best to use an out-

side antenna where permitted, rather
than the simple dipole often supplied
with the receiver.
No noise reduction system will work
without adversely affecting the quality

of the programming being received.
However, if one or more of the Washington stations use the Dolby N/R sys-

tem for their transmissions, you can
use that means to provide less background noise on such stations.
It is possible that a really good signal -booster amplifier can be helpful.
However, this booster would have to

have a better signal-to-noise ratio than

the tuner with which it is being used.
If the cable is involved, though, there
may be noise from this source riding
on the signals which would negate the
effects of the booster.

This

means that you have boosted the
highs by about 10 dB, so you are not
listening to a flat signal.

Tuning Meter Drift
Q. My problem is that when I listen
to my speakers my tuning meter drifts,

however, when I listen to my headCable Systems
Q. I recently hooked up my cable
TV antenna to my receiver which allows me to pick up Washington D.C.

FM stations quite well, but only in
mono as the background hiss

is intolerable in stereo. My high filter

switch doesn't help; what can I do to
reduce the stereo noise?

- Name Withheld
A. Part of your problem may be that

the cable TV system does not intentionally supply the FM band, so it may
be that to the extent your cable acts as

an external antenna, you are picking
up Washington stations. Connecting
your cable system to the receiver with
a 300 -ohm twin lead, rather than a
coaxial cable and a transformer, can
cause the receiver to pick up signals

directly and not necessarily via the
cable. Furthermore such installations
can cause radiation from the cable system which is undesirable.
recomI

mend that you check with your cable
company to see if they do indeed import Washington signals which would

phones

the meter stays

centered.

What is the problem?- David R. Barr,
Wyandotte, Wis.
A. Perhaps the vibration of the
speaker system is causing misalignment of some circuit elements resulting in a change of oscillator frequency.
Play the system softly and notice if the
drift still occurs. It shouldn't. If it still
occurs, check once more to see if it
happens when you wear your headphones.

The most likely possibility is that op-

erating your speakers requires more

power to be taken from the output
stage of your receiver. This means that
more heating of the electronics within
your equipment takes place which will

cause changes in capacitance of the
oscillator circuit leading to a gradual
center -of -tuning drift.

Another possibility is that if you
start out using the loudspeakers and
then switch to the headphones, it
could be that the tuner has been stabi-

lized by this time so that no further
drift occurs.

41

tell you if you have any hope of re-

Elechrol/oice®

ceiving these signals properly over the

a AUltaft company

cable, rather than using some other

600 Cecil Street
Buchanan, Michigan 49107

kind of antenna.
See if, perhaps, a simple dipole an-

tenna will bring about an improvement in FM reception over what is

If you have a problem or question on audio, write

to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli, at AUDIO, 401 North
Broad Street, Philadelpha, Pa. 19108. All letters
are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self addressed envelope.
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Kenwood Receiver
The KR -6030 receiver utilizes "cur-

rent mirror" type differential amplifier
circuitry in the power stage to bring
out the full wattage potential without
loss of stability. THD is 0.1 percent, 80

Sansui Turntable
The Model SR -5090 is a two -speed,

direct -drive turntable with a single
control knob for completely automatic
operation and a repeat control for up
to five plays. The electronically controlled drive system uses a high -

Micro Seiki
Tonearm
The MA -707 tonearm can be varied

to achieve ideal resonance between
the tonearm and any cartridge by using a torsion -bar system for dynamic

torque, 20 -pole, 30 -slot d.c. servo mo-

tor with specs of wow and flutter at

watts per channel minimum rms, mea-

sured into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000
Hz. The power supply feeds separately

0.038 percent, rumble better than 67
dB, and a signal-to-noise ratio of 57
dB. The built-in strobe light permits a
visual check of turntable speed, plus
the pair of fine speed controls allow
adjustment by as much as ±3.5 percent. Price: $280.00.
Enter No. 82 on Reader Service Card

through individual rectifiers into the
pre -driver stages and the power stage
to improve dynamic range and assure

clarity of reproduction. The unit can
handle up to 250 millivolts maximum
8

Precision Sound
Sub Woofer/Bass Enhancer
The PSU Sub Woofer/Bass Enhancer

phono input before distortion, and

is designed for use with conventional

features bass and treble tone controls,
subsonic filter, loudness compensation, FM muting, an A -B speaker provi-

speaker systems to extend the frequency response into the very low
bass region where sound is not only

sion, accommodation for two tape
decks with A -to -B dubbing and A and
B monitoring, and 25- pS de -emphasis

for an outboard Dolby FM decoder.
Price: $500.00.
Enter No. 80 on Reader Service Card

balance and a tiny weight positioned
on the tonearm which can change the

resonant frequency of the arm/cartridge combination when moved back
and forth manually. It has an effective
length of 237mm and a 15mm
overhang; maximum tracking error is
less than 1.5 degrees per inch, tracking
force adjustment is 0-3 grams (0.1 g
step graduation), and recommended
cartridge weight is from 4 to 12 grams.
Price $200.00
Enter No. 84 on Reader Service Card

heard but felt. Since sound below 100
Hz is heard as non -directional, only
one unit is required and placement is

Wharfedale Speaker

not critical. Utilizing a two -position
crossover switch, the frequency response in the Sub Woofer position is
15 to 82 Hz, ±2 dB, and the Bass En-

dynamic tweeter that utilizes a thin,

db Systems Kit
The Model DBP-6 is a complete
phono equalization kit which corrects
the frequency response of any moving -magnet cartridge by the proper

The Dovedale is a three-way, bass reflex system incorporating two 7 -in.
woofers, a 4 -in. midrange, and an iso-

lightweight diaphragm suspended between two barium ferrite magnets. The
mass of the tweeter diaphragm is only

one -fifth that of a coventional dome
tweeter, and the printed -circuit pattern on the diaphragm serves as the
voice coil. The frequency response ex-

tends from 35 Hz to 26 kHz, ±3 dB,
with crossover frequencies at 800 Hz
and 5 kHz, and an SPL of 88 dB for one

watt at one meter. Weighing 55 lbs.,
the unit measure 25x151/2x121/2 in. Price:
$355.00.
Enter No. 85 on Reader Service Card

matching of its capacitance load
requirement. The kit includes 10 color -

coded plugs for added capacitance,
two 100 -ohm loads for moving -coil
cartridges, two spare plugs, two "Y"

hancer position response extends
from 15 to 2000 Hz, ±2 dB. Driven by a
10 -in. long -throw woofer with a 2 -in.,

all aluminum voice coil, the power
handling capacity is 80 watts continu-

cable adaptors, and complete instruc-

ous input, with a 6.4 to 12.2 ohm

tions. Price: $24.95.

impedance. Price: $395.00.

Enter No. 81 on Reader Service Card

Enter No. 83 on Reader Service Card

Sony Cassette
Tape Recorder
The 15 -ounce palm -size TCM-600
tape recorder features one -touch recording and quick review, instant edit,
an air -core motor providing noise -free
performance, and a recording capability of 8 hours with 2 AA -alkaline batteries. Accessories include an a.c. adaptor,

carrying case,

and

earphones.

Price: $249.95.
Enter No. 86 on Reader Service Card
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While the others were caching up,
TDK was moving ahead.
Shortly after it was introduced in 1975, TDK
SA, the world's firs: non -chrome high bias
cassette, was accepted by mcs:cuality deck
manufacturers as their high bias reference
standard. This advanced, new cassette enabled
their decks to perform to :he ha -_t of their capabilities. And because the decks are set in
the factory to sound their best with SA, music loving consumers made SA the ntiYber one
selling high bias cassette.
The other tape makers set oct in pursuit of
SA, hoping someday to equal the performance
of its Super Avilyn particle formulation and the
reliability of its super precis_or_ mechanism_
But mak_ng the world's most advanced
cassette was notrir_g new for TDK's engineers.
They pioneered tie
high fidelity cassette
back in 1968 and for
more than a decade
they've led the way

it clearly super_or to the '75 version.*
Tl-a: makes the music levers happy; it
means more music with less distorti3n
It makes the deck makers happy; they're been
improving their decks and SA makes them
sound better than ever. But for the competition,
unhappily, it means a whole new standard to
catch up to.
So if you'd like to raise your own reccrd=ng
standards, step up to TDK SA, the h_gr bras
reference tape backed by high fidelity's original
full lifetime warranty.**
TDK Electronics
GaCorden

,1:)1<"

Garden C_ty,
New York 11530

The ma t ine for your macn.ne."

in cassette gape Technology. Over the last

three years, they've
refined SA and made

Super Precision Cassette Medraiisrs

SA -C90 & T'DK.

"Today's SA has a maximumouput level IMOL) -cr=_ tea i 318 better than that of 1975 SA at the critical hicf requercies, aic improved seisitvití across the
entire frequency rar ge. "Ir tie unlikelyevent tea- ar} TDK a Jdio cassette ever fads to perform due to a defe:-. n materials cm_ vcr<manship, retard c your local
dealer or to TDK fora keersplacement '61978 TDK Electronics Co.p.
Enter No. 52 on ReaderServiceCard
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The Audio Critic
issue with over
150 reviews.
The cumulative reference issue (Vol.
I, No. 6) of The Audio Critic summarizes
and updates just about every review
previously published, in addition to
reviewing more new items than any other
issue so far.
And these are not your typical
"undergróund" reviews. The Audio Critic
is guided by the laws of physics and
mathematics, not by untutored hi-fi cults;
it tests all equipment in a highly
sophisticated in-house laboratory facility;
and for listening evaluations it inserts
the component under test into a $20,000 plus reference system that tells it all.
What's more, it carries no advertising of
any kind and can therefore afford to
be unkind to manufacturers and their
dealers whenever necessary.
The 150 -review reference issue is
perfect for starting a 6 -issue subscription
by first-class mail. Send $30 today
(no Canadian dollars, $6 extra for overseas
airmail) to The Audio Critic, Box 392,
Bronxville, New York 10708.

Dear.tor
Lirpa VDRS GT
Dear Editor:

After reading about the new Lirpa
VDRS (Vehicular Disc Reproduction
System) in your April, 1978, issue, I de-

cided to build a GT version of the
VDRS myself. Using a Tyco drivetrain
and body by Pickering, this model can
boast a higher "Album Per Battery" life
(APB) using the same titanium -oxide

system.

wet cell power source than the earlier
models. Also, it is equipped with G60x1/e" sponge rubber tires for maximum traction on even the dirtiest of

Records for Rehab

have found that it is an excellent place

channel stereo, 73/4 watts mono). This
unit works well with the standard Lirpa controller, and it will have to, since
I haven't yet finished my own version.
I am currently working on a 78 -rpm
model VDRS which will track even the
most heavily warped records. Speaking
for other readers of Audio, I wish Prof.
I. Lirpa much success in all his endeav-

and many even have their own turntables.

thought, perhaps, your readers
might be interested in this use for their
I

old records. To locate a home for retarded adults in your area, you only
need to contact the local social services office and they will be glad to
give the information to you.
Virg Friebel
Ball Aerospace Systems
Boulder, Colo.

Editorial Error
Dear Sir:

We'd like to point out an error on

ors.

Amazing, just as I was beginning to
feel guilty for becoming a video freak
an old friend reaffirms the effec-

SUPEREX

these people have a real love for music

model and also on a 4 -wheel drive

Dear Sir:

the obvious creative answer to
the audiophile who has more than one tape
deck. You can finally duplicate recordings or
broadcasts on up to three decks with this
"passive" switching console. Mixing music
sources and adding voice-over to create a
final recording is just one of the professional
engineering features.
The Superex TSB -3 provides access
to and from external equipment through
identified phone jacks. Along with full tape
monitoring, the switcher allows flexibility not
normally found in many of today's amplifiers.
Write for more details, or see your
Superex dealer. Made in USA.

My wife and I do volunteer work at

a home for retarded adults, and we
for donating used records. Many of

Guilt Rewarded

TSB -3 Tape Switcher is

Dear Sir:

Enclosed you will find a snapshot of
my VDRS-GT. The Specs for my GT
model are similar to the factory stock
version except for frequency response
(5 Hz to 50 kHz), pinwheel effect (reduced to -10, thanks to reduced

John Huber
Newtown, Penna.

The Superex

Jeffrey Rocchio
Boulder, Colo.

records.

weight), and output (12 watts per

INTRODUCING
THE SUPEREX
MULTI -DECK
TAPE SWITCHER

and "the effects of cascading units for
editing."
Incidentally, owners of VTRs who
have not already done so may find it
fun to experiment with the TV sound
by patching the VTR into their audio

tivensss of this pursuit - by introducing a column in Audio devoted to
same, namely the Videoscenes column.
recently acquired a VTR (VHS forI

mat) as a tool in my lifetime goal of
improving the state of commercial
broadcasting. However, with the new
VTR unit, I was dismayed at the lack of
technical information which accompanied the booklet of instructions. I am

extremely happy to see your new column - now I won't have to subscribe
to yet another magazine - and I look

forward to such features as "how to
clean the heads," "which tapes are
best for your unit (brands, not types),"

page 137 in the November, 1978 issue
of Audio, in the Classical music section of your magazine. In Edward Tatnall Canby's most welcome review of
Michael Murray Playing the Great Or-

gan in Methuen Music Hall and the
Telarc direct -to -disc recording, the
disc is available through Audio-Tech-

nica dealers, not Discwasher. AudioTechnica has been handling all Telarc
audiophile discs starting with the Michael Murray release.
Nathan J. Silverman
Chicago, Ill.
Errata

In the December, 1978, issue of Au-

dio there were two mistakes in the
Equipment Profiles:
For the AKG P8ES phono cartridge,

the correct separation figure at 1 kHz
is 28.5 dB, not 21.5 dB as stated.

For the Satin M-18BX moving -coil
phono cartridge, Fig. 2, the S -W response was turned 180°.

151 Ludlow Street. Yonkers. NY 10705 .1914) 965-6906
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In a class by itself.

©1979 Koss Corp.

There are few stereophones of any
kind that can match the full -bandwidth
performance of the Koss Pro/4 AAA. That's
because the Triple As oversized voice
coil and extra large diaphragm reproduce
recorded material with a lifelike intensity
and minimal distortion never before available in dynamic stereophones.
With a frequency response from 10
Hz to 22 kHz, a highly efficient element
and a perfect seal for low bass response to
below audibility, the Triple A lets every
note blossom to its fullest harmonic growth.
You'll hear so much more of your favorite
music, you'll think you're listening to a
whole new recording.

Unlike other stereophones, the earcushions developed for the Pro/4 Triple A
represent a breakthrough in both comfort
and acoustical engineering. Through extensive studies on how stereophones are
actually worn, Koss engineers were able
to reduce lateral pressure with a direct
contour Pneumalite® earcushion that not
only offers soft pliable comfort, but also
creates an ideal environment for minimizing the linear excusion of the driver. Thus,
the driver is able to produce any volume
level without distortion. So you'll hear all
the fundamental and harmonic frequencies
exactly as they were recorded.
In addition, Koss has designed a

special Pneumalite® dual suspension
headband that creates a feeling of almost
weightlessness even over periods of
extended listening. It makes wearing the
Triple A's as pleasureable as listening
to them.
Why not stop in at your audio specialist and see why the Koss Pro/4 Triple A
belongs in a class by itself. Or write for
our free, full -color catalog c/o Virginia
Lamm. Better still, listen to a live demonstration of the incredible Sound of Koss
with your favorite record or tape. We think
you'll agree that when it comes to the
Pro/4 AAA and other Koss Stereophones
and CM loudspeakers: hearing is believing.

IO S S®stereophones/Ioudspeakers
hearing is believing T"
KOSS CORPORATION, 4129 N Port Washington Ave . Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212 International Headquarters Milwaukeeitacilities Canada France Germany Ireland Japan

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card
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Audio

etc.

Edward Tatnall Canby

If you read me last month on the
super disc vs. the LP, you could tell

basic. These are the parameters of

and boxes and bottles and they do

usage. Usage past, usage now, and us-

help evaluate, if they don't tell all. So

that I was writing before the AES Convention in New York. Inevitably, there

age as forecast for the future. Some
mighty hefty outfits have floundered

consumer usage in our own bag?

was at that Convention still another

because they misjudged these outside
forces in their zeal to perfect their own
engineering.
Let's set the perspective. There are
three basic types of consumer usage in

new digital super disc system, this one

from Sony. If I am right, that makes
four systems which use the ever -burgeoning digital micro -pits in place of
the old mechanical groove. It's a fertile

field for new crops of super sound,
and super pictures too.

Each of these new prototype super
discs actually works, for audio, for pictures without sound, or both. Each has
been carried through to prototype according to its particular choice of
parameters, different trial jugglings out
of the enormous mass of new possibil-

ities arising from digital techniques.
Sony's disc runs at 450 rpm to JVC's
900 and Teac/Mitsubishi's 1800 don't think that this double/half syndrome means twice as good or half as
good; it's all part of the preliminary
juggling and surely no company is yet

committed to every last detail of its
own system (though it would be nice
if ...). We can assume that all of these
outfits, pride notwithstanding, have
learnt what happens when there is no
eventual agreement. So - no impasse.
Just some marvelous test driving ....

Amid the welter of specs we can
conclude that by this time anybody, or

almost anybody, can turn out an astonishing digital disc. Amen. What
comes next, of course, ,is not yet in
hand - the public. What is really crucial now is an altogether different set
of parameters, external. But just as

our broad field of reproduced entertainment/information for the consumer - I include here both audio and
video, home movies, Polaroids, tapes,
discs, the works, and for the home, the
car, the moto and skimobile, and highway cruiser, not to mention office, bar,
club, even the school and library, not

counting the pro educational stuff ...
everything. Still - three basic types of
usage. What is important is that they
come in mixtures as well as in the pure
state.

It's the proportion of the mix

that we have to evaluate ... or forecast
(which is a lot harder). Just like fertiliz-

why not apply some of the same to
Our three kinds of usage, you see,
are just as permanent and inevitable as
fertilizer, whether they apply to a digital disc or an Edison cylinder, an LP, or
or a VTR. Past,
a super -8 movie
.

.

.

future, it's all the same. The thing we
need to do is to formulize the mix, the
proportional usage, so we can read it
like fertilizer, if a bit less precisely. So
here goes... and keep in mind that I
am talking about the whole spectrum,
audio and video, the sonic and the visible in all the combinations. My usage
factors run right across the boundaries.
Factor No. 1. Hard to find a good
general term for it. Let's say, immedi-

ate recording, live, primary, original,
on the spot. Making your own, with
mike and/or camera. Home movies fall

er.

into this category and those new instant Polaroids on a tube. Also the

Forecast Fundamentals
Get me? The stuff that you put on

home tape recorder. This category includes the original Edison tinfoil
audio, recorded live on the spot, and

your crops and flowers and house
rated everywhere by three
numbers, standing for the three basic
plants

is

elements of plant nourishment - I
can never remember which is which,
nor the proper order, but let that be.
You can have a 10-8-10 mix or a 20-2020 (concentrated) or even a 4-4-0, en-

tirely minus the third element. You'll
find these numbers right on the bags

the later wax cylinders - that could
be shaved off and recorded again.
Erase feature. The VTR with its mike
and camera options offers Factor No. 1

in its special mix - also a lot else. Do
it yourself ... baby's first drool. Similarly the audio cassette, taking down
interviews and anything else that's live
sound.

The disc once included this first factor too, though there was no erase.
made lots of home -type disc recordI

ings in the 1940s and they were awful.

FERTILIZER,

USAGE FACTOR

NO2
PUBLICATION
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soon. dealer JVC your at them See
ever. line turntable
comprehensive most models-JVC's
-automatic totally or -automatic semi
manual, from choose can you And
system. music your for series
-Lock Quartz JVC's of precision the
consider to reasons the of some just
are bases, -constructed solidly and
mechanisms switching electronic
.
readout, digital like features
'f;
error.
without
plus These,
grooves record complex
most the even follow to
cartridge a for needed
accuracy tracing
and stability provide
to arm tone (TH) Hold Tracing new
a developed also We -free. friction practically (!`
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book that offers home recording is the
child's copy book. The erase isn't very

But the distinction between these and
the playback -only disc was always
clear. They weren't even the same. You

good.

In my fertilizer type rating, then,

did not record on a regular disc. You
don't now. You won't tomorrow.
Factor No. 2. The opposite. Best to
call this publication, though it in-

books and discs, being all-out publications, stress one factor only, Factor No.
2. I put down three numbers (IT get to
the third category) and in this case the
formula has two zeros, 0-100-0. Only
one factor involved. However, most of

cludes broadcasting, which is a form of

publication. The message comes to
you prerecorded, prefilmed, preprint-

our media are of the mix sort, and
many offer some form of the pub-

ed, in a professional package. You play

it, you show it, you read it. The book,
of course, is the ancient original example. The disc is a bit newer. Both are
published, and nothing else. The only

lished message as one of their options
- in varying degrees of usage. Sometimes quite insignificant. You can buy

prepackaged home movies for your

projector (and do the porn people
know all about that!) but publishing
has never been more than a minor fac-

tor in home movies, which features

It takes $700 - $800 to put
together a good
satel l ite-subwoofer system.
16

Factor No. 1, home recording, live and
on -the -spot. So how do I rate a home
super -8 system? Give it this formula:
90-10-0. A few prepackaged films, but
most of them you make yourself. (This
is just a guess in the numbers, in case
you happen to sell super -8 travelogues
and the like, and no offense intended
towards the biz.)
How about TV? it is almost entirely

publishing, in the larger sense of my
usage factors, a making -public in mass

form via miltiple duplications, professionaly packaged. It's much like a
book, a mag, or a disc. That is, if you
keep away from the VTR. So TV rates
the same as the disc, a flat 0-100-0.
Great success story, just the same.

Tape Transposition
Look at the home reel-to-reel tape
recorder. A real and variable mix here,

1

It takes $395 to buy one.
A TRUE 2 -CHANNEL 3 -WAY SYSTEM:

Satellites are phase coherent; house a
1" soft dome tweeter and 5" midrange.

Subwoofer has two 10" down -firing
drivers with response down to 20 Hz
(±3 db). Subwoofer has formica top and
sides; doubles as an end or coffee table.

Min. power required 25 watts; max.
200 watts. Maximum SPL is110 db; frequency response is a true 20 Hz -20 kHz.

point 3 systems

varying, too, from user to user. Yes,
buy published open -reel
tapes, prerecorded, but this factor has
never been very large, and the audio
cassette has gone a lot further, I'd say.
Reel-to-reel in the home is used for a
lot of direct recording, obviously.
you can

That's Factor No. 1. But also for the
third category, as we shall see. So give

reel-to-reel in the home an averaged
45-10-45. Low on the publication side,

that middle number. Now contrast
that with the LP disc, a pure publica-

tion with a rating of 0-100-0! Even
without my third category, via only the
first two, you can see how useful this

number thinking can be in highlighting the differences between media in
terms of usage.

Not only what

is

facility but, more
"available"
important, how it works out (or might
as

a

or should work out, if a forecast) in
actual practice. The technical potential
must be weighed against practicalities
concerning real people.

You have probably figured out my
Factor No. 3. It is self evident and com-

ANOTHER GREAT WHITE WHALE PRODUCT

bines the other two, felicitously and,

often, illegally. Well, not all of the

AUDIO February 1979
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Again we turn theworld
around.
The world's first pure power DC receivers, the
Sansui G -line, redefined the limits of musical fidelity.
Sansui's capacitor -free DC amplifier design (patent
pending) with super -high slew rate, ultra -fast rise
time, and full transient response, makes music sound
much more true-tc-life.
Now Sansui does it again. With the new
G -750C and G-5500. Using the same exclusive DC
circuitry all others are trying to imitate, these new
models offer more watts per dollar than ever before.
The G -75C0 delivers 90 watts per channel,
min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms from 20 to
20,000Hz with no more than 0.025% total harmonic
distortion, at a sucgested retail price of only $620.

The G-5500, at a suggested retail price of
only $465, offers 60 watts per channel with no more
than 0.03% THD under the same conditions.
From their macro -designed power supplies,
for rich, full sound over the widest frequency range,
to their micro-sens'five double speaker -protection
circuitry, the G -75C0 and G-5500 are unbeatable.
The FM sections further enhance Sansui's
reputation for tuner excellence. Pinpoint selectivity
and ultra -sensitivity to even the weakest signals
guarantee pure and clean reception, always. And
always with maximum stereo separation.
Let your franchised Sansui dealer demonstrate the comprehensive, human engineered
features and controls, There's nothing in the world
with quite the same feel as the Sansui click -stop
a attenuator and ultra -smooth tuning knob.

Now look carefully at the graceful styling,
with elegant rosewood veneer cabinet. It is setting
the trend for all other receivers.
For the best receiver values, the world is now
turning to the newest DC by Sansui, the G-7500 and
G-5500. Shouldn't you turn to Sansui, too?

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP

SansuL

Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071 Gardena, Ca. 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan
SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S A , Antwerp, Belgium

In Canada. Electronic Distributors
Enter No. 39 on Reader Se -vice Curd
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it

Now you can see how nicely my for-

LIVES - does it live. There's one good
word for it ... COPYING.

mulas present the picture (and the

time, just some of the time. But

ifitlnlosh

You home record your published
material, whatever, whether broadcast,

discs, tapes, audio, and video alike.
Even a ball game is a publication when

it comes over TV and so is every talk

"A Technological

Masterpiece..."

show and fun program and horror
movie. You take them down, you are
copying.

There is no copying of home movies, or practically none, and those cop-

ies have to be done outside, professionally. So super 8 gets a zero, or

maybe a 2, for the third factor. But
elsewhere, as we all know, this is the
fastest growing business of all, legally
or no. Copying covers a lot of ground
and we'll have to skip Xerox and
know plenty.
Kodak, about which
Not in the home, in any case. In our
area, audio copying has been the main
factor until recently, and it was the big
I

McIntosh C 32

18

ics and legalities here. Copying is now
an irreversible fact of our life, like the
mechanical reaper in the 19th century,
later, the mechanized cotton picker,
and still more recently the automated
newsprint system. Fundamental
changes, dislocating, whether legal or
not, and somehow we always must
learn to live with them. We are going

has

the

appearance

and

tech-

nological look to the future.

Keep up to date.
Send now - - -

to be living with better and better
copying of everything, one way or
another, and that is that. .(And let's say
not a thing about digital copying!)

Conservative Comparison
The implications of my third factor,
this copying, are immense. Look at the
VTR. Like the audio cassette the VTR is
multiple -use. It fits everywhere. It can
(1) record, (2) play published material
and (3) it can COPY, in full color and
sound. Phew, can it copy! The ads tell
you which factor is now the big selling
point. Right now I would rate this system, for all three factors, as maybe 510-85. Get that! Five percent for actual
home VTR recording with the optional
mike and camera. Ten percent, maybe,

for the playing of published, prere-

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904

corded video cassettes (and at what a
cost!) And a whopping 85 percent for

COPYING, complete with all those
computerized automatic on -off timers.

Name

Come to think of it, I'm being too
Address
City

State

Zip

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please
send the coupon to McIntosh. For non -rush
service send the Reader Service Card to the

days. So give the cassette a pleasant (at
a guess) 40-20-40 or even a 33-33-33.

Real nice medium and utterly unlike
the equally useful
Sharply different.

disc's

0-100-0.

Really Not Comparable.
Go further. Take the VTR and com-

picture super discs now in prototype.
So you've been thinking there mostly
in digital terms, sampling rates, bits,
rpms, and so on, and technical quality
of sound and picture, bulkiness, cost
of playback and so on. Engineering. If
you compare super disc and VTR on
these terms, the disc, potentially, is

McIntosh has received peerless acclaim from prominent product

Send us your name and address
and we'll send you the complete
product reviews and data on all
McIntosh products, copies of the
international awards, and a North
American FM directory. You will
understand wiy McIntosh product
research and development always

is remarkably balanced in its all-over mix of functions.
Lots of audio copying, the third factor.
Plenty of direct "live" recording, the
first factor, if you include all the battery cassettes with portable mikes.
Also, a sizeable and growing publication factor, the prerecorded cassettes
that are a respectable market these

cassette (bigger, regret to say, than
the improved fi). Also the very bane of

the record company, which sells one
disc and suffers a dozen or a hundred
copies at no profit! Let us not talk eth-

preamplifier" C 32 has been
selected for these unique honors.

the other hand,

pare it with its coming rivals (?) the

"More Than a Preamplifier"

can learn why the "more than a

dio cassette. Should we compare them
at all? They are so different. The disc
rates a flat 0-100-0. The cassette, on

reason behind the rise of the audio
I

testing laboratories and outstanding internatioial recognition! You

sound), even as so many guesses.
Compare the audio disc with the au-

conservative. Make it 3-3-94. Is anybody buying a VTR for other than taping the Yankees and the Dodgers and
a thousand other good air shows?
That's the name of the game.

likely to win hands down. It will be
much less expensive (when it is available), far less bulky, more convenient,
and probably better in quality. All the

pictures you want on two sides of a
slim 12 -inch platter. So throw out the
clumsy, expensive VTR and bring in
the super disc to replace it. BUT, BUT,
BUT!

Just take a look at my ratings. The
big, versatile, expensive VTR, tape in a
big box, rates that incredible 3-3-94, as
my best current guess. The last factor,
COPYING, is what now sells it, though

it can do the other things too. Now
look at its supposed coming rival, the
technically superior, cheaper, and
much more compact super -disc system
with pictures. That disc gets the same
old universal disc rating, 0-100-0, even
so, and the copy factor is a whopping
zero. How can we even try to compare
these two? They simply are not comparable.

You may count on it that the super disc developers, at least some of them,
are soberly aware of this enormous difference. The disc, any disc, is a one purpose publication and nothing else.
Please note that Dr. Goldmark's ingenious EVR "cartridge" for CBS of a few
years back was also a publication sys-

tem and would have gotten the very
same 0-100-0 rating. It didn't fly. Plen-

ty of $$ ploughed under for that little
miscalculation.
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i best seller.
Versas the best.

The New Large
Advent Loudspeaker
$139.00 per speaker*

The New Large
Advent Loudspeaker

Micro -Acoustics
FRM-2ax

Tweeter

One, positioned on -axis.

Two, symmetrically
positioned off -axis.

Super -tweeter

No.

Yes.

High -frequency
transducer mounting
High -frequency

Directly on baffle.

Forward -mounted in
separate compartment.

No.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

Three -position tweeter
level control.
Acoustic suspension, with
single -arc polyurethane
surround
Four screws, direct to
baffle.
No.

Continuously -variable tweeter/super-tweeter level control.
Acoustic suspension, with
treated cloth multiple sinusoidal annulus surround.
Eight screws with sealant
gasket, direct to baffle.

No.

Yes.

5 years, limited.
$139.00*

10 years, full.

overload circuit
Front -mounted

control
Control
Woofer

Woofer mounting
Diffraction -free
cabinet design

Full 3/4" cabinet
construction
Warranty
Mfr's. sugg. list

Yes.

$180.00**

Micro -Acoustics

FRM-2ax
$180.00 per speaker**

Compare these two speakers, and you'd probably expect the one on the left - with the lower
price-to be the better seller. You'd be right ..
but is it the better value? Before you decide, it
pays to consider how much more a little more
money will buy.
Compare highs. The FRM-2ax uses two
dispersion tweeters for room -filling, lifelike highs.
Then adds a super -tweeter for true reproduction of
overtones to 20 KHz. All high -frequency transducers are precision -mounted in a diffraction -free
.

Tri-AxisTM array.

Compare bass. The new FRM-2ax employs a
10" acoustic -suspension woofer with treated multiple -sinusoidal annulus surround, for long excursions. The woofer is tightly secured in a ruggedly constructed enclosure, providing rich, full bass.
Compare warranties. The FRM-2ax is warrantied twice as long.
The Micro -Acoustics FRM-2ax. When you
compare, there's really no comparison.
Micro -Acoustics Corporation, 8 Westchester
Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523, (914) 592-7627. In
Canada, H. Roy Gray Ltd., Markham, Ont.

Micro -acoustics
*Price for utility version shown. Also available in walnut veneer at increased cost. All
prices slightly higher in Western region.
**Slightly higher west of Mississippi.
All side -by -side comparison photos are unretouched.
s 1978, Micro -Acoustics Corporation.
Complete FRM-2ax specifications are available in Micro -Acoustics literature
No. L-2113.
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Quality worth a 10 -year warranty.

Most components
just provide recreation

Historical Habits
What you need, it seems, is a human
base. An established habit, an existing
market. Television, again, is also a

publication, 0-100-0 - but so was radio before it, and the radio audience
was there for TV to take over handily.

(And didn't radio borrow from the
phonograph?)

reation
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TV orientated and TV -played formats
is that there really isn't any established
base for them at all. Those numerous
and ingenious prerecorded "cartridges," including EVR, seemed a sure
bet but they turned out to be the biggest bust in history. All except the one
that was outwardly the most conserva-

tive, the lowly tape VTR from Sony!

s

rMh
---R

The trouble with any form of moving picture publication in these new

That was the sleeper and, we can now
see,

it

was because this one rated

something other than 0-100-0. It could
do more. It's doing it now.
Indeed, the VTR and the television
set together make a new system combined. The VTR fills in TV's two zeros,
recording live (optional) and copying;
TV itself takes care of the publication

bit. The VTR, if you wish, converts
non -repeatable broadcast publications
into repeatable ones.
would rate the VTR -TV combination system, on the average, as maybe
5-55-40. The measly 5 represents home
recording, not for most of us via VTR.
Let the home sound movies and maybe Polaroid fight that one out.
So before you go out for that bag of
I

20

two newest equalizes, the Stereo Fifteen
slid the One -Third Octave Eq. Two great new eqs
of crly put you in complete control of your accustic
environment but provide even more creative contour of
your music as well.
The Stereo F fteen Band Eq is ar e.panded version of
our pcpular ten band2Sterec Graphic Eq. W th two channels
each havinc fifteen bands spaced 2/3 o- an octave apart,
you nave even more creative power for bending, shaping,
enhancing the soard. Nc' matter how fine ycur home component system is, proble-ns such as poor room acoustics or
program quality nay occur. The Stereo Fifteen Bard Eq
gives you the cortrol lo crease the exact sound yot- desire.
The Ole -Third Octave Eq goes even farther in providing precision control over ycur system's sound. A single
charnel t.nit, its tni-ty-ore f-equency bands are spaced 1/3
of an octave apart to give you the most crew ive power
available at any price.
Both units feature a -ange of -12 to 112 decibels on
each band high slew -ate (7V/microsecond; and incredibly
wide cynarric rarge (better than 100 dB). Tie eqs 'eature
walrrtr side panels ;rack mounting iardware also inc udec)
and are bui t with rugger, reliable MXR qua ty.
Hear them perform at a -ine audio deale- near you, or
write MXR Innova-icns, Inc., 247 N. Goodman St., Rochester,

fertilizer, think one more step. Still,
today, nobody has the slightest idea
whether a market will appear for a TV type publication, prerecorded and
minus anything else. The idea flopped
dismally the last time. And here comes
our valiant super -disc people, looking
for that very same market, if with bet-

ter and cheaper goods to sell and,
hopefully, better compatability, too.
Published video color pictures, strictly
on a 0-100-0 basis. It's all or nothing
and a terrible risk. Also a challenge. No
wonder an audio super disc may come
first, to fit our tidy nice little hi-fi market.
I

think

see what these foreign op-

I

timists have in mind, in Japan and
Europe. Maybe WE don't like the idea

of packaged video. But in the other
well -developed countries, it could be
different. think these people count
I

N.Y. 14607.

n all of creation, MXF keeps providing.
Also di,tri puled in anada b- Wfiite Elec rcnic Developme it Cori orat or. Ontario.

on the rest of the world to snap up
those nice pictures, enough to get
things going and to heck with the U.S.

Then, they're hopeful of the big
breakthrough,

Consumer
Products Group

around, at

last,

as

America

and throws

comes
in the

heavy cash. Well, better last than never, I say.

A
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Just for the record, may
we introduce you to
the Audiophile Edition

The Groov-Stat
Electronic
3000

from Bib Hi -Fi

Accessories, Inc.
Already sought in

more than 6

countries, the
Audiophile Edition
comes from England,
with the technical and
esthetic superiority that
have made Bib's a
preeminent name for
more than 25 years.
And, just for those
records with which you are
most concerned, consider
this sampling:

The Record Valet

The elegant, effective remover of
damaging substances, pictured
above. Note the exclusive reservoir
for Bib's anti -static cleaner, to
merely humidify the pad rather
than coat and smear debris. Note,
too, the pad's tensiled edge
of bristles.

The Stylus Cleaner
Here is a
cleaner which

recognizes
both the value of
your investment
and the
requirement
that it be protected. It removes
destructive agents without harm to
the stylus tip, while accompanying
mildly formulated lotion softens grit
and removes glaze, with no danger
to cantilevers.

The
Stylus
Balance and
Deck Level
Calibrated
for accuracy within
0.25 gram's
sensitivity and
engineered for just
sufficient pressure to
prevent excessive stylus
and record wear, to say
nothing of distortion levels.

21

Singular
among
instruments of its
kind, this releases only
positive ions and is, therefore,
vastly more effective than conventional static guns which also emit
negative ions even though all
records are negatively charged.
While not for the record, here is one
more offering from the Edition:

The Tape Head
Cleaner
A unique
multi -angled tool,
for use on every
tape recorder made.
Plus our ins
on
mirror, a flu brush

The Parallel Tracking
Groov Kleen

Compatible
with even
the lowest
profile deck,
the unit's roller cleaning brush is
augmented by a camel -hair trailer
which tracks across grooves in
linear fashion.

Bib Hi -Fi Accessories, Inc. 3363 Garden Brook Drive Dallas, Texas 75234
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and the extraordinary c eaning
lotion from our own chemists.
Consider finally, the Edition's
handsome case ... Just for the Record.
And the tape recorder.

The Audiophile
Edition by Bib.
The Finest Record
111111111111111121111111/

and Tape
Accessories in
the World.

1
1

1

Tape,
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1

1

1

name
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address

Herman
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city
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MAIL THIS COUPON
AND WE'LL SEND
YOU THE BEST
SPEAKER CATALOG
YOU EVER READ!
No kidding. Speakerlab's catalog took longer
to write than some of our competitors have
been in business. In fact, we created an industry
by "building great kits so you can afford great
speakers." Our catalog is an invaluable
manual of speaker function
and design. And, it will
introduce you to the finest
speaker kits made
anywhere...with the
strongest money -back
guarantee. Find out for
yourself...FREE. FREE,
that is. Mail the coupon now.

fpeaketlab
Dept. 1 -AD, 735 N. Northlake Way
Seattle. WA 98103

Tape Bias

Q. What is optimum tape bias? -

Frederick Vasquez, Regina, Sask., Canada.

A. Optimum bias is that which, together with optimum equalization and
drive level (amount of signal fed to the
record head at 0 VU reading), results
in the most satisfactory combination
of low distortion, extended treble
response, and high signal-to-noise
ratio. Optimum conditions vary with
the tape speed and the type of tape.

Particularly at the slower speeds,
one cannot merely set the bias for
minimum distortion as this would,
usually, result in excessive bias erase
(inadequate treble). One could compensate for such treble loss by increasing the treble boost, but this increases
the chance of tape saturation at high
frequencies. Therefore, compromises
are in order: One compromise is to re-

duce the bias somewhat, without an
increase in distortion. Another compromise is to increase treble
boost somewhat, without an excessive

risk of tape saturation. Still another

HELP!
a

noise.

If you're about to
move, please let us
know approximately

tal music, anything from a flute duet
to a 60 -piece concert band. Should it
be omnidirectional or cardioid?
Should it be dynamic or condenser? I
am willing to spend up to $200.00. Joseph Corvo, Woodland, Cal.

A. You might be happy with a topquality dynamic microphone, with an
omnidirectional pattern. An omnidirectional mike tends to give a wider
and flatter response than a cardioid.
On the other hand, $200 can buy quite

a good condenser mike. Your best
course of action is to go to a dealer
and listen to several mikes by recording your voice or a solo instrument on

tape. Perhaps, you can even find a
dealer who is willing to let you try out

One other way to go is to buy a

mike with interchangeable capsules,

which will give you different directional characteristics, though the operating principle will, of course, remain
the same.

Tape Longevity
play a cassette 150 to 200
Q. If
times, will the cassette hold up better
than a phonograph record? - Steve
1

Leder, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

four weeks before

___

the move comes

about. Or, if there is anything wrong with
your current mailing label, please let us

know on this form also. Simply affix your
present label here, and carefully print the
updated information below.

Two -Part Taping

Q. I play piano and would like to

record the bass part of a song on Track

A, then go back to the beginning and
fill in the rest of the song on Track B.
How can this be done? - Bruce
LaRocca, Chelsea, Mass.

A. The solution to your problem is in

PLEASE HELP US TO SERVE

the use of a tape deck which permits
synchronized sound -with -sound recording (known by various trade

YOU BETTER
AUDIO MAGAZINE
401 N

crophone for recording live instrumen-

cording site.

tion, extended treble response, and

HERE

please include

Taping Mike
Q. I need advice in choosing a mi-

two or three different mikes at a re-

less

OF ADDRESS

sure prompt service
on your inquiry.

subscription,

obtains exact synchronization.

nal somewhat, which results in

CHANGE

mailing label to in-

AFFIX
LABEL

Audio

nels are in the same head, one thus

compromise is to reduce the drive sig-

distortion and less risk of tape saturation, yet without excessive reduction
in the signal-to-noise ratio.
Accordingly, the manufacturer of a
tape deck must, for a given tape and a
given speed, juggle the three factors of
bias, equalization, and drive level to
arrive at what he considers to be optimum performance in respect to distor-

Anytime you have a
question about your

head. Thus, the left (upper) channel of
the record head plays Track A at the
same time that the right (lower) channel records Track B. Since both chan-

Broad Street Phila.. Pa. 19108

A. On the whole, I believe the answer is yes. Initially, there might be a
slight loss in the highest frequencies
during the first few plays - perhaps as
much as 2 to 5 dB in the range of 10 to
15 kHz - but after that you should be

able to get many hundreds of plays

without noticeable change. The initial
loss to which I refer will vary with the

type and brand of cassette tape used. Q

names such as Sel-Sync, Simul-Sync,
etc.). With such a tape deck there is a
switching system that temporarily al-

If you have a problem or question on tape

Company

lows the upper section of the tape

Address

record head to be used as a playback

19108. All letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Name_-.

City

(Please Print)

-

State

-Zip

---

AU2/79

recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at
AUDIO, 401 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA
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OI:r 120`s dTheywork.
ing unusual.
lvork.
Anyone who uses 120 minute cassettes
knows the tape is not only a lot thinner than
the tape in a 60 minute cassette, it's also more
susceptible to stretching, buckling, and tearing.
Yet few people realize the fault lies not
in the tape itself, but in poorly constructed

rnaxell IIIIIIIII

cassette housings.

At Maxell, we build our cassettes to higher
standards than the industry calls for. We use
heavy-dbty styrene in our cassette housing,
Delrin guide roller; with precision steel pins
and Teflon slip sheets. All of which help

111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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eliminate sticking and jamming.
So if you're looking for a 120, why look
for trouble.
Try Maxell. The two hour cassette that's
guoranteec to work.
Forever.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlI1111IIflIIIIIIIiII
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of Artienco, 50 Oxfoc

I

Drive,

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Moonochie, N

J.

07004.

Bert Whyte

the

With the continuing dynamic
growth of the professional audio
industry, it has become something of a
cliché to report that every Audio Engineering Society convention is "bigger
than ever." This certainly was the case
with the 61st AES convention at the
Waldorf in New York, November 3-6.
As usual, the Waldorf's ballroom was

filled to capacity with exhibits, and
this year the stage area and all the box-

es in the upper balconies of the ballroom were also pressed into service.
Along with the demonstration rooms
on the 12th floor, the conventioneer
was confronted with a truly mind -boggling array of audio equipment.
Needless to say, as has been the case

for the past few AES conventions, digital technology was the dominant

theme. However, even the anticipation of this situation did not prepare
us for the onslaught of activity in this

24 field. Any visitor to this 61st AES con-

vention, after having been exposed to
all the glittering new digital recording
equipment on display and listening to
the many papers on digital technolo-

ne

ary -head digital recorders, they all use
16 -bit systems. The 3M, Soundstream,
and the proposed Ampex digital recor-

der all have opted for a 50K per second sampling rate. They all give very
cogent, but remarkably similar reasons
for the rationale in their choice of sampling rate. The Japanese, on the other

hand, whether their digital recorders
are the ubiquitous helical scan variety
or the few stationary head models that
have appeared, still cling to their
44.056K sampling rate and its tie-in

with the NTSC TV signal. Up until
quite recently, all the helical -scan
PCM recorders based on the various
VCR formats have used a 13 -bit, with 1

parity bit, nonlinear encoding setup.
Now, in the interests of better signalto-noise ratio and less distortion, the
new Japanese "standard" appears to
be a 14 -bit linear encoding system. It
would probably be correct to all these
14 bit/44.056K sampling rate PCM recorders as digital machines for the
consumer market.

tape mastering recorder and the 2/4
channel on half -inch mix -down
machine. The four systems promised
to recording studios by the end of 1978
are said

to be on schedule. Most

importantly, 3M unveiled its electronic
editing facility for the digital recorders.
The 3M programmable electronic digital editing system was engineered
jointly with Inter -technology Exchange
(ITX), Ltd. of Hollywood. The editing

console consists of a video screen,
teletypewriter keyboard augmented
with special function keys, and remote
controls for the 32 -channel master and

2/4 channel mixdown recorders. In
use, the editor selects the rough edit
point by listening, then looks at enlarged visual representations of the
sound amplitude on the video screen.
The display first shows 40 samples on

either side of the tentative edit point
and then the point is refined further
by a so-called "zoom" function. With
time -code control of edit points and
microprocessor control of execution
accuracy to within 20 microseconds (!),

elaborate inserts and assembly edits
are possible. There is also the great ad-

gy, would have to conclude that the
digital revolution isn't coming ... it is
here! Thus, I make no apology for this

vantage of being able to "preview"
hear the intended edits before their

AES convention report being mainly
oriented to the "digital domain."
It had been widely anticipated that

digital mastering system was further

actual execution.
The 3M committment to a complete

evidenced by their announcement of a

at this 61st AES convention, the stand-

disc lathe preview unit. Using a random access memory, time generator,

ards for digital recording would be
established, or at the very least, close
to resolution. Unfortunately, some unforseen complications and procedural
problems, not necessarily technical in
nature, have put the standards deliberations on "hold" for the present. However, a "Technical Committee for Digital Audio Engineering" has been
formed to ensure an ongoing exchange of data on digital technology
which, it is hoped, will make a signifi-

cant contribution to the resolution of
the standards problem.

Of course, digital technology has
been evolving for some time now, and
except for certain proprietary aspects
of the technology within various companies, most digital information is on a
"shared access" basis among audio
engineers. Thus, by happenstance and
coincidence, the digital recorders
which have appeared share many
common features. For example, among

the so-called "professional" station-

and digital -to -analog converters with a

signal delay adjustable up to 1.3 seconds, the device delays a set of digital
signals from the master recorder while
analog signals proceed to a conventi-

onal computer lathe controller that
optimizes groove pitch and depth. The

important thing here is that the designals remain in the digital
domain, maintaining their integrity
layed

until the end of the delay, thus with
3M Digital
Editing System

Digital Evolution
Now let us take a detailed look at
the digital recording equipment on
display at the Waldorf. The 3M digital
recording system has been described
previously in these pages. It is a 16 -bit/
50K sampling rate system. At the Wal-

dorf they were showing updated versions of the 32 channel on one -inch

no degradtion of quality.
Dr. Tom Stockham's Soundstream
digital recorder was the pioneering
unit in the field. It still is a 2/4 channel
unit using 1 -inch tape and in its latest
embodiment is a 16-bit/50K sampling
rate system. Editing is done at Sound stream's Salt Lake City headquarters.
The system is in frequent use by a
number of record companies, as a spe-

cific record session service under direct control of Soundstream. Sound -
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YOU'LL PROBABLY ENJOY YOUR HIGH FIDELITY

SYSTEM WITHOUT THE PHASE LINEAR 6000.
THE QUESTION IS, HOW WELL?

25
Every I steninc eneironTnent has its owr unique
'acoustical signa.ure"
-esuttirg from a combination
Df pryscal charac_erislics
and factors. The sée and
shape of the area, materials
used it construction, :he

Would you like_ to -egain that

" nvolverrerC and in tie

'baling effec-" Di objects
within the area, and even tie
sound absorbinc qual ties of :he
aúdienoe, help p-ovide the
spatial and sonic experience of a
live performance, whethertt-at
performance is in the spadousness

of ~son Scuare Garden cr the
intimacy of a piano bar
Have y-ou,eve- bough_ home the

rexrd ng of aperformance you
particclarly erjoyed, oily -o feel on
playoa_.k, that it _utt was lot tie same
as it was in the flesh? "ou didn't feel as 'involved"
as you did wher you were if -ere?

Ycu were righ:. is not the same.
In fact much of the sonic and spatial "experien e'
that made yoL. a part of :hat ive performance
was Jost in the racording.prcoess.

So where does :his leave ycuR

process experienw La Sceia,
the Sydneygpera House,
Carnegie Hall, the Los
Angeles Doliseum. or just your
iavcrite disco?
The Phase Linear `Or30 Analogue
Delay can program your stereo"
system sc your liv ng room thinks
its the Meto- your den th nks it's the
Astrodome. You can erjcy Hancel's
' Messier" as Handel origirally
interded, and not be limited by the
parameters cr the récyrding process.
Wi-h its irnovati.,e circuitry, the
Prase Linear 6000 recreates the
information necessa-i :a reproduce
va-ious acoustical en irorlments
Experienoe in your own home This
world of depth anc spaciousneez teat was cnce
L pique only to an actual liN.e performance
In a single page, wecanrot begin -o describe :he
Phase Linear 6COJ Audi: Delay and :he
tecinology Lehind it. Fo- detailed explanation o:
is operation p us a 23 -page Owner's Manual
please send $2 00 to: P1Rg LINEAR.
Dept. (A-6_, 20121 - 48th Ave W.
'Lynnwood, WA 93036, USA

THE POWERFUL DIFFERENCE
DISTRIBUTED N :CANADA BY -I. =OY 3RA" LTC. ANC IN ALSTRALIA BY MEGASOJI-D PTY. IL D.
Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Card

Even the best recordings played on the best component stereo
systems fail to fully recreate the ambience of music performed
live. That's because most listening rooms are small and

gives music

acoustically
dead.

roo
to be heard

mThe SD -550 Ambience Restoration
System recreates the environmental
envelope of music performed live by
recovering the
natural ambience
and distributing

stream did not have a demonstration
room at this convention, no doubt
feeling that by now the system is quite
well known, and some records made
with it are already on the market.

Sony Surprises
One of the big surprises of the con-

vention was the high degree of involvement by Sony in digital recording. Of course, they have pioneered in
the consumer -type helical scan VCR

sound throughout the room. This ambience restoration
produces a musically valid listening experience irrespective of
room limitations.

recording with their PCM-1 digital

To hear ambience restoration for yourself, take your favorite
record to your Sound Concepts dealer and ask for a
demonstration. For complete information and the name of
dyour dealer, please write to us.

demonstrating their "big league" PCM
unit, the Sony 1600. The 77 -pound
PCM-1600 is a 16 -bit linear quantization system with, however, the familiar
Japanese 44.056K sampling rate. The
PCM-1600 is used with the Sony BVU-

iCpOÁCQ

pti

27 Newell Road, Brookline, MA 02146 (617) 566-0110

encoder/decoder. I have recently used

one of these units with considerable
success. At the convention they were

200A helical scan 3/4 -inch U-matic VCR.

Electronic editing can be performed
using the Sony BVE-500A videotape
editing console. By using two of the
VCR units with the video editor and
the PCM-1600, pitch and depth control are possible with disc cutting laths.
The significant thing about all this is
that the PCM-1600 and associated
equipment is a system now in production, not a prototype. Price of the system is said to be around $46 thousand.
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which is More Accurate?

Not content with this, on the stage of
the Waldorf ballroom Sony had set up
their imposing new 24 -channel prototype PCM-3200 stationary head digital
recorder. Actually this is one of a series
of recorders in which 2/4 channel versions on //4 -inch tape, 8 channels on %-

SPEAKER A
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i:_ti.
20 Hz

100

1 kHz
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100

1 kHz

Response in listening room

Response in anechoic chamber
+5

-5

SPEAKER B

-10

use two tracks per channel to allow
phase modulation and proper redundancy, plus two analog audio tracks

5

o

-15
20 Hz

100

1 kHz

10

20

Response in anchó c chamber

Speaker A is an idealized version of any

one of a number of fine loudspeaker

44.056 or 50.35K sampling rate. Sony is
covering all bases! The number of
tracks on these recorders is greater

than the number of channels, as they

o

O dB

inch tape, 16 and 24 channels on 1 inch tape, and 32 and 48 (my gawd)
channels on 2 -inch tape will be available. All are 16 -bit linear quantization
systems, but a real surprise is that
there is a switch -selected choice of a

_

20 Hz

100

1 kHz

Response in listening room

Stabilized Radiation Loading, designed

for flat power output in the only envi-

and one SMPTE time code track. The
SMPTE track will aid in electronic editing on the deck and multi -deck synchronization. A tape speed of 15 ips is

said to provide up to 120 minutes of

ronment that really matters: your listening room.

recording.

reflected impedance from the room
boundaries changes its power output

Which speaker really is more accurate?
And which would you prefer?

capped this by introducing a digital

drastically. In practical use its response
is far from flat.

Descriptive literature, including com-

Speaker B is an Allison® Room -

Full Warranty for Five Years, is available
on request.

systems of conventional design. It per-

forms very well in an anechoic test
chamber, but in a real living room the

Matched"' loudspeaker system with

plete specifications and a statement of

ALLISON ACOUSTICS INC.
7 Tech Circle, Natick, Massachusetts 01760
Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card
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As if all this activity in digital recorders wasn't impressive enough, Sony
audio mixer. Initially it is an eight input, two -output small unit, but Sony
plans larger units all the way up to 48
channels! It is designed to mix 16 -bit
linear quantized digital signals with no
analog process involved. It has the
usual slider fader controls, echo send
and receive facilities, and analog plas-
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The most
powerful argument
for our new receiver
is not just power.

True, it's terr pting to be swept up

though, need no decoding. They
include a normal and narrow FM IF
150 watts per channel minimum
bandwidth selector. It makes life simple
RMS at 8 ohms, from 20Hz to 20kHz,
for people in areas where their signals
with no more than 0.07%Total Harmonic are crowded together elbow to elbow.
Distortion, is nothing to sneeze at.
In our preamp section, the V7
But raw power means nothing.
comes equipped with a special phono
What's important is how that power is
EQ circuitry. Thanks to Sony's high IQ,it
delivered. In the case of the STR-V7, it's allows for direct connection of a low brought to you by Sony in a very classy
output, moving -coil cartridge phono
package.
source. Without calling for an external
You get a combination of features
step-up transformer or pre-preamp.
and controls that are impressive on
When you're gifted with as much
their own-but almost unheard of in a
power as the V7, you need a way to
single machine.
keep track of it. This receiver keeps
To start with, we've built in a Dolby tabs with two power -output meters,
system, for decoding Dolbyized FM
monitoring the power being fed to the
broadcasts.
speakers. So overload can't result from
The advantages of our tuner,
oversight.
by our power.

And all that power comes from our
direct coupled DC power amp. And our
power is stable, thanks to a high -efficiency, high regulation toroidal -coil
transformer.
There's a lot more to the STR-V7
than power. This receiver takes the best
that contemporary technology has to
offer, and offers it in a single machine.
Other manufacturers may have
the power to bring you power. But only
Sony has the power to bring you more
than just power.

S ONY.
LJ

r

01978 Sony Industries, a division of Sony corp. of America, 9 West 57, N.Y., N.Y. 10019. Sony is 3 trademark of Sony Corp.
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ma bar -graph displays for level. Here
again, sampling rate is selectable between 44.056K and 50.35K with, how-

ever, a maximum clock rate of 56K.
The reason for the echo send and
receive is that Sony has also introduced a digital reverberation system.
The DRX-1000 has a built in microcomputer that allows programming of
four different reverberation modes.
The unit accepts digital signals directly

and adds reverb directly. It has initial
delays up to 100 milliseconds, with re verb times as long as 20 seconds. The

mixer will interface with digital equipment with sampling rates up to 55K. It
will interface with analog equipment
and Sony's new A -to -D and D -to -A
ADA-1601 two -channel converter also
introduced at the convention. It is obvious that Sony is aiming for the total

digital recording facility and, at this
convention, they have shown that
they are really serious about digital
technology.

.

Cut speaker wire

distortion-use
Discwasher's
SMOG-LIFTERS-

28

"perfectionist
speaker cable"
Sony DAD -1

Listening tests with
audiophile panels of
listeners show
greater clarity than
"speaker wire".
Smog -Lifters have
the very lowest
resistance, with capacitance tolerated
by most amplifiers.
Passes square
waves at 20KHz. (30
ft. of speaker or lamp

cord will not.)

THE DG TIP-unique
to Smog -Lifters.

Flexible finished
dividers have wire
protectors that allow
pure "shiny copper"
connections.
SMOG -LIFTERS- in
finished lengths of
3m($10), 6m($17)
and 10m($30).

discwasher,' inc.
1407 N. Providence Rd.
Columbia, MO 65201

Digital Disc Player

One further bolstering of this idea
was provided by the introduction of
their DAD -1X digital audio disc. The
system uses a one-sided reflective disc
revolving at 450 rpm and is scanned by
a low -power, helium -neon laser. The
disc system is 16 -bit linear -encoded
PCM, with 95 -dB dynamic range, and

less than 0.03 percent distortion. Because of a new high density "run
length limited code" system, the disc
can play for an astounding 21 hours
on one side.

Digital Discs

Along with a prototype model of
their RS -1800 30-ips automatic bias
and equalization adjusting tape recorder, Technics was demonstrating their

SH-P1 PCM digital encoder/decoder
with the Panasonic VHS/VCR deck.
Yours truly recorded the digital tape
for them, the Marlboro Festival players
in Stravinsky's I'Histoire de Soldat, and

I am pleased that it elicited much favorable comment. I am hopeful it will
be heard at the Winter CES via their
VISC digital disc.

Pioneer and MCA/Universal were
demonstrating their digital disc version

of the video disc Pioneer manufactures in Japan for industrial users. Not
much info on it, other than it's another
laser -scan system with 30 minute playing time per side and dynamic range
85-90 dB. Finally on the digital frontier
was a paper by Philips on its compact
laser -scan disc affording 90 -dB dynam-

ic range and a playing time of one
hour per side. Oddly enough, it is not
supposed to be compatible with their
laser -optical video disc.

When I was in London recently rethe London Philharmonic
Orchestra, Arthur Haddy, the Technical Director of Decca Records, was

cording

kind enough to invite me and Mrs.
Whyte to a private demonstration of
Decca's new digital tape mastering
system made in their own laboratories
at Finchley. Bill Bayliff, general manger

of the Decca recording studios, and
Griffiths project manager at
Finchly, were in attendance to explain
matters and, in fact, were to attend the
AES convention as well. have been
asked not to reveal certain details, but
I can tell you it is a 16 -bit linear quantization system, and the sampling rate
is confidential. It uses a professional
Tony

I

one -inch helical scan transport, has

the ability to monitor off the tape, has,
it

is

claimed, "100 percent dropout

correction" (!), and very importantly

for a record company ... complete

Ampex has been keeping a low profile on digital recording, although

"on session" electronic editing facilities. We heard some Ashkenazy Mo-

good reason told you that they must
be working on a system. Ed Engberg,

zart from Kingsway Hall, plus an
operatic recital from Walthamstow,

Ampex engineer, gave a paper on a socalled "Proposed Digital Recording
Format," which, not unexpectedly,

dynamic

opted for 16 -bit linear quantization
and a 50K sampling rate. Indications
are that the ATR-100 might be modified as a digital mastering machine.
Plans for any multi -channel digital recorder are unknown at this time.
JVC was demonstrating its new 14 bit PCM unit with its Vidstar VCR, and
it was very clean -sounding with some
pop -type music. They are reportedly
going to be demonstrating their capacitance -type digital disc system at the

and both were absolutely superb in
terms of clarity, cleanness, and wide
range.

Furthermore,

edits

were performed right before our eyes
might add.
and ears, to perfection
With it taking sometimes a couple of
years to assemble operatic casts, the
on -session editing ability is vital to
such projects. Obviously, our British
cousins are very much into the digital
I

scheme of things.
Yes, Virginia , there is a thing called
analog audio, and there were some interesting new items at the AES convention which we will discuss next month.

Winter CES in Las Vegas.

A
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equalizers
the NEW
SE450

s24900
(including cabinet)

the Best
in EQ is now affordable-and GUARANTEED
to enhance and improve any fine system!
SE450 SPECIFICATIONS
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE:

105dB below full output.
INDIVIDUAL CONTROLS:

32dB total adjustment range.
a. ± 16dB each octave (all other
octaves set at max.)
b. ± 12dB each octave (all other
octaves set at zero)
TOTAL GAIN/CUT:

+ 22DB, - 28dB, all controls set
at maximum.
THD:

Less than 0.01% at 2V.

THE EQUALIZER YOU BUY
SHOULD HAVE THESE
FEATURES:

An environmental do-it-yourself test

record edited and announced by
Soundcraftsmen especially for use with
the Soundcraftsmen equalizer...
Computone Charts for making a record

RP2201-R

529900
(including cabinet) I

Same
performance, more features.

of, and resetting in seconds, any
desired EQ curve ... A full -channel
frequency spectrum level control on
each channel for instant "no distortion"

in/out balancing ... Light -emitting diodes for precise visual signal level

balancing ... A graphic display for
each EQ curve.

SP4002 Preamp-Equalizer...

RP2215-R

$37000
(including cabinet)

Spectacular
performance, many more features.

NEW CLASS "H"250 w. Amps...

VARIABLE CARTRIDGE LOADING 50 to 800 PF.

The new CLASS "H" ANALOG logic Vari-Portionalx

Variable 47 k/100 ohm Phono Impedance

circuit with AUTO -CROWBAR protection circuit,
input level controls, adjustable range meters, main
and remote speaker selection, clipping indicators,

INPUTS for MOST MOVING COIL Cartridges
Four Mono Phono Preamplifiers ± 20 dB phono
Level Adjustment Two External Processing Loops

Three-way Tape Dubbing Two Amplified
Headphone Outputs Front Panel Tape Inputs &

Outputs PHONO S/N: -97dB THD 0.01%
$699.00

PE2217-R Preamp-Equalizer...

Now the PF2217, rated "STATE-OF-THE-ART" and
"BEST -BUY" in magazine Test Reports is available

as the PE2217-R in rack silver -black form as a

matching mate for our new amplifier. With the

VARI-PORTIONAL`" indicators and speaker protec-

control flexibility of pushbutton -patching for tape

tion. 250 watts RMS minimum p/c 20-20KHz t
8 ohms, less than 0.1% THD. T.I.M. better than

monitoring and tape dubbing between two or

0.02%. NON -LIMITED output assures crisp clean
peaks. 3 models, From $649.

discrete -octave equalization, the PE2217-R is the

three machines together with tape and program
MOST POWERFUL and FLEXIBLE Preamp available

at $549.00.

FREE! 16 -page Full -Color Brochure
Includes TEST REPORTS, complete specifications. Class "H" amplifier ENGINEERING REPORT, EQ COMPARISON

CHART, and the "WHY'S & HOW'S" of equalization-an easy -to -understand explanation of the relationship
of acoustics to your environment. Also contains many unique IDEAS on "How the Soundcraftsmen Equalizer
can measurably enhance your listening pleasures;' "How typical room problems can be eliminated by
Equalization;' and a 10 -POINT "DO-IT-YOURSELF" EQ evaluation checklist so you can
FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF WHAT EQ CAN DO FOR YOU!

MADE IN U.S.A. BY SOUNDCRAFTSMEN, INC., 2200 SO. RITCHEY, SANTA ANA, CA 92705
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In the last Videoscenes column
(December, 1978) I reviewed the Sony
SL8600 Betamax, a third -generation
VCR in that format. While the Betamax

30

was the pioneering consumer VCR,
this was too tempting a market to remain the exclusive province of Sony
for any extended period of time. Thus,
JVC entered the market with its Video
Home System (VHS) video cassette recorder they called the "Vidstar."

Naturally, JVC wanted to offer a
VCR system that was at least equal (if
not better) in quality than the
Betamax, with certain special features

that would have a strong appeal for
VCR customers. In the Vidstar, one of
the major attractions was its ability to
record for two hours, as compared to

one hour for the original Betamax.
Other points in its favor were the ease
of unattended recording with its easy

to operate built-in digital timer, low
energy consumption, and small size.
The VHS system was soon licensed
to JVC's parent company, Matsushita.
In remarkably short time, JVC was sup-

plying OEM units for other electronic
firms, while Matsushita was halving
the tape speed of the VHS system,

thus permitting up to four hours of
recording. These extended play VHS

: : ii .:i.i%

Recently, JVC introduced its second
generation VHS unit, the Vidstar
HR3600AU, with substantial refinements and innovations. Physically, it is
a 177/8 in. wide, by 5-13/16 in. high, by
12Ve in. deep package, weighing in at
31 pounds, and attractively finished in

a metallic tan color with simulated
rosewood end panels.
As in most VCR machines, tape
transport functions are activated by
"piano key" mechanical controls, and

there are separate UHF and VHF rotary
channel selectors. These machines
have push -in fine tuning knobs and an

AFT (automatic fine tuning) button to

"lock -in" the program after manual
fine-tuning adjustment. The front panel also has toggle switches for record
select and cassette or TV select, digital

timer read-out and adjustment controls, microphone input, tracking control, tape counter, and search function
button, plus several other special func-

tion controls we will get to shortly.
The rear panel has the usual UHF and
VHF terminals, video and audio inputs
and outputs, and a special remote
control facility.

The JVC Vidstar uses the rotary
slant -azimuth two -head helical scan

recording drum system to record a

plied as OEM units to various other

standard NTSC color signal at a linear
tape speed of 1.31 ips. JVC claims the
62 -mm wide head drum is the smallest

including RCA in this
country, who call their version of this
VCR "Selectavision." Currently, the

head gap is only 0.3 micrometers wide,
less than half that of most current VCR

recorders are sold by Matsushita under
its own Panasonic brand and also supcompanies

in any VCR and that the record/play

JVC VHS format has been adopted by
more companies than those who opted for Betamax.

units. This narrow gap, coupled with
JVC's technique of removing the guard

bands which normally separate adja-

cent tracks in azimuth recording,

is

claimed to be responsible for the high
signal-to-noise ratio of more than 45

dB and achievement of high density
recording on half -inch tape without
degradation of the color quality. The
high signal-to-noise ratio
density recording is also due to a num-

ber of inter -related technological advances in VCR circuitry. One is what
JVC terms "Double Limiter Frequency
Modulation," somewhat similar to
their Super ANRS (automatic noise reduction system) and the Dolby system

in audio, which improves the signalto-noise ratio of the black and white
video signal by boosting the picture's
brightness over the inherent noise sig-

nal. Another part of this is the "Burst
Level Up" system, which is similar in
function to the DL -FM system, but is
used to ensure the proper color hue
and saturation for the color video signal.

The final part of this special circuitry
is the PSC (Phase Shift Color) system.
When JVC removed the guard bands

from the tape to enable high density
recording, it created the problem of
"crosstalk" at low frequencies (color
information). By using the phase shifter circuitry of a TV receiver and
adding a control circuit which attenuates the crosstalk of signals drifting
from one video track to another, proper hue is maintained and image degration avoided.

Another feature of the Vidstar is a
built-in thermal heating system, which
is activated when room temperature
falls below 50° F, thus preventing
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Silence... is where sound begins.
From the moment you begin using the Nakamichi 580, you'll
know it's no ordinary cassette deck.
The transport doesn't make distracting noises because there
are no solenoids. A high-speed cueing system makes program
location a breeze. A unique "Direct Flux" erase head wipes
the tape clean like no other erase head ever made.
And modulation noise is incredibly low, thanks to an asymmetrical
"Diffused Resonance" tape -drive mechanism.
But it's silence that makes the 580 different. It doesn't
sound like a cassette deck. It doesn't sound like anything...except
what you originally recorded. You hear the music, not the machine.

If you find the 580 uncommon, you'll be similarly impressed
by the companion 530 Receiver-the performance of Nakamichi's
highly acclaimed separates at a fraction of the cost, plus
motorized auto -tuning and station memory presets.
Write for more information: 1101 Colorado Avenue,
Santa Monica, California 90401.

rk

Nakamichi

Products of unusual creativity and competence
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card
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harmful moisture condensation on
head drum and tape. Most other VCR

units merely have a light to warn of
this condition, with no corrective heating circuitry.

roó00000

New on this HR3600 model of the
Vidstar and, for that matter, any other
VCR is the ability to operate in other

cam"

G

playback speed modes beyond the
normal real-time viewing at the 1.31
ips tape speed. On the front panel is

G

.

that special control I mentioned earli-

er, Speed Play. When this button is
depressed, the tape speed is doubled.
Of course, the action is speeded up in
a sort of "Keystone Cops" fashion, but

One size tits
all Shure

although the audio track is also dou-

phono
cartridges

bled in speed, through the use of clever digital voice compression tech-

niques, there is no pitch change or
"monkey chatter" effects, and speech
remains perfectly intelligible. Obviously this can be useful for rapid location of a segment of the program, far

more precisely than the usual "fast

Needle in the
hi-fi haystack
32

Even we were astounded at how
difficult it is to find an adequate
other -brand replacement stylus for a
Shure cartridge. We recently
purchased 241 random styli that were
not manufactured by Shure, but were
being sold as replacements for our
cartridges. Only ONE of these 241
styli could pass the same basic
production line performance tests
that ALL genuine Shure styli must
pass. But don't simply accept what
we say here. Send for the documented
test results we've compiled for you in
data booklet # AL548. Insist on a
genuine Shure stylus so that your
cartridge will retain its original
performance capability-and at the
same time protect your records.

forward" mode. One can also envision
that having recorded several episodes
of a serial or multi -part program, it is
viewed at double speed to reduce running time and "catch up" with current
episodes. There is a jack on the front

panel and a remote control, which is
supplied as standard equipment with
every HR3600 Vidstar, plugs into it to
enable switching between normal and
double speed viewing.

The HR3600 Vidstar has a Pause
control, which it is also labeled Still.
This is a stop -action feature, which
permits "still picture" viewing of any

In Canada: A.C. Simmonds & Sons Limited

have used thus far. The Vidstar accepts

30-, 60-, and 120 -minute video cassettes, with a three-hour cassette to
become available early this year. I used
video cassettes supplied with the Vid star,

as well as VHS cassettes from

TDK, who are just getting into the VCR

market with both the VHS and Betamax formats. I didn't find any quality
differences in the cassettes, probably
because the Vidstar OEM cassettes are
made by TDK. In any case, the pictures

produced by the cassettes were first
class. Dropout glitches were rarely
encountered, aad jitter was quite low.
Picture distortions and anomalies usu-

ally attributed to poor tape packing
within the cassette were nonexistent.
Repeated use of a single cassette did
not produce noticeable frilling of the
tape edges, and there was no image
deformity.
With the high 45 -dB signal-to-noise
ratio of the Vidstar, the resolution of
the image

quality was very good

motion" effect is also possible through
use of the tracking control. A rear panel "Pause/Remote/Still" jack accepts a

supplied remote control switch. This
allows remote control of starting and
stopping of the tape during recording

no "hot spot" extremes. Color hue and
intensity were exceptionally stable. As
in the Betamax, longer playing times

in other words a "commercial

are the result of using progressively
thinner tapes, at the one tape speed.

this mode, which are correctable via
the tracking control. A quasi "slow-

.

.

killer,"

well as controlling the
"freeze frame" function. The JVC
as

GC3300AU color video camera can
also

be plugged into this jack,

in

As far as I could see, there was no per-

ceptible degradation of image quality,
when using a 120 -minute cassette, as

which case the camera's "stop/start"
button controls the starting and stop-

compared to a 30 -minute cassette. Au-

ping of the video tape transport during
recording.
The new HR3600 Vidstar is obviously

specified as 50 Hz to 10 kHz, is no better than the Betamax, and this remains

a versatile unit, with the interesting

have used thus far.

special features adding to its appeal.
More to the point is that it is an excel-

All in all, the new HR3600 Vidstar
must be judged a "star" performer. As
it
a straightforward VCR recorder,
functions both well and dependably.
Add to this the special "frills" and features of this Vidstar, and VCR record-

lent unit in terms of its normal VCR
functions. I found all the controls easy

to use, and they worked with commendable smoothness. A definite plus

for people with small living rooms is
that noise from the scanning drum and
Manufacturers of high fidelity component..
microphones. sound .systems and related tire:

tape transport was exceptionally low,
making this Vidstar the quietest VCR I

indeed. Horizontal resolution in the
color mode is specified at 240 lines,
which is quite high for half -inch tape,
but believable in view of the perceived picture quality. Images were
quite stable, and brightness and contrast ratios were well averaged, with

scene in the playback mode. Bands of
noise may be visible on the screen in

.

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204

JVC HR3600 Vidstar

r
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dio quality of the Vidstar, although
the weak spot for all the VCR units

I

ing becomes even more interesting
. and more fun, too!
Q
.

.

fact:

dramatic freedom
from distortion comes to a
mid -priced cartridge:
the new Shure M95FtE...
the Shure M95HE

9.0%

HARMONIC AND INTERMODULATION
DISTORTION FOR VARIOUS TIP SHAPES

5.6%

5.6%

3 5%

t
23%

an affordable, audible improvement
One of the critically acclaimed advances
introduced in Shure's incomparable V15 Type IV
pickup is its revolutionary and unique
distortion -reducing Hyperelliptical stylus. Now,
you can enjoy this standard of sound purity in a
new, ultra -flat frequency response, light tracking,
high trackability cartridge that will not tax your
budget: the new Shure Model M95HE.

the Hyperelliptical stylus tip

BIRADIAL ; E, ,IPTICAL)
STYLUS SUCH AS
IN M9SED

SPHERICAL

HYPERBOLIC

2 3%

BIRADIAL

riSecond harmonic distortion
Average both channels, 8 kHz,
5 cm/sec peak recorded velocity

HYPERELLIPTICAL

Intermodulation distortion
Average both channels,
1 kHz/1.5 kHz

a measurable drop in distortion
As a result of the optimized contact area of the
Hyperelliptical tip, both harmonic distortion
(white bars in graph above) and
intermodulation distortion (black bars) are
dramatically reduced.

upgrade your present M95

If you already
have a Shure M95 Series Cartridge, you can improve
its freedom from distortion right up to the standards of
the new M95HE cartridge simply by equipping it with
a Model N95HE stylus. The cost is extraordinarily low
- yet the difference in sound will be immediately
apparent. Takes only seconds to install - requires no
tools whatsoever.
HYPERELLIPTICAL
STYLUS OF
THE M95HE

The Hyperelliptical nude diamond tip
configuration represents a significant advance in
tip design for stereo sound reproduction. As the
figures show, its "footprint" (represented by black
oval) is longer and narrower than the traditional
Biradial (Elliptical) tip -groove contact area.
Because the Hyperelliptical footprint geometry is
narrower than both the Biradial and long -contact
shapes such as the Hyperbolic, it is pre-eminent
for reproduction of the stereo -cut groove.
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE AL600:

M95HE cartridge &
N95HE stylus

N

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Harley Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems
and related circuitry.
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TDK's new
one -second,

no -headache
demagnetizer.
Music, Speech & High Fidelity by William I. Strong & George R. Plitnik. Brig-

ham Young University

Press,

1977,

$9.95.

This large format (8' x 11) soft-cov-

er book is subtitled, "A Descriptive
Acoustics Worktext." At the end of
each chapter are a number of exercises, lists of references and avilable
audio-visual material, and demonstrations for classrooms. The first chapter
of 40 pages covers some fundamentals

of vibration. The second chapter of
about the same length discusses the

34

You don't need time or technical
expertise to operate TDK's
exclusive instant head demagnetizer. Just pop it into your
deck and push "Play" to remusical performance lost
through inevitable head magnetization. Other demagnetizers can be less effective,
take more time, or actually
magnetize your heads and are
more difficult to use. Because
our HD -01's miniature battery
powers sophisticated circuitry

characteristics of sound waves.

The broad subject of the ear and
hearing is handled fairly well within
the 50 -page space alloted. Tone timbre
and spectrum, formants, critical
bandwidth, and temperament are

among the important topics presented. A short chapter on acoustical environments gives a non -detailed look at
insulation, reverb time and absorption,

properties of materials, and auditorium design. The 54 -page chapter on
the acoustics of speech is one of the
stronger sections of this text. Speech
production, phoneme classification,

relationships. This is an excellent text
for introductory coverage of the
acoustics of speech and music, and it
provides helpful material in other
areas as well.

Howard A. Roberson

Active -Filter Cookbook by Don Lancaster. Howard W. Sams, 1975, $14.95.

Don Lancaster has written enough
"cookbooks" to qualify for some sort
of award in the culinary arts. This particular work starts with a discussion of
the advantages and disadvantages of

active filters and a section on terms
and concepts. The following chapter
on op amps gives a general background including a design -examples
page which has an eye-catching flag
for immediate identification. The third
chapter introduces the reader to first and second -order networks. The author has flag -identified sections on

"The Math Behind" which helps the
general text flow more smoothly and,
at the same time, gives the information
essential to some. Amplitude and

phase responses are shown for LP
(low-pass), HP (high-pass) and BP
(band-pass) filters.

built into a standard cassette
shell, it solves all of these

and the vocal tract are among the sub-

The next two chapters cover filter

jects not too familiar to many audio

problems. You will hear the
performance improvement in
your home, portable or auto
system. TDK Electronics Corp.,
Garden City, NY 11530.

engineers that are covered in detail.
A 106 -page chapter on musical

guiding the reader on
order, selecting shapes, design criteria,

acoustics amounts to a book itself on
the subject. Spectral envelopes, dy-

namic ranges, impedance curves good figures abound. All instrument
types are covered in detail; for example, there are 16 pages just on the pipe
organ. A 28 -page chapter on electronic

reproduction is really much too short
to cover the area adequately.
There are a few short, non -detailed

appendices which are elementary in
nature. The book lacks an index, but
there is some detail in the table of
contents. At times, the approaches in

44TDK.
The Machine for your Machine.

the text are simple, and there are some
of the most atrocious puns to ever appear in print. On the other hand, a
great deal of material is presented lu-

cidly with many excellent line draw-

responses,

and methods. There is an excellent,
albeit brief, discussion of Bessel, Che-

byshev, Butterworth and other filter
types. The following three chapters
cover specific LP, BP and HP filter circuits. Sallen-Key and state -variable
filters are among those included. As in

the previous chapters, there are the
helpful math -background and design example sections. There are also

design -guide block schematics with
instructive call -outs.

The final two chapters are on tuning, voltage control, special types and
applications. There is a short list of reference articles and texts. The six -page
index

is

quite good, but there are

some omissions. Overall, Lancaster's
book is very well organized and presented with numerous helpful figures.

ings. The excersises are well thought

it should be of value to those who

out to aid the student (including the

would learn and do.
Howard A. Roberson

reader) in understanding fundamental
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ReVox B790
the beginning of the
second hundred years

True Tangential
Tracking Turntable
In the one hundred years since Edison recorded "Mary had a little Iamb" on a tinfoil cylinder, no one
found a way to eliminate the mass of bulky tone arms.
Then Willi Studer developed the revolutionary ReVox B790 true tangential tracking turntable. It replaces
the conventional tone arm and all its problems with a unique, patented opto -electronic playback servo system.
The cartridge moves up, down and laterally guided by a beam of light. It's easy on your record grooves and easy
on your nerves. It's so simple and goof -proof even a child can safely play your most treasured records.
The new ReVox B790 looks and performs better than any turntable you've ever seen or heard. To give
it the ultimate test, bring your favorite record to your ReVox dealer for a demonstration. For complete information
and the name of your nearest ReVox dealer, circle reader service number or write to us.

wEi/ox
Studer Revox America. Inc., 1819 Broadway, Nashville, Tenn. 37203 / (615) 329-9576 Cn Canada: Studer Revox Canada, Ltd. / (416) 423-2831
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which successfully employed the
screen -grid tube and later the first set
which successfully utilized the "triple -

grid super -control" type 57 and 58
tubes. He was first with a 500 to 15
meter allwave set with band switching
instead of plug-in coils. His receivers
were first to provide 10 -kHz selectivity

at a field strength of 600 to 1. In the
realm of high fidelity, a Scott receiver

was the first with the capability of
reproducing "the entire audio range"

r

from 30 Hz to 16 kHz.
E.H. Scott was probably the first ra-

"Scott -

the start, my

only interest
and ambition has
been to design and

The Stradivarius

of Radio" - these
were the only identifying words inscribed on

build the very finest radio
receiver possible." For more

the dial of the Scott Philharmon-

built instruments for reproducing ra-

than 10 years, he repeatedly challenged the whole world of radio to
any kind of competitive tone or dis-

dio and recorded music. His customers

tancA reception test, but not a single

represented the most discriminating
radio market in existence - world fa-

manufacturer was willing to accept the
challenge.

ic,

the world's finest radio receiver.

From 1924 to 1945, E.H. Scott custom

mous musicians, critical laymen listeners, engineers, and distinguished scientists. Although nearly half a century

36

old, many Scott receivers are still treas-

ured by their original owners.
In 1933, Mr. Scott wrote, "Right from

J.W.F.

Scott not only kept up with the
state-of-the-art designs, he often
surged far ahead of his time. He designed the first receiver to successfully
use more than one r.f. amplifier stage.
Scott manufactured the first receiver

dio manufacturer to employ reliability
testing. He designed and utilized electric rotators to test moving parts, electro -mechanical shaking tables to test
the permanence of adjustable components, and a special refrigeration cabi-

net to simulate humid conditions in
tropical climates. All Scott receivers
were thoroughly tested, both mechanically and eletrically before delivery to
the customer.

The shielding in Scott radios was
superb. At the "Century of Progress"
(1933 Chicago World's Fair), a Scott
Allwave Deluxe receiver was installed
in the elevator control room at the top
of the Observation Tower of the Sky
Ride. Each day, eight to twelve thousand people visited the control room.
They heard music and news coming

Puett
6
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from the radio without the slightest
trace of electrical interference, yet the
set was situated in the center of a mass

of motors, dynamos, and control contactors. Very few receivers manufactured today could match that performance.

Reliable Reception
In 1935, Scott ads heralded the 23 tube Allwave Imperial. This set utilized
four type 2A3 triode tubes in a class -A,
push -pull -parallel audio amplifier
rated at 35 -watts.

Four of Chicago's largest theaters
were slated to use receivers manufactured by two very well-known companies to pick up the Joe Louis vs. Max

Baer fight which was only available
from a distant station. The program
material was to be connected from the
receivers to the $20,000.00 theater

sound system. It was found that neither of the receivers was capable of
bringing a sufficiently clear signal into
the theaters. The theater owner asked
Scott if he thought his new
Allwave Imperial might do the job.

Mr.

Scott replied, "It is not only capable of
bringing in the signal, but of delivering
the volume required without using the
theater sound systems!" The next day,
an Allwave Imperial was installed in

the Drake theater. To the owner's
amazement, it brought in the desired

station without even a crackle from
the ambient downtown electrical
noise and filled every corner of the
theater with the volume turned only
one-third up. With a standing -room only audience, the volume was turned
one-half up.
Each piece of lumber used for con-

struction of a Scott console was first
stacked in the open air where it was
allowed to dry from one to three years,
depending upon its thickness. Following the air drying, the wood was
placed in a dry kiln and steamed from
24 to 36 hours to remove all acids. After steaming, it was left in the dry kiln
at a temperature of 140 degrees from

three to six weeks, depending upon
the thickness and kind of lumber.
When the moisture content was re-

ture. Only then was it ready to be built
into Scott consoles by men who had
devoted their lives to building fine furniture.
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the lumber was placed in a cooling
shed for several days. It was then

given a secret -process treatment which
made it practically impervious to mois-

.5 a__"
.'li£s=OsY-5E1'®3cmz£.el

rimen"11n

duced to between six and ten percent,

placed back in the kiln where dry heat
was applied until the moisture content
was further reduced to between four
and six percent. The wood was finally
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Build An
Amp Strapping
Circuit
W. Marshall Leach
power amplifier can
The maximum output power that aswing
that it can prothe
peak
voltage
supply is limited by
With
a
sine
wave signal,
duce with a given load impedance.
P, the peak output
the
output
power
the relation between
R1 is given by the
voltage swing VP, and the load impedance
equation

(1)

2Rt

40

from this equation
For a fixed load impedance, it can be seen
the maximum

that the maximum power is determined by

circuit.
Fig. 1 - Circuit diagram of the strappingthe chassis at
Input and output jacks are grounded to
their mounting holes.
+24

describes a simstrapped stereo system is desired. This article
which can be used to strap any stereo
ple strapping circuit
has extremely low
amplifier for mono operation. The circuit
quality that an
effect
the
sound
distortion and will in no way

V.

amplifier is capable of.

Circuit Description strapping circuit is given in Fig. 1. The
The diagram for the

+l
R8

03
R

Q2

01

R61

CI

w.

C2

C3

CHANNEL
2 OUTPUT

IIHF

R2

R4

RII
RIO

R3

II

C4

+I

operational amplifier
circuit is a three transistor discrete
mode. The input
unity
gain
inverting
which is operated in a
the channel
paths,
one
which
feeds
signal is split into two
the channel two output.
and
one
which
feeds
one output
input signal with
The channel one output is identical to the
d.c. blocking capaciis
fed
through
the
the exception that it
is derived from the
tors C4 and C5. The channel two output

R5
RI

C7 -

A simple technique for theoretically
the power
voltage -swing capability and thus quadrupling
There
is
one catch,
output of an amplifier is called strapping. becomes a mono
stereo
amplifier
however. A strapped
amplifiers are required if a

amplifier. Thus two stereo

R13

C6 T
IR

of. If this maxipeak voltage swing the amplifier is capable
doubled,
the power outmum peak voltage swing could be
quadrupled. This may seem
amplifier
would
be
put from the
swing that a given
academic, however, for the peak voltage
exceed
the d.c. voltage
power amplifier is capable of cannot direct -coupled amplifier
supply.
(This
assumes
a
on its power
supplies are used. In
for which positive and negative power
amplifier with a single
capacitively
coupled
the case of a
is limited to one-half
power supply, the peak voltage swing
the power supply voltage.)
doubling the peak

R14

C5

R12

-24 V.
CIRCUIT
BOARD

CHANNEL
I OUTPUT

Fig. 2 - Block diagram of the strapping circuit
connected to a stereo power amplifier. The
loudspeaker is connected between the "hot" or
positive outputs of the amplifier. The loudspeaker
used.
ground connections for the amplifier are not
+ vt

CHASSIS
GROUND
INPUT
v1

+Kv1

LOUDSPEAKER

STRAPPING
CIRCUIT

GROUND

INPUT
Assistant Professor,

Georgia Institute of Technology,
School of Electrical Engineering,
Atlanta, GA 30332

-vt

-Kvt

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

IC
IC
SI

t
S

T

-

* -

RECTJi1` j

t

+24 V.

-C8

-C10

m

m

IICI2C9 /717

m

-24V.

+

C11

/77

Fig. 5 - Regulated power supply circuit diagram for
the strapping circuit. See text for proper grounding
instructions.
then have a signal +v, applied to its channel one input and a
signal -v1 applied to its channel two input. If the gain of each
channel of the amplifier is K, it follows that the voltage across
the speaker load is given by
= Kv1-K(-v1) = 2Kv,

(2)

which is exactly twice what it would be if the amplifier were
operated conventionally. Since the speaker voltage is doubled, the power is quadrupled. However, is the maximum
power output capability also quadrupled? The answer is yes
because the maximum peak voltage swing capability across

Fig. 3 - Circuit board foil patterns for a two -channel
version of the strapping circuit. The view is from the
copper side of the board.

the load is doubled.
The preceding discussion assumes the amplifier has a perfectly regulated power supply so that the d.c. supply voltage
does not change when the amplifier load is changed. Since

input signal by the operational amplifier. The amplifier is
connected so that its gain is unity, but it reverses the polarity
of the input signal. Thus the channel two output is an inverted replica of the channel one output.
Let the strapping cricuit be connected to a stereo amplifier
as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 2. The speaker load
impedance RI is connected between the two "hot" or posi-

tive outputs of the amplifier. It does not connect to the

ground or negative outputs. Suppose a signal v1 is applied to
the input of the strapping circuit. The power amplifier would

Fig. 4 - Parts layout for the recommended foil
patterns. The view is from the side opposite the
copper side of the board.

this is not true in practice, the maximum power output of a
strapped amplifier will not equal four times its rated power
into an 8 -ohm load. However, it can be shown that a
strapped amplifier will deliver to an 8 -ohm load a power that
is twice its rated per channel power into a 4 -ohm load. For
example, an amplifier may be rated at 100 watts per channel
into 8 ohms and 175 watts per channel into 4 ohms. When
strapped it will deliver 350 watts into 8 ohms. A strapped
amplifier should not be used with a 4 -ohm load, since this
presents an equivalent per channel impedance of 2 ohms
which may damage the amplifier or cause the protection circuit to trigger.

A IN
Construction Details
The recommended circuit board foil pattern for a two -

C

z

channel version of the strapping circuit is given in Fig. 3. The

o

00 T
C4

02

Ac.

C5

N3

Y.
111-

iT+

J

--- C 6+3:IC
03

GND

view in this figure is from the copper side of the circuit
board. The corresponding parts layout for the circuit is given
in Fig. 4. The view in this figure is from the side of the board
opposite the copper foil pattern. To insure good continuity

--GNP
A OUT 1

Fig. 6 - Pin configurations for IC1 and IC2.

o

---A OUT 2

II --1I C7 + I-i1 I R1 g

GND

04 -Fri -p. e__GND)._

W

©>r
0
kT
C2

02
C4

---T

+
o

B OUT 2

C3

B OUT 1
GND

LM340T-24

LM320T-24

C5

J - JUMPE R

C-

PIN NUMBER

PLUS 24 V

D - MINUS 24 V
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

2

INPUT
GROUND

3

GROUND

+24 VOLTS OUTPUT

INPUT

-24 VOLTS OUTPUT
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shown in

Fig.

1. Thus the signal ground connections are

made through chassis ground.
The power supply for the strapping circuit is shown in Fig.

5. It can be used to power both the strapping circuit and the

wide bandwidth preamplifier, which was the subject of a
construction article in Feb., 1977, PROVIDED D1 through D4

are removed from the preamp and R31 through 34 are
changed to 100 ohm, 'h watt resistors. Other recommended

changes in the wide bandwidth preamplifier are R3 = 82
ohms, R9 = 3.9 Megohms, R21 = 3.3 Kilohms, Cl = 0.0022
microfarads, C8 = 220 picofarads, C9 = 5 picofarads, and
C20 = 5 picofarads. These changes improve both the RIAA
equalization and the transient response of the circuits.
The recommended circuit board foil pattern for the power
supply is given in Fig. 7. The view in this figure is from the
copper side of the circuit board. Figure 8 gives the corresponding parts layout. The view in this figure is from the side

opposite the copper side of the board. The circuit board
should be mounted on metal standoffs with inside star
lockwashers installed on each end. This will insure good con-

Fig. 7-Circuit board foil patterns for the regulated
power supply. The view is from the copper side of
the board. The primary of transformer T1 solders to
terminals 1 and 2 on the circuit board. The d.c.
resistance of this winding is approximately 70 ohms.
The arrows point in the direction that the tabs on IC1
and IC2 face.

tinuity between circuit board ground and chassis ground.
The mounting screws should be tightened securely so that
the lockwashers make good electrical contact. IC1 and IC2
are installed vertically on the power supply PC board. It is
not necessary to heat sink these if the power supply is used

to power only the strapping circuit alone. However, if the
power supply is used for other circuits requiring a ±24 volt
regulated supply, the IC regulators may have to be heat
sinked. If the regulator metal tabs become too hot to continuously hold the little finger against, a metal heat sink of the
spring clip -on variety or a screw -on type should be installed
on both IC1 and IC 2.

42

between circuit board ground and chassis ground, the circuit Final Checkout and
board should be mounted on metal standoffs with inside star Turn -On Procedure
lockwashers installed on each end. The mounting screws
After the circuit is constructed, it should be checked out
should be tightened securely so that the lockwashers make before using it with a power amplifier. First turn on the powgood electrical contact. To prevent ground loops, the input er and measure the d.c. voltages on C10 and C11. These
and output coaxial cables are grounded at only one end as should be plus and minus 24 volts, respectively. Next mea -

24

GND

OPTIONAL
PILOT
LIGHT

+ 24

AC

IN

Si

Fig. 8 - Parts layout for the power supply circuit
board. The view is from the side opposite the copper
side of the board.
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sure the d.c. voltage at the collector of Q3 on each channel.
This should be less than one volt. If these tests are positive,
the circuit is operational and can be connected to the power
amplifiers to be strapped. However, it is preferable that the
unit be checked out with a signal generator and oscilloscope
if these are available. A 1000 -Hz signal connected to the input should produce equal signal levels at the channel one
and channel two outputs. With a dual trace oscilloscope, the
inversion of the channel two output can be verified.
The strapping circuit should ALWAYS be turned on before
the power amplifier in order to prevent any turn -on thumps

from reaching the speakers. Similarly the power amp should

be turned off before the strapping circuit. If desired, the
strapping circuit can be left on at all times to prevent both
turn -on and turn-off thumps. As a final precaution, do not
strap a power amplifier that cannot drive the rated
loudspeaker impedance. Low impedance
should not be used with strapped amplifiers.

loudspeakers

References
1. W. M. Leach, "Construct a Wide Bandwidth Preamplifier," Audio, Vol. 61,
No. 2, Feb., 1977, pp. 38-48.

Parts List

C8, C9, C10, C11

Parts listed here are for a single strapping circuit and
the regulated power supply. Resistors should be A watt
carbon film units unless otherwise noted.

IC1

1000 microfarad, 35 volt radial lead

electrolytic

Q1, Q2

IC2

capacitors
LM340T-24, +24 volt regulator
LM320T-24, -24 volt regulator

Q3

51

SPST, 1A switch

Rect.

1 100 volt, 1A bridge rectifier
Transformer, Signal Model PC40-250,
available by mail from Signal
Transformer Co., 500 Bayview Ave.,

2N5210 transistors
2N5087 transistor
30 kilohm resistors
R1, R2
62 kilohm resistor
R3
1.5 kilohm resistors
R4, R5, R9
R6
220 ohm resistors
3.3 kilohm resistors
R7 R8
R10 5.6 kilohm, '/z watt, resistor
100 kilohm resistors
R11, R12
R13, R14

Cl
C2, C3, C4, C5
C6, C7

Q

T1

Inwood, N.Y. 11696.

Drilled and solder -plated glass -epoxy circuit boards
for the stereo strapping circuit or for the power supply

100 ohm,'h watt resistors
2 picofarad, silver -mica capacitor
100 microfarad, 25 volt radial lead
electrolytic capacitors
100 microfarad, 25 volt axial lead
electrolytic capacitors

are available for $5.00 each plus $1.50 for shipping. Prices

for a complete kit, minus chassis and hardware, are
$20.00 for the strapping circuit and $30.00 for the regulat-

ed power supply plus $2.50 shipping per order. Order
from Custom Components, P.O. Box 33193, Decatur, GA
30033.
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"The definition is the best I
have heard from any dynamic
loudspeaker... one of the finest
loudspeakers I have ever listened
to, giving a precise stereo image
without instrument wander.
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TIMES

THE BEST LOUDSPEAKER
WILL STAND UP TO
THE TEST OF TIME.
From its introduction in 1973 to this day, the
Dahlquist DQ-10 earned an unending succession
of rave reviews from critical audiophile publications and music lovers alike.
The DQ=10, with its patented Phased Array

driver configuration and diffractionless baffle
"Summing up the DQ-10's, if
you get the opportunity to live
with them, you will find it very
difficult to listen to ordinary loudspeakers afterwards."
PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO

"White noise tests confirm the
coloration was exceptionally lowone of the best systems I have yet
tested, in fact."

"Owners of DQ-10's are not

plate design, established new standards for
loudspeaker performance.
The DQ-10 extracts an unprecedented amount
of detailed information from recordings. It presents a precisely focused and "boxless" musical

image, which preserves the full sense of depth
and dimension of the original performance.
Above all, the Dahlquist DQ-10 is an extraordinarily realistic music reproducer. Like the timeless
sound of a live performance, the DQ-10 transcends
both fads and trends. The listening pleasure it pro-

vides does not diminish over time-truly the ultimate test of a loudspeaker.
For Further Information Write To:

likely to part with them for many
HI-FI BUYER'S REVIEW
years!"

CPA HLQUSir
27 Hanse Avenue, Freeport, New York 11520

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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Build A

Stepped
Volume

Control .-_W. Marshall Leach, Jr.

One of the many problems that often plague those who
like to build their own audio gear is obtaining a high -quality
volume control. Most potentiometers on sale in electronics
stores either are not the correct value, have an incorrect
taper, or are so cheaply made that they make a "scratchy"
sound when the volume is changed. If a dual or ganged control for stereo is sought, the problems are even worse. Provided one can be found, almost inevitably the two sections mis track severely, often by more than 10 dB at low volume sett-
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ings. Good volume controls can be found if one has the
patience to locate them and the money to pay for them.
However, there is an inexpensive alternative . .. constructing
one with an easy -to -obtain multi -position switch. Although
the control may not have the slick feel of more expensive
ones, its attenuation can be designed for precise volume control and the tracking of the two stereo channels will be virtually perfect with 5 percent carbon -film resistors for the attenuator elements.

The switch which has been selected for this project is a
Centralab Model PA -4002 two -pole, 24 -position shorting
switch. With one position for the input, one for the output,
and one for the ground connection, it is possible to connect
a total of 22 resistors to form a 23-positon stepped attenuator
that varies from zero to infinite attenuation in predetermined

steps. The procedure which will be described for calculating
the resistor values is straightforward so that with the aid of a
scientific calculator, the resistor values can be easily calculated for an arbitrary number of steps, an arbitrary taper, and
any value of total resistance. A simple program, which has
been written for the Texas Instruments TI -59 programmable
calculator, will also be given.
The circuit diagram of the stepped attenuator is given in
Fig. 1. This shows the resistor network in a circular array as it
would appear on the Centralab switch when viewed from
the rear. Let the position of the wiper be denoted by the
integer n, where n varies from 0 to 22. At position 22, the
wiper is connected to the input and the attenuation is zero.
At position 0, the wiper is connected to ground, and the
attenuation is infinite. For any intermediate position, the attenuation in decibels is given by the equation:

a=-20logIR1+R2+RR3+...+Rnl

dB

(1)

where R is the total desired resistance of the attenuator and n

is the position of the wiper. Given the value of R and the
value of a n for each position, this equation can be solved for
each resistor in the array.

Fig. 1-Circuit diagram of one channel
of the volume control. View is from
the rear of switch. Arrow indicates
direction of increasing volume.

Associate Professor,

Georgia Institute of Technology,
School of Electrical Engineering,
Atlanta, Georgia 30332
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The specs are superb,

but they cant say it all. The
proof is in listening to the music.
Last November 17th
Peter Nero listened.
And bought

our Realistic 2100.

THE FINEST, MOST POWERFUL REALISTIC EVER.

VERY HIGH POWER, VERY LOW DISTORTION.

We were elated when Pianist/Conductor
Peter Nero told us he was buying our new
STA-2100 receiver-which we build with
loving care in one of our company operated factories. What other audio
store engineers and makes its own
components? None that we know of. And
nobody builds 'em better. In a test in our
Fort Worth QC labs, we operated an
STA-2100 at full power, 24 hours a
day for three weeks, and it didn't fail
in any way. Test -listen to it soon perhaps the only hi-fi component of
this power and quality with
availability/service at over 6000
shops in the USA alone.
About $600.

Power Output: 120 watts per channel,
min. RMS at 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, at
no more than 0.1 % total harmonic
distortion. Amplifier Response:
15-70,000 Hz ±2dB at 10 watts.
Intermodulation Distortion: 0.05% at
85 watts. S/N Ratio: 65dB phono, 85dB
aux.- Phono Input Overload: 220mV.
FM Sensitivity: 2.81.LV for 50dB

quieting. Capture Ratio: 1.3dB.
FM Alternate Channel Rejection:
80dB. FM Channel Separation:
50dB at 1kHz. FM Stereo Total
Harmonic Distortion: 0.1%. FM
S/N Ratio: 70dB.

erne -w00 AM/FM

BTEFaF.O aECErvEA

--yeUL/St/G

DISCOVER REALISTIC 1E1-F1-SOLD ONLY AT:

Ratee lha

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102
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These two cards honored at most
Radio Shack locations.
Retail price may vary at individual
stores and dealers.
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View from behind the control
shows that care is required
to keep the resistors
from shorting either against
one another or against
other terminals.
The first step in solving Equation (1) is to divide by 20, take
the antilog, and then multiply by R. This gives
R1 + R2 + R3 + ... + Rn = R x 10 -(a /20)
To determine each resistor value, R1 is first solved for by

letting n = 1. This gives

R1 = R x 10 -(a

last resistor value, 0 dB is entered and R/S is depressed.

1/20)

(3)

To find R2, Equation (1) is evaluated for n = 2 and the value
of R1 determined from Equation (3) is subtracted to give
- R1
R2 = R x 10 (a 2/20)
(4)
This procedure can then be repeated to solve for the remainder of the resistor values in the network.
The TI -59 calculator can be easily programmed to perform
the resistor calculations. One possible program to do this is

as follows:
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+

±

00

-

01

=

20

=

RCL

01

STO

01

INV
=
RCL

2nd

log

In register 00, the total resistance of the attenuator is stored
before running the program. The numerical value 0 should
be in registers 01 and 02. To calculate the resistor values beginning with R1, the desired attenuation in dB for each step
on the switch is entered and the R/S key is depressed. For the

x

RCL

STO

02

+

RCL

02

R/S

GTO

000

The program has been used to calculate the 22 resistors
which can be accomodated on the Centralab switch for the
recommended 20 kilohm volume control for the wide
bandwidth preamplifier described in [1]. The taper was chosen to be 6 dB per step for the first three positions, 4 dB per
step for the next three positions, and 2 dB per step for all
others. This gives a total attenuation of 60 dB for the first
position, 54 dB for the second, 48 dB for the third, 42 dB for
the fourth, 38 dB for the fifth, 34 dB for the sixth, 30 dB for
the seventh, 28 dB for the eighth, etc. The calculated values
of the resistors are given in Table 1. They can be easily converted to any desired total resistance without the aid of a
scientific calculator by dividing each resistor value by 20 and
then multiplying by the desired resistance in kilohms. Should

a different taper or total number of steps be desired, the
equations must be solved for the resistor values.
In constructing the stereo volume control, care should be

taken to prevent any one of the 44 resistors from shorting
against one another or against a switch terminal to which it is
not soldered. Because the switch terminals may be slightly

Table I

Calculated Resistor Values For a 20 kilohm
Volume Control
Resistor

Calculated Value

5% Standard Value

R1

20.00

R2
R3
R4

19.91

20
20
39
82

R5
R6

R7
R8
R9

R10
R11

R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21

R22

39.72
79.24
92.92
147.27
233.40
163.76
206.16
259.54
326.74
411.34
517.85
651.94
820.74
1033.25
1300.78
1637.59
2061.60
2595.40
3267.42
4113.44
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150
240
160
200
270
330
430
510
680
820
1000
1300
1600
2000
2700
3300

4300

corroded, it may be difficult to get a good solder joint without using excessive heat which could damage the resistors.
To prevent this, a suede brush can be used to clean the terminals and the solder dipped into soldering paste before
soldering each terminal. A good solder joint is one for which
the solder has flowed onto the terminal and which is shiny
after the solder cools.
Before soldering the first resistor, it is best to double check

and verify that the switch is being wired so that clockwise
rotation of the shaft increases the volume. In addition, the
two switch stops must be set so that when the shaft is fully
counterclockwise, the wiper output terminal is connected to
the ground terminal. When the shaft is fully clockwise, the
wiper should be connected to the input terminal. Directions
for setting these stops come with the switch. Because the
switch is stiff when new, a drop of oil on each of the ball
bearings that ride in the switch detents may loosen things up.

However, in time the switch will loosen up and be easy to

rotate. One word of caution, the phenolic wafers in the
switch are fragile! If the switch is dropped, one of these
wafers can shatter ... this advice comes from experience. If
this occurs, the damage can be repaired with epoxy glue. Q

Reference
1. W.M. Leach, "Construct a Wide Bandwidth Preamplifier,"
Audio,Vol. 61, No. 2, Feb., 1977, pp. 38-48.
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IT TOOK TOSHIBA
TO BUILD THE WORLD'S FIRST
DIGITAL -SYNTHESIZED
RECEIVER.

The Toshiba 7150 locks into the center of any station's

assigned broadcast frequency and eliminates drift.

A few years ago, Toshiba

introduced and marketed
the first fully electronic digital synthesized tuner.
Now Toshiba has
another first.
We've built a digital -

synthesized tuner into a highpowered, low -distortion
FM/AM receiver: the Toshiba
7150 with SYNTHETUNE.'"
SYNTHETUNE is a

function that provides tuning
so accurate even a center tuning meter is unnecessary. Drift
is eliminated.
The 7150's FM tuner
section also contains flat group
delay IF circuitry. And a quartz
crystal oscillator, which automatically locks into the center
'Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

of any station's assigned broadcast frequency- as precisely as
the station's own transmitter.
Tune the 7150 just by
pushing the auto -scan button.
It scans the full range of the
AM or FM band, stopping precisely at each listenable station.
Bright green LED

numerals instantly display all
frequencies as they are tuned.
Of course, there's more to
the 7150 than SYNTHETUNE.

It also has separate
transformers for class A and
class B amplifier sections. The
toroidal transformer for class B
amplification has separate left
and right power supplies.
It also has Dolby" FM

and an air check switch for
**Suggested retail value solely for purpos of information.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

accurate tape recording.
Furthermore, the 7150
delivers a minimum of 150
watts per channel into 8 ohms,
20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more
than 0.05% THD. And the rest
of the specs are just as
impressive.
Hear the Toshiba 7150
at better audio dealers. At
$1100.00''' it's the top of our
line. But every receiver Toshiba
makes is engineered just as
meticulously.
So they all have one
thing in common. Superb
sound quality.

TOSHIBA
Again, the first.

Toshiba America Inc.. 2b0 Park Ave., New York, NY 10017

Enter No. 49 on Reader Service Card

Open Reel: The format
You're looking for a tape recorder.
You've heard from friends and

7.12-1,.

salesmen that cassette is the
answer. At TEAC we make both
cassette and reel-to-reel tape
recorders. Because we make
each for a specific person and
application, you should depend
on fact, not hearsay, before
spending your money.
IT'S A MATTER OF PHYSICS

f- "Sc

There are immutable reasons
why cassettes can't match open

1

aro Ip.

reel fidelity.

Comparative dropouts between 71/2 ips and 17/s ips at 15kHz.

Take tape speed. Open reel

MORE IS MORE

tape running at 71/2 ips is run-

The faster the speed the longer
the wavelength, the longer the
wavelength the more protection you have against dropouts.
You also have an easier job of
editing.
Now take track width. Open
reel gives you twice the track
width of cassettes. The wider
the track width the higher
the output, the higher the
output the better the signalto-noise ratio. A wider track
is also less sensitive to
dropouts and, obviously, a
wider track retains more
magnetism.

ning four times faster than a
cassette. And speed has more
to do with the relationship between frequency response and
signal-to-noise than anything
else by far.
At 71/2 ips all audio frequencies

can be recorded at full level
+5

w

o

,

-10

-20

I

7-1/2

1-7/8

Z
50

60
1K

2

3

5

10K

2

3

Tape saturation vs. level at 71/2 ips and 17/s ips.

without tape saturation. Recording at l /8 ips forces you to
make drastic compromises in
record levels. The more you
have to back off on recording
levels, the more you hurt the
ratio of signal-to-noise.
In short, with a cassette deck
you cannot have high frequency response and good
signal-to-noise. So a cassette
deck is always operating on the
ragged edge of disaster. It's so
much easier to get into trouble
than out of it because there's a
difficulty for every solution.

Relative oxide
volume open reel
vs. cassette. If your
life depended on the
accurate reproduction of
a single note, which format
would you choose?

And while we're on the subject
of magnetism, an open reel
tape has twice the oxide coating of a cassette.
Upshot: A total tape volume 16
times greater than a cassette,
which means 16 times more
magnetic particles to store and
remember music.
If that sounds better to you, if
we've convinced you the cassette format is a high price to
pay for convenience, then you
ought to look at the TEAC lineup of open reel tape recorders.

for the informed.
FOUR EXAMPLES

INSIDE INFORMATION

The TEAC A-2300SX is the best
selling, most successful

TEAC is a leading designer
and manufacturer of computer
and instrumentation recorders.
In medical centers, for example, physicians depend on special TEAC units to record vital

open reel machine ever.
Over 300,000 have been
sold. The SR version
of the A-2300 features
an auto -reverse func-

data in life -or -death situations;

tion so you can play
music in two directions.
Both use 7" reels.
The A-3300SX and its reversing
version, the A-3300SR, are
classic heavy-duty machines
designed for 10" reels.
Whichever TEAC open reel recorder you choose, you can be
sure it will last a long, long
time. It was designed and built
that way.

in remote wilderness areas,
scientists depend on TEAC to
monitor now -or -never phenom-

ena like earthquakes.
From that experience we've
learned that the quality of the
transport mechanism is the
single most important consideration in a tape recorder. For the
computer industry, and for you.
That's why many of the same
engineers have designed the
tape recorders we make for both.
Our entire reel-to-reel line
has three motors and micro switched solenoid operated
transport systems, a blend of
computer age sophistication
and brute strength that nothing
else can equal. Ask anyone
whose opinion you respect.

OPTIONAL
REMOTE CONTROL

Unlike some reel-to-reel
machines, TEAC decks have
full -function remote capability.
Our optional remote units are
the perfect answer for recording sessions where you can't
be next to the recorder, or
for operational access to
a recorder in a custom
installation.

FACE IT

T EAC®
First. Because they last.

In the end, the cassette recorder
is for those who are fonder of
convenience than fidelity. If you
want fidelity you can't ignore
open reel.
In all crucial specifications,
open reel tape recorders are
better than cassette decks. And
that message comes from the
people who make the best of
both. TEAC.

TEAC.

TEAC

r

r
le Y ár -IN A -33003R

TEAC Corporation of America 7733 Telegraph Road Montebello, CA 90640
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Build A

Microphone
Preamp
W. 1.1. Hoge
Some of the Gentle Readers of Audio who remember my
previous articles may be wondering what a loudspeaker engi-

neer is doing writing about microphone preamplifiers. After
all, the two devices are at just about the opposite ends of an
audio system. Long before worked with loudspeakers,
worked in the recording industry here in Nashville. Part of
I

I

my background includes experience as a circuit designer, and
I have also worked as a recording engineer. When I decided
to move back home to Nashville, I decided to combine those

two parts of my background so I am now working with a
company which builds large, sophisticated recording consoles.
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The quality of recording equipment has been significantly
improved over the past few years. When I first started mixing
records (back in the '60s), the equipment did not perform
especially well by today's standards. For example, it was not
uncommon for equipment with rated distortion of 0.5 per Harrison Systems, Inc.,
Nashville, Tenn. 37202

cent to be considered not only acceptable but pretty damn
good. The state of the art has advanced well beyond that.
Today every record you listen to has at least one thing in

common with all others. Whether it's from a modern, multitrack studio recording or one made on location using simple
techniques, the signals from the microphones had to be amplified before they could be used to drive the tape recorder
or (in the case of the music business' most recent giant step
backward) the disc cutter -head amplifier directly. The serious
amateur recordist does not have much available to him in the
way of microphone preamplifiers which meet the standards

of those in modern studio equipment. In this article I'll describe one which you can build. It is suitable for use with all
common types of microphones with low impedance outputs.

In amplifying the microphone's signal, the preamplifier
must not add any extraneous signals, such as noise or distor-

tion. It also must have sufficient bandwidth to pass all the
useful information which comes from the microphone, but it
should also have a limited bandwidth to help prevent
unwanted signals (such as radio frequency interference) from

Fig. 1-Schematic of microphone preamp.
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Fig. 2-Pattern, at one-to-one size, for circuit board.

entering the system. For naturally occuring musical signals,

the lowest frequency commonly generated is about 41 Hz,
however, the lowest tone which comes from a piano is 27.5
Hz. A professional -grade device should be able to pass that
piano fundamental. The upper limit of the ear's spectrum is
on the order of 20 kHz in young people with good hearing.

Information theory tells us that if we try to transmit more
information than the receiving end of a system can use, we
are wasting our time. Thus, response to 20 kHz is adequate.

Professional -grade microphones of varying types provide
output signals of widely varying nominal levels. Ribbon microphones often have sensitivities low enough to yield nominal levels on the order of -60 dB (re: 0.775 V). (Author's Note:
V
one of those quasi -magical numbers which pops
up in audio from time to time. A signal with an rms potential
of 0.775 V will cause a 600 -ohm resistor to dissipate 1 mW of
power.) Condenser microphones are commonly available
with output levels on the order of -30 dB. Thus, it is obvious

to the most casual observer that a wide range of gain adjustment should be available in our preamplifier. Usually a gain
of + 60 dB is good with ribbon microphones; a gain of +20 is
about what is required with condenser microphones placed
near loud sources. We now have a set of design specifica-

tions for our preamplifier. The bandwidth should be from
27.5 Hz to 20 kHz, the gain from +20 to +60 dB, the distortion and noise held to minimum levels, and the input impedance should be compatible with low -impedance microphones. As an additional specification, we ought to specify
the output signal level available and the minimum load
impedance. Let us say that the preamplifier should be capable of delivering an rms signal of 6 V when operating into a
600 -ohm load.

Most high -quality preamplfiers use input transformers. An

input transformer which is properly designed can perform
several useful functions. First, it can serve as an impedance matching device between the microphone in the input stage
of the amplifier. The purpose of this match is not to achieve
maximum power transfer but rather to minimize noise generated in the input stage. There is an optimum range of source

impedances for any particular amplifier for best signal-tonoise ratio. Low -impedance microphones have output impedances well below the optimum range for most devices.
A second function that the transformer can perform is limiting the bandwidth of the input signal. Transformers exhibit

both low and high frequency roll -off. This can reduce low
frequency disturbances from such sources as traffic rumble
and high frequency disturbances from such sources as your
local Citizens Bandit (CB).
Finally, a transformer can provide voltage gain. In fact, an

input transformer that would properly match the output impedance of a microphone to the impedance of a typical input
stage required for best noise performance, would be a stepup transformer.
The particular input transformer selected for this preamplifier is the JE -115K -E made by Jensen Transformers. It has extremely low leakage inductance. When its secondary is loaded with 10 times its characteristic impedance, it exhibits very

Fig. 3-Component placement on circuit board.
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25k
REVERSE
AUDIO
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Fig. 4-All holes should be drilled with a #60 bit

Fig. 5-Pin locations on the 911 op -amp.
Caution should be used with these
devices as they are sensitive to
electrostatic charges.

except the four transformer holes in the squares
which should be made with an eighth -inch bit.
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low overshoot and does not require an RC resonance damp ing network when it is used with an amplifier with a two- NS

lead compensation network in its feedback. The input impedance of the primary is about 1400 ohms when the secondary is terminated with 150 kilohms. This provides a proper termination for low -impedance microphones. The secondary presents a source impedance of about 20 kilohms to the
input stage of the amplifier. The rate of distortion increase for
low -frequency, high-level signals is very low. The voltage
gain is +20 dB.

Based on the characteristics of the input transformer, we
can specify the rest of our circuit. We need an amplifier with
gain adjustable from 0 to +40 dB, an input stage which operates with low noise when used with a 20-kilohm source, a
high -frequency roll -off equivalent to that provided by a two NS phase lead network in its feedback loop, and the capability of delivering a 6-V signal to a 600 -ohm load. It is, of
course, possible to design an amplifier which uses discrete
components which will meet our specificaitons. However, if
we can find an integrated circuit which can be used, we can
save a great deal of design time and, perhaps, some money.
ICs have a bad name in the audio business. Some opera-

tion use have been misapplied to audio purposes for which
they were unsuited. There do exist a few monolithic op -amps
which can be used (with care) in audio systems. One such
amplifier is the Harris
excellent noise
characteristics. It is a wide bandwidth device and is capable
of delivering a 7-V signal to a 500 -ohm load. Figure 1 shows
our microphone preamplifier using the 911.

Note that we have used two of the ICs. The first stage
provides the voltage gain not provided by the transformer.
The second stage provides the high -frequency response
shaping for minimum overshoot.
The first stage has its gain normally set by the 25-kilohm
reverse audio -taper pot shown in the schematic. When the
wiper of the pot is at the bottom, the stage's gain is set by the
ratio of the total resistance of the pot to R2. This is 100 to 1 or

+40 dB. When the wiper is at the top, the gain is unity. R3
provides feedback around the op -amp at all times. If the pot
were not connected or if the wiper were to lift from element
of the pot during rotation, the gain of the stage would drop

to unity. In the case of the lifting wiper (a not untypical
imperfection even in a good pot), the momentary gain drop

tional amplifiers which were designed for d.c. instrumenta -

is less ear shattering than a momentary gain rise to the open loop gain of the op -amp.

Fig. 6-Shape and hole locations of Jensen
transformer.

Fig. 7-Set up for DIM 100 test. The output of the
square -wave generator is bandlimited at 100 kHz.
GR 1309-A
3.18 kHz
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"EVERY RECORD WE PLAY ON WPLJ-FM OWES
ITS LONGER LIFE TO SOUND GUARD:"
Bob Deitsch, Assistant Chief Engineer, WABC-AM and WPLJ-FM, New York City

"Controlling the quality of sound on both WABC-AM and
WPLJ-FM. That's my job.
"And on FM, all of our music is on records. And a record's life on the air
is about a week. That is, it used to be.
"With Sound Guard, it can be months. Because the protection it gives
against our normal wear is extraordinary. That's why, after making our own tests,
we now preserve the fidelity of every record with Sound Guard"
As Sound Guard® preservative works for WPLJ-FM in New York, it
can work for you. On your favorite LP's. Even 78's. And indefinitely, with repeated
use. Just spray it on. Buff it in. And a microscopically thin, dry film protects the
sound of your records against the dust and static that wear them out.
Like all our products, Sound Guard preservative
is sold in audio and record stores. Try it.
It's worth hearing.

Sound Guard' keeps your
good sounds sounding good,
Sound Guard preservative--tsuund Guard'"rleanerSound Guard' Total Record Care System.
Sound Guard is Ball Corporation's registered trademark.
Copyright ® Ball Corporation, 1979, Muncie, IN 47302
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The second stage is a unity -gain inverting stage. C10 in the
feedback loop provides the appropriate phase lead compensation. R10 is a 100 -ohm resistor in series with the output of
the op -amp but inside the feedback loop. It provides protection from the effects of capacitive loads.
Figure 2 is a foil pattern which may be used to build the

TABLE I - Gain and distortion vs. frequency.
f,Hz
Gain, dB
Distortion, %
25
41

1k
10 k
15 k
25
41

1k
10 k
15 k

20
20
20
20
20

60
60
60
60
60

1.4

0.32
0.01

>0.01
>0:01
>0.025
>0.080
>0.01
>0.01
>0.01

preamplifier, while Fig. 3 shows the location of the parts on
the component side of the board. A small dot marks pin 1 of
the ICs. The transformer is mounted using two self -tapping
screws (provided by Jensen with the transformer). The primary and secondary leads come through the board in the
other two holes underneath the transformer. The red and
brown primary leads should be connected to the pads la-

beled A and B respectively. The orange secondary lead
should be connected to the pad labeled O. The other secFig. 8-DIM 100 test signal at the preamplifier output
set for gain of 20 dB. Note the minimal overshoot.
(Vertical scale is 5 V/div.)
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Fig. 9-Spectrum analyzer output for the DIM 100
test signal at the preamplifier's output. All
extraneous signal components above -80 dB were
present in the input signal.

ondary leads may be connected to the other three pads next
to the O pad in any order. These pads are not drilled; place
the lead against the surface and tack them down with solder.
A mixture of 1 percent metal -film and 5 percent carbon film resistors are specified. The metal -film units are specified
where noise performance or accuracy is required. Note the
four jumper wires on the board. Don't leave them out.
The preamplifier will work from supples ranging from ± 15
to ± 24 V. All of the performance tests below were performed
with a ± 18 V supply. I recommend using that particular value
in this design.
The frequency response was measured at both full gain
(+60 dB) and minimum gain (+20 dB). In both instances it
was +0, -1 dB from 15 Hz to 35 kHz. The -3 dB points were 8
Hz and 50 kHz, which meets our bandwidth requirements.
Rejection of r.f. was found to be excellent.
The harmonic distortion was measured at both gain levels
when driving a 600 -ohm load with a 6.2-V signal. Table 1
shows the results of the test.
The dynamic intermodulation distortion (transient IM, plus
slew induced distortion, plus several other forms of nastiness
we are only just starting to figure out) was measured using
the DIM 100 method. The distortion was less than 0.01 per-

cent; Figs. 8 and 9 show the signal at the output of the
preamplifier and the spectrum analyzer readings. Happy
building!

Parts List

T1

470 pF, 35 V electrolytic
C2, C5
10 pF ceramic
C3, C4, C6, C7
10 nF ceramic
C8
100 pF, 26 V electrolytic
C9
20 pF ceramic
C10
220 pF ceramic
150 k, 1% metal film, RN55 or equiv.
R1
R2
249 ohm, 1% metal film, RN55 or equiv.
R3
1 M, 5% carbon film, Vs W
R4, R5, R8, R9, R10
100 ohm, 5% carbon film, 1/4 W
R6, R7
9.09 k, 1% metal film, RN55 or equiv.
R11
100 k, 5% carbon film, 1/4 W
IC1, IC2
Harris HA2-911-5 op -amp

Misc.

C1

¡J

Jensen transformer JE -115k -E
8 -pin DIP sockets, 10 -pin PC edge

connector, 25k reverse audio pot

Complete preamplifier kits, including all electronic
parts, the PC board, IC sockets, a 10 -pin PC edge connector, and input transformer, are available from Hopkit,
P. O. Box 22964, Nashville, TN 37202. The price is $79.50.

Harris 911 op amps are available for $4.00 each. PC
boards with gold-plated contact fingers are available for
$15.00 each. The Jensen JE -115K -E is available from Jen-

sen Transformers, 1617 N. Fuller Ave., Hollywood, CA
90046 for $28.53 each.
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Unboxed Sound
Introducing
minimum diffraction loudspeakers
by Avid.
Unwanted cabinet/grille dii fraction effects (S)
give listener clue as to the size'shnape of sound
source- in this case a box First arr,val signals
(A) locate source, while brain uses delayec Loom
reflections (C) to identify listen ng env:conr-ent.

In the quest for accuracy, cabinet loudspeakers, regardless of price, still
generally suffer rrom a common failure-they still sound like loudspeakers,
or more precisely their sound obviously comes from a box.

Your brain hears the box.
Without going too deeply into psycho -acoustics, cabinet speakers tell us
their sound is emanating from a box because the brain has been conditioned
to recognize the characteristics... size, shape, etc.... of any sound source.
What creates the boxy effect? Diffracted or reradiaied sound waves, those
that bounce off the sharp edges of the speaker and grille assembly, are the
clues interpreted by the brain as "box -like."

No diffraction, no box.
The problem is graphically illustrated in the drawings. By eliminating
sharp cabinet edges and grille panel obstructions, you reduce diffraction
effects...which means you eliminate the boxiness of the sound. And that's
exactly what we've done with our new line of Avid Minimum Diffraction
Loudspeakers"

To open the box, we closed the cover.
The solution was deceivingly simple.
By engineering the drivers, cabinet enclosure ard, importantly, the grille
assembly to create a totally integrated acoustic system, we eliminated
cabinet diffraction and the boxy sound quality inherent in typical cabinet
loudspeakers.
Our new tweeter and midrange drivers have specially engineered
coupling devices (we call them Optimum Dispersion CouplersTM) which
transmit sound waves with minimum diffraction.
"Solid front" grille panels perfectly mate with each coupler eliminating
grille panel diffraction. And, the grille panels have rounded edges creating
a smooth, gradual transition from the grille to the
cabinet, significantly reducing cabinet edge
diffraction-a major cause of boxy sound.
These three simple, but audibly
significant, features, coupled with
Avid's critically acclaimed accuracy,
assure you a new
level of performance
and sense of
reality.
Of course there's
a lot more to the

The carefu. integration of special engineered
Optimum Dispersion Couplers" (1), ano solid
front grille panels (2) with rolled edge design (3),
significantly reduces the Lr wanted cabinet dif-

fraction effects-a principal contributor to
"boxy" sound, These desicn principals are
incorporated in all Avid Mirmum Diffraction
Loudspeakers"

Avid story-like
our new drivers and
0 -Span testing.
Write us for literature
and a full description. We invite your
comparison.

AV 1
10Trlpps Lane
East Providence
R.i. 02914

Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card
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There have been many science fiction stories with plots invaving worlds
of differing dimensionality. My favorite among these is a perennial science -

fiction classic called "Flatland, A Romance of Many Dimensions." Written
in 1884 by E.A. Abbott, a schoolmaster,
it is still available, in its seventh edi-

tion in paperback (1). What does that

have to do with audio? Well, if you
know the story, and accept some of
the concepts am about to present,
you might come to agree with me that
we now live in an audio flatland.
Written more than 20 years before
Einstein's first paper on relativity,
"Flatland" is pure fantasy and makes
no pretense of application to human
affairs. Yet in an abstract sense, the
subject matter of Abbott's book anticiI

pated some of the conceptual prob-

It VIeW

Un
imreiern
TnI

scientists in popular books discussing
the space-time continuum. (2, 3). The
central difficulty is in demonstrating to
people, whose total conceptual structure is geared to one level of dimensionality, that higher dimensionality
exists and is capable of being understood.

One Dimension, Two Dimension,
Three Dimension, Four...
The allegories are numerous, and
Abbott's "Flatland" is one of the better

known of these. ..1 will not spoil the
story by telling the plot. It is a delightful little book and, like its subject mat-

WRID
RICHARD C. HEYSER

lems which three-dimensional humans

might encounter in dealing with the

ter, can be read at several levels of
conceptualization.
But I will impose on you the following mind-expanding thought. We can

quite easily grasp the idea of a twodimensional subworld that is imbedded in our three-dimensional world. In
mathematical language, a subspace is
an easy thing to imagine because it is

four-dimensional universe of relativity.
this has been pointed out by several
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The Nikko Alpha Ill delivers exactly what you want to hear - no
distortion, no noise, no crosstalkjust music.

Professional Approach
The Alpha Ill is a DC, power
MOS-FET stereo amplifier. As with
any amplifier designed for heavyduty use, each channel has its own
independent power supply and
transformer for more power with
less distortion.
The Alpha Ill delivers more than
enough power for clean reproduction and full dynamic range with
any loudspeakers you are likely to
use. Total harmonic distortion is
the lowest found anywhere.
Power bandwidth is an impressive 80 watts minimum per channel, both channels driven into
8 ohms, 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no
more than .008% THD.

riu..

anu\I rIf1A
V

Compare the pulse wave reproduced by the Alpha Ill (above) with
that of a typical amplifier. Note that
the Alpha Ill produces a nearly perfect reproduction of a laboratory
square wave.
DC Means Less Distortion,
Wider Bandwidth

A direct coupled (DC) amplifier

eliminates the phase distortion and
bass limitation imposed by the
input and output capacitors of conventional amplifiers.
Direct coupling enables bass
performance right down to the
theoretical limit: 0 Hz, or dc (direct
current).

and in decibels.
Easy to read,
LEDs are more
accurate and
operate at
greater speed

than any meter
mechanism.

Wilki
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_
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Power MOS-FET's, Now
Power MOS-FETs are the most
advanced transistors. Until now,
none were rigorous
enough to be
used as power
output devices.
No amplifier had
them. Now, the Alpha Ill
incorporates two pair for greater
reliability, improved linearity, and
smoother frequency response.
Power MOS-FETs and DC opera-

tion from input through output are
responsible for stability and performance not obtainable from any
other circuit design.

It's Your Move

High output. Low distortion.
Maximum reliability. We've told
you some of the facts. Now it's time
to get the complete story and hear
Alpha Ill for yourself.
Call our toll -free number (800)
423-2994 for the name of your
nearest Nikko dealer. Find out why
the Alpha Ill is known by the sound
of its technology.
Finished in satin black, the Alpha
Ill can be mounted in the new Nikko
19 -inch professional rack mount
cabinet.

Loudspeaker Control
The damping factor of 80 indicates how well the Alpha Ill restrains speaker cone movement
after the music signal has stopped.
Some consider high damping fac-

tor a frivolous refinement-we believe it's crucial to undistorted
loudspeaker performance.

For those who take their stereo seriously.

LED Power Display

Nikko Electric Corp. of America

Nikko peak -holding LEDs dis-

play power output directly, in watts

16270 Raymer St., Van Nuys, Calif. 91406 1213) 988-0105
320 Oser Ave., Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787 1516) 231-8181
In Canada. Superior Electronics, Inc. c Nikko Audio 1979

Nikko Alpha ill:
Known Dy The Sound of its Technology.
NIKKO -_-

:" -

-

-z_
--<_
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usually generated by denying one or
more of a higher dimensional set of attributes to the lower dimensional
space.

As an example, this piece of paper
on which these words are printed can

be thought of as a two-dimensional
subspace. Left -right and up -down are

the dimensions of the printed page,
but in -out is not.

The concept of in -out is denied to
any being who "lived" in the two-di-

mensional world of this page. The
third dimension, which we call height,

everything we do. He actually sees
three dimensions. But he does not ob-

serve the properties as a thing he
might call "dimension." Instead he
sees it as certain relationships among
his one-dimensional observations.
What to us is a vertical line might appear to him as an array of disjointed
coordinate locations.

Now the mind expanding part
the part that is new. Two beings can
observe and describe everything that
happens, but do so from the
viewpoints of different dimensionality.
.

.

of the coordinates of that lower dimensional space.

This was the conceptual problem in

Abbott's "Flatland," except that now
we are not talking about a lower dimensional subspace imbedded in a
higher dimensional space. We are con-

fronting the problem of a lower dimensional Alternative to a higher di-

from a subspace and not be found

stay completely within the confines of
his space and touch all parts of our

anywhere in it, but that is not the case
with Alternatives. Things do not disappear in Alternatives, they show up as
other geometric configurations.
The point I wish to convey is that if
we discover some seemingly bizarre
behavior that does not seem to make

three-dimensional space, so long as his

is a subspace. That is easy to understand.
But suppose his was not a subspace.

Suppose his space was our space, but

the difference was that he saw it as
two-dimensional while we saw it as
three-dimensional. In order to visualize, as a three-dimensional person,
how this might come about, suppose
the sheet of paper was enormously

sense in our otherwise orderly view,
we might be able to reconcile such behavior by converting to an alternative

system of coordinates - possibly at a
different level of dimensionality.
These are new ideas and take get-

large and we began folding it back and
reasonable volume in our space.

ting used to. And yes, by George, they
do have application to audio and sub-

The math is sloppy, but it is the
thought I want to get across. If all we
did was fold and compress the paper,

jective perception. But allow me to
continue with some of the fundamental concepts before swinging into

we would never alter the fact that it

sound.

forth to compress the paper to some

was a subspace, but we can begin to

Windows

see that the property we call height
would in fact begin appearing as an
attribute within the two-dimensional
subspace. Depending on the way we

folded the paper, things that moved
up, as we saw them, might appear to

shift in lateral position in our two-dimensional friend's point of view.

The being who lived on the paper
would now see the third dimension.
But he would not recognize it as a di-

mension unless we told him what it
was. He would, instead, observe it as
some weird property joining relationships in his two-dimensional existence.

Now, let's do it again. Only this time

we "superior" three-dimensional beings see the plight of a one-dimensional being. He lives on a string and
does not even know what up -down
means. All he knows is what we call
left -right.

But his string world is so very long
that we begin rolling it up like a ball of
twine to concentrate it in a small re-

gion of our space for observation.
Finally, even though this one-dimensional space has no width, when it is
so crammed together that no part of
our three-dimensional space is farther
than some previously agreed upon
small distance from some part of the
string, we can agree that he "touches"

A

mensional space. Things can disappear

is denied this being because he cannot

58

Any attempt to convey to such a being
the possibility of a higher dimensional
version of his universe will be a most
difficult chore because it cannot make
sense if one tries to explain it in terms

I do not mean to imply that there
are four-dimensional beings or two-dimensional beings among us. The point
I wish to convey is that there is no preferred frame of reference for any

observation, either for number of dimensions or units of measurement.
There is an additional consideration

to this geometric concept of Alternatives, one that has far reaching conse-

quences. Although the folding of the
two-dimensional paper and twining of
the one-dimensional string were allegorical, they do illustrate that the con-

cepts of continuity and "betweenness" do not have to be preserved
when we change dimensionality.
A trajectory of smoothly continuous
values in a higher dimensional alternative, for example, might show up in a
lower dimensional alternative as a

discontinuous set which may disappear at certain places and reappear
elsewhere without being found at intervening locations.
A being who is accustomed to sen-

sations perceived in a particular dimensionality and frame of reference

might form certain concepts about
that situation which "make sense."

Suppose we have a good technical
description of something. We have a
mathematical description nailed
down. There are no hidden variables.
Our description will involve certain
cause and effect relationships among
parameters. If we now set up a physical observation in those parameters
and if we have not left anything out,
then nature will oblige us by operating
in consonance with those parameters.
This does not mean that nature prefers
these parameters. Nature does not give
a darn what parameters we choose. All
it means is that we were consistent in
setting up a model.
Suppose that we wish to take anoth-

er view using other parameters. We
wish to see the world through a different window. How many windows are
available? As many as we care to find.
call the Principle of
That is what
Alternatives.
I

We already discussed two of the
windows in previous articles. One
window is measured in units called
time, while the other window is measured in units called frequency. It
makes no difference whether we look

through the time window or the frequency window, we see all there is to
see of the same thing. Only the way it
appears is different.
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HICH SPEED AMPLIFIERS=
FAStER TILiNSIENT RESPONSE
THAN ANYBODL
Today, it's not enough to select an amplifier

To hear the difference, listen to a familiar record
through a Hi -Speed amp. You'll notice depth and

simply by power specs and THD.

That's why Kenwood first introduced DC

definition that will amaze you. Like each violin

amplification and dual power supplies in integrated
amplifiers to improve low frequencies and eliminate
crosstalk distortion.

Now comes the next significant breakthrough:
Hi -Speed. It allows the amplifier to react more
quickly to a change in the input signal than ever
before. So what comes out of the amplifier matches
precisely what went in.

individually heard in a string section. Even separate

handclaps in recorded applause. Until recently,

Hi -Speed was available only in our limited
Pulse waveform
response of
a conventional
amplifier

The mid -to -upper frequencies are particularly

_J

vulnerable to degradation caused by a slow

HI -SPEED'
Hear the future of high fidelity

transient response. But Hi -Speed creates a rapid

voltage change (slew rate) which makes the
amplifier as fast as the music.
On test equipment, an accurate output signal will
show a square wave. And the more rapid both the
rise and decay time, the more square the wave. It's
an easy way to see the difference Hi -Speed makes.
Compare it with any of the competition.

production Audio Purist Group. But now, the next
chapter of high fidelity is available to anybody with
the ear to appreciate it.
It's at your Kenwood dealer, now.

Pulse waveform
response of
Hi -Speed
amplifier.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

KENWOODp

For the dealer nearest you, see your Yellow pages,
or write Kenwood, P.O. Box 6213, Carson, CA 90749.

In Canada: Magnasonic Canada, Ltd,
Model KA-907: $1000. Model KA-601: $600. Model KA-701: $450.
Nationally advertised value.
Actual prices are established by Kenwood dealers.

A Five -Space

Now let's see what relevance this
technofreak talk has in sound repro-

amplifier and watch the voltage waveform while listening to the sound

Then there is "when" a sound
occurs. Think about it a bit. That is another possible dimension. Then, there
is a "how much," or intensity, which is
not a property precisely dependent on
the other things which call dimen-

coming out of the loudspeaker con-

sion.

nected to the same terminals? Or hook

All in all, if we add up those properties generally agreed to be independ-

duction.
Did you ever hook an oscilloscope

onto the output terminals of a power

a 'scope to the output of a microphone while you listened? What you
see on the oscilloscope is a representa-

tion of a one-dimensional signal. It is
volts as a function of time. But when
you listened to that signal, what did

you perceive in the way of dimen-

I

ent attributes, we find that the least
number of dimensions we can get
away with in a subjective description
of sound is five.

And where is all (or most) of that
higher dimensional information in that

sions? More than one, will wager, if
you aligned that perception with prior
experience of the way things sound.
Sound has a "where." That is, it is
located in physical space with respect
to us. That is at least three dimensions
right there. Sound also has a property
which will simply call "tone." Pitch,
timbre, and the things we measure in
units of pitch are expressions of tone.

silly one-dimensional waveform we
view on an oscilloscope? It is there.

"Where" a sound source originates
and what "tone" that source has are
independent properties. Whether a
clarinet is stage left, stage center, or

all that. But right now we are on the
ground floor and trying to tie certain

I

I

60

dependent of "where" and can rank as
at least an additional dimension.

stage right does not dictate what musical notes are going to be playable on
that clarinet. So "tone" is somehow in-

But just as the three dimensions of
space viewed from a one-dimensional
ball of twine, the higher dimensionality of perception is encoded as the relationships existing between properties
in the one-dimensional waveform.
Yes, yes, I know about two channels
for stereo, four for quadraphonic, and
properties of subjective perception
with other properties we now measure
in objective analysis. imagine many
of us at one time or another have had
the experience of finding that due to a
I

technical error we had been listening
to a two -channel mono feed when we
thought we were hearing stereo. And

like the optical illusion which, once
recognized,

never

looks

the

same

again, we find the subjective dimensionality collapsed to an "obvious"
mono program when the deception is
discovered. But we had been
fooled ... that one-dimensional program had supported a whole stereo
illusion.

Back To Flatland
The audio technologist who measures things in the frequency domain
resides in a linear world of one dimension. He is a Flatlander. There is nothing wrong with that. So long as the device is linear, or essentially linear, the
audio Flatlander sees everything there
is to see. His window happens to look
out onto a one-dimensional universe.
The prime audio problem ("how can
we measure what we hear?") arises
when this Flatlander tries to convey
measures of fidelity to the being who
sees things through a higher dimensional window. Neither one sees
something the other does not.
But that which appears essentially
perfect to a Flatlander, may or may not
be essentially perfect when viewed in

a higher dimension. The reason for

The Watts Parastat
In 15 seconds your record
are clean, dry, and ready to play.
With some systems

fluid, a remarkably efficient

you pour liquid on your rec-

system is created.

grooves), while with others

the rubbish to the surface.

ords (and rub it into the

you brush the dirt around
(and rub it into the grooves).
The Watts Parastat is neither
of these.
By placing a plush vel-

vet pad on either side of a
soft nylon brush and adding
a drop or two of Parastatik®

The brush bristles lift

The pads collect and remove
it. And the Parastatik® fluid
supplies just the right degree
of humidity to relax dust col lecting static without leaving

so much fo`
so little time.

_

ords in

ti want the
So \\hex
best, ask for the original. The
Parastat, by Cecil Watts.

Ciidg(4).Wrae

Watts products are

any kind of film or deposit

distributed exclusively in the

behind.
No other system does

Corp.,Garden City, NY 11530

Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card
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U.S. by: Empire Scientific

The new Model 301. .Mth an inp-aved twee:e- the- took tiree years
to perfect. An innodative Dual =requency Crossover` retwork that
delivers smoctherm ckange rspcnse. A unique tweeter protection
circuit that virualIv eliminatestweeter burnout. Arda subtle exterior
modification Mat na- es the Model 3)1 more
elegant than ever.
But even with changes, the Model 3C1 retains
its conventional personality.
It is, after a I, a Bcse J rect/Real ting loucspeakersystem. Y hick means.itutilizes a carefully produced balarce of reflected and direct
sound to giveyoL :he spatia rya isrrof a lire
performance. Front nearly every o ation in
your listening room, vcu hea- accura=e stereo
balance. Accurate location ofeath instrument,
each note. Clearly p-ecisely..nd wi:h a fullness and richnessyou may hawethoJght

imoossil.lefrom such a compact ert osure.
As a mailer offac:, the Mode 301 del vers a level ofperbrmance

Mich sinrlyastounds first-time listeners.

fi \

f //

It could happento you. Ask yourBose dealerto
demonstrate the Model 301 against an book.
shelf speaker, regardless of pries.
Then ask him bdemonstrate the Model 301
against even ouch larger speaker. n each
case, you will sear an open, spacious sound
that expands tie confines of yotr I sinring
room. Sudden y, you are in a larcer, mere oper
space, Iistenirc to music as if you here hearing
it for the first ti -re.
No other bookeielf speaker even approaches
the spatial -ealism of the new Model 3C1. See
your Bose dealer for a demonstration and hear
what we mean

For 2orriplete techn cal rftriiation on tte rew Nodel 301 speaker syster,wri a Bose, CeFt. T, The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701
Covered oy paten right Issiad aid pencing
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Yamaha goes its separates

performance,

We've never done things the conventional way.Witness
our legendary B-1 and C-1 separates.These components, utilizing Yamaha -developed Vertical-FET technology, brought into being a new level of natural, accurate
sound, advanced features and dramatic styling.Our new
C-4 and M-4 separates follow in this tradition, while doing
some precedent setting of their own.

C-4

We were determined that the performance
of the C-4 should put you in touch with the
outermost limits of the audio art. So it has

the most advanced circuitry imaginable to give you
sound so real and true,you'll swear it's live. State-of-theart DC circuitry n the phono preamp section reduces
distortion to a miniscule 0.0035% at 2V output. Signal-tonoise ratio has been tamed to the virtually inaudible
level of 97dB at 10mV. Plus we've added an exclusive
Current Noise Reduction Circuit to maintain this high SIN
ratio regardless of varying impedances caused by using
different cartridges. But the sound of the C-4 goes beyond
super specs and state-of-the-art circuitry. You have to
hear the sound to believe such pure, musical tonality
could pass through a piece of electronics.
The C -4's features put you in total command of its
superb sound. Lnheard-of tone control is yours with the
exclusive, continuously variable turnover frequencies for
the bass and treble controls. No need to hook up an

expensive outboard parametric or graphic equalizer to
make meaningful tone adjustments.The C-4 gives you the

nest of bath at the
twist of a f nger. And
w th the C-4, you
don't have tc settle
for anything less than
the absol Jte op-

timum performance
from your choice of
ahono cc rtridge.
Select from five
ranges fo- both

capacitance and
resistarce to perfectly
match the amp's load -esistance to your cartridges'
characte-istics.You also hove the luxury of indulging in
-he beautifully transparent highs
P-IONO
available from a movirg coil car94~-3
/ra
\
-ridge, because we've outfitted
-he C-4 with its own hecd amp. It
provides the bcost necessary for a

.NONO --2 CARTRIDGE LOAD

moving coil ca-tridge,saving you
-he expense of buying a separate
lead amp or transformer. Completely independent Inout and
Output selectors give you the
freedom of listening to a signal
from one source while recording
a Signal from another. Features

like these make the C -z. a super -sophisticated device

wiose pcssibilities and applications are limited only by
your imagination.
T
IVPUT
VHONO
With graceful,yet
00000
TU
bold styling,ex`1
º+
:WV
ecuted witl, ease-of-2.11
operat on in mind,
TAPE

.

the C-4 is a marvel of

modern technology
leaving noth ng to be desired but its ownership.

11~
02

C.OKIIol ~MR. G-1

OO.O

YM

1nTf

@Mwt NATURAL 801 BTFRéO CONTROL

g

"On..

FES1 C-.
TREBLE

"...: ":
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Our passion for pure tonality reaches
toward perfection in the M-4.To deliver the
cleanest, most musical sound possible,
we built it with DC circuitry in a dual mono amp configuration, each with its own signal path from input to
output.The input section consists of dual-FET's in a differential configuration with a cascode bootstrapping circuit.
So you get the unbeatable advantages of DC circuitryminimal low frequency phase shift and maximum low

the DC or AC operating mode with the back panel switch.
And while you are driving your M-4, its drilled metal mesh top allows the amp to "breathe" It's just one
example of the unique design philosophy of form -follows OUTPUT LEVEL.

frequency accuracy and musicality-while beating the

inherent instability of DC circuitry.
The M -4's specs are nothing short of spectacular. THD
takes a bow at an incredibly low 0.005% at rated output
of 120W per channel into 8 ohms,
20noi
Signal to noise
ratio is, (please
hold the ap-

O,00o/0

pllause) an utterly silent 118dB.

Again though,specs can't do the sound of the M-4
justice. When it comes to doing justice to amplifying a

function in styling, features and performance.
And that's what our new separates are all about.
Unprecedented performance,features and styling.
And price? Well,you can benefit from what we learned
with our cost -no -object B -1,C-1. Without paying the price.
Audition our new, rack -mountable (with optional kit),
super separates, the C-4 and M-4, for yourself. It's an ear opening experience you won't want to miss. For the name
of your Yamaha Audio Specialty Dealer, check your
Yellow Pages or write us.

From Yamaha, naturally.

signal from a preamp (especially the C-4) we feel the M-4
deserves a standing ovation If you love musically accurate sound coming from your speakers, you will be
equally enthralled with the sound of the M-4.
And with its functional features.
Visually arresting LEDs monitor your amp's power output,while overload indicators allow you to see when
you're pushing it beyond its intended limits The M-4 is a
musical experience you participate in. Drive two sets of
speakers independently or simultaneously with the
simple push of a computer -grade switch,as well as select

Audio Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622
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this, as we have discussed, lies in the
fact that if these are genuine Alternatives (different ways of describing the

same thing), then the map between
them is a geometric transformation.
Distributions are mapped into distributions. A simple, elemental place in
one Alternative will appear as some
geometric distribution (or configuration) in the other Alternative.
As an aside, must point out that
the concept of "place" is perhaps better understood in terms of this idea of
I

SCOTCH MASTER III FeCr ESAS

TN/O-NOTJN iAPE TRANSPORT Wi3TFM

geometric distribution, or configura-

11.

tion, or figure. The concept of "point,"
or the concept of "line," or of any special type of "figure" is not fundamental

to the establishment of a valid

geometry. That is a very difficult thing
to recognize, accustomed as we are to

the strong arm methods of teaching
mathematics to generations who
couldn't care less about mathematics.

Only recently have we begun to explore distributions as a Theory of Gen-

Scotch RecordingTape.The truth comes cut.

eralized Functions, in order to bring
light to a badly illuminated part of our
understanding. The Dirac delta is the
prime example of a distribution that
can

64
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card

the ultimate 19" rack

begin giving

meaning

to

the

"place" where something can be
found. Unfortunately, some popular
discussions about the so-called delta

"function" as applied to audio have
fallen into the trap of trying to explain
it in heuristic terms, such as ... "exist-

ing only at a point but having unit
area." Such an explanation is no explanation at all, because generalized
functions cannot be assigned values at
isolated points.

The audio Flatlander, viewing the
frequency response of a loudspeaker,
amplifier, cartridge, or whatever, cannot possibly make "sense" out of the
protestations of a higher dimensional
being that the Flatland ranking of distortion does not always correlate with

that being's ranking of distortion. It

the ProRack

does not make sense to the Flatlander
as long as he uses his own coordinate
system.
Unless it

Now there is a precision rack
from AudioFile that takes any
hole spacing, and accomodates

units narrower than 19" if required. Shelves, too, can be

added and wiring channelled
into close tolerance aluminum
extrusions beautifully finished
in

satin

anodise.

is disclosed to him, the

Flatlander has no way of knowing that
higher dimensional "places" show up
as geometric properties in Flatland.
The converse is also true; each place in
Flatland may appear as some spread of
values in the higher dimensionality.
The problem becomes enormously
compounded when either the Flatlan-

der or the higher dimensional being

Adjustable

set up test figures to check for the pos-

casters are provided with adjustable feet available as an
option.

sibility of geometric warping. The test
is usually chosen to be that
which is easiest to measure within a

figure

clicR AudioFile Systems, A member of the Hammond Industries Group
155 Michael Drive, Syosset, New York 11791. Telephone (516) 364-1900.
Wes: Coast telephone (213) 846-0500, Canada telephone (416) 677-0545.
Enter No. 20 on Reader Servica Card
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particular frame of reference. The test
figure which a Flatlander might choose
does not necessarily correspond to a

AUDIO February 1979

BEYOND DIRECT DRIVE:
THE FIfFR LINEAR MOTOR TURNTABLE
BOTTOM VIEW OF PLATTER

The direct drive turntable was

a great advance in record playing precision. But Fisher has now
120 pole
permanent
femte
magnetic band

taken turntable technology a
major step further with the MT6225A
Linear Motor turntable system.

Conventional direct drive sys-

tems do a great job of reducing
rumble. Butthe small diameter and
relatively few poles (usually 12 or
16) of the motor result in low torque

and a distinct "cogging" tend-

TOP VIEW OF BASE
Drive signal generator sensing coils
Electromagnetic

driers and
servo -speed

control
sensors

ency that can make them susceptible to wow and flutter.
The Fisher linear motor, by contrast, uses 120 poles and a unique

3 -phase electronic drive system
that produce a perfectly timed
sequence of closely overlapped
drive impulses. So cogging is, for
all practical purposes, eliminated.
And wow & flutter are held to an
incredibly low 0.03% WRMS.
Speed control in the MT6225A
is accomplished via special feedback sensing coi Is that operate on

the same magnetic poles that
drive the platter, ensuring instant
response to transient loads and
long-term speed
accuracy within ¡`
0.5%. Both 33 and
45 rpm speeds are independently
adjustable over a ±3% range,
and may be set exactly with the
built-in stroboscope.

cueing and automatic shutoff are
provided, plus a Reject button
that returns the arm and stops the
turntable at any time during play.
The MT6225A is mounted in a
heavy, beautifully finished base
equipped with adjustable feet
and a built-in bubble level that
makes it easy to set the turntable
perfectly level for best performance. The level also serves as a
stylus overhang indicator for precise cartridge mounting.
Considering the extremely high
performance and "beyond stateof-the-art" engineering of the
MT6225A, you might easily expect

Spindle

The tonearm of the MT6225A is as

advanced as the drive system,
and features an extra -long
low mass tubular arm

balanced both
vertically and
laterally.
Mounted
in a

to pay $400 or $500 for it. But Fisher

ingenuity (born of 42 years refining
the high fidelity art) enables us to
offer it at a price below that of
many turntables that don't perform
as well: $250*. The same linear
drive system with a slightly different tonearm is available in the
MT6224, priced at $200*.
Only Fisher could go beyond
direct drive, and still stay within
reason.

low -friction gimbal assembly

and equipped with calibrated
anti -skating, the arm tracks even
the most delicate audiophile cartridges with ease. Viscous damped

See the sensational linear drive
turntable and otherfine Fisherturntables priced from $120* at selected audio dealers or the audio
department of your favorite
department store.
`Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Actual
selling price determined solely by dealer.

New guide to buying high fidelity equipment.
Send $2 for Fisher Handbook. with name and
address to Fisher Corp.,Dept. H, 21314 Lassen
St., Chatsworth. Calif. 91311.

FISHER

The first name in high fidelity.

MT6225A
1978
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Fisher Corp., Chatsworth, CA 91311

AUDIO ILLUSIONS
PRESENTS

test figure which might be chosen for
any other dimensionality.
So our audio Flatlander might set up
a test figure which represents a perfect
concentration of a unit volume of ma-

THE MASTER ILLUSIONIST I

terial at a well-defined "place." We

might call it a delta function corre-

sponding to unit energy at one frequency. (Another audio Flatlander, living in the one-dimensional time
domain, would perceive that particular
test figure as a "wave" extending over

the whole of the time domain. He
would call it a sine wave.)

The frequency domain Flatlander
then checks for geometric warping by

determining how much material appears at other "places" when the test
figure is processed. The Flatlander
might set up a standard of warping,
such

as:

If

no

more

than

one

thousandth of one percent of the volume of the test figure can be found at
any place other than the original location, the geometric warping will be essentially nil. It would seem logical to
presume that if one found two percent
of the volume out of place, the warping would be greater than if one only
found two -hundredths percent out of
place. So the audio Flatlander can go
about checking for geometric warping
by placing test figures at various locations in his space.

The MASTER ILLUSIONIST
is unique, featuring new technology in phase aligned audio
propagation. Both the high and
mid frequency ranges are reproduced by our new "bi-source
I

propagator©"

transducers.

The

low frequency section employs
some exciting new ideas while

using standard high -quality

woofers. These innovations in
audio technology make it possible

for the MASTER ILLUSIONIST I
to recreate music with such clarity, quickness, and spacial imaging

as to produce the original performance illusion.
To audition this exciting new
speaker system, contact an Audio
Illusions dealer. For the name of

your nearest dealer and further
information, please write:
AUDIO ILLUSIONS, INC.
4580 ALVARADO CANYON RD.
SUITE H
SAN DIEGO, CA 92120

But what might a higher dimensional being perceive? First of all, the Flatlander's test figure might have no particular significance in the view through

the higher dimensional window. How
might you feel if you looked out of
your living room window and saw colored lights flashing across the sky like
a giant aurora borealis display? If you
asked what was going on, you would
get a reply that a one-dimensional

being was testing the universe for
linearity. "See there," he would say,
"that's a perfect signal at coordinate

location 47." And you would see a
steady green glow with ripples of red
slowly moving across the sky.
The Flatlander's test figures

are

things that he can understand. In the
Flatlander's world, a test figure corresponding to something of significance
to a higher dimensional being might
appear hopelessly complicated. If, in
looking out of your window, you had
said, "Hey, knock off the silly lights; if
you want to check for geometric warping, use this meter rod." And you hold
the meter rod up. After a brief pause

the Flatlander would reply, "You're
AUDIO
ILLUSIONS,
INC.

cause each sees the view through different windows.

Views
If you remember our discussion of

the end product of audio, the query
"how do we measure what we hear?"
translates to "how do we measure the
illusion we perceive?" This brief discussion has been our deepest penetra-

tion so far into the abstract. But the
problem it addresses is of the utmost
practicality. Perhaps we cannot mea-

sure the illusion of sound, but we
might be able one day to grasp some
of its structural properties, as a
perceived higher dimensional experience.

In this case I am attempting to convey a reason why conventional distortion measurements, such as harmonic
and intermodulation, need not necessarily correlate with our subjective impressions of distortion. Geometric

warping of a perceived illusion and
geometric warping of a lower dimensional test signal are both distortions.
But they are distortions expressed in
terms of the framework of the reference system against which they are
measured. If those frames of reference

are not the same, whether they differ
in dimensionality or some other way,
we cannot automatically rank them as
equivalent. It may happen in a gross
measurements that three is greater
than two, and two is greater than one
for certain types of distortion as expressed in either reference system. But

somewhere along the line, we are
going to get into difficulty quantifying
subtler forms of distortion with such
gross equivalents.

But whether we are talking about a
distortionless situation or one that is
badly distorted, the deeper geometric
property I want you to consider is that
of the possible dimensionality which is

involved in any particular situation.
We have only begun to touch on this
subject and I hope to expand on it in

later discussions, but the next time
you hear an argument between a tech-

nologist and a golden ear about the
audibility of certain types of distortion,
think of this: Is the technologist really
a Flatlander, and is it possible they do
not agree because they each have a
view through a different window? 4
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When you

Test-drive the best speakers
from Britain
you'll drive home with real sound.

You're a confirmed audiophile and
nobody can fool you with a lot of promises.
You're ready for the ultimate test
and only your ear will be convinced.

When you test-drive the best from
Britain we know well have your ear and
maybe a lot more.
When you're ready, take a variety
of recorded music into your dealers. ( Use
direct disc recordings so you can put our
speakers to the real test. )
We know you'll be amazed at the

Firstwell start
with the Ditton

442-made for
the music lover,
who wants full
bass sound.
Large presentation for hipower system.
Sealed box

accuracy.

And we'll have turned another
confirmed audiophile into a dedicated
Anglophile.

We've been convincing lovers of
sound in Britain for over half a century.
And we've earned our reputation as the
leader by not compromising.
We don't rely on gimmicks. Every
speaker in our completely new line of systems is based on sound engineering principles and tested thoroughly.
As you know, with everything in audio, it's the end result that counts, not the
means to get there.
But we don't neglect the means
either. To get your ear, we use our English
craftsman's pride in carefully putting together the right components for delivering
a broad range of sound smoothly and uniformly so you get the flattest response
possible.
When you take a look at the specs
youll see what we mean.
We've shown the Ditton 662, but
all three new Ditton speakers, besides
being technologically superb and precision
engineered, are beautifully styled and
assembled in the fine English cabinetmaking tradition, to fit into any decor.
And we've used a completely different design concept for each of them to
satisfy your individual taste and budget.
So now that you've grown up to real
sound, you can test-drive your choice of
the best sound from Britain.
But you won't be able to find them
at just any dealer. For our select list of
shopkeepers who carry Celestion, simply
drop us the coupon and we'll send
you the list by return post.
But don't delay, the traffic may be

Then move
up to the Ditton
551

For outstanding dispersion

- tight sound.

And finally, the

top of the line,
the Ditton 662.
Our passive
radiator (ABR)

mid -range unit.
Drive units:
FC 121, 330

unit.
Drive units:

system gives
solid bass,
smooth response and dispersion, and
stereo imaging.
Use with all
power am-

mm bass unit
with 46 mm

PC 101, 290

plifiers.

mm bass unit
with 50 mm

Has 3 active
drive units and
passive radiator.

design - inside,
a second sealed
infinite transmission line en-

dosure for the

A vented box
design with improved bass response from a
smaller bass

voice coil.
FC 61, 130

voice coil.
MD 701 mid -

mm mid -range
with 25 mm

range with 46
mm voice coil.
HF 2001 treble unit with 19
mm voice coil.
Controlled by
15 element
network with
fuse protection
and failure light
for the treble

voice coil.
HF 2001 treble unit with 19
mm voice coil.

Controlled by
14 element dividing network
with fuse protection for the
treble unit.
What you get
is less restriction, overall
balance openness with no
coloration.

Drive units:

FC 122 bass

unit, 330 mm
passive with
double suspen-

2 dB boost and

sion for pure
axial movement.
MD 501 midrange with 52
mm voice coil.
HF 2001 treble unit with 19
mm voice coil.
Controlled by
14 element
network with
fuse protection

6 dB cut.

for treble unit.

unit.
Also level

controls for treble and mid range up to

Gentlemen: I'm ready to test drive the best

speakers from Britain. Please send me
more information on:

Ditton 662 Ditton 551 Ditton 442

Name of nearest Celestion dealer
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Name of speakers you currently own
Mail to:

Celestion Industries, Inc., Dept. A-29
Kuniholm Drive
Holliston, Ma. 01746

heavy.

Celestion.

Nobody sounds better than the British.
Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card
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Shure V15 Type IV Phono Cartridge

ance in parallel with 200 to 300 pF capacitance per channel.
Inductance: 500 mH.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response: 10 to 25,000 Hz.

D.c. Resistance: 1380 ohms.
Tracking Force: 0.75 to 1.25 grams (plus
0.5 g for Dynamic Stabilizer).

Typical Trackability: In SME tonearm
at 1 -gram tip tracking force, in cm/sec
peak recorded velocity, 400 Hz, 29 cm/
sec; 1000 Hz, 42 cm/sec; 5000 Hz, 47
cm/sec; 10,000 Hz, 37 cm/sec.

Force Exerted by Dynamic Stabilizer:
0.5 grams.

Net Weight: 6.4 grams.

Output Voltage at 1 kHz: 5 cm/sec
peak recorded velocity, 4.0 mV per

Styli Available: VN45HE (Hyperelliptical Nude Diamond Tip), VN4G
(Spherical Nude Diamond Tip,

channel.
Channel Balance: Within 2 dB.
Channel Separation (minimum): 25 dB
at 1000 Hz and 15 dB at 10,000 Hz.

0.6 mil radius), and VN478E (Biradial
Nude Diamond Tip for 78 rpm Records, 0.5 x 2.5 mils).
Price: $150.00.

Optimum Load: 47,000 ohms resist-

68

With progress being inevitable in the area of phono cartridges as it is in the entire audio field, there was no doubt in
anyone's mind that Shure Brothers would eventually bring
forth a new cartridge. However, we were not prepared for the
stabilized, static -free, super-trackability, cartridge -stylus system that is the V15 Type IV cartridge. Our first impression
was that now we could
most of today's records
without further thought to the degree of warp present. After
playing numerous warped records and along the way delib-

erately creating a washboard -ripple warp in a record, we
were surprised how easily the V15 Type IV tracked warped
records and, in particular, the washboard -ripple warped
record. The viscous -damped Dynamic Stabilizer appears to
have eliminated many of the problems associated with playing warped records. The warped record is undoubtedly here
to stay inasmuch as the record manufacturers are apparently
unable or unwilling to eliminate it. Another problem the Dynamic Stabilizer appears to have solved is the low frequency
arm -cartridge resonance. With the Audio-Technica AT -1009
arm and V15 Type IV cartridge, and without using the Dynamic Stabilizer, the arm -cartridge resonance shows two
peaks, the first at 5.5 Hz (+3.5 dB) and the second at 8.5 Hz
(+2 dB). With the Dynamic Stabilizer in use, both resonance
peaks are reduzed to +1 dB at 5.5 Hz and 0 dB at 8.5 Hz, with
a new peak of +0.5 dB at 7.8 Hz being visible. The Dynamic
Stabilizer is a damping device that, in many ways, is similar to
that presented by Rangabe (England) at a 1975 AES meeting
and more recently the DiscTracker marketed by Discwasher,

Inc. The Shure damping is performed by the "hinge" that

cantilever bearing system, a new stylus shape called
"hyperelliptical," a new magnet that is lighter in weight but
higher in energy, and an improved tracking ability at both

high and low frequencies.

The Dynamic Stabilizer has an important inclusion - a
vertical white line that is in line with the stylus so that cueing
is quite easily accomplished. The vertical white line is quite
useful when centering the cartridge on the shell. It would be
nice if all cartridge and shell manufacturers would put a vertical line on the front of their cartridges and shells.
The optimum load for the V15 Type IV is still 47 kilohms
per channel, but the parallel capacitance has been lowered
to between 200 and 300 pF per channel for a flat frequency
response. The total capacitance includes the tonearm wires,

connecting cable and preamplifier input capacitance. To
ascertain that the total capacitance was not beyond the maximum recommended 300 pF, we measured the total capacitance with a relatively inexpensive capacitance meter available from Berkshire Audio Products, P.O. Box 35, Great Neck,
NY 11021. Aside from measuring cable capacitance, we understand that it is probably the only capacitance meter currently available that is able to measure the preamplifier phono input capacitance.

Measurements
As is our practice, measurements are made on both channels, but only the left is reported. During the test period the
average room temperature was 71°F ±1" (21.67°C) and the relative humidity was 68 percent ±3 percent. All measurements

attaches the brush to the cartridge. The brush itself consists
of 10,000 ultra -fine conductive carbon -fiber bristles that fit
down into the record groove to both pick up the static electricity and discharge it to ground and, also, to remove dust by
sweeping the record clean just slightly ahead of the stylus,
without grinding the dust into the groove wall. When using
the viscous -damped Dynamic Stabilizer, the tracking force
must be increased by 0.5 grams to compensate for the addi-

were made without using the Dynamic Stabilizer except
when measuring the arm -cartridge resonance where the
measurements were made with and without the damping

tional weight. When positioned all the way down, the Dy-

within -0.5 dB from 40 Hz to 10 kHz, descending to -1.5 dB
from 12 to 14 kHz, then slowly rising to +0.25 dB at 20 kHz.
Accordingly, the frequency response was +0.25 dB, -1.5 dB,
40 Hz to 20 kHz. Separation over the audio range was quite

namic Stabilizer acts as a stylus guard.

Other important changes in the V15 Type IV in contrast to
the V15 Type Ill are a lower stylus effective mass, a new type

device.

Frequency response of the Shure V15 Type IV cartridge,
loaded with 47 kilohms and 275 pF, using the Columbia STR100 test record and our reference tonearm, an Audio-Technica AT -1009, mounted on a Technics SP -10 turntable, is flat
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Listening & Use Tests
As usual, a rigorous listening evaluation was conducted
utilizing the specific records listed below as well as many
records listed in other reviews. Transient response and good
bass reproduction were highly evident when playing the Fox
and Fiedler recordings listed here, as well as the Switched On
Bach recording of Walter Carlos on the Moog Synthesizer.
There is no question of the Type IV having good clarity -all

across the entire audio spectrum, particularly in the bass
region.

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 1 -Frequency response.

good, being 37.5 dB at 1 kHz, 18.5 dB at 10 kHz, 14.5 dB at 15
kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz. The optimum tracking force for the

cartridge we tested was 1.2 g and the optimum anti -skating
force was 1.5 g. The square wave response is well damped
and has a good wave shape. When using the Dynamic Stabilizer, we added 0.5 g to the tracking force to compensate for

the weight of the device. With the reduction of the arm cartridge resonance peaks with the Dynamic Stabilizer, it is
apparent that the damping device is quite effective. Further,
the effects of record edge warp are practically eliminated
when copying a record onto tape.
The following test records were used in making the reported measurements: Micro -Acoustics TT -2002; Shure TTR-103,
TTR-109, TTR-110, and TTR-115; Columbia STR-100, STR-112,
STR-170, and SQT-1100; JVC TRS-1007; Deutsches HiFi No. 2,

and Nippon Columbia Audio Technical Records (PCM) XL 7004.

Wt. 6.7 g; d.c. res. 1294 ohms; inductance 503 mH; opt.
tracking force 1.2 g plus 0.5 g for the Dynamic Stabilizer; opt.
anti -skating force w/stabilizer 2.0 g; output 1.05 mV/cm/sec;
IM dist. (4:1) +9 dB lateral, 200/4000 1.7 percent, +6 dB vertical, 200/4000 5.2 percent; crosstalk (using Shure TTR-109) -40
dB; ch. bal. 0.25 dB; TTR-103 trackability: high freq. (10.8 kHz
pulsed) 30 cm/sec, mid-freq. (1000+1500 Hz lateral cut) 40
cm/sec,(although some distortion was observed while play-

ing the 40 cm/sec level band, it was determined that the
distortion was cut into the record groove and not the result
of cartridge mistracking), low freq. (400+4000 Hz lateral cut)
30 cm/sec; Deutsches HiFi No. 2 300- Hz test bands tracked
to 95 microns (0.0095 cm) lateral at 17.90 cm/sec at +10.33 dB

level and 43.1 microns (0.00431 cm) vertical at 8.12 cm/sec
and a level of +3.64 dB. Arm -cartridge resonance +3.5 dB at
5.5 Hz and +2 dB at 8.5 Hz; with the Dynamic Stabilizer the
resonance was less than 1 dB at 5.5 Hz and 0 dB at 8.5 Hz. A
new resonant peak of 0.5 dB was seen at 7.8 Hz.
The Micro -Acoustics TT -2002 musical test record was used

to check for tracking and transient ability. The Shure V15
Type IV encountered no difficulty in playing all trackability
bands, including one with the highest level a modern stereo
cutter head can record. Transient ability was excellent, with
no problems in tracing computer -generated high, low, and
high/low mixed frequencies.
The Shure Obstacle Course - Era Ill was no challenge to
this cartridge inasmuch as it passed all bands without difficulty. With the new Shure Era IV Obstacle Course, the Type
IV encountered no difficulties in playing all levels on the

As always, our listening tests are performed both before
any laboratory testing is done and again after all laboratory
tests have been completed. Upon prolonged listening we believe that the Shure V15 Type IV introduced no coloration of
its own, as well as no audible distortion. Transient and tracking ability was excellent, especially while playing some of the
high recorded levels present on many direct -to -disc recordings. Sonic clarity was first rate, and the bass response was
more than adequate. However, the biggest gain from this
cartridge is the fact that we were able to play so many of our
unplayable records (because of bad warp!) without the usual
noises that accompany warped records. All these great benefits make the Shure V15 Type IV one of the best cartridges
available today.

B. V. Pisha

Evaluation Equipment & Records
The equipment used for the listening evaluation included
a Technics SP -10 turntable with the Audio-Technica AT -1009

arm, Technics SP -10 Mk II turntable with EPA -100 arm,
Crown IC -150A preamplifier, a pair of Crown DC -300A amplifiers used in the monophonic mode, a pair of stacked
Duntech DL -15B speakers in each channel, and a Columbia
SQL -400A SQ decoder. A Platter Pad was used on one turn-

table and each pair of speakers was connected with Polk
Audio SoundCables using an RC network.

The following records, along with many listed in other
reviews, were used in auditoning the Shure V-15 Type IV. We

highly recommend the two volumes of Check Your Sounds
from RCA (Japan), which are superb recordings and have a
detailed brochure. Audiophiles may easily use these discs to
check and adjust their audio equipment by ear, rather than
with instruments.

Stereo
Nicolai: The Merry Wives of Windsor, Bavarian Symphony
Orchestra, Kubelik - London OSA 13127.
Berlioz: Romeo & Juliet, Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,
Maazel - London CS7021
Verdi: Requiem, Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra and Vienna
State Opera Chorus, Solti, with Sutherland, Horne, Pavarotti,
and Talvela - London OSA 1275.
Giacomo Aragall: Italian Opera Arias- London OS 26499.
Montserrat Caballe: Dramatic Soprano Arias - London OS
26497.

Beethoven: Symphony No. 4 in B Flat Major, Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, Solti - London CS 7050.
Beethoven: Symphony No. 7, Egmont Overture, New Philharmonia Orchestra, Stokowski - London Phase 4 SPC 21139.
Howard Geller: Plays for You, The Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra - PYE NSPLX 41053.
Check Your Sounds, Vols. 1 & 2, Grand Symphonic Orchestra,

Kumagaya; NHK Symphony Orchestra, Komatsu - RCA
(Japan) RVL 1, 2. (Both distributed by Audio-Technica.)

record at 1.2 g.

Fig. 2 -Response to 1 -kHz square wave.

Direct to Disc
Jun Fukamachi at the Steinway - Toshiba/EMI LF-95001.
Distributed by Audio-Technica.

Boyd Neel: Bach Program, Toronto Chamber Orchestra Umbrella UMB-DD9, Vol. 2. Distributed by Audio-Technica.
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David Montgomery: The Piano- Direct to Disk Records Lab
Series No. 2. Distributed by Audio-Technica.
Rimsky-Korsakov: Capriccio espagnol;Tchaikovsky: Capriccio
italien, The Boston Pops, Fiedler - Crystal Clear Records

Pulse Code Modulation

CCS-7003 (225 Kearney St., San Francisco, Calif. 94108).

Shubert: Death and the Maiden; Tchaikovsky: Andante Cantabile, Prague Quartet- Nippon Columbia OX -7009-N.
Satie: L'Oeuvre pour Piano, Y. Takahasi (Steinway) - Denon
OX -7071 -ND. (Both these PCM records are distributed by

Virgil Fox: The Fox Touch, Vol. 2- Crystal Clear Records

Audio- Technica.)

CCS-7002.

K -H. Stockhausen: Zyklus pour en batteur;Noda: Eclogue for

Flute & Percussion - RCA (Japan) RDC-1. Distributed by
Audio-Technica. (The audio system on which this is played
must be very good in order to properly reproduce the percus-

sion instruments on this recording by one of Japan's top
percussionists.)

Quadraphonic-SQ
Wild Cherry: Electrified Funk- Epic PEQ 34462.
Walter Carlos: Switched -On Bach- Columbia MQ 31018.
Bach: Six Concerto/Sinfonias for Organ, E. Power Biggs
Columbia M34272.
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Sansui Model SR -838 Direct- Drive Turntable

MANUFACTURER'S
SPECIFICATIONS
Motor: 20 -pole, 30 -slot, d.c.

70

brush less.
Speeds: 331/3 & 45 rpm.

Drive: Quartz controlled, direct drive.
Wow & Flutter: Less than 0.025
percent W rms.
Rumble: -72 dB (DIN -B).
Fine Speed Adjustment: ±2.5
percent.
Tonearm: S-shaped, tub -

ular with damping,
and two -point
pivot support.

Dimensions:
191/a in. (48.9 cm) W
x 65/8 in. (16.8 cm) H x 15% in.
(38.7 cm) D.
Price: $440.00

Sansui makes no fewer than nine turntables which cost
from around $100.00 to more than $500.00. The unit selected
for this review is number two in the range and uses a 20 -pole,
30 -slot, d.c. brushless, direct -drive motor in conjunction with
a quartz -crystal servo -control system. A frequency generator
built ,into the motor provides the error pulses or signals. All
the controls are mounted along a narrow front panel, includ-
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Does it
make
sense
to buy
a new
audio

component
you can't hear?
71

eludes wholly new circuit concepts for

You bet it does. Especially if you care
about absolutely accurate reproduction of
recorded sound.
The new Crown DL -2 Distincti-an

convenience in hook-up.
The separate power supply keeps AC

Series Controller is close to being the

line noise completely out of the signal

pe-fect pre -amplifier. It controls the signal
level but changes nothing else unless you
want it to.
The DL -2's sonic excellence is impeccable. New, patent -pending circuitry and
no -compromise, common-sense design

path.

hae resulted in outstanding specifications. Signal-to-noise ratio is better than
97dB unweighted. Frequency resporse
±0.2dB, 3Hz to 100KHz. THD, IMD and
-IM are simply not audible.
One of the reasons you can't hear the
D_-2 is that it is three components.

The revolutionary phono prearnp
mounts next to the turntable. That elimina -es most RFI problems. But it also in -

unmatched sonic performance, and new

The control module sets a new standard of control freedom. Leave all controls
flat for accurate reproduction of input. Or
adjust the sophisticated, equalizer -type
tone controls to your taste. Select one of

ten built -ir ISO compensation curves.
Control your choice of external processor.

Unbelievably accurate digital control of
level and balance. A new concept in stereo
imaging.
To believe the sonic excellence of the

Crown Dist nction DL -2 Controller, you'll
have to try to hear it. At your dealer. Soon.
Write for free brochure on the DL -2.
It, too, makes sense.

1718 W. Mishawa<a Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514

American innovation and technology... since 1951.
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Measurements
For test purposes a Shure V-15 Mark IV phono cartridge
was mounted in the headshell, and both the tracking force
and anti -skating adjustments were set for 1.7 grams. The first

measurement was for wow & flutter, and the combined figure came out at a low 0.03 percent using the DIN 45-507
standard. Switching the quartz -crystal control off increased
the figure to 0.09 percent. Rumble measured a very satisfactory -63 dB (ARLL) which roughly corresponds to Sansui's
DIN B specification of -72 dB. The fine speed adjustment
gave a variation of ±2.5 percent, as claimed. Tracking error
was less than 0.5 degrees per inch and, as expected, both

lateral and vertical arm friction were too low to measure
accurately. The arm resonance was 8 Hz, showing a rise of 5
dB, but this was lowered to 1.5 dB when the Shure cartridge's
stabilizer brush was lowered. Tracking force was found to be
accurate within 5 percent, and the anti -skating device

matched quite well. However, so much depends upon the
cartridge used, it is possible that the optimum anti -skating
force will be higher than the tracking figure, especially when
this latter is below 1.5 grams.

Listening & Use Tests
The 838 turntable was used for a period of several weeks
with great satisfaction. The cue control, in particular, was a
real pleasure to use ... not only is it placed in a convenient
position, but it is very gentle in operation, with a minimum
of backlash.

Another interesting feature of the 838 is the electronic
speed changer: If the platter is rotating at 45 rpm and the 33
button is depressed, then that speed is effected almost immediately because a reverse drive current is generated. The
strobe light is powered from the quartz -locked system, not
from the line voltage. Although, in theory, the frequency of

the a.c. power line does not vary in this country, there is

ing the easy -to -use cue control. A large On/Off bar switch is
first at the far left, followed by two speed -selector buttons,
while a third button switches the quartz control out of circuit. A strobe light comes next in line, then the pitch control,
and finally the cue control, which is somewhat larger than
most, being in the form of a wide lever switch measuring
more than an inch square.
The tonearm is a statically balanced S -type, and measures

9-1/16 inches from pivot to stylus. Sansui calls this type of
arm "MCF Stabilized" (Mass Concentrated Fulcrum) because
it employs a wide brass holder coupled to the support bracket by a horizontal pivot -bearing system. The mass of this sup-

port system is highest at the fulcrum - the advantage, according to Sansui, being a low moment of inertia with a
stable fulcrum point, while extended pivot -to -pivot width
prevents dynamic torsion.

The tonearm itself is made of polished aluminum filled
with damping material, while the base is constructed from
zinc alloy. A rubber damper decouples the rear balance
weight, and the anti -skating force is provided by a suspended bias weight that can be set from 0.5 to 2 grams on its
calibrated rod. There is an adjusting screw for the arm height,
and the aluminum die-cast headshell can be rotated for ac-

curate alignment. The die-cast platter weighs 3.7 lbs., and
strobe markings are cut into the polished edge. The turntable
base is constructed of 11/2 -inch, high -density particle board,
heavily lacquered, with a glossy black finish. The unit stands
upon four shock -absorber feet, employing a combination of
springs, rubber, and felt to give maximum isolation and minimize the possibility of acoustic feedback. The 838 comes with
a "free -stop" hinged dustcover which, by the way, covers the
front controls when shut.

another advantage in this arrangement. As the strobe illumination is always synchronized with the servo frequency, only

one strobe pattern is needed. A small point perhaps, but
refinements like this, plus a better than average tonearm,
make this Sansui SR -838 a really excellent value for the monGeorge W. Tillett
ey one pays.
Enter No. 91 on Reader Service Card
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"In its price class,
the Dual 819 has some
formidable competitors,
and one has the right to expect
first-class performance from
any cassette deck selling
for more than $400.
Nevertheless, even in such
distinguished company,
the 819 stands out."
Hirsch -Houck Labs in Stereo Review,
December 1978.

We shall be pleased to send you
the complete Hirsch -Houck report
if you write to us directly. If you'd
rather not wait, here are some
additional key excerpts:
"...the extremely low flutter, flat
frequency response and low noise
level of the 819, combined with its
superbly accurate and useful
meters, make this one of the more
attractive values in a high -quality
cassette deck. Such features as the
fade/edit system and the bidirectional memory can be considered
simply as bonuses.
"The Maxwell UD-XL-I tape
provided a very flat record -playback
response (at -20dB) within ±0.75 dB
from 30 to 15,000 Hz ...the response
with Sony Ferrichrome was flat
within ±1 dB from 33 to 15,000 Hz...
the Dolby tracking was among the
best we have measured... with a
weighted rms reading the flutter
was an amazing 0.035 percent. It is
clear that in all aspects of its design
and performance, the Dual 819 is a
first-class unit."
One final comment of our own.
As you know, Dual's reputation for
quality, precision and reliability has
been based upon the performance
of our turntables. When we introduced our first cassette decks, we
knew they must establish a reputation of their own. And it is evident
that they are doing just that.

R1

Dual
Enter No. 50 on Reader Service Card
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United Audio
120 So. Columbus Ave.
Mt. Vernon, NY 10053

Onkyo Model TX -2500 -II AM/FM Stereo Receiver

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

FM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 11.2 dBf
(2.0 p); ); stereo, 19.2 dBf (5 NV).

Mono, 17.2 dBf
(4 pV); stereo, 37.2 dBf (40 pV).
S/N: Mono, 65 dB; stereo, 60 dB.
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 15 kHz,

50 -dB

74

Quieting:

+0.5, -2.0 dB.
Capture Ratio: 2dB.
Image Rejection: 45 dB.
11 Rejection: 80 dB.
Spurious Rejection: 80 dB.
AM Suppression: 50 dB.
THD: Mono at 1 kHz, 0.2 percent; stereo, 0.4 percent.
Stereo FM Separation: 37 dB at 1 kHz,
30 dB at 100 Hz and 10 kHz.
Muting and Stereo Threshold: 14.7 dBf
(3 pV).

Phono Overload: 150 mV at 1 kHz.

AM Tuner Section

S/N: Phono, 85 dB (re: 10 mV input

Usable Sensitivity: 25 pV.
Image Rejection: 45 dB.
I. f. Rejection: 30 dB.
S/N: 40 dB.
THD: 0.8 percent.

"A" weighted); High Level, 95 dB (IHF
"A" weighted).
Bass Control Range: ±12 dB at 100 Hz.

Treble Control Range: ±10 dB at 10

Amplifier Section
Power Output: 40 watts per channel, 8
ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Rated THD: 0.1 percent.
Rated IM: 0.3 percent (0.1 percent at 1
watt).
Damping Factor: 40.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to

30

kHz.
High -Filter Cutoff:
octave)

Dimensions: 19 in. (48.3 cm) W x
6 5/16 in. (16 cm) H x 145/8 in. (37.1 cm)
Price: $319.95.

pensive "quartz locked" tuning circuitry, it does not utilize a

dB/

60Hz.

Level, 150 mV.

receiver. Compared with the earlier RX-2500, the new model's
power output has been increased from a rated 27 watts per
channel to 40 watts per channel and rated THD has been lowered from 0.5 percent to 0.1 percent. Onkyo's novel "servo lock" tuning system has been carried over into this model and,
although it operates in much the same way as their more ex-

(6

General Specifications

D.

While some audio manufacturers tend to append their prod-

kHz

Power Consumption: 130 watts, 120 V,

kHz ±1.0 dB.
Sensitivity: Phono, 2.5

uct model numbers with a "Mark II" or even a "Mark Ill" to
justify a price increase or minor cosmetic change, that is not
the case with the Onkyo mid -powered TX -2500 -II stereo

6

Weight: 25.3 lbs. (11.5 kg).

two tape monitor circuits, which include dubbing capability
from one tape deck to another. There is no AUX setting on
the selector switch and therefore any high level program
sources to be used must be connected via one set of tape
inputs and the appropriate tape button must be depressed to
listen to such auxiliary program sources.
The rear panel of the receiver has screw -type connecting

terminals for two pairs of speakers, one switched and one
unswitched a.c. convenience outlet, antenna terminals for
external AM and 300 -ohm FM antennas, phono inputs, the
two pairs of tape inputs and outputs, a chassis ground termi-

more expensive quartz reference oscillator.
The front panel of the TX -2500 -II features a recessed pair of

nal, and the usual pivotable AM ferrite -bar antenna. Speaker
protection fuse holders are also located on the rear panel.

dial scales on a dark background with accurate calibration

Circuit Highlights

marks for FM frequencies at every 200 kHz. Signal strength and
center -of -channel tuning meters are located on a sloped sur-

face just below the frequency scales, as are three illuminated
bars which are designated as "stereo," "tuned," and "locked."
When the tuning knob is rotated to a frequency close to correct tuning, the "locked" light comes on. Releasing the knob at
that point causes the AFC -like circuit to pull in the signal more
accurately and the "tuned light" illuminates.
The remaining controls are located along the lower section

of the panel and include a power On/Off switch speaker
,

selector switch, step -type bass and treble controls, balance
control, step -type master volume control, and a three -position selector switch for AM, FM, or phono program sources.
A 'phone jack is positioned near the speaker selec
and two additional groups of pushbutton switches handle
the high -cut filter, loudness, mono/stereo mode, FM muting
(which, in itsOff position also cancels the "servo -lock" tuning circuit),25/75 miscrosecond de -emphasis selection, and

The FM front end of the TX -2500 -II employs a dual -gate
MOS-FET in the r.f amplifier. The i.f. stages contain four element ceramic filters followed by a quadrature detector.
Stereo decoding circuitry is of the now -familiar phase -lock
loop type. The power amplifier section is direct -coupled and
equipped with thermal protection circuitry as well as speaker -line fusing. A complete schematic diagram was supplied
with our test sample. Many of the circuit configurations include multi -purpose integrated circuits as, for example, the
AM tuner section, the FM i.f. section, the multiplex decoder
section, the phono pre -amp -equalizer, and the tone control
amplifiers. The auto -lock circuit also utilizes an IC amplifer
which results in an amplified or more sensitive AFC scheme.
While this auto -lock circuitry is not of the supremely accurate crystal -controlled variety found in Onkyo's top -of -the line receivers, it doesthe intended job with more than reasonable accuracy and is a welcome addition at this price
level.
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The ADS L810 -II.
"...one of the best speakers
in a decade."
Critics have put the ADS 810 at the top: the best.
Just listen to the 810's razor sharp transient response.
Savor its accurate balance. Note its wide dispersion. Check
the outstanding clarity of the critical m d and high ranges.
Examine its superbly crafted acoustic suspensior domes.
They account for the 810's superior accuracy and cefinition,
for an inner detail in your music you never kneel existed.
Some of the things you can't see are the sea ed inner
bracing between the dual woofers for perfectly phasd, powerful bass. And the three pounds of copper in the computer
grade crossover network. Uncompromised quality of design
matched to uncompromised quality in execution.
What do YOU gain from all this painstaking attention to
detail? Perhaps the respected critic Julian Hirsch says it best

in his recent Stereo Review test:

"..the tone -burst output of the 810 over the full audio
range was as nearly perfect as we can recall seeing...the
speaker's overall balance is outstanding.. so accurate that we
could not distinguish its sound from the original in a side -by -

side comparison .one of the best speakers in a decade."
ADS has indeed spared nothing in the quest for perfection.

At about $360 apiece, the ADS 810 is accurate enough
for the professional recording engineer and affordable enough

for the lover of good music at home.
Discover the best today. Discover the ADS L810 -II.
There is a selectee ADS dealer near you.
'Your ADS dealer has a reprint of the complete test.

For more information
8U .
on the uncompromising ADS 1810-11, send this coupon to:
ADS, Analog & Digital Systems, Inc.
One Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887 (817)658-5100

91l AM2

Name
Address
ity

ADS, Analog & Digital Systems, Inc.

One Progress Way Wilmington, MA 01887 (617)658-5100
Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

State

Zip

(ADS L810 -1i shown with optional stands F800)
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Fig. 2 -Distortion vs. frequency in the FM section.

Fig. 1 -Mono and stereo quieting and distortion
characteristics in the FM section.
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S/N in mono reached only 66 dB in mono with the same
figure obtained in stereo. For a 1 -kHz test signal, at 100 percent modulation, THD measured 0.1 per cent in mono and
0.17 per cent in stereo. Quieting and THD curves for a 1 -kHz
modulating signal are plotted against incoming signal
strength in Fig. 1. Capture ratio measured a bit better than
claimed, at 1.8 dB. Image rejection was 45 dB, the level Onkyo claims. The i.f. and spurious rejection both measured very
close to the 80 dB claimed, while AM suppression measured
52 dB, a bit better than claimed.
Figure 2 is a plot of stereo and mono FM harmonic distortion at different frequencies. Counter to the usual situation,
THD at low audio frequencies proved to be higher in mono
than in stereo. Frequency response of the FM section, along
with channel separation in stereo, is graphed in Fig. 3. The
high -end response tended to rise a bit at around 10 kHz, but
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Usable sensitivity for the FM tuner section of this receiver
measured 11.8 dBf (2.1 pV) in mono and 19.2 dBf (5 pV) in
stereo. Reaching 50 -dB quieting required signal strengths of
15.6 dBf (3.3 pV) in mono and 38.3 dBf (45 pV) in stereo. Best
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was perfectly flat (taking into account pre -emphasis and de emphasis) at the 15 -kHz audio extreme. Response was down
some 2.5 dB at the 30 -Hz low frequency extreme. Separation
measured 44 dB at mid -frequencies, a slightly higher 46 dB at
100 Hz, and 38 dB at 10 kHz. Rejection of sub -carrier products was 39 dB, and the previously mentioned THD and noise
measurements were measured, as shown, only with appropriate filters inserted between the outputs and the measuring
equipment, as authorized by the IHF/IEEE Tuner Measure-

ment Standards. Used with a stereo cassette deck, the
amounts of high -frequency content (19 kHz and 38 kHz) in

the output might affect Dolby recordings of FM programs
adversely unless your tape deck is equipped with an MPX
filter switch position. Muting threshold as well as stereo
switching threshold were set at a satisfactorily low 14.7 dBf
(3.0 NV).

AM frequency response of the tuner section of the Onkyo
is plotted in the spectrum analyzer 'scope photo
of Fig. 4 and is essentially like the AM response of most stereo receivers we have tested, with rare exceptions. That is,
TX -2500 -II

roll -off begins below 100 Hz and above 2.0 to 3.0 kHz.

Fig. 3 -FM frequency response
(upper trace) and the stereo separation.
(Each vertical division equals 10 dB.)

Fig. 4 -AM frequency response.
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(The SoundSpaceTM Control by Advent.)

Another Step Closer To
Hearing It All.
Music sounds best in a space very
unlike the usual listening room at

home-a good-sized space where
there is room for sound to expand

and reverberate, and where the
right proportions and right combination of sound -reflection and
sound -absorption produce rich,
warm and clear acoustics.
Advent's SoundSpaceTM control,

a new electronic product that uses
the most sophisticated technology

ever developed for home audio

required enough power to light up

a city block.) It digitally proc-

esses signals from a preamp, integrated amplifier or receiver, and
adds time delays that are multiply
mixed and recirculated to model

the ways in which sound is delayed, reflected and absorbed in
good public listening spaces. The

delayed sounds it creates - from
standard stereo recordings and
broadcasts - are meant to be fed

to a second amplifier (which

needs no controls) and heard over
a second set of two or more speakers placed at the sides and/or rear
of a home listening room.
With two simple basic controls,
the SoundSpace control lets you
choose how big a listening space
you want to create and how reverberant you want it to be. (A digital "Size Index" display lets you
see as well as hear how big a space
'17íe computer -grade construction

you are creating.) As you make
your choices, the SoundSpace

equipment, brings home the acousmusic much as you would in good -

control automatically puts you in
the theoretical "best seat" of any
space you create, and chooses a
"stage depth" appropriate for the

auditoriums.

The effectiveness, simplicity,
and sound quality of the Sound -

of the SoundSpace control.

tic experience of good public lis-

tening spaces. It lets you hear
sounding concert halls, cathedrals, night clubs, theaters, and
The SoundSpace control is a
32,000 -bit computer - using the
equivalent of more than 43,000
transistors. (In the days of vacuum tubes, its hardware would
have filled an auditorium-and

size of the space.

Space control are far beyond
those of any previous time -delay
or other device for creating listening space. With very low noise and
distortion (less than 0.1%), 80 dB

of dynamic range, and tremen-

dous flexibility, it does what's
really needed to create not just
acoustic space but a whole series
of good -sounding spaces in your
living room.

Advent's SoundSpace control
makes a far greater and more real-

istic difference in the way music

sounds at home than anything

you can experience by changing
or improving conventional stereo
components. It provides a threedimensional "presence" that can't
be achieved with tone controls,
equalizers, reflective speakers or
added amplifier power.

It enlivens the sound of all

music - including the many rock
and other recordings where the
only original listening space is the
one in the heads of the musicians,
producer, and engineers.

The suggested price of the

SoundSpace control is $595. * For

more information and a list of
dealers, please send us the coupon.
Thank you.

i

To : Advent Corporation,
195 Albany Street,
Cambridge, MA 02139

Please send me information on

Advent's SoundSpaceTM control
and a list of your dealers.
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Subject to change without notice.

Advent Corporation, 195 Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
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Fig. 6-Distortion vs. frequency.

Fig. 5-Distortion vs. output at 1 kHz.

Amplifier Performance Measurements
The power amplifier section of the receiver delivered 50
watts of power at 1 kHz into 8 -ohm loads before the rated
harmonic listortion of 0.1 percent was observed. IM distortion reached its rated value of 0.3 percent when power output was increased to 53 watts per channel. At the published
rating of 40 watts per channel, using a 1 -kHz test signal, THD

measured only 0.01 percent, while IM distortion measured
0.022 percent. These results are plotted in Fig. 5. As can be
seen from the curve of Fig. 6, rated power output was easily
obtained at the frequency extremes as well, with THD readings of 0.015 percent at 20 Hz and 0.027 per cent at 20 kHz.

Our sample might well have carried a wattage rating of 43
watts plus and still conform to FTC power disclosure rules.
Power band (the frequency extremes at which rated power
can be delivered at or below rated THD) extended from 12
Hz to 50 kHz.

Dynamic headroom of the power amplifier section measured 1.58 dB above rated continuous power output, while

clipping headroom measured 1.18 dB above rated output.
Damping factor, measured at 50 Hz, was 40.

Frequency response, measured from the high level inputs
to speaker outputs, was flat within 1.0 dB from 10 Hz to 30
kHz and within 3.0 dB from 7 Hz to 55 kHz. RIAA equaliza-

e.
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Fig. 7-Bass and treble control range.

tion of the phono preamp section was accurate to within a
very fine ±0.1 dB from 30 Hz to 15 kHz. Phono input sensitivi-

ty (based upon the new reference level of 1 -watt output)
measured 0.35 mV, while high-level input sensitivity measured 24 millivolts for the same 1 -watt output level. Phono
overload, for a 1 -kHz input signal, measured 175 millivolts.
S/N using the phono inputs, measured in accordance with
the new amplifier standards, was 78 dB, "A" weighted, (re: 5 -

mV input, 1 -watt output), while for the high level inputs, "A"
weighted noise was 83 dB below 1.0 watt output, using a
reference 0.5 volts of input.

Tone control range is plotted in the spectrum analyzer
sweep photo of Fig. 7, and we noted that the turnover points

for this tone control arrangement were set fairly high (at
around 1.5 kHz to 2.0 kHz). The result of this (evident in our
subsequent listening tests) is that when one attempts to add
a moderate amount of bass boost to reproduced program
sources, much of the mid -range is also affected. However,
the treble controls affect less of the mid -range region as configured in this design. The moderately sloped high filter response almost duplicates the action available in the treble cut position of the treble control.

Use and Listening Tests
The amplifier section of the Onkyo TX -2500 -II is, to our
mind, the best part of this unit, and while the tuner section
does come off second best in this internal match -up, it is no
slouch either. To our ears, tonal quality of the amplifier section, when using good disc program sources or high quality
tapes, was excellent. It seemed capable of delivering far more

than its rated 40 watts under actual music listening conditions - this despite the modest dynamic headroom observed
on the bench tests. Our listening tests were performed using
a pair of relatively low efficiency bookshelf acoustic suspension speakers such as might logically be used in a medium
priced component system using this receiver as its electronic

section. In using FM signals as a program source, we did
occasionally have some difficulty in separating weaker signals from close -in stronger signals that were nearby on the
frequency scale, so if you plan to do any DXing of FM with
this unit, a good directional outdoor FM antenna should be
part of your system.
Considering its price and performance, plus the amount of

upgrading that Onkyo has included in this revised version,
the TX -2500 -II gets a pretty fair grade overall.
Leonard Feldman

Enter No. 92 on Reader Service Card

"Polk Audio is a small Maryland -based company
whose speakers enjoy an enviable reputation
among audiophiles who would prefer to own
such exotica as the Beveridge System 2SW 1
or Pyramid Metronome but don't have
the golden wallets to match
their golden ears."
THE COMPLETE BUYER'S GUIDE TO

._..

(7.)(7)
The Beveridge System 2SW-1
sells for $7000 per pair.
The Pyramid Metronome
sells for $4990 per pair.
The Polk Audio Monitor Series
starts at less than $200 per pair.

polk

Beveridge
System 25W-1

Pyramid Metronome

Polk Audio
Monitor Series Loudspeakers

Monitor Series Loudspeakers

ry

Polk Audio products are available at the world's finest hi-fi
stores. Write us for complete information on our products
and the location of the Polk Audio dealer nearest you.
Polk Audio, Inc. 1205 S. Carey St.. Baltimore, Md. 21230 Dept. A15

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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PS Audio Model PS -II Phono Preamplifer
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unweighted

(20

Hz

to

20

kHz

bandwidth).

Input Impedance: 47 kilohms, 150 pF;
other capacitance values available on
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response: RIAA, ±0.5 dB.

Overall Gain: Including equalization,
40 dB.

Harmonic Distortion for 1 V Output:
kHz,
0.022 percent at 100 Hz and
1

request.
Input Overload at 1 kHz: 190 mV.

0.028 percent at 20 Hz.
Dimensions: 111/2 in. (29.2 cm) W x 51

S/N Ratio: Referenced to 10 mV input
kHz, 87 dB "A" weighted; 85 dB
at
with 400 -Hz filter, and 80 dB

Weight: 2.2 lbs. (1 kg).

1

The recent emphasis given to proper interface between a
phono cartridge and its associated preamplifier -equalizer
electronics makes PS Audio's little phono preamp-equalizer a

worthwhile and interesting product for those audio enthusiasts who are not satisfied with the phono preamps incorporated in their integrated amplifiers or all -in -one receivers. The
PS -II is designed to replace such "built-in" preamp-equalizer

80 sections. That is, the user connects cartridge outputs to the
PS -II, which provides accurate RIAA equalization and some
40 dB of gain, and the left and right outputs of the unit are
then connected to a high-level input (AUX or "spare") on
one's amplifier or receiver. To this reviewer the product is a

in. (13.3 cm) D x 2Y2 in. (6.4 cm) H.
Price: $99.95.

bit reminiscent of some of the very earliest "phono preamps"
of the 1950s which were sold for exactly the same purpose
when magnetic phono pickups first became popular in highfidelity equipment systems. Those early "one tube preamps"
were, however, extremely crude in comparison with this neat
little device from PS Audio.
Whereas most of today's preamp-equalizer circuits utilize
frequency -dependent feedback networks to achieve the required RIAA playback characteristic, the PS Audio PS -II em-

ploys a completely passive equalization network and 16
high -voltage transistors that make up four high-speed linear
amplifier circuits. A complete schematic diagram of the cir-
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This new tuner, amplifier
and turntable are all by LUX,
We'll leave the speakers up to you.
The tuner and integrated amplifier
are from LUX's new Studio Standard
Series, our newest and most modestly priced line of separates. Thei
features and performance, however,
are anything but modest.
The T-4 tuner, for example, has
LUX's exclusive Accutouch tuning
system. The knob physically locks
at every station that exceeds the

cate station density tlIocghou. he

muting threshold-from 5 to 300 µV

I- oh -cut filters. Anc z -ter tape decks
a -e not in use, a special :.witch b-

LUX's closed -lock -loop tuning
circuit is precisely referenced to
the station's carrier frequency for
lowest -distortion reception. And the

i.f. bandwidth is adjustable-wide
(normal) or narrow-to accommo-

F vt band.

The L-5 integrated 3rnplifier las a
DC direct -coupled x,rer ampl f er
section with frequency repons. e
extending from 5 Ft 71(0 kHz,
-0, -1 dB. Bass and t-eble tore
controls have switchableturnonr
f =quencies, plus total tole deie at.
Subsonic filter in add t or to low and
t:l 'y disconnects tf en from the

amplifier, preventirg racing with
causes preamp distort on.
The PD -272 is L JX'.s lowest -

E iced turntable. Its se-vo-contollec

LUX Audio of

direct -drive brushless D:.', motor is
totally free of the cogging (pulsing)
that plagues many other direct-dr ve
motors. And the straight, statically balanced torearm has a nested
tube construction and internal
damping tha: deal very effectively

with resonarce. Anothe- feature:
the vertical Fivcts extend throuch
the arm, min mizing late -al play.
Altogether, these three components will de iver a clear , virtual
distortion -free signal to dour speakers. We'll leave that fins decisier to
you and your _UX dea er-whose
taste is as high in speakers as in
electronics and turntables.

America,

Ltd.

160 Dupont Street, Plainview, New York 11803 In Canc du "/h:e Elect -c nica Development Corp , O itar o

Luxman T 4 AM/FM stereo tuner. Usable
sensitivity, 10.3 dBf (1.8µV);''50 -dB quieting
sensitivity, 14.7 dBf, (2.8µV.) S/N: 75 dB.
Alternate -channel selectivity, 85 dB (narrow),
40 dB (wide). THD (at 1 kHz) 0.08% (wide).
(Luxman T-2, AM/FM stereo tuner, similar to T-4,
less Accutouch and CLL.)

Luxman L-5 integrated amplifier. 60 watts per
channel minimum continuous power into 8
ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.03%

total harmonic or intermodulation distortion.
Damping factor: 80 at 1 kHz (8 ohms). Phono
signal-to-noise ratio better than 92 dB (IHF-A re
10 mV input). (Luxman L-3, similar, but 35 watts
per channel, 20 Hz -20 kHz, 0.04% THD.)

Luxman PD272.12" die-r.ast alurrirum
platter with high density net, 3.96 Its
Detachable ringed covet, adjustable

isolating feet Separate pith contrci
(±4%), each speed. Purro1Ie: better than

70 dB (DIN Br; wow and 'rater: betterthan
0.03% (WRMS:.
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Fig. 1 - Complete schematic of the PS -II phono preamp.
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1. The power supply, in addition to

delivering high levels of d.c. for the operation of those high voltage transistors, is also passive and uses two stages of
high -capacitance filtering. PS Audio's engineers maintain
that this approach leads to better sound compared with using electronically regulated power supply circuitry.
There are no controls on the front face of the PS -II - just a
pair of input jacks, a pair of output jacks, a chassis ground
terminal, and a fuseholder containing a '/z -ampere line fuse.
Since the PS -II consumer negligible amounts of power, there
is no On/Off switch either, though users will undoubtedly
want to connect its line cord to one of the "switched" outlets
usually available its line cord to one of the "switched"
outlets usually available on the rear panels of associated amplifiers or receivers. An earlier version of the PS -II carried a
suggested price of $119.95, but recently, a redesign of the
chassis (including elimination of wood side panels) and increased production has enabled PS Audio to lower the price
of the unit to its present suggested level of $99.95.

Laboratory Measurements
Our measurements were made in accordance with the new
IHF Amplifier Measurement Standards, which call for an input reference level of 5 millivolts and an output reference
level of 0.5 volts (for preamps). Although there is no gain
control on the PS -II, its gain happened to be exactly 40 dB, so

that an input of 5 mV produced an output of 0.5 volts (at 1
kHz).

On the basis of these input and output reference levels,
the IHF "A" weighted signal-to-noise ratio for the PS -II measured 81 dB. Had we used a reference level of 10 mV (as PS
Audio used in preparing their published specifications), we
would have come up with exactly 87 dB, as claimed by them.
Figure 2 in a spectrum analyzer 'scope plot of frequency
RIAA input signal. Note that in
using an

this display, the vertical sensitivity of the analyzer was increased to 2 dB per division (most of these displays supplied
in our test reports use a sensitivity of 10 dB per division), and
the "flatness" of response is therefore all the more impressive, varying, at most, by no more than 10.1 dB, as opposed to
th 10.5 dB claimed.
Figure 3 is a plot of harmonic distortion versus frequency,
for the same input and output reference levels. IM distortion
was measured using the 1 -kHz difference frequency technique, with input signals set to 14 kHz and 15 kHz. The analyzer, fed with the composite output signal from the preamp,
was swept from 10 to 20 kHz, in its linear mode (disregard
frequency notations shown at the top of the display, and the
two major peaks are the 14 and 15 kHz primary signals. The
most significant IM products appeared at 13 and 16 kHz and,
calculating the equivalent IM, we came up with a percentage
figure of 0.3 percent, which is quite low compared to the IM

figures normally obtained from preamps that use negative
feedback to achieve required RIAA equalization and a good
Fig. 3- THD vs frequency for a 5 mV input signal.
lo

Fig. 2 - RIAAcompensated
frequency
response. (Vertical

sensitivity in this
scope photo is 2
dB per division.)
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MUSIC 15 OUR HERITAGE.
YOU ARE OUR FUTURE.

You'll meet the newest stars
waiting in the wings...and you'll
roll in the aisles laughing with
Chevy Chase, Gilda Radner, John
Belushi, Lily Tomlin, Steve Martin
and other lovable lunatics.

We began almost a dozen years
ago as Crawdaddy magazine.
Deeply rooted in the music scene.
Now, we are FEATURE. Bolder,

brighter and better than ever. And
still firmly rooted in today's (and
tomorrow's) music.

And each month you get the
newest record releases and the
hottest audio information.

FEATURE's in-depth profiles take

you beyond the sounds and into
the hearts and minds of the people
who create music. You'll share the
joys of artistic success and the
pains of commercial failure with

You'll be entertained, enlightened,
exhilarated...economically!
You can save $5.05 off the single
copy price on a year of FEATURE
(12 very enjoyable issues) at the
special Charter Subscription
rate of $9.95 a one-third off
introductory savings!

the likes of Billy Joel, Bruce
Springsteen, Bonnie Raitt, Muddy
Waters and Foreigner.

You'll travel across the country,
from pubs to palladiums and meet
the Superstars, Power Poppers,
Boogie Bands and Disco Queens.

Subscribe today via the coupon
below, while charter rates are still
in effect. We'll give you the most
exciting new publication today...
because you are our future!

Join Us Today For The Sounds of Tomorrow.
And Save 33'/3%!
I.

Mail to: FEATURE, P.O. Box 6330, Marion, Ohio 43302
LIMITED OFFER-PLEASE RSVP TODAY!
Enter my Charter Subscription to FEATURE
for one year (12 issues) at the special rate
of $9.95 (a $5.05 savings off the newsstand

Bill me.
I prefer to enclose $9.95 in full payment.

price-one-third off!). I understand that
I may cancel at any time and receive a full
refund on all issues due me.

Name

Address
State

City

Zip
506C
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deal lower than the IM likely to be obtained from even the
best recordings using top -grade phono cartridges. These
resuls are shown in the 'scope photo of Fig. 4.

Phono overload measured 160 millivolts at 1 kHz, a bit
lower than the 190 mV claimed, but more than adequate in
terms of even the most heavily modulated record grooves
found on most direct -to -disc recordings when played with
higher output phono cartridges. At 100 -Hz signal inputs,
overload was 100 mV, while with 10 -kHz input signals, the
preamp was able to handle signal input levels as high as 420
mV.

Fig. 4 - IHF
distortion, using 14
and 15 kHz input
signals (tall peaks),
is represented by
outputs at 12, 13,
16, and 17 kHz. The
sweep is linear
from 10 to 20 kHz

and the vertical
sensitivity is 10 dB
per division.

Listening & Use Tests
We decided that the best way to evaluate the performance
of the little PS -II preamp was to compare reproduction from
records by quickly switching cartridge output from the inputs
to the PS -II to the phono inputs of a mid -priced receiver. We
constructed a switching circuit for this purpose that would
enable us to keep cartridge loading constant at correct capacitive loading levels under both listening situations. On the
run-of-the-mill musical records, we could detect little if any
difference between the receiver's preamp-equalizer performance and that of the separate PS -II. When we switched to
playing some of our recently acquired direct -to -disc recordings, the differences were immediately apparent. There was
an improved sense of musical presence with the PS -II and

absolutely no clouding or masking of sharp transients. Somehow, we were better able to pick out individual instruments
in complex musical orchestrations using the PS -II than when

the same music was reproduced via the self-contained
preamp equalizer of the receiver in our test system.

All in all, the PS Audio PS -II seems to be a carefully designed product that will appeal to those who, for budgetary
reasons, are confined to using mid or low priced equipment
in their hi-fi systems where circuit refinements are at a minimum, but who value their better record collections enough
to warrant this relatively moderate additional investment for
improved phono reproduction.
Leonard Feldman
Enter No. 93 on Reader Service Card

Technics Model RS -616 Cassette Deck

84

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response: Normal, 3014,000 Hz; FeCr and Croe, 30-15,000
Hz.

Wow & Flutter: 0.07 percent W rms.
S/N Ratio: 66 dB with Dolby.
Inputs: Mike, 0.25 mV; Line, 60 mV.
Output: 0.42 mV at 22 kilohms.

In spite of the decline of the American dollar on the world
market and higher production costs in the Far East, the prices

of audio components haven't risen very much at present.
How long this situation will continue is anybody's guess, but
it would seem that prices will have to show a sharp increase
in the next year. At the moment, such items as direct -drive,

turntables and cassette decks - especially those in the
"budget" range - are available at remarkably low prices.
An example of this is the Technics RS -616 cassette deck
which offers good all-round performance with specifications
comparable to those decks costing a lot more. It is a front loading deck, and the styling is similar to the more expensive

Technics' models with the usual satin -finished aluminum
panel and polished instrument -type controls to match. The

Headphone: 65 mV.

Motor: D.c., electronically controlled.
Bias Frequency: 90 kHz.
Price: $200.00.

metal cover is finished in matte black, and the deck looks
more expensive than its modest price would suggest. Among
its features are a Dolby N/R system, fully automatic stop, and
switches for changes in bias and equalization.
The vertical cassette compartment is on the left, and I was

pleased to note that the door opens slowly ... it doesn't
throw the cassette out. Underneath are six tape -transport
keys, plus one for Eject. To their right is a Mike -Line input
Fig. 1-Playback response with a standard test tape
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BGW

and the input level was kept constant. However, the VU meters indicate an equalized signal so they read 1 dB less at 100
Hz, -10 dB at 50 Hz, and 20 dB down at 30 Hz. This method,
used on several other decks, works well, but care must be
taken to avoid overloading when recording organ or electronic music.

0V
5d8
1

Mal

-20 VU
100

10

Ik

10k

20k

3

FeCr

SA

+6

+7

UDXL1

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 2-Record/replay response with Maxell UDXL-1 tape.

switch followed by a Dolby switch. Then come the two

i

2

three -position lever switches for bias and equalization, plus a
large dual -concentric input control. Two standard quarter inch mike jacks are at the extreme right, and a digital counter

is at the far left. The On -Off switch is to the left of the
cassette compartment with the headphone jack underneath
it.

The motor is a d.c. type fed from a stabilized supply - but
not servo controlled. Inside, all components are mounted on
a single large circuit board with access from underneath. The
case is constructed of strong, black -plastic moulding, and the

H
o

+2

+1

+4

+3

overall dimensions measure 17 in. (43.2 cm) x 105/8 in. (27 cm)

+5

+8

VU

Fig. 5-Distortion at 1 kHz.
Fig. 6-Distortion vs. frequency.

x 55/8 in. (14.3 cm).

Measurements
Figure 1 shows the frequency response from a standard test
tape, while Fig. 2 shows the record -replay response with the

Maxell UDXL-1 tape, with the Normal setting on the bias

86

switch and equalization set to 120 NS. The -3 dB point was at
14.3 kHz, and the low end was well maintained down to 30

SA

Hz. Next the Blasi switch was changed to CrO, and the

FeCr

the TDK SA tape, which is a
equalization was set to
chrome -substitute formulation. As shown in Fig. 3, the fre-

- UD

quency response was fairly similar to the Maxell UDXL-1
tape. Finally a Sony C-46 FeCr cassette, which came with the
deck, was tested after the Bias was changed to FeCr, and the
results are shown in Fig. 4. The high frequency response extended to 15.3 kHz, with a slight reduction in high frequency
saturation at 0 Zero, VU. The three tapes were then tested for

distortion at 1 kHz (see Fig. 5) and then distortion vs. frequency (see Fig. 6). The latter was measured at O VU (1 kHz)

lo

loo

Ik

10k

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Signal to noise measured 60 dB ("A" weighting, 3 percent
THD reference) for the Maxell UDXL-1 and Sony FeCr, while

the TDK SA clocked in at 61.0 dB. Switching in the Dolby
N/R increased the figures for the UDXL-1 and SA to 69 dB,
and 68 dB for the FeCr. The Dolby tracking was within 1.5 dB
down to -40 dB. The input signal for 0 zero VU was 70 mV
line and 0.26 mV for mike, and when the latter was switched
in the S/N ratio decreased by some 9 dB. Output varied between 400 and 440 mV depending upon the tape used. Erase
efficiency was better than 70 dB.

OVU
5dB
4

Wow & flutter measured 0.06 percent (DIN 45-507) and
tape speed was less than 0.03 percent slow. Rewind time for a
C-90 cassette was 95 seconds.

20 VU

Listening & Use Tests
loo

lo

Ik

10k

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

As you might expect, the low price means that some com-

promises are inevitable, but they are surprisingly few
there is no output control, peak indicator, or memory switch,
and you cannot switch from Fast Forward to Playback
.

Fig. 3-Record/rep ay response with TDK SA tape.
Fig. 4-Record/rep ay response with C-46 Sony FeCr tape.

_u0 VU

modes without pressing the Stop button first.
However, in terms of frequency response, distortion, and
S/N ratio, the RS -616 compares quite favorably with decks

costing a lot more ... in fact the noise level is lower than
most. I found the transport control keys a little too close for
comfort, but other than that I have no criticisms to make. As I
mentioned before, this cassette deck is really an excellent

5dB
4

401

value for the money, and with the present currency crises,
there is a chance that this low price will show a substantial

-20VU

increase in the very near future.
10

100

Ik

101k

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz
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George W. Tillett

Sanyo Model RD5350 Stereo Cassette Deck

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 14 kHz,

Input Sensitivity: Mike, 0.3 mV; line,

30 Hz to 17 kHz with FeCr and Cro2

50 mV.

tapes.

Output Level: Line, 550 mV; head-

Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 56 dB, 64 dB
with Dolby.

phone, 40 mV at 8 ohms.
Flutter: 0.05 percent W rms.

The Sanyo RD5350 cassette deck delivers generally acceptable performance, for a low price. The clear -plastic door cover of this front -loading unit is easily snapped out, giving very

good access for cleaning and demagnetizing. The plastic
loading guides were judged to be a bit flimsy. Tape -motion
control was with piano -key levers, which were a little springy. Pause also functions as a timer start switch when power
is turned on, with Record or Play preset. The counter has a
reset, but there is no memory function. The level meters are

well illuminated and of good size. The scales are mirror backed and extend to +6, with the Dolby cal mark at +3.
There are 0, +3, and +6 peak level indicators above the
meters, a good location. To the left are the Record and Dolby NR status lights, slightly less convenient. A spring -loaded,
momentary -contact lever switch below provides Rec Mute,
which removes the record signal although the meters will
continue to indicate level.
There are four pushbutton switches for Dolby NR, mike, or
line input selection, 120- or 70 -microsecond EQ, and normal
or Cr02 bias. Switches are set for 70 microseconds and normal
bias for FeCr tapes. The dual -concentric input level pots have

Fig. 1-Frequency response with Ampex Grand
Master tape.

Wind Times: 90 seconds for C-60.
Dimensions: 16% in. (42 cm) W x 6 1/8
in. (15.5 cm) H x 11 7/16 in. (29 cm) D.
Weight: 13.2 lbs. (6 kg).
Price: $249.95.

very large knobs with fine knurling, with smooth friction
coupling between sections. The output level pot has a medium -size knob with fine knurling.
Mike and phone jacks are on the front panel and line/out
phono jacks and a DIN socket are on the back. Inspection of

the interior showed that most of the circuitry was on one
large PCB with very good soldering, although some lead ends

were slightly long. There were no parts identification with
the exception that adjustment pots were well marked. A specific search for a possible cause of erratic results in prelimi-

nary tests revealed that a collector heat sink was barely
touching a diode lead. Repositioning the too -long -lead
transistor gained steady performance. Interconnecting wires
were neatly bundled. The capstan flywheel was of good size.

Performance
The playback responses of the test tapes with the Sanyo
deck were within 2 dB at all frequencies with the exception
of 40 Hz at +2.9 dB with the 70 -microsecond tape. Meter
indications for standard levels were very close for the left
channel and about a dB low for the right. The RD5350 gave
Fig. 2-Frequency response with Sony FeCr tape.
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Fig. 3-Frequency response with BASF Cr02 tape.
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Fig. 4-Third harmonic distortion vs. level at 1 kHz
with Ampex Grand Master, Sony FeCr, and
BASF Cr02 tapes.
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its best performance with a limited number of tapes. Ampex
Grand Master had high -end response out to 12.3 kHz at 20
dB below Dolby level, to 10.0 kHz with Dolby NR switched

were at 40 and 51 Hz. With Sony FeCr, the low -end results
were all the same, but the high -end was mixed. At -20 dB, the
16.7 -kHz response was very close to the specified 17 kHz, but

in.

the droop in response from 1 kHz up with Dolby was only

At Dolby level, the response was 3 dB down at 5.7 kHz in
both cases. At the low end at -20 dB, the response was down
3 dB at 25 Hz and also at 35 Hz with a head -contour dip. At
Dolby level, there was a similar result although the points

fair. The 0 -dB headroom was limited to 3.6 kHz or less.

The results with BASF CrO2 were the best for the tapes
tried, with a very flat response from 23 Hz to 16 kHz at -20
dB. Dolby NR results were almost as good with a 15.0 kHz

AUDIO February 1979
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+05

limit and a 1.5 -dB droop at 3 kHz. At 0 dB, the headroom was

about the same as with the Ampex tape, but the low -end
response was much better. Playback of a recorded 10 -kHz
tone had about 40 degrees of phase jitter, one channel compared to the other, which is very good for a cassette deck.

kHz with Dolby level (+3 meter) as the zero reference. The
distortion was markedly lower with the Ampex tape, with the

130V.

I10V.

-05

Bias in the output during recording was satisfactorily low.
The multiplex notch filter appeared to be in at all times and W9F
was measured to be -29.5 dB at 18.9 kHz.
HDL3 vs. record level was measured for the three tapes at 1

120V

TAPE
SPEED

02

WTDPK0.1

IsArivvvv

0

Cr02 tape the poorest in this regard. In one respect, the Sanyo

was excellent: All other distortion products were of very low W9F 0I
level for all three tapes. The use of Dolby NR reduced HDL3 WRMS 0
without increasing HDL2, as some units do. HDL3 vs. frequency at -10 dB with Ampex Grand Master produced some very
low readings around 1 to 2 kHz, while the distortion was a bit

over 1 percent at the lowest frequencies. At Dolby level, the
signal-to-noise ratios for the Ampex, Sony and BASF tapes

I SEC

TIME

Fig. 6-Wow and flutter and tape speed variations.

were 53.0, 56.5 and 57.0 dBA, and 61.2, 63.9 and 64.5 dBA with

Dolby, respectively. With a HDL3 = 3 percent reference, the
results were 59.5, 60.5 and 58.5 dBA for the Ampex, Sony, and
BASF tapes, and 67.7, 67.9 and 66.0 dBA with Dolby, respec-

tively, for the same tapes. These figures are certainly excel-

The input pot sections tracked within a dB from maximum
level to 35 dB lower. The headphone level of 32 mV was
adequate for most phones, though below the specified 40
mV. The line output was slightly under spec at 530 mV. The
sections of the output pot tracked within a dB for more than
60 dB from maximum. The meter ballistics matched VU
standards, but the frequency response was a little shy on the
high end. The LED peak indicators turned on at -1, +2, and
+4.7 VU with a CW signal, all about a dB low. The response
threshold were basically the same with a 10-mS tone burst.

Meter scale calibration was a bit inaccurate below 0 VU,
being 2 dB off at -10, raising a question on the possible value
of the mirror backing.
Play speed was within 0.3 percent or better, and there was
substantially no change as line voltage was varied. The flutter

lent, particularly for a lower -price unit. Recording up to the 3

tests were run with the cassette near the middle with three
different play starts for each of the W&F standards. The results were variable, with great changes in the flutter at times,
most evident in the last Wtd peak plot. The typical W rms
figure of 0.068 percent was quite good, although over the

percent distortion point, however, could cause noticeable

0.05 percent spec. Wind times were 81 seconds.

losses in the higher frequencies. Erasure of a 1 -kHz tone was
at least -90 dB, and separation was also excellent at 52 dB.
Crosstalk was far enough down at -74 dB, but not as good as
the better current units.

Input sensitivities were 0.24 mV for mike and 49 mV for
line, both better than specifications. Input overloads were 24
mV for mike and greater than 11 V for line. Clipping of the

.

output occurred at a level equivalent to +15 meter indication. The input pot sections tracked to +15 meter indication.
Fig. 5-Third harmonic distortion vs. frequency at 10
dB below Dolby level with Ampex Grand Master
tape.
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Listening & Use Tests
Tape insertion was easy, latching was smooth, and the
Eject key opened the door quietly. Maintenance was an
easy task with the door cover removed. All controls worked
well, with the smoothness of the pots of particular note. It
was not possible to cause a tape -motion malfunction during
the testing, but there is some question on the theoretical

desirability of being able to switch from FFWD to

Play

directly. Meter action was good, and the peak LEDs were
helpful. The record -muting and timer -start functions worked
satisfactorily. Memory function was missed at times, but the
deck price is quite low for such a feature to be included. The
instruction book was adequate.
In general, the sound from the Sanyo deck was quite good,
probably aided by the flatness of the response from 100 Hz
to 10 kHz. The limitations of high-level recording, however,
were apparent, most so with the FeCr tape, which seemed
dull in Dolby mode. With the BASF Cr02 tape, the sonic results were better, with just a subtle dulling of the highs and a
loss in presence in the Dolby mode. Record and stop clicks
were of very low level, and no such effects were observed
from the use of Pause. Overall, the Sanyo RD5350 cassette
deck has generally acceptable performance, particularly for
its low price. Tape selection appeared to be important for
best response and to minimize Dolby tracking errors.
Howard A. Roberson

FREQUENCY - Hz
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Michael Tearson
Jon Tiven
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Stage: David Bowie

vocal echoes and sci-fi lyrics, suffer

RCA CPL2-2913, stereo, $13.98.

from an acute case of "artsyfartsiness,"
the excellence of the playing and pro-

stage? Judging from the musical quality of this record and the choice of decidedly non Greatest Hits, Bowie is of-

duction propels the tunes. The only
bone I have to pick with Bowie concerning the selection on the opening

tional piece of art could be. Sally Young

Stage is one of the best live albums

I've ever heard. The band is so polished it's hard to believe that it's playing without much recourse to mixing
or overdubs, and Bowie's voice is
relaxed, powerful, and expressive.
Most groups couldn't sound this good
in a normal studio setup, but Bowie's
back-up combines technical skill with
the vitality of an onstage jam.
In these times of predictable
rhythms, it's nice to remind ourselves
that there are still artists willing to express themselves with various time signatures. With selections from The Rise
and Fall of Ziggy Stardust, Station to
Station, Low, Young Americans, and
Heroes, Stage presents itself as a mini-

ature oeuvre by a man with brains
and a rock orchestra at his command.

It's a good anthology for Bowie fans
and a clever piece of merchandising
that any "rockologist" would be
proud to own.
The front sides of both records have
the spacey tunes and the flip sides the
more upbeat numbers. Although I find
that the songs from Ziggy, replete with

side of this two -record set is the style
I'm grateful he's discarded, and I do

fering us something somewhat new
and as much improved as an excepPerformance: A

Sound: A

think his attempt at an Irish accent
makes Star almost yukable.
There are new guitar and synthesizer

The Reggie Knighton Band
Columbia IC 35286, stereo, $7.98.

effects on Speed of Life that give the
live version an extra kick. The impres-

The first album by this Elvis-lookalike may have been a bit too far from
the mainstream for some tastes, but it

sionistic airport noises of Station to
Station sound better than ever, and if
the churchly synthesized organ and
horns on Sense of Doubt don't make
you feel sublime, your spine ain't conducting. Finall Heroes boasts an improved mix that allows Bowie's vocal
more distinction from his back-up.

left is mark on this listener. Full of genuine humor, peculiar (but interesting)
sounds, and a vocalization guaranteed

In the case of live albums, one
should examine the artist's motive in
releasing new (or just additional) versions of old songs. Is Stage leant to
be a commemorative record, an anthology that saves you from buying
every record Bowie ever made, or the
marketing brainstorm of a lacklustre
studio musician who comes to life on

the Black Rock all too long.
If you were to tell me that the fellow
responsible for a John Lennon parody
called VD Got To Idi (about the Ugan-

to bring forth a yuk, Reggie seemed
one of the few bright young hopes in
the Columbia Records stable. Unfortunately, it appears he hung around

dan cretin) would end up sounding
like The Eagles, I would have refused
to believe it. Believe it, because his lat-

est record (which has all the superficial marks of a good rock album, like

AUDIO February 1979
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powerful drums and tasty guitar leads)
has left the artistry behind. This
sounds like the most formulaic bunch
of dullards since Styx, and somehow

Reggie's wit got lost in the shuffle.
Instead, we get Clone In Love (a one -

line joke that doesn't make it) and
Rock 'n' Roll Alien (which makes the
Mork & Mindy TV show look positively deep by comparison). He may sell a
lot of records sounding like everybody
else, but who needs records like this?
1. T.

Sound: B

Performance: D

Hearts of Stone: Southside Johnny &
the Asbury Jukes
Epic JE 35488, stereo, $7.98.

Southside and the boys are back and

in top-flight form on Hearts of Stone,
their third and best album. Given the
crisp and punchy production and
catchy songs from Miami Steve VanZandt (Bruce Springsteen's E St. Band

guitarist) plus three from Bruce himself,

all the band has to do is blow

their guts out playing, which they do.
Hearts of Stone is a good-time
album. Play it when you feel good. It
rocks just for the hell of it.
M.T.
Sound: B

Performance: B+

ished. For if a man must abdicate his
vision to move vinyl, can the personal
toll be worth it? And what if things are
more commercially disastrous than
ever?

Fortunately Don Van Vliet, Beef heart's secret identity, returned, got
together a new Magic Band (who play

like crazy), and whipped together a
new hot shot album, to have the title

VITAL

reviewed here. Unfortunately, legal re-

alities snagged the album from ever
getting released, and he was cut from
the earlier label. Finally (happy ending
time), Warner Brothers got interested
in resigning Beefheart who updated
and newly recorded the hot -shot
album, Shiny Beast (Bat Chain Puller).
Was it worth all the grief and
delays? You bet. Shiny Beast is very
possibly the best Beefheart album
ever. The new Magic Band is spot on.
You feel that producer Pete Johnson

and engineer Glen Kolotkin (special
mention to Glen) have finally gotten

LINKS!
Every wire, every connection in your
stereo system is a source of trouble, a chance
for losses which can keep your system from
achieving its full potentiál.
Introducing three new Vital Link wire sets
from Audio-Technica... each a positive step
toward ideal performance and trouble -free
operation.

on vinyl the sounds in Van Vliet's
head.

The songs are laced with the humor

that has always been in Beefheart's
songs, but which time has only enhanced throughout the Captain's
canon. Tropical Hot Dog Night cooks
behind a blazing slide trombone on

which Bruce Fowler sounds like a
Caribbean trumpet. Harry Irene is no

Shiny Beast (Bat Chain Puller): Cap-

less than slapstick comedy. Apes -Ma

tain Beefheart & The Magic Band

is

Warner Brothers BSK 3256, stereo,

isn't getting any bigger, Apes -Ma."
Van Vliet's cavernous voice staggers,

$7.98.

The better your ear,
the more you
need new
Audio-Technica

timeless - "Apes -Ma, your cage

Start at the cartridge with the AT609 Head
Shell Wire Set. Color -coded, insulated wires
with 14 strands of pure silver Litz wire, terminated in corrosion -free gold terminals. No
losses, no intermittents. Easy to install. Just
$6.95 and worth every penny.
Between turntable

Talk about your startling reversals,

rumbles, hisses, careens, caresses, even

take the case of Captain Beefheart. Af-

croons. Besides Fowler others in the

ter a series of distinguished, brilliant,

Band include guitarists Jeff Tepper and
Richard Red us along with Eric Feldman

and amplifier for any two
stereo components) use
new AT610a High Conductivity Cable. A stereo
pair 60" long, plus an
independent ground wire

on keyboards and Robert Williams

with lugs. Each gold-

eccentric, and commercially disastrous
albums that included Trout Mask

Replica, Lick My Decals Off, Baby,

Spotlight Kid, and Clear Spot, Captain
Beefheart and Warner Brothers parted
company.
A pair of awful records followed on
another label as some whiz-bang pro-

ducer/manager fellow took over the
Captain and tried to work a magic for-

mula. These almost mercifully van-

drums. Erstwhile magician Art Tripp Ill
adds percussion and marimba to some
cuts. If some of it is challenging, even
difficult, none of it is anywhere near
boring.

A friend posed me the question of
whether Captain Beefheart mattered
in 1979, but I don't think his question
matters. always admire the survivor/
I

plated plug is color -

coded. Both resistance
and capacitance are far
below ordinary cables. Only $7.95.
For the most
critical installations
use our AT620 Superconductivity Cable
Set. Two individual
cables, each 48" long,

with heavily goldplated plugs. Inside
the wire shield is a
second conductive
layer of polypropylene shielding. Special foam
dielectric keeps capacity low, while superb
conductivity is assured by using Litz -wire
inner conductors with maximum surface area
which reduces high frequency losses. The
set lists for $29.95.
From phonograph cartridge to loudspeaker, each audio system is a chain, no
stronger than its weakest link. Connect your
system with Vital Link cables from AudioTechnica. At your A -T dealer now. Or write
for our complete audio accessory catalog.

.

audio technica

INNOVATION PRECISION INTEGRITY

AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC.
Dept. 29A-1, 33 Shlawassee Avenue
Fairlawn, Ohio 44313
In Canada: Superior Electronics, Inc.
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SM-1A

I

Single

'Mic-splitters"

Active Direct

Passive

Box

Direct Box

Deluxe Active
Direct Box

SM-2

individual and Don Van Vliet and

among the most likely contenders for

Captain Beefheart are in that class.
Beefheart is Van Vliet's vision, and
Shiny Beast (Bat Chain Puller) is the
most fully realized and captured piece

music comes from Eric Clapton, Boney
M, and Bob Marley.

M.T.

The main problem with reggae, in

Performance: A

terms of it being translated into something other than a cult music, is that a

of it.
Sound: ASM

MS -1A

3

lot of it seems difficult to dance to.

8 x 2 "Mic-splitter"

Quad "Mic-splitter

journey To Addis: Third World

41.

MS -4

12x2 "Mic-splitter

Island ILPS 9554, stereo, $7.98.

MS -8

16x2 "Mic-splitter"

Reggae groups aren't often distinguished by instrumental virtuosity, nor
is it particularly hip for Jamaican nationals to cover O'Jays tunes. Nevertheless, Third World breaks with tradition and gets a hit in the bargain (Now
That We've Found Love, the Gamble &

Huff tune), and by the way their

MB -10

MS -9

Direct Sofia: Both active and passive SM-IA for
guitars SM-2 and SM-3 for keyboards and
electronic instruments.

Western sounding electric guitar of a

Isolated grounds.

cat

neuron* mime mound the World!

5E5

WWI

P.O. Box 590,
12931 Budlong Ave.,
Gardena, CA 90247 U.S.A.

"Quality
Engineered
Sound

(213) 770-3510, (800) 421-1828,
TWX (910) 346-7023
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No -Name SPEAKER SYSTEM
A Big name mfr. sold us his closed -out
Ililine of speakers. They are "blemished"
or seconds on the finish only. Performance is perfect. Features include:
70 WATTS Power Capacity
12" Woofer - 5" Middler Ducted Port
4" Fluidic Damped Tweeter
Presence Control

Freq. Rasp. 25 to 22,000 Hz.

Cabinet size: 24"h x 14h"w o 12"d
These are shipped ready -to -go ( not a kit), available et an
unheard-of low price. Sh. Wt 45 Lbs. ea. (Pairs: 2 X 451b)
Order #8Y0480 List $349/pr. Your cost $199.88/pr.

3 -WAY

named

Cat

makes

the

Third

World's sound truly distinctive, and

We also manufacture audio transformers,
snakes, audio modules

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY
OF OUR NEW CATALOG

sound and feel have never been
stronger than on Journey To Addis.
Richie's monstrous bass guitar, Carrot's
peculiar percussion, and the very

"Mic-splitten": Low impedance in and out. Will
handle +6 dOm. Will pass phantom voltage.

the hearts and minds of Americans
whose only contact with this kind of

Kiss: Gene Simmons
Casablanca NBLP 7120, stereo, $7.98.
Kiss: Ace Frehley
Casablanca NBLP 7121, stereo, $7.98.
Kiss: Peter Criss
Casablanca NBLP 7122, stereo, $7.98.
Kiss: Paul Stanley
Casablanca NBLP 7123, stereo, $7.98.

Not content to take your $10.00 for
their live two -LP sets, each member of
Kiss has recorded a solo album so that
they can get $32.00. To give the con-

sumer some idea of the effort put behind such a four -album release, each
Kiss splinter album is being shipped

platinum (one million units apiece),

The beat, although reliable, seems erratic because of the way the accents
are placed. Americans are simply too
well schooled in the ways of KC & the

Sunshine Band, The Bee Gees, and
Teddy Pendergrass. However, must
add that the barriers are breaking
I

down slowly, and the most recent al-

bum by Third World could be more
ammunition for the fight. If such is the
case, I surrender to the beat, wave my

white flag, and burn all my Commodores albums in acquiescence to Third
World, praying for more firepower like
J.T.
Journey To Addis.
Sound: A

Performance: A

and there's a $3 million advertising
and promotional campaign to back it

up. One can only shudder at the
thought of four such exceptional musical talents getting any less exposure

- where would the world be without
the latest Peter Criss album?

After listening intently to the four
discs, it is genuinely difficult to come

up with something positive to say
about any of them. Gene Simmons' is
the least objectionable, as he's written
one appealing song (See You Tonite)
on which the Beatlemania boys back

him up and he does a John Lennon
imitation. He's stolen the first song's

Bookshelf SPEAKER KIT

Big enought to utilize full size speakers: 10"
woofer. 5" middler & 4" super tweeter. Big
enough to handle 50 Watts/channel, small
enough to fit your budget. Freq. Rasp. 30 to
22,000 Hz. Ferro -Fluid Damping. Cabinet

Ny
.

size 20x11x914"dp. Good things come in small
packages - a nice extra set for the other room..?

Sh. Wt. 60 Lbs. (allow for two 0 Lb parcels)
KIT Order No. BV0542 ....588.881pair

Infinite-

Dews n

e
to

j

:
I

MARK VI SYSTEM
Max amp power 65 watts RMS
10" woofer, 8"
per channel.
rade
5" middler, 4":
pasuper
super

tweeter.

Cabinet Size:

26"x 15"x11 3/4".
Controls:
Continuously variable controls for

middler and tweeter. Available
in kit form or completely assembled. Reel Wood Veneer.

Sh. Wt. 48 Lbs. ea. (Pairs -allow
for two -48 Lbs parcels). Order
No. 8H30376.

Kit Form.... $248.88/Pair

Assembled & Tested C4c5 P"!Pair

Infinite Design MARK VIITOWER r

Mao amp power 105 watts RMS per channel.
12" woofer, 10" passive radiator, 5" middler,
Freq. Rasp. 20 Hz. to
4" super tweeter.
Size: 42x15x15". The ultimate!
24,000 Hz.
Available in kit form or completely assembled.
Sh. Wt. 150 Lbs/Pair.

Kit Form

Order No. 8H30377

$398.88/Pair

-

v

$688.88/Pair
freight collect to
OUR NEW STO
TERMS: Add Postage.
Vthe "TTOWNE DUMPE'Er
So. Willow St. (near Woolco)
NO C.O.D: s please
Manchester, N.H.

Assembled Form
(Shipped by truck,

B&F ENTERPRISES
119 Foster Street

Dept.A-2

Peabody, Mass. 01960

Phone Orders , Charge It! 16171 531-5774 AE-MCVisa
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title from Roger C. Reale (RadioActive), he's $gv*ten some decent people

to pia?' cm his record (Bob Seger,
Cheap Trick's Rick Neilson, Jeff Baxter,
and Cher), and still it sounds like
heavily reprocessed gunk, as if some
old man was asking himself what some
you% kids could really go for.

musically creative and would be attempts of an aesthetic nature; unfortunately, when you've spent the past
five years as a burlesque performer, it's

a little hard to get any of the makeup
off.

I. T.

Performance: D

Sound: B-

It's all downhill trom there - Paul
Stanley has~e command over the

makers so it would appear that we are
dealing with a nonmusical vision.

Talking Heads showed promise with
their first album as being the logical
merger of The Velvet Underground
and Disco Music, but unfortunately
with Eno as producer they have obscured the crucial rhythm section with
silly overdubs that only make David
Byrne's vocals seem more postured
and difficult to take. Eno also has managed to produce Devo's debut album,
which is a similar type of music and is
singularly unimpressive. Their self -produced singles of Mongoloid and Satis-

riff, but even his friends from Meatloaf

Q, Are We Not Men; A, We Are: Devo

and The Rod Stewart Band can't rescue

Warner Brothers BSK 3239, stereo,

him from total lack of melodic ability.

$7.98.

Ace Frehley does New York Groove an
English hit by Hello, written (and then
produced) by Russ Ballard with an ar-

The Akron Compilation: Various Art-

rangement indistinguishable from the
original momentarily adding color to
an otherwise pallid hard -rock album.
As for Peter Criss, he's living out his
Ringo Starr fantasies by having Vini
Poncia as his producer, but by comparison Mr. Starkey is the epitome of
rock 'n' roll and musicality. I think it's
fairly evident to everyone in the music

More Songs About Buildings & Food:

faction were entertaining at the very
least, but the rerecorded versions of

Talking Heads

these tunes shows that Eno may not be

Sire SRK 5058, stereo, $7.98.

the best producer for the group, as he
seems to be involved in his own musical stylings and not totally attentive to
the artist he's working with. His former
compatriot in Roxy Music, Bryan Ferry,

business that these albums will sell be-

ing

cause of what Kiss means to a lot of
young kids, but it's unfortunate that
the members of the group have so little shame that once they are stripped
of their Kiss group identity they have
no reservations in demonstrating just
how shallow they truly are. secretly

meant to represent the so-called New

dangerous turn for the worse. While
his last few albums had Ferry's voice

Wave, Avant Garde, or Apres-Punk

advantageously

I

hoped that these albums would be

ists

Stiff GET #3, stereo, $7.98.

The Bride Stripped Bare: Bryan Ferry
Atlantic SD 19205, stereo, $7.98.
If

this be the hope of the future,

then all you prospective musicians

should forget about taking up guitar

might do well by Eno's production,

and grab a pot or pan and start bang-

however, as his latest album displays a

away.

These four albums

are

and are certainly no more musical than

Johnny Rotten. Punk rock was supposed to take us closer to rock roots,
while these performers go in an altogether different direction - allusions
have been made to New Wave film-

grafted onto Chris
Spedding's guitar, the current Ferry is

singing out front of a sparse rhythm
section, and the result is embarassing

and primarily mundane (with the exception of his rendering of What Goes
On, written by the late Lou Reed). Last

MODEL 105
COMPUTER MATCHED.
To get the best possible stereo image,
you need the best possible match be-

tween the loudspeakers.
At KEF we produce matched sets of
high, mid and low frequency units, using
our unique computerised test facilities.
Moreover, our total system approach to

the design of the enclosures and the
electronic dividing networks, means that

we can deliver Model 105 in pairs that
are nearer to the ideal `match' than any
previous loudspeaker. KEF pioneered
the use of computer digital analysis in
loudspeaker design, and you, the listener,

can now hear the results: the most lifelike musical quality and the most astonishing stereo perspective.
Write for the full technical story and
the name of your nearest dealer, who will
be glad to give a demonstration.'
KEF Electronics Ltd.,US Distributors

Intratec, PO Box 17414, Dulles International Airports Washington DC 20041.

KEFII
The Speaker Engineers
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and most definitely least is a collection
of groups from Devo's homeland
(Akron, Ohio) that not only have little
to do with one another musically, they
most assuredly are not listenable. The
cover is scratch 'n sniff, but what is inside really smells. The least they could
do is immortalize Hershey, Pennsylvania, with a chocolate cover, but I suppose some people just have as peculiar
olfactory tastes as they have auditory
ones.

J.T.

None of these albums deserves a
rating.
Inner Secrets: Santana
Epic FC 35600, stereo, $7.98.
The 70s is the age of bland, or if you

must be euphemistic, fusion music,

Dealer, a Jim Capaldi tune, gets the
LP off to a decent start. The Spanish
guitar work in the intro is Carlos'

trademark of musical deception what sounds like an intricate web of
notes is really only a few played with

flamenco flash. All too soon, however,
the song fragments under rapid tempo
changes: Rhumba gives way to Mahav-

ishnuesque tranquility and then to
Woodstock bongo basics. The group
does better with a slow ballad like Life
is a Lady, by Dennis Lambert, where
Carlos' guitar produces the tone of a
tortured lover more convincing than
the notes he plays. Again, the song deteriorates midway when the Santana -

isms take over in the form of Latin
back beat, bongo, and guitar. The

ously "individual" groups which has

most interesting song is Well All Right,
and its superiority owes to production

steam roller effect of the contemporary music industry. Santana's new

bled guitar and vocals make the song
an effective number.

album, Inner Secrets, is intended for a
disco rather than ethnic or rock audi-

nothing but the mediocrity to which

ence: Its sound is too innocuous for
my taste and if I didn't allow for compronounce

an artist will stoop for financial security. As an old Santana fan refuse to
believe that Carlos is as spineless or

Carlos deprived of both ethnic funki-

musically stagnant as this LP suggests.

and Santana is just one of many previ-

submitted its musical vision to the

mercial capitulation, I'd

ness and spiritual viability.

rather than musicianship - its douNeedless to say Inner Secrets reveals

I

However, until the band renounces

Because of this Hackett's album, already diverse, takes on the feel of a
sampler of several bands. There is no
strong central force evident holding
the whole together.
Hackett's material is engaging
enough. The instrumental pieces range
from Renaissance sounding (the period, not the band) to metal. Several of
the songs stand out, Narnia and Racing on A with Walsh and How Can I?
with Havens. All three are on side one
making it, by far, the more interesting
side.

Sonically, the album is absorbing.
Hackett makes extensive use of crosscutting textures and sudden switches.
Please Don't Touch emerges as a clas-

94

sic example of an album that could
only have been made with the new
miracle of computer mix -down. The
is excellent, but a noisy
American pressing costs the sound a

recording

full grade.

Surer and more optimistic than his
first, Steve Hackett

is now his own

man with Please Don't Touch. As for
the title, this stuff is, after all, Art, and
it always says that in museums, doesn't
M. T.

it?

Sound: C-

Performance: B

Willie and Family Live: Willie Nelson
Columbia KC2 35642, stereo, $11.98.

Between Soul Sacrifice and Europa
Carlos seems to have exhausted his
musical insight; every Santana track
since then has been a watered down
version of one standard or the other.
Unfortunately Inner Secrets is his
weakest effort yet, despite the reliance
on Santana factory techniques of
tried-and-true beat, bongos, guitar

disco, I'll stick with Black Magic Woman and leave this record for hustling

enthusiasts too young to know from
Woodstock.

Sally Young

Performance: C

Sound: B+

Please Don't Touch: Steve Hackett
Chrysalis Chr 1176, stereo, $7.98.

solo, and breaks in each song. Santana

With this, his second solo album,

has wandered so far from musical

Steve Hackett has left Genesis behind
him. As Steve is not much of a singer,
he has gathered several guest voices to
do for him, Kansas' Steve Walsh,
Richie Havens, and Randy Crawford.

statement into the doldrums of dance
muzak that the better tracks on the album could only be those penned by
others.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

A generous two -record concert set
that runs over 90 minutes, Willie

Nelson's live album is a faithful version of the man and his crackerjack
band. If the album merely covers
known ground, it is in the hands of a
master. With everything he does, Willie Nelson is surer handed than any big
league shortstop. Cameo appearances
by Emmylou Harris and Johnny Paycheck are added pleasures.

Hey, it's just a real good time of an
album I'd rather play than talk about.
M. T.

Sound: B

Performance: A

The Art of Fuguing: Bach, trans. by
Wm. Malloch; Chamber Orch., Lukas
Foss cond. Town Hall Records (P.O.
Box 5332, Santa Barbara, CA 93108),
multi -mike S-20, $12.98; stereo mike, S21, $12.98.

These records represent Town Hall
Records' attempt to resolve the multiple mike vs. stereo mike debate (See
Audio, Nov., 1978). Two simultaneous

recordings were made of the same
orchestra, one with a single stereo
mike (an AKG C-24), the other with
over 20 microphones mixed together
to create the stereo image. The music
is a transcription by the Canadian
composer William Malloch of J.S.
Bach's The Art of Fugue (Die Kunst der
Fuge). This particular work has always
been the subject of controversy
among Bach scholars since the work is
apparently unfinished and Bach never
indicated a particular instrument or
group of instruments for this composition. (This has led some scholars to de-

same time in the same place. The stereo mike captures the sound of the orchestra as a whole. The multi -mike

version, while providing more detail,
recreates the orchestra as a group of
individuals. The violins, for example,
have a uniform section sound with the

stereo mike, but sound a bit ragged

Prokofiev: Cello Sonata Op. 119; Shos-

takovitch: Cello Sonata Op. 40 Clark-

Schuldmann Duo. Musical Heritage
MHS 3828 (mail order: 14 Park Rd.,
Tinton Falls, N.I. 07724).
Sonatas for Trumpet. (Jolivet, Stevens,
Ibert, B. Hummel, Kennan). James
Darling, trumpet, Genevieve Sidoti, pf.

and out of tune with the multiple

Telarc 5032, $7.98.

mikes.

There are two ways in which "specialty" recordings of this sort can appeal

These records do not prove the superiority of one mike technique over

another. A change in the mix of the
multi -mike version could easily

to the general musical listener - and
one way in which they do not appeal
at

all. Who wants to hear trumpet

change the sound to closely resemble

music, or cello music, or harp, guitar,

that of the stereo mike. Similarly, a
change in the location or pattern of

oboe, whatever? Too often only the
performers' colleagues in the business,

the stereo mike could result in a totally
unacceptable sound. The microphone(s) used on a recording are still

plus sisters and cousins and aunts,

not as important as the person using
them.
My review pressings were of average

and, of course, foundation presidents,
symphony trustees, and the like! But
not you and me.
The right ways are (1) to surround

your special instrument with others,

quality. Although Townhall Records is
a division of Sheffield, these records
were not given the super deluxe
ment accorded their direct disc
releases. The records aren't bad, but

even as far as an orchestra, to add gen-

not as great as the regular Sheffields.

esting music, good for any ear. And, of

course, with optimum hi-fi recording.
This last is increasingly a thing that
small companies do even better than

for a modern orchestra of about 40

An interesting sidenote. The jacket
liner notes list Dr. Tom Stockham of
Soundstream as part of the recording
team on the stereo mike version. This

pieces and includes a large percussion
section.

are not advertised

clare that this work is PURE MUSIC
and was never intended to be played!)
Thus the work is heard today only via

someone else's transcription, usually

on the organ or string quartet. Mr.
Malloch's transcription, however, calls

The transcription, on the whole, is
an excellent one, requiring virtuoso
playing in many sections but it will
probably be a bit upsetting to Bach
purists, especially in places like Fugue
#8, where Malloch has inserted snip pits of Beethoven, Brahms, Mendelssohn, Tchaikovsky, and SaintSaens (just to name a few) ala P.D.Q.
Bach. Great fun!!
Musical considerations aside, the
work provides an excellent showcase
for the recording engineers by utilizing
every possible orchestral combination

and timbre. The resulting recordings
make for fascinating listening when
the identical selections from each album are played one after the other.
Overall, I prefer the stereo mike version, which is more successful in

aroused my curiosity since the records

ventional 24 track, and the two conventional two -track recordings used to

produce these records (one for the
stereo mike and one for an instant mix

of the multi -mike). The people at
Town Hall (Sheffield) are to_be commended for their experimental zeal.
It's not likely they will recover the cost
of such a complicated session from the

sale of these records. But, it perhaps
means we will be seeing some digital

recordings from Town Hall in the
Charles P. Repka

future.

Multi -Mike Version
Pressing:B-

Record.:B

in the concert hall. The multi -mike
version is much less reverberant, so

Stereo Mike Version

these recordings were made at the

being digital

Town Hall revealed that the recording
sessions actually consisted of simultaneous digital (via Soundstream), con-

recreating the sound of the orchestra

much so that it is hard to believe that

as

recordings. A quick phone call to

Perform.:A+

eral interest - it works fine. Crystal
records, for example, has
discs. And (2) to do as these two teams

do - play beautifully and play inter-

the biggies. Hurrah and hurray!
The cello record from Musical Heriis fascinating. Harry Clark is a
first-rate cellist, the sort who can make
his instrument interesting for anybody.
He plays expressively, accurately, in
tune and in marvelous style; his cello
tone as captured here is superb. The
piano (wife) is equally proficient,

tage

though for my ear she is not quite as
good at phrasing and shaping a melodic idea as her husband; even so, the
two work together marvelously and

the recording of their respective instruments is of top quality on excellent
surfaces. None better! The Prokofiev is
; one of those graciously melodic, almost old-fashioned pieces, full of
tunes and pleasantly wry harmonies.
The Shostakovitch, a middle -early
piece (1934) from around the time of

the ever -popular Fifth Symphony, is
one of the composer's best, not yet
acid and tired, nor bombastic and
overstuffed, still spiced with the sharp
humor of the earliest Shostakovitch
but full of pleasant melody as well.
really enjoyed it and so should you,
I

Record.:A+

Pressing:B- Perform.:A+
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with such a big, lively sound to help.
The trumpet recording is period
music, all neo-classic. Good trumpet,
and interesting music too. Indeed, as
this somewhat derivative music
poured forth so expertly along with
the expert accompanying piano, I had
a curious daydream: I saw a dim stage
and in front of it these performers; on
the stage were three shadowed figures,

to the right, Igor Stravinsky, on the
left, Aaron Copland and, in the middle, corpulent and solid, Paul Hindemith. The neo-classic influences! Halsey
Stevens' Trumpet Sonata caused old
Aaron to gyrate and prance a bit on his

side, twitching that magnificent nose

- this was his music. But Stravinsky,
too, could be seen to be beating time

hard, with the tip of one little finger;
his influence was also easy to hear.
And Hindemith sat stolid but benign;
Halsey Stevens learned from him as
well. The three patron saints of the
neo-classic. But when Kent Kennan's

Sonata for Trumpet began, a violet
spot came up and bathed Paul Hin-

ture of an era that we are now almost
ready to rediscover. (Excellent record.)
E.T.C.

Musical Heritage
Recording: A-

Sound: A-

Surfaces: A

Telarc

Sound:A-

Recording: A- Surfaces: A-

demith in a rosy aura - Hindemith
could be seen to bow, and bow, and
bow again, as Ken Kennan made his
musical points. Pure Hindemith!
Dream or no, all this neo-classic music is good, if derivative, and the sum
of it makes an interesting musical pic-

Choose your car stereo
as carefully as you choose
your home system.

Fatha: Earl "Fatha" Hines

M&K Real Time Direct To Disc, RT105, stereo, $15.00.

Earl Hines is a jazz performer perfectly suited for direct -to -disc recordings. His hands range the entire length
of the piano, extracting its full sound.
Yet, he maintains an evenness of performance that makes the engineering
of his sessions a relatively stable and
predictable affair. For Fatha, Hines
uses a trio of Red Callender on bass

assume he is the uncredited
tuba on the opening track), and Bill
(and

I

Douglas on drums.

The surface of the record is absolutely clear. There are none of the usual pops and clicks associated with
mass-produced records, nor is there

(.7:0,,Voi!ke>

even a hint of tape hiss. Of course
that's because tape isn't used but it's
conspicuous in its abscence for those
accustomed to ordinary records.
Hines' piano has been miked both

96

for maximum sound pick-up and to

lit

And

If you have

a quality
stereo component system in your
home, you shouldn't settle
for anything less in your car.
The Compo car stereo from
Fujitsu Ten is a true separates
system, not just a booster.
Choose between two different
power amplifiers for 40 or 80
RMS watts of power. The auto -

reverse cassette deck with
Dolby*has a special playback
head for great frequency
response. The AM/FM/MPX
tuner features
motor -driven

automatic search,
along with FET
front end and
PLL/IC for stable
reception. Even a
six -function remote

control amplifier.

Compo:
'Dolby is the trademark
of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

our 2 -way
hermetically -

sealed speaker
system is designed to
accurately reproduce every
note under difficult acoustic
conditions.
We suggest you compare
Compo spec for spec against
the competition the same way
you'd compare an amplifier or
tuner for your home system.
You'll discover how 25 years
of making car stereos leads
to making the best.
Write for
additional
information on
Compo and
our complete car
stereo and
speaker line,
plus the dealer
nearest you.

spread it across the stereo spectrum.
The sound they get is unusually dry
and lacking in any of the reverberation
or echo normally used in recording. It
is the actual sound of the piano in the
studio with the natural room dynamics

found there. This dryness tends to
make the piano overly percussive at
times. On Art Tatum's Humoresque,
the piano sounds like it cracks when
he rivets some of those notes on the
but the dynamic range
high end
of the instrument is brought out in a
way that is unheard of in traditional
.

.

.

recordings.
The bass and drums do not seem to

get the same attention as the piano,
but they are still heard with a clarity
equal

to or better than traditional

recordings. Both are mixed into the

center. The bass has a full-bodied tone

but doesn't jump out of the speakers
the way Hines does. The same is true
of the drums which have a crispness

and precise definition of sound but
don't kick out quite as hard as live
drums will.
Fatha plays it safe in terms of musical intensity. Hines lends a brisk and

ne best separates on w eels.

light reading to these contemporary
and traditional standards. But on the
few tunes when things start cooking,

TEN FUJITSU TEN CORP. OF AMERICA

as on Horace Silver's The Preacher and

1135 East Janis Street, Carson, CA 90746.
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Tatum's Humoresque, the percussive

demands of Hines' high end tax the
recording process almost to its limits.
Write M & K Realtime Records, 8719
Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90211.

John Diliberto
Sound: A-

Performance: C+

ting head. The resultant lacquer and
all the remaining steps used to make
the final pressing are all handled with

pleased to note very little or no warp

the greatest of care so that the finished
product is as perfect as possible. Pressing of the Gale records is a hand oper-

it that they carry a replacement warranty covering the pressing for up to
10 years if the warranty form is completed and returned within 10 days of

ation, rather than an automated process, and uses specially formulated
PVC. In this process, every record is
visually examined prior to packaging.
The records are then packed in a stur-

Gale Maximum Fidelity Recordings.
17th Century Italian Music, Vol. 1: 1 he
London Early Music Ensemble, Christopher Hogwood cond. Gale GMFD 176-001, $14.95. J. S. Bach: The Complete Flute Sonatas: Christopher Taylor, flute; Leslie Pearson, harpsichord,
and Dennis Vigay, cello. Gale GMFD
2-76-002-3, $21.95.
Chavez, Serebrier,

check for one-third of the then -cur-

their jackets. Each record weighs

rent recommended retail price.
Each Gale album is accompanied by
an illustrated booklet that supplies de-

in

about 165 grams (relative to the 110 or
so in a normal disc), which also assists

in preventing record warp. Checking
our copies of the Gale records we were

53

Schumann: "Frauenliebe and Leben,"
Op. 42; Brahms: "Leider.": Sheila Arm-

_iiiiiiiii_!I

strong, soprano, and Martin Jones,
piano. Gale GMFD 1-76-006, $14.95

microphones

connected

tails about the record album. However, these booklets generally do not list

'
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005, $14.95.

of

in any way, e.g., scratched,
warped, broken, or even worn, they
aged

shrink wrap used to seal record albums

"Waldstein" & OP. 57 "Appassionata":
Peter Frankl, piano. Gale GMFD 1-76-

forest

purchase. If the records become dam-

can be exchanged for a new pressing
simply by returning the record to the
nearest service center, enclosing a

and Hovhanees:

Nowdays, the majority of classical
and popular recordings are made using multitrack tape recorders and a

A unique feature of all Gale records

dy record box to overcome the warp
problem believed to be caused by the

Music For Percussion: Tristan Fry Percussion Ensemble, John Eliot Gardner
cond. Gale GMFD 1-76-004, $14.95.
Beethoven: Piano Sonatas Op.

present.

Ii
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through a console and a myraid of
electronic gadgets to most, if not all, of

the available tape tracks. The final
master cutting tape is the product of
the balance engineer and the tape edi-

tor, and their objective is to make a
note -perfect recording of the music,
without musician -created noise, with
little consideration being given to any-

thing else. However, during the recording process, the tape is often
infused with the coloration, distortion,
and hiss inherent in all signal -processing equipment.

Ira Gale of Gale Maximum Fidelity
Recordings reviewed the entire record-

ing process and concluded that most
of the recording stages could be eliminated if extra care was used on the remaining mechanical and electronic
processes so as to eliminate as much
noise, tape hiss, coloration, and distor-

tion as possible. Using only a mixing
console, as few microphones as possible, and a custom -designed tape
recorder, the performance is recorded
on as few tape tracks as are absolutely
necessary. After the master tape goes

through the balance and editing process, it has become the master cutting
tape. This tape is played back on the
same tape recorder that was originally

Ohms Law Rules O.K.
It is fashionable in avant-garde hi-fi circles
to abandon the precepts of science and
to endow equipment with personality.
Fortunately the electrons which whiz
through the circuitry of your equipment
are not conversant with fashion : if they
were they'd probably die laughing and
we would have H.I.D. (hysteria induced
distortion) to add to T.I.D., T.P.D., B.L.T.,
and sundry other initial ailments which
supposedly afflict your equipment. As
it is, they behave predictably whatever
others might wish to believe.
At Quad we apply the rules, rigorously,

which largely explains why our products
withstand the test of time.
For further details on the full range of
QUAD products write to
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB, England
Telephone : (0480) 52561

QUAD

for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is a regiºiered Trade

used to make the tape, but this time
the recorder is used to drive the cut-

Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card
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where the performance (recording)
took place, the city, or the recording
date. Frequently, the instruments used
in a recording are not identified. These

Q How close can
hi-fi get to an
authentic musical experience?
ASlip on new Audio-Technica

Stereophones and

hear for yourself.
If you want to find out how good the new Audio-Technica
Stereophones really are, don't just compare them with
other headphones. Put them up against the very finest
speaker systems. But don't just listen to the equipment.
Listen to the music. And be ready for a surprise!
Judged on the basis of flatness of response, freedom
from distortion, transient response, sensitivity, and
independence from room acoustics, these new dynamic and
electret condenser models are perceptibly better sounding
than speaker systems costing hundreds of dollars more.
And if you think that great performance can only
come from heavy, bulky stereophones, get ready for another
surprise. Our heaviest model is less than 71h ozs. and our
lightest is an incredible 434 ounces light. Comfort that
lasts an ertire opera if you wish.
For all the facts, send for our catalog. But for the
revealing truth about stereophone performance, listen and
compare at your nearby Audio-Technica showroom.
It will be a great musical experience.

recordings are distributed by AudioTechnica and are available at most of
the stores handling high -end audio
equipment.
Generally speaking, most of the music on these Gale recordings are offerings of esoterica and of relatively limited appeal. The instruments used in the
Seventeenth Century Italian Music album are actually musical instruments
from that era. We've never heard these
instruments before and, thus, cannot
fully relate to them. There are instances where the instruments sound
rather odd. It is assumed that the instruments were properly tuned against
the standard pitch used in the 1600s.

We consider this record the best in
this series. In the Bach: Complete Flute

Sonatas (two records) the positioning
of the instruments is difficult to determine, and they appear to have been
placed close together at center stage.
It is difficult to sit through the playing

of both records at one time unless,
perhaps, you are a flautist. The Music
for Percussion is a noisy recording that
gives the impression of being too hollow sounding. The Serebrier: Sympho-

ny for Percussion is well performed
and worth hearing. In the Beethoven:
Piano Sonatas, the piano is recorded
rather well, actually sounding like the
Steinway it was, but at times some of
the notes appeared to be slightly fuzzy
and indistinct. While listening to the
Schumann: Frauenliebe and Leben as
well as the Brahms: Lieder, we con-

cluded that the singer, Sheila Armstrong, was not in tremendously good
voice that day and she was, at times,
difficult to understand.
As a whole, the pressings are very
good even though some scratches, fin-

ger prints, and few loud pops and
other noises were occasionaly present.

While our set of Gale records are the
flattest records we have encountered
in more than 25 years, we did detect a
subtle rumble that originates on each
record, though it was not obtrusive beyond four or five feet from the speakers. The dynamic range is excellent,
but because

Model ATH-7
Our finest Electret Condenser
with LED peak level indicators
$149.95

Model ATH-1
The moving coil dynamic stereo phone that weighs just 43/4 oz.
$29.95

Gaudio

INNOVATION o PRECISION INTEGRITY
AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S.. INC., Dept. 29A-2, 33 Shiawassee Avenue, Fairlawn, Ohio 44313
Available in Canada from Superior Electronics
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

no sound processing

equipment was used, the average recording level was necessarily kept below the industry average so as to avoid
clipping of the musical peaks. This, in
turn, does make the rumble and tape
hiss more noticeable. The perspectives
are not always real due to the close-

miking technique used in making
these recordings. Also, the transient
response is not as good as we have experienced from other audiophile
recordings.
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Ukrainian -American Fiddle & Dance
Music, Volumes 1 and 2
Folklyric 9014, 9015, mono, $6.98 each.
Most Ukrainian -language radio programs I've encountered are dominated

by large, dour choruses singing artsy
arrangements of doleful folk songs. To
an outsider, this can be quite fascinating in small doses. But before long,
one wonders if all Ukrainian music is
so utterly lacking in color, rhythm, and
spirit.

No, it isn't, as demonstrated in this
tremendous collection of 78s recorded
between 1926 and 1936. Volume One
gets off to a rousing start with two kolomyikas (the most popular Ukrainian

dance form) by the legendary Pawlo
Humeniuk. Humeniuk was undoubtedly

the

most

famous

Ukrainian -

American folk musician of his day, an
exciting fiddler with a contagiously
whirling style which spread his fame
far beyond the Ukrainian -American

community. On these two albums,
Humeniuk is supported by small
(featuring a booming bass

groups

drum), playing with such infectious
joie de vivre, it's impossible not to get

caught up in the music's rhythmic
tunefulness.

AUDIO February 1979

Volume one also contains his twopart hit, Ukrainske Wesilie, depicting
the sounds and happenings of an old country wedding through singing, dialogue, and Humeniuk's fervid fiddling.
Side two, band four, omitted from the

cover title listing, is a Humeniuk oberek which I recognize from my childhood 'as a Polish favorite, illustrating
the musical interaction between these
neighboring countries.
Volume two opens with Humeniuk's
Oj, Pidu la Szicher Wicher, a Yiddish
favorite recently revived by the
Klezmorim as Yoshke, Yoshke. The
two-part Chrestyny ("Christening") is,
perhaps,

a

natural followup to

his

wedding medley and follows the same
format.
There's much more to these two records than Pawlo Humeniuk, though.
Volume one includes singer Theodor
Swystun's polished, yet exhilarating
Yac Poidu Z Kinmy Na Nicz, with rollicking instrumental breaks played by
flute, fiddle, bass, and jingle bells. Also

Koketka Polka by John Grychal , which

isn't too far removed from American
hammered dulcimer music. Two cuts

by Orch. Bratia Holutiaky-Kuziany,

featuring a clarinet lead, have a distinct Polish flavor. Josef Davidenko's
Kozak is a lilting tune played,
believe, on the bandura (though I've
only heakd the stringed instrument in
I

ensembles before).

Both volumes are rounded out by a
fine assortment of waltzes, kolomyikas, polkas, kozaks ("cossack
dances"), and other dance tunes, by
small combos featuring fiddles and
tsymbalys.

Sound quality is fair enough, consid-

ering the originals were hardly of the
highest fidelity. Side one of Volume 2
was marred by a loud, regular crunch
and assorted static.

Tom Bingham

Performance: A

noteworthy is the raw, highly impas-

Directions: Norman Blake

sioned old-time fiddling of Josef Pizio.

Takoma D-1064, stereo, $7.98.

Volume two has a music -box -like
solo on the tsymbaly (the Ukrainian
version of the Hungarian cimbalon),

Blake release in recent months, this album repeats the same kind of mixture

The second Norman and Nancy

Tor

AUDIO

WI HEADQUARTERS
For Famous Brand
Electronics By Mail
1150 N. Powis Rd., West Chicago,
(312) 293-1825

III. 60185

All Orders Shipped In
Factory -Sealed Cartons

LOWEST PRICES ON
TUNERS
TURNTABLES
RECEIVERS
CARTRIDGES
CHANGERS
SPEAKERS
AMPLIFIERS HEADPHONES
TAPE DECKS
CAR AUDIO
CALCULATORS COMPACTS
:Ind. 60185
Cop Discount AudioWe,°c"293/1él 825
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ADVANCING

such a prominent part of their stage
performance over the past two or
three years. What you think of his interesting album depends on whether
you like the chamber -music feelings
called up by this combination - it was
a part of early Grand Ole Opry shows

- or

whether you'd rather hear

Norman's dazzling finger -work by
itself.
Available from Takoma Records,
5369,

Santa Monica, CA

DRLJ, i SET

in automatic
percussion units...

features: scoreediting, bridges, intro's,
external sync. to sequencers or foot controls,
memory save switch & much more.

Enter scores in seconds - NO PROGRAMMING
KNOWLEDGE IS REQUIRED!

High Fidelity

Mac Wiseman Sings Gordon Light-

foot looks like a stroke of genius on
paper. After all, Lightfoot's folk -rooted

songs should need little adjustment
for bluegrass, while Wiseman has a
much broader scope and versatility
than most bluegrass singers. Alas, the
merger doesn't come off.

The album gets off to a promising
with easy-going country -rock
treatment of Did She Mention My
start

Name? Unfortuantely, the vital fusion
of song, arrangement, and voice that
marks this cut is rarely matched on the
rest of the album and approached onlo

on the best-known songs (For Lovin'
Me, Ribbon of Darkness, Early Morn-

Performance: B+

after the bluegrass, country, and
"contemporary" audiences all at once,
this giving the arrangements a cliched,
hodge-podgy clutter. Moreover, Wise-

The ABC Collection: Mac Wiseman
ABC AC -30033/2, stereo, two records,

Producer Arthur Smith tries to go

Mac Wiseman Sings Gordon Lightfoot

man is nowhere near his top form not only is his voice overly scratchy,

CMH 6217, stereo, $6.98.

his vocals too often sound like uncom-

Monroe much more than any of his

PFIUGFIAC111PE_E GRLI1I SET

The ntoes claim "Sides 1 and 2 are

ing Rain).

The ABC Collection consists of two
of Mac Wiseman's many albums for
the now -defunct Dot label.
The first two sides apparently date
from the mid -50s, unquestionably
Wiseman's "Golden Era." The first
three songs, casting Wiseman in the
unaccustomed role of group singer, reflect his formative association with Bill

Fíitrafeklq&E

You Get, written by one Rusty Nail!

John McLaughlin

$5.98.

the state of the art

the honky-tonkin' How Lonely Can

Sides 3 and 4 are true stereo, and quite
good at that.

Sound: B+

100

chiming tenor of Bobby Osborne; and

on guitar. A multi -tracked Uncle Sam

- Norman's Sam Stone song - features Miles Anderson on a variety of
horns - three kinds of trombone and

P.O. Box
90405.

MP
MS

worth mentioning are The Bluebirds
Are Singing For Me, featuring the

issued in their original mono form,"
those irritating echoes coming out of
the right channel tell me otherwise.

Nancy on the cello which has become

INVENTORY

maudlin songs few people can handle
as believably as Mac Wiseman. Also

Loch Lavan Castle/Santa Ana's
Retreat/Cattle in the Cane, which features Norman on mandolin and Nancy

ber of tunes with Norman backed by

Anywhere!

We honor Master Charge and
Bank Americard.
_.
Please send ne a quote on.

just right, and a spinning medley of

a bass trumpet. There are also a num-

Write Or Call For
Tile Lowest Prices

IVIIWON SSS

ing Fish 047) so distinctively theirs.
Highlights include a flowing Blue
Ridge Mountain Blues, with Norman's
bluegrass -influenced vocals pitching it

NATIONAL

o

of traditional Southern tunes and original Norman Blake compositions
which made Blackberry Blossom (Fly-

later recordings do. Indeed, with Wise man's intense, throaty vocals, excellent
material I'm a Stranger, You're the Girl
Of My Dreams, and Don't Blame It All

On Me stand out), and top-notch instrumental backing (spotlighting twin
fiddles), these two sides rank among

mitted runthroughs rather than fully formed interpretations. Definitely a
Tom Bingham
disappointment.
ABC Collection
Performance: A

Sound: C- to B

Sings Gordon Lightfoot
Sound: B-

Performance: C+

Stefan Grossman & John Renbourn
Kicking Mule KM 152, stereo, $7.98.

This is a somewht historic meeting
on vinyl between two superb guitar-

describes the kit as "an easy project... fun to do
and yields delightful results... an excellent educational tool and versatile aid to the musician
who can't afford a live rhythm section."
Programmable Drum Set Kit ... $84. 95
-Also available fully assembled .. $149. 95 ( plus $3 shipping)
from:

the most essential examples of classic
50s bluegrass now available.

ists. John Renbourn is best known for

Sides 3 and 4, with backing by no
less than the Osborne Brothers, were
probably recorded in the early 60s.

Stefan Grossman is an American expa-

MA ELECTRONICS 1020 W. WILSHIRE . OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73116

less

struction albums, as well as purely mu-

staunchly traditional than the first two
sides. After opening with three stand-

sical ones, and a founder of Kicking
Mule Records. On the album Gross-

ards, the focus shifts to worthwhile

man most often plays electric guitar to
Renbourn's acoustic. Karl Dallas' liner
notes make it clear who solos when,
and who improvises over whose basic
part and where.
Little more than "it works" and "ex -

) Send Programmable Drum Set Kit ... $84.95
plus $3 shipping enclosed.
( ) Send Fully Assembled Programmable Drum
Set ... $149. 95 plus $3 shipping enclosed.
() Send FREE catalog
(

name:

address
city

state:

Mal ELECTRONICS , DEPT 2-8,1020W WILSHIRE

zip:

This

session

is

more

relaxed,

unknown songs. This Is Where I Came

In sounds like it's done by a forerunner of the Seldom Scene. Don't Make
Me Go to Bed And I'll Be Good and
New Black Hat are the type of super -

his work as part of Pentangle, while
triate who has also been a prolific recording artist with several excellent in-
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quisite musicianship" need be said
about this album. The rapport of the
musicians is excellent, and the recording is up to the label's usual good
Michael Tearson
standards.

Sound: B+

Performance: A -

Old Time Songs: Vernon Dalhart

Davis Unlimited DU 33030, mono,

despite his role as country music's first
superstar, both the present-day Nash-

ville establishment and the "old-time
music" audience find it convenient to

ignore him. Old Time Songs is the
first -ever reissue album devoted to this
important figure's pioneering efforts.

Dalhart sang in a clear, polished,
sincere, and expressive voice which
betrays his conservatory training and
professional background. Yet he re-

his recording career in 1915 as a light classical and pop singer, enjoying several years of success before reverting

to his rural roots (and then only because his early popularity had run its
course). It's largely for this reason that,

John Cali's banjo, plus what
believe is an English horn on Little
Rosewood Casket ). Their style wasn't
exactly straight -from -the -mountains,

which may explain why Dalhart found
it easy to cross cultural and
geographical barriers; still, it was a
close enough approximation to have
appeal for rural listeners until the "real

Dalhart wasn't averse to spreading on
an exaggerated pseudo -hillbilly accent

Interestingly enough, Dalhart began

occasional additional instrument (such

Home, and Uncle Dave Macon's On
the Dixie Bee Line. Unfortunately,

ous emergence of the Carter Famiy
and Jimmie Rodgers, Dalhart almost
single-handedly transformed country
music from a regional idiom into an
international phenomenon.
Dalhart's sales figures are astounding even in this age of platinum
albums. it is estimated that his versions
of The Prisoner's Song and The Wreck
of the Old 97 sold over 30 million 78s.
His total sales reached over 75 million.

Adelyne Hood), simple, yet effective
guitar strumming (Carson Robinson,
who wrote much of Dalhart's
material), Dalhart's own harmonica,
whistling, and jew's harp, and an
as

years between 1924 and the simultane-

The name Vernon Dalhart may not

mean much today, but in the three

not guitars!), and the like.
Accompaniment was provided by a
sweet -toned fiddle (Murray Kellner or

tained

enough of his Texas -ranch
upbringing to enable him to loosen up
on novelties like Zeb Turney's Gal, the
minstrel -like My Blue Ridge Mountain

$4.50.

Wagner, reminders of the days when
country -music outlaws carried guns,

which sounds rather ludicrous today
("Oh, ah wee-ish ah hay-ed suhmmone to love me"). The modern listener
learns to adjust to this before long.
The subject matter of Dalhart's
songs reflected the Southern -rural

concerns of the day. In other words,
he sang of train wrecks (Old 97, Billy
Richardson's Last Ride) and other
tragedies (Death of Floyd Collins,
heard here as both a straight vocal and

a lovely, mostly instrumental waltz),
dying mothers, (Letter Edged In

I

thing" became better distributed.

It

may sound quaint on first hearing, but
it complements Dalhart's singing
perfectly.
The original recordings were
surprisingly clear, though the amount

and variety of surface noise differs
considerably from track to track. Write
to Davis Unlimited Records, Route 7,
Box 205-A, Clarksville, TN 37040.
Tom Bingham
Performance: A -

Black), outlaws (Frank Dupree, Kinnie
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OVER $80.

AND UNDERPRICED.
You probably know that our headphones are
among the world's most highly -praised.
You may know that our company doesn't introduce
new models frequently.
Yet, here we are, introducing two new headphone
models. And telling you that
as good as our other headphones are, these are better.
It's no exaggeration. Hear
what we mean at your Sennheiser dealer.

SENNHEISER

ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
10 West 37th Street, New York 10018 (212) 239-0190
Manufacturing Plant: Bissendorf/Hannover. West Germany
® 1978 Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.)
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Early Roots: Roland Kirk
Bethlehem BCP 6016, stereo, $7.98.
The late Roland Kirk developed a remarkable ability to improvise on three -

reed instruments simultaneously. He
did this by using a circular breathing
technique that allowed him to play on
one seamless breath for periods as
long as a half hour. While such instrumental athleticism might strike some
as mere gimmickry, the blind modern
jazz sax virtuoso was a highly creative
player -composer with a passionate

committment to his music. As Kirk
grew in stature and refined his technique, his recordings took on an increasing presence and forcefulness.
His pungent ensemble voicings

showed a strong Mingus influence,
and, like Mingus, his tautly controlled

productive period.

range used in Spanish Paso Doble
bands). Kirk also stretches out solidly

and some omitted, but it has a lot of

with some tough tenor rides backed
by a solid rhythm with James Madison's crisp piano breaks particularly
outstanding.
The Bethelehem LP is a fine docu-

mentation of the birth of a powerful
new voice in modern jazz. In those
early years, Kirk had not completely
perfected his multi -instrumental technique, and, on two cuts, Stormy

Weather and The Nearness of You,
Kirk uses overdubbing (playing his
tenor in tasty counterpoint to his work

on the stritch). The monaural sound
has splendid clarity and definition,
and Dan Morgenstern's liner notes are
comprehensive and informative.
John Lissner

instrumental sketches often built to
peaks of jolting excitement.
This is an excellent Bethlehem reis-

Performance: A-

vived Bethlehem catalog. On Early
Roots, one hears Kirk at age 20, play-

ing only two horns at a time - the
alto -like stritch and the manzello (a

I

about some of the selections included
Kirk's best stuff. It gives at least
glimpses of many sides of this curious
and complex man.

Rahsaan Roland Kirk was a joy to
watch in performance, decked on all
sides by woodwinds of all sorts and
shapes, many held together only by
tape. Blind since early boyhood, a sto-

ry related by his classic The Inflated
Tear, he had a special intensity and
humor. With words, as with musical
notes, he could make the language
jump through hoops.

The Vibration Continues is an apt
name for a fine retrospective collection.

Michael Tearson

Sound: B

Presentation: A -

Sound: A

Modern Man: Stanley Clarke

sue of Kirk's first LP recording cut in
1956 for King, a Cincinnati -based R&B
label later absorbed by the recently re-

might quibble

reed instrument in the soprano sax

The Vibration Continues: Rahsaan Roland Kirk
Atlantic SD2-1003, stereo, $10.98.
This double record set covers 19681976, Rahsaan Roland Kirk's best, most

Nemperor JZ 35303, stereo, $7.98.
Chick Corea's Return to Forever

crew has certainly been dishing out
the cosmic slop lately. First Chick
comes out with his flimsy musical fantasy, The Mad Hatter, followed closely
AUDIO

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

February 1979

by drummer Lenny White's macho science -fiction tale, Adventures of the
Astral Pirates. Only some solid music
saved the puerile story it was surrounding.
Now bassist Stanley Clarke renders

WHO MURDERED THE TUBA PLAYER?

his musical tribute to those "space
warriors" who have "fought for freedom ... but now choose the sound of
the plucked string." These guys are
giving science fiction a bad name.
Their concept of galactic tranquility is
to add a good dose of pretentiousness

tó the old "moon in June" love lyrics
and let a few pseudo -space synthesizer gurgles handle the rest.
It's a shame that Stanley has chosen

to bury his vast talents in this mush.
His tunes meander between AWBstyled funk and grandiose fanfares that

lend his virtuosity to empty intellectual exercises. In his bid for stardom he
has even abandoned the successful, if
contrived formula of School Days
which brought him high into the
charts. The one cut on Modern Man
which approaches anything on School
Days for inspiration seems to be a leftover from those sessions. Rock 'N' Roll
telly features Jeff Beck's scintillating

guitar work in an invigorating tune
that proves that Carmine Appice can't
play funk drums even when he wants

1111111111111
He disappeared right in the middle of Tchaikovsky s "1812 Overture
The victim of a low definition cartridge. But an ADC cartridge could have
saved him.
The ZLM and its unique ÁLIPTIC^ stylus combines exciting sound
reproduction with less wear to your records and flawless stereo imaging. áa
?,
Fact is, it has an ultra linear frequency response of _.- l dB 10Hz to
20kHz and {-1 %dB 20kHz to 26kHz, and tracks at %2 to 1'/e grams.
Be nice to tuba players and other musicians. Invest in something that
understands them, and protects them. An ADC cartridge.
Audio Dynamics Corp., Pickett District Rd. , flew Milford CIY Out 16 Distubuted in Canada Ly ItSk
Aliptic®is a registered trademark of Audio Dynamics Corporation
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Modern Man is a heavily produced

opus designed for immediate flash
impact. The bass is mixed in high
along with the drums, both of which
kick annoyingly throughout the disc.
It's all recorded with a gleam that is as

r

THESE

untouchable as it is unnatural.
John Diliberto
Sound: B

CO

"f»

Performance: C -

N1
Live and Burning: Son Seals
Alligator AL 4712, stereo, $7.98.

PIONEER"

SONY

(U1 PIONEER"

228

$219

'322
CTF 900

PSX 7

SX 780

You used to have to travel into the
rougher parts of Chicago to hear the
kind of stunning electric blues that its
fans always insisted typified the music

at its best. Now all you have to do to
hear this decade's most consistently
exciting electric bluesman in concert
in a Chicago club is pick up a copy of
Son Seals' Live and Burning. The
record lacks the fidelity of Alligator's
studio efforts, but it's a textbook example of how to properly record the

CALL

Weekdays 9-6
Saturdays 9-5

blues in a club, which has always been

this genre's natural setting. The set's
been skillfully edited so that the songs

Technics
Pioneer
Marantz

Kenwood

flow right into each other for maximum overall impact, just as they do
when Son performs, and that helps approximate the feverish pitch of his live
performances.

Over 60 Brands like:
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Get simulated stereo sound from your TV
through your own stereo amplifier. Connects

easily with any TV & any stereo amplifier.
Teledapter provides transformer isolation &
impedance matching between the TV chassis &

your stereo chassis for protection. The TV &

stereo can be any distance apart - without
frequency response. The Matrix
Circuit provides two channels of simulated

hurting

stereo at a high impedence, that plugs directly

into your aux., tape, or tuner input on your
amplifier. Frequency response is 20-15,000 Hz
High fidelity TV sound is here - this could be the
best value & most useful purchase of the year.
Only $29.95 with warranty & hook-up

instruction.

TE -1100 TV HIGH FIDELITY AUDIO TUNER

Complete VHF & UHF Tuning, simply plugs
into any audio amplifier, adjustable RF gain &
audio output. Mono & simulated stereo audio
outputs. Completely solid state 30Hz to 15,000
Hz frequency response - Priced $269.95 (rack
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To order factory direct, enclose check/MasterCharge or Visa. No

signature go -for -broke guitar rave-up,
Hot Sauce. The disc also marks the first

time that Son has relied heavily on
songs by anyone but himself. I Can't
Hold Out, the . Elmore James classic,
starts off the set, and while Son's version isn't as screamingly frantic as the
original, it ably captures the latter's exhilarating energy and sense of hopeful
expectation. As with any blues master,
the strength of Son's stylistic stamp is
such that his versions of tunes associated with Jimmy Reed, Little Walter,

-
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himself drives the

unit

with a rhythmic style on which he
builds sparse, stark solos of strong
emotional power and depth. He ties
together his rhythm team of Jimmy
Woode on bass and Makaya Ntshoko.
Woode is a fine accompanist and one

of the few able to complement the

tinctly apart from both the original re-

tends to overplay the rhythms, as in
the bittersweet ballad, The Seagulls of

tunes are blues potently brewed with
a dollop of soul music and urban funk,

One-Upmanship is one of the most
exciting records I've heard recently.

a mixture that's Son's specialty.

Waldron composes music which maintains an inner pulse of earthiness, no
matter how far out it gets.
John Diliberto

Live and Burning is bursting with
the feeling and skill Son pours into his

live work that's often overlooked in
light of his overwhelming combination

of machine gunned notes and con-

Kristiansund.

Performance: A

Sound: B

trolled distortion. While Son, a young
Chicago's grand old men of the guitar,
his playing has matured since his 1973
debut album without losing any of its
bite and intensity.
If you have the least interest in the
blues and where it's headed, you owe
it to yourself to hear Live and Burning.
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One-Upmanship: Mal Waldron
Inner City IC 3010, stereo, $7.98.

Mal Waldron has been an underrated, though vital force in jazz for many
years, going back to the days when he

accompanied Billie Holiday. With his
feet planted in blues and bop, Wal-

dron has not become stagnant but
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continued to grow over the years. Even
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his most experimental, Waldron
brings a surety born of his firm mastery. In recent years he has recorded
at
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HD 44

whines.
Waldron

cordings and the myriad interpretations of them. The remainder of the

Minimum Order 12 Tapes - 100% Guaranteed.

400001

out, but Schoof keeps it under control
with brilliant flurries and strained eerie

Lowell Fulson, and B.B. King stand dis-

I

BLANK TAPES
BA

stifled energy that's bursting to get

wanderings of Steve Lacy. Ntshoko is
the only weak point of the group as he

Roy Greenberg
9

ate themselves in your mind. The
other horn is European trumpeter
Manfred Schoof. He plays with a

36, lacks the depth of some of the

NAME
ADDRESS
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The superb live album features ma-

terial that Son hasn't waxed before,
with the excusable exception of his
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albums that span from solo blues recit-

als to ecstatic wailing. On One-Upmanship he forges in a style that's becoming known as "avant -bop." Waldron swings with upbeat tunes and a
consistent, if volatile pulse, interspersed with solos that disregard
meter and completely free sections.
For this recording Waldon has ob-

tained two horn men who helped in
an earlier exploration of "avant -bop"
on Waldron's Hard Talk album. Steve
Lacy's soprano has seen a lot of wax in

~WORLD,
Dept. A. 33 Park Row, N.Y.C.. 10038 (212) 732-8600

recent months, and again he proves
what a unique individual stylist he is.
Lacy's pleading, winding lines insinu-

CALL TOLL FREE (800) 221-8180

Milt Jackson at the Kosie Nenkin
Pablo Live 2620 103, stereo, $7.98.

Pablo Live's double -set encompasses a concert recorded in Tokyo; the
music is in the best tradition of what
might now be called mainstream modern jazz. The musicians are all outstanding - the underrated tenor Teddy Edwards; Cedar Walton, heard on
both acoustic and electric piano; together with bassist Ray Brown,
drummer Billy Higgins, and, of course,

Bags - Milt Jackson - one of the

most accomplished players in jazz
(with all due respect to Lionel Hampton, Jackson is today's vibes master).

Bags (to quote from Benny Green's
liner notes) combines "a straightforward, uncomplicated approach with
the most devious and baroque manners of execution."

This is no jam session, rather, it is
the work of a group cooperating like a
band, playing arrangements that have
obviously been organized amongst
themselves. The tunes range from
modern jazz standards (Miles' All
Blues,

Sonny

Rollins'

St.

Thomas,

Oliver Nelson's Stolen Moments, and
Benny Golson's Killer Joe) through
such pre -World War II items as Vin-

cent Youman's Get Happy and Will
Hudson's Organ Grinder's Swing. The
atmosphere is enthusiastic without
being frantic, and the solos have auJohn Lissner
thority and style.
Sound: B

Performance: A -
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Edward Tatnall Canby
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reviews
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Boulez Conducts Varése: Amériques,
Arcana, Ionisation. New York Philhar-

credibly biting, acid, screeching,
booming sound textures you will nev-

tral works including the perpetual
Gayne Sword Dance, now being heard

monic. Columbia M 34552, stereo/

er hear anywhere else, to fascinate and

as a pop piece. And the Piano Concer-

quadraphonic, $7.98.

astonish any hi-fi man! This is what a
real musician can do with sound itself

played composer. I began to think I re-

This must have been one of the last
of the domestic -made SQ discs, and
how tiny is the little square on the album rear that acknowledges the same!
The SQ coding will do your stereo no

harm at all, and might even provide
some thrills for four channels, if you
do. It's a splendid
have them as
I

record in the sound, any way you play
it, enough to stop anybody cold. You

never heard music, you never heard
sound,like this before.
We all have got to know Varése as

the indomitable modernist and forerunner of electronic music, but due to
expense we mostly hear his littler
works. They are impressive enough -

- organized sound as Varése later
called it.

The big works are in fact by now
elderly, Amériques from just after the
composer's arrival in the U.S. in 1915,
Arcana from 1925. At this late date you
will be amused at the now easily audible influence of Stravinsky's Le sacre,
not to mention Ravel and Debussy (La
Mer)- but then, Varése was a Frenchman, so why not? Dissonant as it is,
this is music very much of its period, a
mere half century or so back. Phew!
Magnificiently performed and recorded, too.

to, the Violin Concerto ... he is a well
ally liked some of this more rigorous,
less flashy piano music. The man is no

slouch, and neither is David Dubal.
Nice touches of the East throughout,
well turned.
A big, full piano sound, just dry

enough to suit the relatively modern
music, very natural. liked it. But the
usual problem - just barely so-so surI

faces, with ticks. Better try yours.

Sound: B+ Recording: A- Surfaces: B Sibelius: The Seven Symphonies. Utah
Symphony, Abravanel. Vanguard
Everyman SRV 381/4, 4 discs, stereo,

but here, uniquely, thanks to the indomitable Boulez, now departed, we

Sound: A- Recording: A- Surfaces: B

have two of the huge works, for enormous orchestra, too expensive to hear
under ordinary circumstances. Where

Aram Khachaturian/Piano Music. David Dubal. Genesis GS 1062, stereo,

"complete" works of practically everybody will soon be available, a fine idea

else could it have happened?
I suppose half the Philharmonic audience walked out of these live perfor-

$6.98.

David Dubal must surely be of Ar-

at the low price these albums command. Vanguard's reliable house or-

mances, but you won't in your living
room. Varese is surely the most disso-

nant composer of all time - such in-

AUDIO February 1979

$15.94.

Between Vanguard and Vox, the

menian

descent, like

Khachaturian

himself - he seems to have an easy
affinity for this piano music out of the
Soviet Union, an interesting diversion
after the usual and too familiar orches-

chestra (practically) the Utah Symphony, under its long-term, European trained conductor, is a good medium
for most such music, and an adequate
one for this recording of all the Sibel-
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Neither of these, nor most other
ly undergoing a revival - quite gets

dently from OFF to ON.

the real tensions and sense of this late
Romantic music, so full of unsuspect-

EMU -4520 is a professional use high quality electret
condenser microphone. Since it has the same excellent
tonal quality as professional condenser microphones
used in broadcast stations, it is ideal for loudspeaker
use, hi-fi recording and other audiophile sound collection applications.
Power supply for
Model CMU-503

quality. In order to achieve the ultimate in tonal quality
we have conducted numerous listening tests and made
numerous recording
formances.

of orchestral

and

vocal

sequence and in some ways better in
the interpretation.
neo -Sibelius recordings - he is happi-

maximum input of 140dB so that it can be used confi-

Professional & Vocal Use
UD-303 is the ultimate in dynamic microphones and
incorporates the advantages of the condenser microphone in music recording and hand-held vocal tonal

ius works, easily the equal of the

per-

ed modernisms. I was brought up on
the originals, back when the old man
himself was still alive, and I think my
memory knows; much is now lost in
telling detail, via overlooking, via
wrong emphasis, via miscast drama,
the "build-up" and loosening of tension not well calculated. Sibelius has
more than you might think, if only he
is played right.

For more information write or call us today.

PRIMO MICROPHONES, INC.
2468 DELTA LANE, ELK GROVE VILLAGE. ILLINOIS

60007, U.S A
TEL 312-595-1022 TELEX: 28-3474 PRIMO MUS ELGR
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Well, almost right. Abravanel is no
neophyte and his Utah performers
have learned from him. Mostly, the
tensions are well done. But every so

often there is - to me - an unaccountable

Enter No. 54 on Reader Service Card

lapse,

a

flubbed

Great

Moment, a muffed effect. No worse

Bound volumes for '77
still available: $23.00 each
106

than other current jobs! It isn't easy to
go back several generations, pick up a
tradition that for years was moribund
while Sibelius was "Out of Fashion."
The rather distant Vanguard sound is
as

steadfastly

satisfactory

as

ever,

which helps no end. A bargain, unless

you want to play a batch of ancient
78s to find how it once was done.

Write to: Jean Davis c/o Audio
401 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19108

Sound: B+ Recording: B Surfaces: B+

Gentleman

Gypsy.

Vincent

P.

Skowronski, vl., Donald Isaak, pf.
Eb-Sko Productions ES 1004, stereo,
$7.98.

Sometimes reviewers (and editors)
really get it in the neck. Here is an ex-

cellent record - and I say so in spite
of the Eb-Sko team, husband and wife
(she is a singer), who have the Latest
Ideas on Publicity, such as calling

METRONOME MODEL 3
A FULL RANGE LOUDSPEAKER

with

upon us in person, telephoning long
distance to one's home retreat, or
sending demanding letters - you

A BUILT-IN RIBBON TWEETER

Designed by Dick Sequerra
100 watts: 110 DB SPL 1 meter
Superior stereo imaging
Superior mid -range resolution
Frequency response ± 3DB 34 Hz - 35KHz
Laminated woofer and midrange cones
Size: 33"H x 14"D x 20 á"W
$1600.00 per pair
Write or phone for complete information
PYRAMID LOUDSPEAKER CORPORATION

131-15 Fowler Avenue

Flushing, N.Y. 11355

(212)762-1300

name it. Nevertheless, a reviewer is in
business to judge records for their intrinsic worth, and this indeed is a good
one and highly recommended.
Vincent Skowronski seems to have
found his métier as gentleman gypsy

- and, good Delaware/New Englander that am, have always had a soft
I

I

spot in my ear and heart for gypsy
music. To be sure, this is the classicized version of that notable art, following after such as Brahms and Liszt,

the music of Bartók, Ravel, and Szymanowski. But the line between pop
and classical grows exceedingly thin in
gypsy -based music, and this violinist,
very simply, has the knack, the gypsy
knack, wherever he may have learned
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it. He has found, too, a pianist who is
as good as himself at the same time,
Donald Isaak, and they make an excellent team, beautifully recorded as well,

with ideal balance between the two
instruments.

The disc begins with the wellknown Bartók Rhapsody No. 1, in two
sections, followed by the rarely heard
Tzigane (Gypsy Piece) of Ravel, one of
the toughest bits of violinistic interpre-

tation anywhere - amost all of it a
gypsy candenza for the violin alone.
Excellent! This man is much more
comfortable in the music than, say, the
famed Joseph Szigéti, a Hungarian to
begin with, who recorded it years ago.
Side two, back to Bartók, gives us the
tuneful Rumanian Dances (would that
all Hungarians had the political objectivity that Bartók had!) and then, right
in the same spirit, two gypsyish pieces
by Szymanowski, who is about as echt
gypsy as the other two composers, not
to mention Brahms and Liszt. No matter - this gypsy business is catchy

AUDIO

eli Center Santa Maria CA 93454

Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card

among the musical minded, and that
could include you too:
Sound: B+ Recording: A-

Surface: B
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Schubert: Sonata in C Minor, Op.
Posth.; Impromptu in G Flat, Op. 90,
No. 3. Ruth Geiger, piano. Critics
Choice CC 1709, stereo, (1697 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019).

There are many more flamboyant
Viennese -born

pianists

than

Ruth

Geiger, who now lives in New York,
but not any are better at Schubert,
though perhaps different to a
Viennese degree. You will not go

wrong if you try this tough, difficult
late Schubert in her discerning and understanding version. It is a terror for

the performer - not the mere finger
work but, rather, the sense of the huge

See What You've
Been Missing...
Read Audio's Classified

thing, and that sense all too often
eludes even the greatest of celebrity
pianists. Not Geiger. She has it all under control, in the "heavenly lengths"
of Schumann's description. She plays it

so you know what Schubert had in
monies, changes of key, never more
complex than in this work, one of so
many that never were heard at all until

long after the composer's death. Not
outside of the tiny Schubert circle of
friends, anyhow.
The recording is clean enough but

a

bit on the dry side. A warmer, slightly
more distant sound would have been
more appropriate for this music, I'd

M KXI I

NEW SBBWóóFER M KI

mind, especially those astonishing har-

We think Americans can still build them
better for less. Dimension is proud to introduce
their new sub -woofer which can be adapted to any of our mini speakers, or to accommodate any speaker you already have. The principle
of the sub -woofer Is to combine the output of your left and right

channel Into one common source and transfer it into a 12" enclosure

that can deliver the ultimate bass frequencies that most smaller
speakers are not able to reproduce at an audible level. The sub woofer may be placed anywhere in the room you would like for its
20 Hz to 100 Hz response Is completely non -directional and practically Impossible to detect its location. The electronic
components that make up our network are very complex, yet very durable to provide many years of de-

pendable enjoyment for your entire family.

s

say.

Sound: B+ Recording: B- Surfaces: B

1

819 S. Kraemer Blvd.1 Placentia, CA 926701(714) 630.5440
REP. AND DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
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Enter No. 13 on Reader Service Card
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Classified
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

DENON IS DYNAMITE!!

ANNOUNCING - THE SUMO II

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES

The ultimate evolution of the moving coil cartridge. As
most of you know, I have always considered the moving coil to
be the finest. The biggest drawback has been the total cost of
the system.

BUSINESS ADS- For Sale. Help Wanted. Services. Business Opportunities. Tape Recordings, etc. etc. $4.80 per

We at Sumo now offer what I considered to be the finest
cartridge I have yet designed - the Sumo II - and at the

line. First line set in bold face type at no extra charge.
Extra lines $9.60 per line. One point ruled box. extra
charge $8.00. Full payment must accompany order.

same price as the Sumo I Magnetic - $165.00. This new
cartridge is compatible with all step up devices. Another fine
product from the research at Sumo.

I TAKE 5 AUDIO f
CONN.'S HIGH -END AUDIO SHOP

Hi!! INCREDIBLE !!!!I
We thought that might get your attention ..
but frankly we can't take that kind of shouting
here. Our full commitment is to credibility in
music reproduction. You will not find trendy,
hyped, fantastic! or absolutely incredible!!
gizmos at our studio. We simply maintain a

accompany order.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT -3 times, less 10%. 6 times,
less 15%. 12 times, less 20%. (tine copy ads only)
1

Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3895. Also
open evenings & weekends.

Sumo Electric. 1230, No. Horn Ave.. W. Hollywood. CA
90069 213659.4370.

NON BUSINESS ADS -Situations Wanted, used equip
ment for sale by private individuals $2.80 per line. First
line set in bold face type at no extra charge. Extra lines
set in bold face type $5.60 per line. Full payment must

DEADUNE-1st of two preceding months. (Dec.

We highly recommend the music reproduction
components by DENON; e.g., the DL -103D cartridge ($267)/HA-1000 head amp ($440) is one
of the most musical cartridge/head amp systems available. We stock these and many other
DENON products. Free shipping. Visa & Master Charge honored. Demonstration by appointment. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, P.O.

Bryston
Denon
Hafler
Pyramid
Cizek
Tangent
LS -3/5A
Supex

dealership for the truly advanced, and credible,
equipment that is essential for high -value, costeffective music systems. Please note that this

for

Feb. issue).

not always very expensive-while maintaining state-of-the-art capabilities, we take
pride in attaining the finest sound possible for
the serious music listener on a budget. So, if
you're as sick and tired of excess gadgetry,
gimmics, "discount deals", and specs wars as

for handling and postage.
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MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE
1 col x 1"
$125
l col x 2"
$180
1 col x3"
$250
2 col x1"
$180
2colx2"
$320

Signet
Symdex

Rappaport
Watson Lab
Promethean
Sound Cable
Platter Pad

DCM
NAD
ADC
M&K
AT

DAC
KMAL
JR 149

Cybele
Discwasher
Grado
4 private sound rooms
* East Coast's largest direct -disc dealer
* Keith Monk's record cleaning

is
BLIND ADS -Box numbers may be used at $5.00 extra

Verion

we are, you should contact us. There is a damn

105 WHITNEY AVE.
NEW HAVEN, CT. 06511
203-777-1750

audio via your phone, and prepaid insured shipping to the lower 48 on equipment. Specializing
only in authentic high -resolution reproduction

SpeakerKit, Lambda Series

straight bridge across the credibility gap in

of music, we are AUDIOWORKS, Box 4314.

Charles Graham reports in American Record

Harrisburg, PA 17111. Phone 717-652-6996.

Advertiser must supply complete

film negative ready for printing

Guide, "The Model 5 (speaker) is probably the
finest sounding and best buy for home listening
available today, provided you assemble it yourself". Send 25t for details.

POLYDAX (AUDAX) Bextrenes, soft domes etc., Decca Rib

for display ads.
AUDIO Magazine

bon tweeters Leach Amplifiers. Catalog- TA Box 97A, W.
Cornwall CT. 06796. Postage now 40c, please help with

401 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, Penna 19108

stamps.

SpeakerKit

9-8

Box 12A, Route 2, Menomonie, WI 54751

the weakest rink ... in your sound system is probably the record itself.
HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS

HIGH DEFINITION RECORDINGS offers the most complete mail order

When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please use
this address Box No. - c/o Audio, 401 No. Broad Street.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

service of direct -to -disk recordings. We carry Sheffield, Crystal Clear, Umbrella, East Wind, G.A.G., Nautilus, and others. We also stock French EMI,

Fresh Aire, Gale, Denon PCM, Crescent, Audio Labs, Three Blind Mice,
assorted European pressings and more! Send for our free catalogue.

ACCUPHASE P-300 $450. Soundcraftsmen PE 2217 $275,
Trevor Lees preamp, latest mods $175, Trevor Less high level
gain stage $95. all excellent condition. (707)938-1131.

high definition recordings

San

CA
DiegoP.O. ,Box

9213825668

ADS 810 speaker system, 8 Mths. old, $500. Dan: (812)
337.1089; between Dec. 17.1an. 5 call (219) 432.6389

2.9
WA.

ANec 604C in attractive cabinet. Original owner, Exc. Con.
dition $150 FOB Sun City, H.F. Russell, 10026 Waikiki Drive,
2-9
Sun City, AZ 85351 Tel. 602-933.0908.

AMPEX TAPE-NEW 1800 on 7" reel 12 for $18 POST
PAID, 1200' 12 for $13 POSTPAID-free list-WIDE
RESPONSE, 6114A, SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD,
TF

CA 90038

ELECTRONICS

GAS Nakamich, Mitsubishi AGI
Spectra Acoustics APT Audiopulse ADS
Burwen Audiomcs Denon Setton NAD

Audiocom HIGH TECHNOLOGY AUDIO
177 Sound Beach Ave

Old Greenwich CT

GARLAND AUDIO, INC.

\hYIH !EIRE UN ILY 11- Ill IL IF II v EST
IIN IGIGIGIG ILNIGiUIGIH
AUDIO RESEARCH
MAGNEPAN
LUXMAN
DENON

B&W
ROGERS

NAKAMICHI
MITCH COTTER

MARK LEVINSON
SEQUERRA

QUATRE
GRACE

GALE

FIDELITY RESEARCH

QUAD

F.M.I.

R.H. LABORATORY

G.A.S.

Call or write for a FREE subscription to our quarterly newsletter!

GARLAND AUDIO
2960 Stevens Creek Blvd. San Jose (408) 244-6724
TueszThurs, 11-8 - Wed/Fri, 11-6 - Sat, 10-5 -and by appointment -I

Phone 1203) 6373621
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO -RESEARCH D350 (Save $1,000 on latest model)
$1995 206.325-1948.

CHRIS MORGAN'S solo (folk music) album features natural-

DECCA INTERNATIONAL ARM (damped unipivot) unused,
2.9
with Deccalift (215) MU8.2047

AUDIO RESEARCH D1004 MINT $895 OR BEST OFFER
214-783.0661

ly recorded voice, fiddle, guitar, sm. chorus, in a dry room
environment. Exceedingly transparent; Wakefield pressed: an
excellent demonstration of your natural, unhyped sound sys-

DENON

tem (Dahlquists, etc.) $7.00 postpaid from Domler; c/o
Speedprint, 44B Wintonbury Mall, Bloomfield CT 06002. 3.9

Audition the superb line of DENON direct drive turntables,
tuners, amplifiers, tape decks, cartridges, transformers,

2.9

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH PAPERS. ALL SUBJECTS.
10,250 ON FILE. IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! SEND

ICS P.O. Box 385 Hawthorne, N.J. 07507 (201) 427.8885
anytime for appointment.

BACK ISSUE MAGAZINES. Over 200 titles. 1890 to 1978.
Send stamped Envelope. Free List. Everybody's Bookshop,

$1.00TODAY FOR 256 -PAGE CATALOG. RAPID DELIVERY.

Audio Research D-350 amp, Mint cond., latest version,
$2,100.704.433.5675.

Dept. AU, 317 West 6th, Los Angeles, Calif. 90014.

TF

BOX 25918 -AD, LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025. (213) 477.
8226.
4.9

"BONGIORNO IS BACK"
After more than 11/2 yrs of absence we are proud to announce

CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no investment/
experience business makes money! Others work for you! Free
details. "CAFM", Box 5516-N2, Walnut Creek, CA 94596

the new Sumo Amplifier. It is different in every way . and
consistent with the advancements of designs by James Bon-

COMPUTERIZE YOUR CAR

giorno.
In the past, Mr. Bongiorno has designed the Dynaco 400, the

entire line of S.A.E. amps, and more recently the products
from G.A.S. These were and still are great products. But time

with state of the art minicomputer programmed to monitor
many automotive functions with remote sensors, memory.
keyboard and digital display. Includes clock. Free brochure,
state car model. Computer, Box 389, Ventura, CA 93001 2.9

moves on and new progress and new ideas must be born.
The new Sumo amplifier will beat your dealer soon along with
the Sumo preamp. They will also have features that are new

CONNECTICUT: A.D.S., Advent, A.P.T. Holman Audio Pulse,
B&O, B.I.C., Citation, Dahlquist, D.C.M. Time Windows Epi-

and original, but at prices that can be afforded, in the Bongiorno tradition.
The Sumo cartridge
The Sumo Bridge
The Very Clever Little Crossover
The Sumo Preamp
The Sumo Amplifier
See Them Soon

cure, Hafler Harman/Kardon, J.B.L., Mitsubishi, Nakamichi,
Ortofon, Phase Linear, Micro -Acoustics, N.A.D., Stax, Tandberg, Yamaha, Cizek, Sonus. Will ship prepaid. Sounds
incredible, 226 White St., Danbury, Conn., 06810. (203) 7483889 -phone quotes only.
TF
Crown D150A amp, IC150A preamp, Shure M68 Mic Mixer.
William Brennan, 2929 Winchester Ct., Box 121, Goshen, IN
46526.

SUMO ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

1230 N. Horn Ave.
W. Hollywood, CA 90069

CROWN IC150A Preamp mint -used 3 mos. Original box and
manual $225. Crown O.C. 150 control mint - original box and
manual $115. Call eves. (617) 428-5853.
2.9

(213) 659.4370

arms, pre-preamps and equipment racks at: G -B ELECTRON-

DAYTON WRIGHT SPA prs.

amplifier (includes prspreamp) $650 -. ORTOFON MC -10, never used, $75. (212)
2.9
454.3205.

DESIGN ACOUSTICS DEMONSTRATED
NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY

All Models in Stock
Phone your "MUSIC MAN" for demo appointment

212463-1208 OR 516421.2126
Custom Audio Systems Designed and Installed

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount pric-

es for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and ADC.
Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A, Box 69,
Kensington Station, Brooklyn New York 11218. For fast ser
vice call toll free 800221-0906.
TF

Does your cartridge have TOA? The Supex SD -900/E+
Super and SD -901/E+ Super moving coil cartridges do. If
your cartridge does not have TQA you may be paying too
much for too little. What is TQA? Total Quality Assurance and
each and every Supex moving coil cartridge has it. For complete information on TQA and Supex moving coil cartridges,
see your local Supex dealer or write to: Sumiko, Inc., P. 0. Box
5046, Berkeley, CA 94705.
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BGW-1000 (2). Mint R. Bailey 216 Slade Ave. Balto., Md.
3.9
21208 (301)486.4323.
BOULDER SOUND GALLERY, LTD. COLORADO'S AUDIO
DEALER WITH A POINT OF VIEW. WE CARRY LUX L.R.S.,

B&W, MARK LEVINSON, DAHLQUIST, POLK, CONRAD.
JOHNSON, K -M SYSTEM, VAN ALSTINE, QUAD, ULTRA PHASE, SUPEX, STAX, DENON, ADC TONEARMS, SIGNET,
ENTRE, REVOX, B & 0, JANIS, AND CHARTWELL LS -3/5 A.
IF YOUR GOAL IS TO GET FROM THE SOURCE MATERIAL

poor

BACK INTO THE AIR WITH THE LEAST POSSIBLE CHANGE,
WE CAN HELP.

1200 PEARL, BOULDER, COLORADO 80302, 303.444.2626.

B & 0 4002 USES "ANY" CARTRIDGE with standard
mounting centers atter our modification. Effective mass 2.5
grams. Adjustable silicone damping. $199.00 with money back guarantee. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Clover8.9
dale, CA 95425

BUILDING SPEAKERS? CONSIDER KEF. 8 Proven Plans.
Reflex and AS. $3 E. Carver, 1226 Mound St., Madison, Wis.
3-9

53715.

BUILD
YOUR
OWN

SPEAKERS
Save 50%

or more...

411111 bars.

4

FREE KIT BROCHURE IDFm interested -send me
your free brochure (kits from $59.00 each).

$1.00 catalog/eaaaI

Give me all the details
send me your comprehensive speaker manual on kits, x-overs,
raw components and engineering data .1-1 00 enclosed.

.

custa Liaft
+V o

little speaker. He's just come from England, and someone mean

told him that Americans think good loudspeakers should be
large and come in boxes. But he's little and cylindrical, and he
wants to let everybody know how outstanding he really is. Won't
you help him make friends here?

H & H International, 354 State St., Rochester, N.Y. 14608 716/325-5275

Dept. AU P.O. Box 12030 Shawnee Mission. Ks. 66212
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DOLBY ADD-ON ENCODES/DECODES RECORDINGS,
BROADCASTS. Quality components, complete kit. Calibration tapes available. Comprehensive test report. AF
INTEGREX, Box 747, Havertown, PA 19083

2-9

DOLBY NOISE Reduction Deck: Teak An -180 Stereo. Excel2.9
lent: $125 (212) 651.0175
DON'T JUNK THAT OLD RECORD PLAYER! We will convert

your arm into a precision low mass arm for $100. For information, send self-addressed stamped envelope to: SOUND AIDS, Room 1114, 1650 Broadway, N.Y.. N.Y. 10019.

DUAL 701 w/XLM II $250.00, Sansui CA 3000 Prea.
$450.00, Mint Larry (415) 757-5840

2-9

DYNACO PAT 5 calibrated $140.00 or trade for equiler or
35.50 watt amp. Mr. Shelor, 929 Rose Ave., Clifton Forge, VA
24422

2-9

Dynaco 400 Amp, mint, $295. Sony 2251 turntable, w/o
arm; $175. (301)435-4300, evenings.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

2-9

DYNAVECTOR 505 $295 206.325-1948
EARLY AMPZILLA LATE PRODUCTION THAEDRA both mint
condition (201) 454.4429

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS -ALL TYPES. Updated definitive booklet describes applications, how to improve speaker
systems. $5.00 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Hunting.
TF
ton Electronics, Box 2009A, Huntington, Conn. 06484

EQUALIZATION TEST RECORD Octave bands of pink noise
on 7" EP. $2.00 postpaid. Crosswind Records, Shrewsbury,
Pa. 17361

FALL -WINTER SALE

G -B ELECTRONICS

Audio Research SP.4A preamp., $675; D76A amp., $725;
Tandberg TR2075 Releiver, $750; 10X tape deck, $825; KEF
105 speakers, $980 pr.; GAS thoebe preamp., $395; tin ear,

Components and custom service since 1945 for those who

704 Symons, Richland, WA 99352
(509) 946-4459

Spendor
2-9
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Direct -to -disc, super -disc and Film Music. Comprehensive,
free catalog will astound and amaze! Cosmic Chords P.O. Box
4873 Boulder, Colo. 80302
3-9

-A SINGER'S DREAM! -

Threshold
Denon Turntables
Denon Electronics
Linn-Sondek
Connoisseur
Hadcock
Audio Source
Decca Products

Symdex
Gale

FLINT -MICHIGAN Mordaunt-Short, Audionics, Linn Sondek,
M&K Subwoofers, Bryston, Sound Concepts, Watson Labs,
Rogers, Visonik-David, Conrad -Johnson, Spectro-Acoustics,
Supex, Grace. Rice paper record covers 25 for $7.50. Gonza
speaker wire. 40 per ft. Samples $1.00 Audio House, 5232
Sagamore Dr., Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473 (313) 732.4670 by
appoint. only.

J. R.

Sonex

Thiel Audio
Conrad -Johnson
Rappaport

Stax

Levinson
Sheffield
Crystal Clear

AGI

Leach

Promethean

FORMULA 4 tone arm $70, A.R.C. D100A $800, B & W -

Audition these and other fine components in our custom

PM7 $750 pair, Nakamichi 550 $400.
1-206-524-0357

sound studios.

1-9

G -B Electronics

FORMULA 4 Universal Alignment Protractor, enables correct
setting up of all tone arm assemblies and measuring tracking
accuracy over entire disc surface. Original Hi Fi News review
$1. Protractor $5 Bills only. Mayware Ltd. 15 Heather Walk,
12.8
Edgware, Middlesex England.
For Sale: McIntosh C8 & C8S tube pre -amps $125 pair 319.
338.4313.

FRANK VAN ALSTINE MODIFICATIONS for Dynaco, Audio
Research, Dahlquist, Paragon, and other audio components
can be the most cost effective way for you to achieve State of
the Art audio performance. Our FET-5 MARK 5 mod for the
PAT -5 & PAT -5 BIFET will equal the performance of any
preamp in existence. The DOUBLE 400 SERIES 2 is all new
with vastly improved sound. It's new life for your St -400 or St 416. FREE MOD PLANS for the Dyna ST -70 and PAS with a
large stamped envelope. Low cost updates for any units we
have modified in the past. New power supply mods for the
ARC SP3A.

ESOTERIC RECORDS

know live music.
Snell Acoustics

Read the esoteric magazines, our mods work.
JENSENS STEREO SHOP 2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE
BURNSVILLE, MINNESOTA 55337 612-890-3517

P.O. Box 385
Hawthorne, New Jersey 07507

(201) 427-8885 for audition appointment

GREADO SIGNATURE V $1250, Black Widow arm $125.
Fane double ribbon tweeter $135 pr., KEF T15 tweeter $50
pr., Bozak 929 Amp, $275, LUX PL 121 table $325, Formula
H arm $85. Call Louis Kalamaras, Eves, (201) 671.5584. 2.9

Great Prices on car stereo, blank tape, hard to find hi-fi,
some used gear, Sunrise Hi -Fi, 17 Hawk's Nest Plaza, St.
Charles, MO 63301.

4.9

HAFLER DH -101 PREAMP

We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by Dec.
12th. Kit price is $199.95. Custom wired and tested,

$299.95. Immediate prepaid prepaid shipment shipment via
UPS. THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE, 435 Tasso, Palo Alto, Cali-

fornia 94301. (415)328-1081.
1.0

FREE CATALOG. Classical Cassettes. Stereo -Dolby. Quality
Guaranteed ... Credit Cards Accepted. EKR Classics, GPO,
2.9
Box 1977AA, New York, New York 10001

GAS Ampzilla II, 5475. Thoebe preamp, $375. Transferrable
2.9
warranties. 1835 Coronado, I.F., ID 83401.

TF

HAFLER PREAMP CABINETS. Literature. GEOMETRIX, Box
612, Mexico, MO 65265
7.9

HAFLER PREAMP HEADQUARTERS IN N.E. OHIO - THE
LISTENING ROOM. CANTON, OHIO. (216) 452.6332, 9AM2.9

7PM.

HAFLER - PREAMP, HEAD AMP, RACK MOUNT & KNOB
GAS GOLIATH HEAD -AMP $75 412.295.2063

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or
all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and yet leave

the background music virtually untouched! Not an equalizer.
We can prove it works over the phone. Write fora brochure and
demo record below.

ECHO

COST: $195.00

A1Il

ce

We do it BETTER for LESS

Whether your interest is in using ambiance for a concert hall

effect or as an echo chamber for studio recording use we
manufacture a broad line of sophisticated analog delay Echo
and Reverberation devices at prices which only direct sales
make possible. Prices range from $159 to $495.

GO TO BED WITH MUSIC CONTROL -1 automatically switches your system off. Works with tapes or records. $60.00. Elec12-8
tromedia, P.O. Box 26S Livingston, N.J. 07039.

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER KIT - $90
The SSS Graphic EQ kit is finally back in stock! Described in
the cover story of May 78 Radio. Electronics, the kit boasts
twelve bands per channel, super low noise and distortion, and
is a very compact 9#wx3Yhx5D including the optional unfin-

Write for a brochure and demo record. Include $1 to

ished solid walnut cover - $10. Prices include shipping in
US. Details: Synergistic Sound Systems, 1608 S. Douglas

Write to: LT Sound , Dept AU.

Ave., Loveland, CO 80537.

cover costs (refundable with order.)
Decatur, GA 30031

P.O. Box 1081,
(ó04l2845155

KITS
We have in stock the DH.101K $199.95, the DH -101A, custom or factory assembled, $299.95, the DH -102 head amp
$74.95, the DH -103 black knob set $19.95 and the DH -104
rack mount kit $24.95. DH.101A with DH -102 installed by
OAC $375. Free shipping. Visa & Master Charge honored.
Demonstration by appointment. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS. P.O. Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056,
513.523.3895. Also open evenings and weekends.

Haller Scores With 101!
David Hafler's triumphant return with his state.of-the.art DH
101. Available now in kit or assembled from at:
PERSONALIZED AUDIO

723 Bound Brook Road. Dunellen, New Jersey 08812 (201)
752.3883
4.9

HI -Fl ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!!! Earn more than just spare
money in your spare time. We need campus representatives
to sell name brand stereo components at discount prices in

your area. No investment required. Serious inquiries only
please. Contact: Mail Order Dept., K&L Sound Services Co.,
75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172

TF

Exclusive patented

circuitry optimizes
stereo image.
For Information write: RG Dynamics
4448 W Howard St.. Skokie. IL 60076

THE RG PRO -16B DYNAMIC PROCESSOR

Power line surges and hash could be the
culprit! Line Cord Surge Suppressor/Hash
Filter curbs damaging surges & disruptive

hash. Protects valuable equipment. Strips
away annoying hash from tools, appliances.
Send SASE for free interference cures. At
your dealer or order direct.
4ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS, INC.,DEPr.AZ
171 SOUTH MAIN ST.
NATICK. MASS. 01760
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HARTLEY 24 in. transmission line. Equalizer below 40

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
NOW, A DRAMATICALLY IMPROVED AUDIONICS BT.2
PREAMPLIFIER - ASK ABOUT THE VERY WORTHWHILE

3.9

hz.Wanwigo Tacoma (206) 857.6635 evenings.

How is it that the inefficient, noisy, distortion prone, archaic

vacuum tube can retain any acceptance among serious
audiophiles? Why do manufacturers, large & small still expend enormous creative energy in designing and making tube
equipment? Who cares? We do ... MR. AUDIO'S BIMONTH-

MODIFICATION FOR OLDER BT -2's - ALL NEW FROM KEN.
WOOD PURIST GROUP - THE HIGH SPEED TECHNOLOGY
OF THE L -05M AND L.07M MKII MONO DC AMPS AND THE
NEW LOO7C MKII PREAMP. TREAT YOURSELF TO ULTRA
HIGH DEFINITION AND NATURAL SOUND WITH OUR DOU.
BLE STACKED QUAD MONITOR REFERENCE SYSTEM. LENTEK ALL THRESHOLD COMPONENTS THE SMOOTH RUN-

LY expounds the gospel of tube equipment but not at the
exclusion of all else. We concede to permit solid state MC

NING CONNOISSEUR TABLE IN BEAUTIFUL ANTI RESO-

head amps, xovers, bass amps & the like in a music system.
The tenacity with which tubes cling in spite of advanced solid
state technology is a mystery to some - but not to us. MR.

TONEARM MODIFICATIONS DENON SUPEX 900E +

AUDIO'S BIMONTHLY -6 issues 1st class $15. Overseas
$18-P.O. Box 3022, Monterey, Ca. 93940.

DB Systems

Quatre
JVC

Ampzilla
JR
Tangent
Direct disc too. 115 N. Walnut, Champaign 61820

Koss Model 1A speakers $1900 or best offer; Ampzilla II
$650; TEAC 3340 4 -channel Recorder with AN -300 Dolby and

AX -300 mixer $1100; Box 1222, Melbourne, Fla. 32935
(305)-259.1222

2.9

LEACH LNF 1-A low TIM power amp, 125 w/ch, mint, $385.
2.9
Mike, (608) 835-5580

Infinity OLS $1200. Jerry Shade, Box 31071, Omaha, Ne
braska 68131, (H02) 553.1553.

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ANYWHERE on audio equip-

ment. All major brands discounted. Write for quotes, K&L
Sound Services, 75 N. Beacon St.. Watertown, Mass. 02172.

INSIDERS know that AUDIO FORUM MAGAZINE provides the most extensive coverage of the esoteric audio
market ... DO YOU? Audio Professionals know how AFM
helps them keep in touch with the ever-changing audio
market with vital information - often exclusive, always
first, months before the others. Audiophiles like the first
reports on new equipment, ways to improve their sys-

tems, and increasing their understanding of some of
Audio's most complex and controversial topics. You
should subscribe today. Send $18 (1st class) or $22 U.S.

dio Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle S 12-C, San Jose, CA
95112 (408) 289.88751-6 Monday -Friday.

TF

LINN SONDEK - LINN NAIM - LINN MODIFICATIONS
We offer the remarkable Linn
an
demonstration and make your own decision. We also offer the

45 rpm adapters & friction hinged covers for the LP12, the
superb Linn Naim dc & ac head amps and the Linn mods for
the Grace 707 MK1 & MK2. By appt. Free shipping. OXFORD

AUDIO CONSULTANTS, PO Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056.
513.523.3895.

5.9

BUY YOUR
DIRECT -TO -DISC RECORDS

BY DIRECT-MAI1

3.9

Catalog. Decibel Records, P.O. Box 631, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

LOWEST PRICES ON STEREO -ESOTERIC COMPONENTS
a Tapes!! Over 150 brands. Send it 10 SASE for quotes. Au-

Fast, prompt shipment of your order
Records are 100% guaranteed

KARLSON 15-U ENCLOSURES with EV 15RTX speakers
mint $550 pair; Bozak mixer CMA10.2 excellent $450; Dolby
noise reduction advent 101 $75.00, concord DBA-10 $75.00,
Philips GA212 $125.00. Call Jeff (516) 864-3810.
2.9

INDIRECT DISCS - Jazz, pipe organ, dance music. Free

7.9

15907.

FULTON SUPER CABLES SONUS SUBWOOFERS FROM RH

EXPRESSWAY, JAX., FLA. 32211. (904)724.4988.

Cizek
Dynaco
Allison

quotations only! Allegheny, Box 1029-U3, Johnstown, PA

HAFLER KITS LUXMAN GRACE KEF SME FRIED

INGS IN THE SOUTH! HOUSE OF STEREO, 8169 ARLINGTON

AUDIO LTD brings you the finest in components:
GAS
David Haller
KEF
Quad

SUPER G.A.S. INCLUDING SHIBATA SLEEPING BEAUTY

LABS, HARTLEY, VISONIK KMAL BANG & OLUFSEN ONE
OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF AUDIOPHILE RECORD-

In Central Illinois

Grace
Rogers

NANT CUSTOM BASES AT BARGAIN PRICES STAX SIGMA
SYSTEM INFINITY PRODUCTS AND OLDER BLACK WIDOW

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES! Most stereo brands! Request

We pay all shipping charges
All orders are sent by air
Orders sent the same day received
We specialize in M&K RealTime Direct -to Disc Records, the finest of all direct -to -disc
albums. All RealTime albums are recorded
with the unique new state-of-the-art Real -

Time Direct -to -Disc Recording Process.
All albums are plated and pressed in W.
Germany.
See the latest issue of Stereophile and The
Absolute Sound magazines for their rave
reviews of the RealTime albums.
Send for free catalogue. RealTime albums
include: The Duke Ellington All -Stars, Earl
"Fatha" Hines, Beethoven's 9th Symphony, The Roger Wagner Chorale, Hot
Stix, Flamenco Fever, and many others.
Twelve in all.

Albums cost $15 complete including all
shipping and handling charges. Calif. residents add 6% tax. Mastercharge and VISA
accepted.

Send to: MUSIC BY MAIL
20 Skylark Drive
Larkspur, California 94939

(overseas air) for six bi-monthly issues to AFM, Box
22544, A-2 Portland, OR 97222. BAC/MC honored. Full

NEW -ISSUE #6 -WE REVIEW THE FOLLOWING, PLUS MORE!!

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE if not satisfied.

HAVING TROUBLE FINDING DIRECT -TO -DISC AND SOTA

RECORDINGS? WE HAVE THEM ALL. SEND FOR FREE

CATALOGUE. KNOT SO CHEAP RECORDS, 7505 BiG
BEND, DEPT. AM12, WEBSTER GROVES, MO. 63119. 1-8

J. E. SUGDEN A48 Integrated Stereo Amplifier $350. P51
Mono/stereo power amplifier $300. C51 Control unit $225.
In factory sealed cartons. Complete array of printed boards

THE
SENSIBLE

OUND

AGI 511A, Conrad -Johnson, Series 20 (Pioneer) C-21, Kenwood L -07C. Grado
G1 + and F3E+, Ortofon MC -10 with STM-72, Pickering XUV-45000. Stanton

881S, Onkyo 1-9 and Yamaha T-1 tuners, Dahlquist DO-LP1, Audioplate.
Allison 3, AR 15, Cizek 2, Fried H12, Essence 8a, Micro -Acoustics MS -1,
Spendor BC -1, Rogers Compact Monitor, ESS 10b, Kustom Impulse and
Imp, Isophon DIA-2000, PSU II, Warpknot, Pixoff, Audio Technology 510,
Nortronics 0M4, Sound Guard, Uni-Sync PMS-1, Setton TS -11. Epicure 14,
Denon DP -790, Onkyo T-4, Monitor Audio MA -4, Reviews of over 40 audiophile discs, a $25 product that will improve the sound of your system, and
our usual zero cost tips and inside industry info. SUBSCRIBE TODAY: $12
(4 issues) 3rd class mail, $14 first class & Canada, $17 foreign air mail.
403 DARWIN DR., SNYDER, NY 14226

and spares for Quad 33 & 303. R. Bernavides, 630 Sun Valley
Ct. Indianapolis, IN 46217

Get QUALITY HI-FI with
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
call the Pros at Audio Concepts
Franchised Dealers For.

JBL, AR, TECHNICS PRO, GREAT AMERICAN
SOUND, MICRO-SEIKI, BOSE, DAHLQUIST, AVID,
ADS/NAKAMICHI, MAXELL, DISC WASHER, MXR,
YAMAHA, ONKYO, OPTONICA, SATIN ADC, ACCUPHASE, PHASE LINEAR, TANDBERG. AKG, DBX,
WIN LABS, SONUS, MICRO ACOUSTICS. HARMAN
KARDON, AUDIOPULSE, VISONIK, STAX. DENNON,
HAFFLER, G.A.S., OTHERS.
Free freight on most items.

Call us TOLL FREE. It's worth itftl

® (800) 423-4170

AUDIO CONCEPTS

1127 W. Huntington Dr., Arcadia, CA 91006

udio

'rJxcellence

A UNIQUE STEREO SHOWROOM DEDICATED TO THE PERFECTIONIST

Presenting Components from the Prestigious Companies of

CIZEK
THRESHOLD GAS SNELL ACOUST
ROGERS
BEVERIDGE LUX VAN ALSTINE
DCM FULTON CART. EPA 100
PARAGON
HARBETH
GALE GRADO SIG.
BRYSTON
AT LAST, AN AUDIO SALON IN NORTHERN CALIF. ADVANCING
THE ART IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF OUR ELEGANT SOUNDROOMS!

584 Washington Street, San Francisco 94111

(213) 445-3663
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
LOWEST PRICES: BOSE, SAE, NAKAMICHI, PHASE LINEAR,
DBX, ADS, HK, JBL, AND MANY MORE. QUOTE FROM DYNAMIC SOUND, BOX 168, STARKVILLE, MS 39759.

Luxman M-4000 Power Amp 200 watts per channel - Led &
Meter display - Rosewood cabinet - 6 months old - have new
warranty & carton cost $1600.00 - sell $1,000.00 perf.
condition (301) 655.1083 after 6 pm est.
2.9

FOR SALE

Marantz 10B FM tuner, excellent condition with walnut case
(case unused) $450. (617) 659.4366.

MIDWEST AUDIOPHILES
ELECTRONICS:Levinson, Lux, Apt Holman, Stax, Denon

"McIntosh C-28 Preamplifier 2 yrs. old immaculate condi
tion $500 or best offer. Must sell. Call 607-723.3512, Bing-

SPEAKERS: B&W, Quad ESL, Magneplanar, Rogers,
Dahlquist, 8&0, Visonik, R.H. Labs
TURNTABLES: Denon, Lux, Micro Seiki, B&0, Connois-

hamton, N.Y. 13795.

seur

-

MCINTOSH: USED PRE -AMPS, AMPS, TUNERS, SPEAK-

ERS tube & trans. units -for details call 607/865-5387 or

LWE Ws, walnut cabinets in very good condition, with
stands and servo -feedback hook up for any amplifier.
(313) 694-0550 days
743-7743 evenings

KOSS ELECTRONICS

B&W

LINN SONDEK

DENON

ULTRACRAFT
AUDIONICS

OSAWA

TUNGSRAM

ROGERS

MERIDIAN

HOTWIRE

2.9

Advent

2.9

L.A.-SCUTHERN CALIFORNIA
STAX

write S.D.R., Box 387, Walton, N.Y. 13856

TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES: Denon, Stax (CPY), Grado
Signature, ADC, Nakamichi, Grace, Supex
TAPE DECKS: Revox, Nakamichi, Tascam
SOUND PROCESSORS: 'vie, DBX, Burwen, Audio Pulse,

PROFESSIONAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Executive Audio is of course a stereo store. However, in
many ways it is more like a private practice than a nor-

mal store. We deal with people individually, on an appointment basis. This allows us to devote much more
attention to individual needs than would be possible in
an open-door environment. We know that no matter

MEASURE FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF ROOMS, SPEAKERS, electronic components, live instruments, etc. Hand-held
Real Time Analyzer and Sound Level Meter with built-in pro-

fessional quality condenser microphone can be used for
recording. Reads to ± 0.5 dB. Ivie Octave Analyzer IE-10A,
$650.00. y3 Octave Analyzer IE-30A-with lots of extra goodies-$2,800.00. Pink Noise Generator, $175.00. Prices
postpaid with money -back guarantee. JML Company, 39.000
Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425
6.9

METAL FILM RESISTORS, RN55, 1%, 75 values from 10
ohms to 1 Meg., 12t ea. Send stamped self addressed envelope for list of values. Gold plated panel mount phono jacks,
904 ea. Nylon panel insulators for jacks, 10 for $1.00. Gold
plated shielded metal phono plugs, $1.00 ea. All ppd. Component Systems, 5556 Personality Ct., Indpls., IN 46227
4.9

EXECUTIVE AUDIO
(213) 394-6463
by appointment only
2210 Wilshire Blvd. suite 207 Santa Monica, Ca. 90403
Shipping prepaid, insured in U.S.
6.9

G.A.S., FR, Dahlquist, B&O, Lux, Linn Sondek, AVID, Janis,
Bowers & Wilkens, Grace, Tangent, R.H. Labs, Direct Discs,
Grado, many others. All issues of Absolute Sound.
UNIVERSITY STEREO -Ridgewood, N.J.,

57 E. Ridgewood Ave -(201) 447-5700
20 minutes from G.W. Bridge

12.9

MCNTOSH ML4C Bos 901 II + chains - mint, $1400 pr.
$375 pr., ph. 504.346-1278 evenings.

-

2.9

MICRO CPU 100 FM TUNER Retail $2000, will sacrifice for

112

chi

We ship, insured, at no charge to any address within the
U.S.

David Beatty Stereo

1616 W. 43 St Kansas City, Mo. 64111 (816) 531.3109
7105 W. 105th St. Overland Park, Ks 66212 (913) 3413500

MILWAUKEE!- THE AUDIO EMPORIUM, where ears and
minds are open! We're expanding! ARC. B&O. Connoisseur,
Dahlquist, Decca, GAS, Genesis, Grace, Grado, Grafyx, Hafler,
Kenwood Pro, Lux, M&K, Magnepan, Polk Audio, Revox, Rogers, Shreve-Rabco, Sonus, Sumo Electric Co., Sulex Technics.
Platter Pad, Audio Perfectionist Cables and the best selection

of direct disks in town. OPEN Tues. thru Sat. 10-6, 6900 W.
Brown Deer Rd., 354.5082.

METRO -NEW YORK CITY

what you are used to you will appreciate the difference.

MICROPHONES: Neumann, Sennheiser, Beyer, Nakami-

MIXER made especially for tape duplication. Will produce enhanced high quality second generation tapes. KUHN ELECTRONICS, 1801 Mills Ave., Norwood, OH 45212.
TF

Naim NAC-12S preamp with powr supply & Naim NAP -250
power amp used less than 50 hours $1750 pair. Onkyo T-9
tuner less than 10 hrs, $200 Radford SC24 preamp SPA50
MKII power amp $275. pair 317.786-6448.
2-9
NAKAMICHI 700, Exc. Cond., Recent Factory Overhaul. $750
or best offer. Call Late Eves (212) 229.7534.

$900 with warranty. For information and laboratory test

Western
Pennsylvania's

results, phone (219) 875.8123.
MONTANA AUDIOPHILES
DISCOVER ROCKY MOUNTAIN M Fl

Quality Audio
Dealer
Mark Levinson
Bryston
Dayton- Wright
Watson Labs
DCM Speakers
Snell Acoustics
Linn- Sondek
Rogers LS3/5A
Van Alstine
Hegman
Hafler
Magneplanar

Polk Audio
AIWA
Dahlquist
Infinity
Marantz
Visonik

Grace

Janis Woofers
MErK Woofers
Denon
Ariston
Connoisseur
Thorens
Fidelity Research
Supex
Formula 4
Decca
dhx
Verion
Nikko
SAE

Armstrong
AR
AEI
plus much more...

SHIPPED PWEPAID & INSURED

OVATION AUDIO
6019 3road St. Mall
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15206

(412) 441-4550

NAKAMICHI
SONUS
GAS / AMPZILLA
GRACE
BEVERIDGE
AUDIONICS
VERION
DCM TIME WINDOW HEGEMAN
STAX
FULTON/FMI
SONY
POLK
Q. H. LABS
N.A.B.
B&W
812 Central Ave., Great Falls, Montana 59401
DAHLQUIST
ACOUSTAT

Direct -To-Disc Recordings

VISA

NEW - ALUSONS ONES. TRANS WARRANTEE 2 MONTHS
OLD $675. (212) 341.4213.

álith

Phone (406) 761-8683

NORTHERN CALIFORNIANS
It is our goal to make the joy of music possible for everyone.
At any price we offer solid value, superior performance, and
traditional service.

We operate on the theory that you as our customer will
achieve the greatest long term satisfaction only through a
careful analysis of your audio requirements. We strive to offer

sober highly cost effective solutions to meet your specific
needs.
OUR SELECTION INCLUDES:

Tandberg
Onkyo

PNONO INPUT FILTER
let interference from Ca. ham radio.
broodcast stations. TV games, hobby cornputers bug your Hi-fi system. Just plug
Don I

PHONO INPUT FILTERS directly into phono in.

put jocks for interference -free enjoyment.
Send SASE for free interference cures. At

JCV
PSE

Audire
Audionics
Hafler

Natick Mass 01760

No kidding. Speakerlab's catalog took longer to
write than some of our competitors have been in
business. In fact, we created an industry by
"building great kits so you can afford
great speakers." Our catalog is an
invalable manual of speaker
function and design. And,
it will introduce you to
the finest speaker kits made
anywhere...with the strongest
money -back guarantee. Find out
for yourself...FREE. FREE,
that is. Write now. Right now.

fpeokeikib
pt. C -AD, 735 N. Northlake Way
Seattle, WA 98103

Grace
Shure

Cizek

Stanton
Grado

M&K
Ram

Aiwa

1511 North Main
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 932.2242
"WE TAKE PRIDE IN WHAT WE DO"

yELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS, INC., Dept A

WRITE US AND WE'LL SEND
YOU THE BEST CATALOG
YOU EVER READ!

Chartwell
Avid

HIGH FIDELITY SHOPPE

1. your dealer or order direct ...
171 South Main St

B&W

Denon
Micro
Sonus

9-8

Northern N.J.'s finest store -Lux, Mod DQ-10, Grace, B&W,
G.A.S. Sleeping Beauty, FR, B&O, Linn, Sondek, Janis, Tangent, R.H. Labs, Grado, AVID and more. University Stereo, 57
E. Ridgewood Ave., Ridgewood, N.J. 07450. 20 minutes from
TF
the G.W. Bridge. 201-447-5700.

PRECISION TURNTABLE LEVELS
It is an established (act that record playback equipment must be installed
perfectly level d optimum performance is to be obtained. The RST 301 is a
precision made circular level
encased in a chrome plated
solid brass base. It is EX tremely accurate, simple to
use and small enough to
permit permanent mount.

ing on virtually any turn.

table. (Can be used un.
results.) Mounting screws

mounted with equally good
and instructions supplied.
Accuracy 0.1 inch bubble
travel per 0.151 of tilt
Base diameter 1.25 uch

BAC/VISA and
MC accepted
N. J 'currents

Price

add 5't. Solo Too

510.95 ppd.

Send check money order to

RST Audio Products, Dept A
361 Shore Rd.

Cape May Court House,
New Jersey 08210

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
OHM F SPEAKERS $700 for the pair or trade mint condition
315-638-0230
OPEN REEL QUADRAPHONIC 8 STEREO TAPES. Quadraphonic equipment. Outboard Dolby units. Catalog $1.00. Real
Sound, P.O. Box 71A, Shillington, PA 19607.

OPEN REEL TAPES. Nips, Dolbyized releases from RCA,
London, DG, Warner and others. Airline tapes, quad. Catalog
and updates, $1. THE REEL SOCIETY, P.O. Box 9337-A, N.
Hollywood, CA 91609.
9.9

AUDIO RESEARCH SP -3A-1 OWNERS -We
can modify your preamp to state -of -art performance. Send $1.00 for information. Huntington
Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, Conn.
06484.

Studio Equipment Clearance:

Moog Snythesizer System (24 modules, keyboard, etc.) -$7500 new, asking $4000. Inovonics 200 Average/Peak Limiters -$500/ pair.
Clavinet D6-$500. Sony MX -20 Mixer -$900.
ITI MEP -230 Parametric Equalizer -$1000. 2
AKG D-1000 microphones-$100/pair. 3 AKG
C-414EB Microphones with H-17 Shock Mounts

Pair Janzsen 8 way custom Electrostats with 4 way Bozak
each side. Quality Custom Cabinetry. Beats All. $1000.
Cayer, 813.939.2282, Florida.
3.9

-used twice -$2000 new, only $1400. AKG
D-119ES Microphone -$50. All equipment
mint, prices negotiable. Call Vardi (914) 3542247, or Bashour (201) 777-1988.

PASSIVE CROSSOVERS! CUSTOM BUILT TO YOUR SPECS,
LOW NOISE PRECISION COMPONENTS. BI -AMP OR TRI-AMP

ABSOLUTELY NO DISTORTION. $89 EACH. C. O. G. ELEC-

POLK AUDIO MONITOR SERIES

TRONICS 1.313.294.8715. 19027 ROSEGARDEN, ROSEVILLE MICHIGAN 48066
4.9

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS now has on demonstration the
remarkable new Polk loudspeakers. Compare them to the finest loudspeakers in the world. Both the Seven ($139.99 ea.)
and the ten ($199.95 ea.) utilize high definition polymer lami-

PEDERSEN ACOUSTICS
HF-1 SPEAKER SYSTEM
In audio, each of us interpret our own perception of reality. The properties which make the live performance our reference, are many. Sacrificing one of the properties for another,
to us, does not represent the "state of the art."
With this in mind we are proud to present for your audition the PEDERSEN HF-1 SPEAKER SYSTEM. The speaker

system we feel for many discriminating listeners, a perception of reality will be obtained.
AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.11581

nate base midrange drivers, wide dispersion soft dome
tweeters and fluid coupled sub -base radiators. They are capable of reproducing a highly defined phase accurate three dimensional sonic image which rivals the thousand dollar super
speakers. They sound great with a small receiver, yet reveal
the fine subteties of state of the art electronics like Levinson,
Nakamichi. Essence and G.A.S. Shipped free in U.S. Send for

free brochures on Polk or our other fine lines. AUDIO

CP-1

PREAMPLIFIER. WE WON'T

PLAINING WHY THE CP-1 IS "TECHNICALLY ACCURATE" YET JOYOUSLY MUSICAL. WOULD YOU BELIEVE
US IF WE CLAIMED TO HAVE FOUND "THE ANSWER"?

IF ANYONE DID FIND IT, DO YOU THINK THEY'D RUSH
OUT TO TELL THE WORLD THE SECRET? THEORIES
AND GRAPHS MAY STIMULATE INTERESTING DEBATE
BUT THE REAL ANSWER EXISTS ONLY BETWEEN YOUR
EARS.

AT QEI, WE STRIVE TO RECREATE AN AUDITORY
HOLOGRAM THAT IS INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM THE
ORIGINAL EVENT. IT'S ALL AN ILLUSION! WE ADMIT
THAT BEFORE WE START. HAVE WE RECREATED A
PERFECT ILLUSION? NOT YET, BUT WE WON'T TRY TO
INVENT ILLUSIONS IN YOUR MIND WITH GRAPHS AND
DATA. WE JUST COULDN'T COME UP WITH ANY COMBINATION OF INK AND PAPER THAT COULD RECREATE A CONVINCING AUDITORY HOLOGRAM, SO WE OFFER YOU THE CP-1. FORGET EVERYTHING THAT'S IN

BLACK AND WHITE AND COLOR GLOSSY. FIND OUT
WHAT THE CP-1 CAN PUT BETWEEN YOUR EARS, BUT
REMEMBER, IT'S JUST AN ILLUSION.

QEI, 300 AUDUBON PKWY *80, SYRACUSE, NY
13224. (315.446.8315)

2.9

QUICKEST AIRMAIL SERVICE DIRECT FROM TOKYO: All
brands of Cartridges & Arms of Japan. Ask for latest Quotations with $1. -for postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRADING CO., LTD.
Saikaen Bldg., 4.33.21, Kamimeguro, Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 153
RAPPAPORT

Amp -1 Realtime Class A Power Amplifier. The first amplifier

using absolutely no negative feedback for an unsmeared,
PRECISION FIDELITY C4 TUBE PREAMP

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.

In search of the much abused "state of the art," we now
believe that we have approached the sound to restore credibil-

PERFECTIONISTS PREFER DYNAKITS

Before Purchase You Owe Yourself Our Quote Mainline 1 l
T.F.

971 Fronheiser, Johnstown, PA 15902

PHASE LINEAR 400 with cabinet 300 or best offer. 203-3662402. John Kawalac, 665 Gilman St., Bpt, CT 06605.

PHILIPS AND AUDAX LOUDSPEAKERS in stock at good
prices with competent service. Madisound Speaker Components 537 Holly Ave.. Madison, Wisc. 53711(608) 238.1517.
POINT 3 SPEAKER SYSTEMS, Now available. These are a
unique 3 -cabinet design that uses a time -aligned tweeter and

the upper unit. And 210" drivers in the

subwoofer. Comes with its own crossover. And has a flat response from 20 to 20kHz. With the ability to handle any power from 20 to 200 watts. And more importantly the sound is
very clean, detailed, and open, With no coloration. What is the

cost? Hard to believe? Write or call: - E. Smith, 2941 N.
(215) 427-

Gransback St., Phila., Penna. 19134. Phone:

QEI

OVERWHELM YOU WITH THEORIES AND GRAPHS EX-

BREAKTHROUGH, 1534 Northern Blvd. Manhasset, N.Y.
TF
11030: 516-6277333.

For Appt 516-581.7114

mid -range in

MUM'S THE WORD

ON THE

ity to anyone's system. Please set upon relieving your ears
and audition the Precision Fidelity C4. Write for information
and your nearest dealer to: Precision Fidelity, 1169E Chess
Drive, Foster City, CA 94404

Professional Hi -Fi Home Study Course -Instructors include Len Feldman, Julian Hirsch, Larry Klein, and Larry Zide.
Send $2.00 for full color AUDIO PRIMER and information on
joining (SAC) Society Audio Consultants, Dept. A. 19 W. 34th
TF
Street, Suite 1208. New York, N.Y. 10001

this and the Rappaport preamps at G -B ELECTRONICS P.O.
Box 385 Hawthorne, N.J. 07507 (201) 427-8885 anytime for
appointment.

RARE PIECE Mc 275 just like new $600.00, Mc 275 very
good cond. $400.00, Crown IC 150 Ex. Cond., $200.00. Call
2-9
919.765.6297 after 5:00 p.m.

the audio advocate
SME
AVID
POLK
ONKYO
SHURE
DECCA
DENON
QUATRA
LS 35 A
ARISTON
PARAGON
ACOUSTAT
MAGNEPAN
FORMULA 4
DAHLQUIST

PROPER TONEARM GEOMETRY!! Optimum offset angle,
overhang, vertical pivot height and angle. Resonance damping construction. Jewelled pivots. Height adjustable while
playing records. Effective mass 2.5 grams. Damped cueing.
Anti -skate bias. TA -3A with silicone damping, $249.00,

"Universal" nylon hardware, $1.00: alignment protractor,
$3.00. Prices include postage and money -back guarantee.
JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 9542529

-

1359. 10 to 10.

phase coherent sound. It will vastly improve the performance
of all speaker systems, the difference is amazing. Audition

PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET 9',
ROUND BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 8', SQUARE BOTTOMS

SYMDEX SIGMA SPEAKERS in stock, at AUDIO -

WORKS, Box 4314, Harrisburg, PA 17111, Tel.

6', POLY LINED PAPER SLEEVES 15', while jackets 35',
POSTAGE $1.50. HOUSE OF RECORDS, HILLBURN, NEW
YORK, 10931.

717.652.6996.

DAVID HAFLER IS BACK!

The man behind the original Dynakits is back with his own
company and a new state-of-the-art preamplifier at a bargain
price! Available as a KIT or CUSTOM ASSEMBLED by expertly

trained wirers -each performance certified. For further details write or call AUDIOKIT-260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 (516) 822.5749

TF

NAKAMICHI
AUDIO RESEARCH

505 Millburn Avenue

Millburn, NJ

(201) 467-8988

ONLY THREE THINGS REALLY MATTER
IN A PREAMP'S PERFORMANCE
1. Accuracy of frequency response 2. Low noise 3. Low distortion

The DB Systems DB-1A has...
1. The most accurate phono equalization avail-

gramophone ®
Audio Research
Advent
ADS

Armstrong
Bravura
Connoisseur
Denon

Direct Discs
Discwasher
DynaVector
Electro Research
E.M.T.
FMI (Fulton J)
Grado Signature
GAS Ampzilla II

2858 W. Market Street
Akron, Ohio 44313
Phone (216) 864-4411
Hatter
Grace
Kenwood
LinnSondek
Magneplanar
Nakamichi
Rappaport
Revox

AUDIO February 1979

Rogers

Setton
Shure IIIG
Sonus
Stax
Technics
Threshold

able (± 0.07 dB 10Hz - 40kHz).
2. Noise as low as any on the market with actual
cartridge attached (moving magnet type).
3. The lowest distortion of any preamp available
(less than 0.0008%, 20Hz - 20kHz).

DB SYSTEMS

P.O. Box 187

Jaffrey Center, NH 03454

113

FOR SALE
Reels, Cassettes, 8 -Tracks, MAXELL, TDK, BASF, SCOTCH.
New Guaranteed. Listing: YELTA HOUSE, 2007 Wilshire Blvd.,
AD -530, Los Angeles, Ca. 90057
1-9

RENOUNCE ROTTEN RECORDINGS! Read selected British
reviews in the bi-monthly EURO -DISC GAZETTE, then order
these European discs judged the finest in technical and musical excellence. Selections mainly classical. Send for free sample issue. No obligation. EURO -DISC GAZETTE, PO Box 337A, Peterborough, NH 03458.
TF

REVOX A-77 (1104 or 1304) AT LOW, LOW PRICE $695.
Brand new batch just received in manufacturers sealed cartons, manufacturers warranty. It's a steal. Other models
available including a few reworked but top performance A 700's at $1350. Write for full listing or make checks or money order ($695 & $15 freight & handling A-77, NY residents
add appropriate sales tax) payable to Entertainment Sound
Services, Inc., 78 North Franklin St., Hempstead, NY 11550
tt
(518)538-2220.
ROGERS REFERENCE MONITOR SYSTEM

This is a biamplified system designed by Rogers using the
incredible LS3/5a's. Hear this system as well as the Rogers
Monitor II's, Compact Monitor's, LS3/5a's, A75 amp and
T75 tuner at OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, P.O. Box 145,
Oxford, OH 45056. By appointment. Free shipping. 513-5233895.

SAE 18 mint, transf wrrnty 203-521-4812

SAE 31B $150, Marantz 7T $150, Accuphase 6200 $350,
Supex SD 900E Super like new $95, custom made servo bass
2-9
with electronic crossover $250, all mint 319.323.6567

Sansui ORX 6500 receiver stereo/quad "creampuff" only
$300. Garrard GT 55, base, cartridge $115. Reply to Box
A1921 c/o Audio.

114

2-9

SAVE ON PRO EQUIPMENT
BGW CROWN, SHURE, JBL-PRO, TASCAM TEAC VEGA, EV,
SENNHEISER, TECHNICS, ESS, HME, STL, WHITE, TAPCO
AND MUCH MORE. CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR QUOTE. AN TECH LABS, INC. 8144 BIG BEND, ST. LOUIS, MO 63119

SAVE UP TO 69% ON OVER 100 TOP BRAND AUDIO COMPONENTS FROM CARSTON STUDIOS. NEW ENGLAND'S AU-

DIO SUPERMARKET ONE OF THE OLDEST MAIL ORDER
FIRMS (EST 1952) AND CERTAINLY ONE OF THE MOST
RELIABLE. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED FROM STOCKED WAREHOUSE. SEND FOR PRICE QUOTE AND PRICE LIST. CARS TON STUDIOS, OLD BROOKFIELD ROAD, DANBURY, CONN.

06810.

TF

WOO FERSMIDRANGESTWEETER
ZERO PHASE ERROR CROSSOVERS
High power handling 4t/z" & 51/4" midrange units

with 2.7 Ib. magnet structures One hundred
watt 6", 8", 10" & 12" woofers with 4.7 lb. or 7.6

Ib. magnet structures High quality 1" cloth

Advertiser

Acoustical Manufacturing

ADC
ZLM Cartridge
Enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card
ADS
L810 -II Loudspeaker
Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card
Advent
Hi -Fi Components

75

77

26

113

111

113

Decoursey Engineering
Electronic Crossovers

124

Denon
Moving Coil Cartridge

Write Direct to Advertiser
Discount Music Club

2

125

12

111

120

66

Loudspeaker Systems
Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card

Audio Reference System
Speaker Kit

121

123

I lectro-Voice
Interface: D Speaker
Enter No.15 on Reader Service Card
Empire Scientific
EDR Phono Cartridge
Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card
Watts Record Care System
Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card
EMS, Inc.
Speakers

6

5 60

114

124

Quad Record Demodulator
Write Direct to Advertiser
Feature Magazine
Publication

83

Fisher
RS2000 Receiver Series

65

Write Direct to Advertiser
91, 98

Fugitsu Ten
Car Stereo
Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card

Garland Audio, Inc...

96

108

Audio Store
55

Write Direct to Advertiser
Golden Gramophone

53

Write Direct to Advertiser
Great White Whale ....

Loudspeaker Systems
Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card

113

Hi -Fi Components

Record Preservation Kit

16

Speaker Systems
Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser
92

Audio Mail Order

Hafler

122

Preamps

Enter No. 9 on. Reader Service Card
85

Hi -Fi Components
Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card
21

Audiophile Accessories
Enter No.11 on Reader Service Card
Bose

110, 112

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser

B&F Enterprises.. -

Electronic Specialists
Hi -Fi Components

E4co

123

Ball

26

Write Direct to Advertiser

Audio Insight
Stereo Equipment
Write Direct to Advertiser
Audiophile Sound Studio
Sound Recording Studio
Write Direct to Advertiser

Audio Technica
Wire Sets and Cables
Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card
Stereophones
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card
Avid

Discwasher
Smoglifters Speaker Cables

Write Direct to Advertiser

Publications

Write Direct to Advertiser
Audio Illusions

Write Direct to Advertiser
Hammond
ProRack Component Rack
Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card
Henry's Camera Store .
Hi -Fi Components

61

Write Direct to Advertiser
H & H International

67

Write Direct to Advertiser
High Definition Recordings

Model 301 Bookshelf Speakers

64

120

109

Speakers

Write Direct to Advertiser

Chestnut Hill Audio
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

121

Consumer Company

125

108

Direct -to -Disc Recording

Write Direct to Advertiser
I&R Music

Audio Mail Order

Tape

.,...104

Enter No. 21 on Reader Service Card
IVC

15

Quartz Turntable Series
Enter No. 22 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser
Write Direct to Advertiser

43

Write Direct to Advertiser

Hr -Fi Components

Write Direct to Advertiser
Audio Horizons

Crown
DL -2 Preamplifier

DB Systems

124

Write Direct to Advertiser
108, 122, 123

SEND $3.00 for prices & CATALOG of complete
engineering data, application notes and simpli-

EMS. Inc. P. 0. Box 5301 Knoxville, TN 37918

Write Direct to Advertiser
Dahlquist
DQ 10 Loudspeaker
Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card

107

Record Club

Celestion
Hi -Fi Components
Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card

order.

Custom Craft
Sub -Woofer
Enter No.13 on Reader Service Card
Custom Stereo
Hi -Fi Components

Write Direct to Advertiser

tors, non -inductive wire wound resistors & air core coils.

fied proceedures for measuring Theile and
Small's parameters - refundable with first

Page

Write Direct to Advertiser

Loudspeaker Systems
Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card

Audio Advocate
Hi -Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser
Audiocom
Hi -Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser
Audio Concepts
Hi -Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser
Audio Critic
Publication
Write Direct to Advertiser
Audio Excellence

Advertiser

Preamplifiers

Allison Acoustics

Bib

France Large inventory of nonpolar capaci-

103

Write Direct to Advertiser

ZERO PHASE ERROR CROSSOVER built on glass

high quality POLYDAX units mfg. by AUDAX in

109

Write Direct to Advertiser

8G W

utilizing our drivers or systems utilizing the

97

Quad Speaker
Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card
Acusta Craft
Speaker Kits

dome tweeter with 3 Ib. magnet structure Wide
dispersion, low distortion piezoelectric tweeter
handling 150 watts r.m.s. Revolutionary new

epoxy printed circuit boards for 2, 3 & 4 -way
systems Crossovers are matched to system

Page

71

KEF

93

Loudspeaker Systems
Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card
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FOR SALE
Threshold Corporation,
in appreciation for the more than 2200
enthusiasts who have purchased Threshold
components, announces the availability of
update modifications for the following units:

Threshold model 400A

serial numbers below 78121201
Advertiser

Page

Kenwood
High Speed Amplifiers
Write Direct to Advertiser

59

Koss

13

Pro/4 AAA Headphone
Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card
LT Sound
Hi -Fi Components

110

64

Series 20

Coy. 111

23

18

111

29

580 Cassette Deck
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card
57

Discount Catalog
Enter No. 36 on Reader Service Card
Polk Audio
Monitor Series Loudspeakers

Microphones
Enter No. 54 on Reader Service Card
PS Audio
Hi -Fi Components
Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card
Radio Shack
Realistic 2100 Receiver

Write Direct to Advertiser

Sound Components
Hi -Fi Components
Sound Concepts
Hi -Fi Components
Enter No. 44 on Reader Service Card
Soundcraftsmen
Hi -Fi Components
Enter No. 45 on Reader Service Card
Speaker Kit Ltd
Speaker Kits

Studer Revox
Hi -Fi Components

124

27

121

120

26

108

22,112
35

Write Direct to Advertiser
25

Superex

12

Tape Switcher
Enter No. 46 on Reader Service Card
3

Take 5

108

Hi Fi Components

100

79

TDK
Hi Fi Components
Enter No. 52 on Reader Service Card
Hi -Fi Components
Enter No. 53 on Reader Service Card
Teac
Reel -to -Reel Tape Recorder

107

45

110, 121

48, 49

104

112

Technics
7, COV. IV
MKII Series Turntables
Enter No. 47 on Reader Service Card
Hi -Fi Components
Enter No. 48 on Reader Service Card
Threshold
119

Audio Components
Write Direct to Advertiser
Toshiba
7150 Receiver
Enter No. 49 on Reader Service Card

47

United Audio (Dual)

73

Hi -Fi Components
Enter No. 50 on Reader Service Card
Wisconsin Discount
Discount Hi -Fi Store
Enter No. 51 on Reader Service Card
Yamaha
Hi -Fi Components

Write Direct to Advertiser
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Threshold model CAS 1
serial numbers below 7805300
faster transistors (higher Ft) result in lower
distortion at high frequencies and more than
twice the previous slew rate. Distortion
components are typically reduced by 60%.
cost for modification (exclusive of shipping)
$50.00
all modifications will be performed at the
Threshold factory with quality commensurate
with Threshold production. Each transistor is
individually selected on a Tektronix curve
tracer, all resistors are metal -film or wire
wound, pc boards used in modification are
military quality with double sided,
plated -through, gold plated construction.
Each product returned for modification will be
carefully checked and any necessary repairs
or adjustments performed.
modifications will be scheduled by the
Threshold factory to minimize downtime to
the owner.

FACTORY.

Write Direct to Advertiser
106

a significantly improved phono stage,
particularly in respect to inversion of the
RIAA recording characteristic with lower
distortion, lower noise and reduced phase
deviation, plus a 3 dB greater phono input
overload. Individually selected precision
polystyrene capacitors are utilized in the
modification and all factors combine to
achieve more natural disc reproduction.
cost for modification (exclusive of shipping)
$75.00

SHIPMENTS TO THE FACTORY WILL NOT
BE ACCEPTED WITHOUT PRIOR RETURN
AUTHORIZATION. THIS AUTHORIZATION
CAN BE OBTAINED ONLY FROM THE

Write Direct to Advertiser
COV. II, 1

serial numbers below 7811674

29

Write Direct to Advertiser

Teledapter, TE -1100 Audio Tuner
Enter No. 38 on Reader Service Card
R.S.T. Audio Products
Precision Turntable Levels

Enter No. 43 on Reader Service Card
Sound Advice
Used Stereo Equipment

100

Write Direct to Advertiser
Rhoades

32,33

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser
R. G. Dynamics
Dynamic Processor

Sony
STR-V7 Receiver

Speaker Lab
Speaker Catalog

Write Direct to Advertiser
Primo

Direct Boxes & 'YMic-Splitters"
Enter No. 41 on Reader Service Card
Shure
Phono Cartridges
Enter No. 42 on Reader Service Card
Sonikit
Hi -Fi Components

112

Programmable Drum Set
Enter No. 32 on Reader Service Card

Pioneer
Hi -Fi Components
Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card
Playback

92

Write Direct to Advertiser

Nakamichi

6000 Audio Delay
Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Card
Pickering
Phono Cartridge
Enter No. 34 on Reader Service Card

Sescom

a completely new "front end" circuit utilizing
cascode/class A operation as in the model
4000. Subjectively, the new circuit results in
tighter, more powerful bass response,
greater definition and clarity of resolution and
improved spatial quality. Objectively the
circuit has a new, direct coupled input, a
greater power supply rejection ratio and 70%
less distortion while realizing a much lower
open loop gain.
cost for modification (exclusive of shipping)
$180.00

Threshold model NS10
4

Write Direct to Advertiser
123

20

Phase Linear

111

Write Direct to Advertiser
19

MXR
Equalizers
Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card

PAIA

101

Hi -Fi Components
Enter No. 40 on Reader Service Card

Write Direct to Advertiser

Nikko
Alpha Ill Power Amp
Enter No. 31 on Reader Service Card
Ovation
Audio Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

126

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser
Music Box
Speaker Stands

Sennheiser
Hi -Fi Components

The Sensible Sound
Hi -Fi Components

Write Direct to Advertiser
Maxell
Magnetic Tape
Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card
McIntosh
MX -113 Tuner Preamplifier
Enter No. 27 on Reader Service Card
Micro -Acoustics
Loudspeaker Systems
Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card
M & K Sound
Direct to disk recordings

17

Enter No. 39 on Reader Service Card
Saxitone Tape Sales
Magnetic Tape

81

Write Direct to Advertiser
Magnetic Recording Tape
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card
Marantz
Hi -Fi Components

Sansui
Receivers

Write Direct to Advertiser

Hi -Fi Components
3M

Page

Write Direct to Advertiser

Write Direct to Advertiser
Lux

Advertiser

103

62, 63

if you wish to arrange for modifications to be
performed on your Threshold component,
call or write:
Mark Glazier
Threshold Corporation
1832 Tribute Road, Suite E
Sacramento, California
95815
(916) 927-5061

Threshold

119

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SAVE UP TO 40% ON DIRECT DISCS

SIEMENS, TELEFUNKEN, GENALEX AND AMPEREX and

Select from over 250 different direct discs, PCM, and Japa-

other top quality audio tubes available at very competitive
prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203 Success St., Pittsburg,

nese Audiophile records. Over 30 labels to choose from. Send
$1 for complete list and prices. DYNAMIC DISCS, P.O. BOX 0,
Tarzana Ca. 91356.
2.9

FOR SALE

PA 15212 or (412) 322.4706

TF

SONY FM5000 F TUNER w/walnut cabinet. (609) 823.2333.
2.9

SELLING 100 RECORDS of classical music only. Mostly
imported. Excellent condition $225.00. 212.651.0175
SEMI -PRO AND CONSUMER AUDIO EQUIPMENT: TEAC/
Tascam, Dbx, AKG, Maxell, Delta -Lab, Technics, JBL, Others.
Best Prices! Prompt Delivery! WDI, P.O. Box 340, Cary NC
27511.919-467-8122
SNELL ACOUSTICS
Type A Loudspeaker. Proclaimed superior to all others by review after review. All serious music lovers should audition the
Type A for these reasons:
1. Linear amplitude response 32-22, 500 hz ±2 db.
2. Extremely open sound, excellent dispersion
3. Low coloration, musically accurate
4. Precise imaging
5. Outstanding dynamic range
6. Magnificent construction and appearance
7. Affordably priced.
G -B Electronics P.O. Box 385 Hawthorne, N.J. 07507 (201)

SOUND ADVICE AND POLK AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS We
have the incredible Polk Audio Monitor Series loudspeakers in
stock. The Polk's are definitely the best performance per dollar value ever offered in

a

truly accurated inexpensive

loudspeaker. State of the art sound is now available from less
than $200 per pair. We ship freight prepaid anywhere in the

SOUND ADVICE

Ruston, LA 71270

Village Plaza

(318) 255-8000
9.9

EXCLUSIVE SOUTHEAST
DEALER FOR THE

REFERENCE SYSTEM

Quad ESL loudspeakers
Decca ribbon tweeters (modified)
Levinson LNC-2 Crossovers
2
(100 hz & 7 Khz)
Levinson ML -1 (LEMO) preamp
1
Levinson ML -2 amplifiers
6
1pr. Hand-crafted oak or ash trestle
stands (for Quads & Decca)
2

120

Judged by the English journals to be the finest sounding tonearm irrespective of cost, the
Hadcock has become the new reference standard. Noted for its sense of openness and clarity
and its consistent freedom from coloration, this
arm comes complete with unilift cuing platform.

State St., Rochester, N.Y. 14608.

94538.

2-9

SPENDORS ARE SPLENDID!
See OAC for the Spendor SA -1's, BC -1's & BC -3's. Free ship-

ping. Visa & Master Charge honored. Demo. by appt. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, P.O. Box 145, Oxford, OH
45056.513-523-3895. Also open evenings & weekends. 4.9

STATE OF THE ART INN. CALIFORNIA
is now on demonstration at The Audible Difference. Hear the
superb Threshold NS -I0 preamp/400A power amp through
Dick Sequerra's stunning Metronome loudspeakers. Audition
Peter Snell's superb Snell Acoustics Type A loudspeaker system with Threshold's new medium power CAS -1 amplifier. For
the ultimate in high -power amplification, audition the Threshold 8000A mono amplifiers. Hear how good a bi-amp system
can be with John Curl's new transient perfect crossover from
Symmetry, the ACS -1, plus Paragon's 125 watt solid state

bass amp. Experience the beautiful new Paragon 12A

THE H.Q.D. STYSTEM WITH GOOD SOURCE MATERIAL,
WILL REPRODUCE A MUSICAL EVENT BETTER THAN ANY
SYSTEM WE KNOW OF.

preamp, plus Thaedra II from G.A.S.

Hear the ultimate direct drive turntable, the Denon DP 6000, plus the audiophile reference Linn Sondek with Linn -

modified Grace 707 tonearm. Examine the precisely machined bearing of the new glass platter, belt drive Planar tables from Rega Research. Hear the ultra -musical Paragon

For more information, please write or call:

The Hadcock features a low mass, viscous damped unipivot design. It is now available in
this country from H & H INTERNATIONAL, 354

4.9

SPEAKER KITS, drivers, X.overs, components, designs.
Audax, Decca, Jordan, Philips, Isophon, Electro -Voice, Free
brochure. Lazer Audio, 45383 Industrial Pl. 5b, Fremont, Ca.

SP -10 MK II TECHNICS W/SH10-B3 BASE LIKE NEW $900.
GRACE 714 TONEARM $125.00. CALL DAVID AT 803-5568623.
2.9

INCOMPARABLE
MARK LEVINSON H.Q.D.

4

HADCOCK GH228:

SPATIAL COHERENCE PREAMPLIFIER
New. Must sell (701) 232-1343

SOUND COMPONENTS INC.

The H.Q.D. reference playback system consists of the following components:
2
Hartley 24 in sub -woofers

A NEW STANDARD IN TONEARMS

SOUSA RECORDS. Free catalog upon request. Stanford. Box
36163, Grosse Pointe, Mich. 48236.
1.0

U.S. within 24 hours upon receipt of order. Write or call for
information on the Polk Audio Monitor Loudspeakers.

427.8885 for audition appointment. Sales & Service in New
Jersey Since 1945.

SONY TTS 3000A 195.00, Decca int. tone arm (old style)
95.00, Fulton Gold spkr. Cables 42' 125.00, Audio Research
D-150 1,950. Make offers 1.216.658.4675.

SOUND COMPONENTS
2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard

System E preamp, plus the new high performance, moderate

Coral Gables, Florida, 33134
305.446.1659
TWX 812.848.7627

tt

cost Thalia/grandson combination from G.A.S. Audition a
new generation of compact high performance loudspeakers
from Polk and Cizek, plus BBC minimonitors from Spendor
and Rogers. For the music listener who demands the best, we

AUDIO

i10RrONS
P O BOX 10973
St Louis, Missouri 63135

Our first issue, which is now available, contains reviews of thirty-four audiophile -grade components. Featured in this first issue is a survey of ten moving .coil
step-up devices. - which include the AUDIONOTE, DENON and VERION
.

transformers, and the DB SYSTEMS, DENON, LENTEK. LEVINSON (AC and DC).
LINN/NAIM, and MARCOF pre -preamplifiers
The second issue of AUDIO HORIZONS'" is nearing completion and should be

available shortly
It contains the largest survey ofesoteric/high-end phono
cartridges ever assembled by any American review publication Included are
indepth reviews of the G A S Sleeping Beauty Shibata, SIGNET MK -111 E,
NAGATRONICS HV-9100, DYNAVECTOR 20A, 20B, 20C, and 10X, JVC MC -1 and
MC 2, ORTOFON MC -20 and MC -10, SONY XL -55 and over twenty other moving

coil and induced /moving -magnet cartridges
Subscription rates to AUDIO HORIZONS
for six issues are U S A 518 (sent
First Class), Canada
520 (sent First Class), and outside North America 524
-

(sent Air Mail)

offer the Breuer Dynamic Tonearm, plus the EMT cartridge
with Verion transformer.
For that extra measure of sonic purity so important to the

critical audiophile, we recommend and stock Polk Sound
Cables; Mogami wire; the anti -resonant Platter Pad, $24.95;
Audio Perfection audio interconnect low capacitance cables,

$15/pr; plus the Stylift at $19.95 and a wide selection of
audiophile quality recordings including Gale Maximum, Fidelity and Denon PCM.
We ship all products prepaid throughout the United States.
THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
435 Tasso, Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 328-1081
TF

SAT

SOUND COMPONENTS,

INC

STEREO COMPONENT

WE'VE c,OT IT All

Video Tape Equipment
AKAI B1CHarman Kardon

Phase LinearALTEC Kenwood
TEAC Marantz Sony Technics
Sanyo JVC JBL Pioneer Dual

Audionics .... Bang & Olufsen ....Beveridge Cylindrical .... Bryston
...DCM... Denon ...Dynavector .. Fidelity Research... Fulton ..
Grace ...Great American Sound... Hafler . H.Q.D. Reference System
...Janis... KEF... Kenwood Purist ...Linn Sondek... Magnepan ..

.

RCA Photographic Equipment Too l
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

.

.

... Paragon ... Pyramid Metronome ... Quad ... Rega
... Rogers ... Sonex ... Spendor ... Stax... Verion ... Yamaha ..

(800)421-8537

Mark Levinson

,

Master Charge & Visa accepted

We ship prepaid within U.S.

SOUND COMPONENTS, INC.
2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Coral Gables, Fla. 33134
(305) 446-1659

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

-
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TIME -DELAY -SYSTEMS

STATE OF THE ART SALE!!!
TWO FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF ONE. Now you can buy

two fine RCA direct to disc records. Beethoven's "Appassio-

nata" and Lew Tabackin Quartet's "Trackin' " for only
$11.95 including postage. That's right. Two records for
$11.95. Rated as reference recordings in The Absolute Sound

and Stereophile, these records retail for $30. Hurry, limited
supply. Send check or money order to: Specs Corp., 130 Fallen Leaf Dr., Hillsborough, CA 94010. CA residents add sales

Analog and digital. Low Prices! Efficient, personalized service, buy with confidence! Audio
America, (Maryland). (301) 862-3088. Phone
hours 5-9 PM weekdays, 9AM-9PM Sat., Sun.
Call today for literature and low prices.
7-9
THE CRITICAL RECORD REVIEW
A critical review newsletter of high quality discs, SOTA and D
to D with emphasis on sound quality. $6/year (6 issues): P.O.
Box 8766, Jacksonville, FL. 23311.

tax.

Signature 1B. Van Alstine Model One, Haller DH -101, Audion
ics BT -2, Grandson of Ampzilla, Pioneer M-22 (Class A power
amp), Sony EL -7, Teac. Tascam 25 2, and much, much more.

$12.50/year (four issues) first class. $16.00/year overseas.
P.O. Box 509, Shalimar, Florida 32579.

2-9

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!!

Sell 100 brands!! Lowest Possible Prices!! Krasco-REP
DEPT. -998 Orange Ave. West Haven, Conn. 06516

TF

SUPER BASS

Amazing computer designed subwoofer system that can be
inexpensively and easily built by you. Add it to your system for

true "earthshaking" 20 Hz response. Can be quickly built for
both cabinet and crossovers (passive and active). Includes
instructions and technical specifications. Only $4.95. Send
check or money order to:
BUCELLA LABORATORIES

P.O. Box 288, Buffalo, N.Y. 14205

2.9

SUPEX- ORTOFON-DENON-OTHER MOVING COIL
CARTRIDGE OWNERS: Send for free literature on our Micro

Preamp Superb performance at $129.95 Huntington Electronics, Box 2009A. Huntington, Conn. 06484

TF

TAPCO and ELECTRO -VOICE, mixers, equilizers, amps,
mics, and raw loudspeakers. Write for low mail order prices,
8.9
Sonix Co., P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD 20640
THE AUDIOGRAMTM a pithy independent newsletter now in
its third year, provides timely, money saving reports on the
latest products and techniques. Our critical integrity and realistic sense of proportion fill the gap between the commercial

magazines and the neurotic underground press. Our June
issue contains capsule reviews of:

-Denon 103D, Signet Tk7E, Onlife 208, Supex 900E Super
Cartridges

-The two best headphones
-The three best tonearms
-The best tube preamp
-As well as substantial reports on the Polk Sound Cable and
Verion pick-up transformer.
$15/16 issues. Free information. AUDIOGRAM, Box 27406.
TF
St. Louis, MO 63141.

THE BERKSHIRE MATCH -MAKER is the perfect method to
correctly match your cartridge to its preamp. It is a switch able adapter that plugs into the preamp and offers 18 differ.
ent loading conditions, from 50 to 350pF. Also permits vary.
ing resistive loading and includes an RF filter $49.95/set of
2.

THE BERKSHIRE MODEL CCM CAPACITANCE METER is a
handheld precision meter that measures the capacitance of
your tone -arm cables and preamp phono input. For the ultimate in cartridge/preamp matching. $89.95 Order directly or

from local dealer. Fully guaranteed. Literature available.
BERKSHIRE AUDIO Products, P.O. Box 35, Great Neck, N.Y.
11021. Dealer inquiries invited.

0

Stax, GAS, Audire, PSE, Onkyo, Van Alstine, Kenwood, Technics, Phase Linear, Nakamichi. Every single component is EX-

seas air $20 per 4 issues. Ask for free excerpts.

The Listening Room Loves

AMID METRONOME 2 + 2 DAYTON WRIGHT ESL QUAD
ESL SNELL ACOUSTICS DAHLQUIST DYNAVECTOR DE

POLK AUDIO MONITORS

NON YAMAHA TANDBERG POLK AUDIO LUX REF.
KEF GRACE NAKAMICHI STAX R.H. LAB L3/5A BBC

The golden ear of Marcel Wittman has established the Listen-

MINI MONITOR BY CHARTWELL SEQUERRA PHASE MA-

TRIX HAFLER JANIS FONTEK HEADPHONE AUDIO
PULSE SPATIAL OASIS EMT VERION DIRECT TO DISK
RECORDS Visit our private studios. We ship free anywhere
TF
in the U.S. We invite inquiries.
THE MONITOR SERIES FROM POLK AUDIO

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS now has on demonstration the
remarkable new Polk loudspeakers priced from less than
$200 per pair. Compare them to the finest loudspeakers in
the world. All Polk Audio Monitors utilize high definition polymer laminate bass -midrange drivers, wide dispersion soft
dome tweeters and fluid coupled sub -bass radiators. They are
capable of reproducing a highly defined phase accurate three

dimensional sonic image which rivals the thousand dollar
super speakers. They sound great with a small receiver, yet

reveal the fine subtleties of state of the art electronics.
Shipped free in U.S. Send for free brochures on Polk or our
other fine lines. AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS, 1534 Northern
TF
Blvd., Manhasset, LI, NY 11030 (516) 627-7333

ing Room as one of the nation's premier audio salons. Not
only do we have the finest esoteric audio equipment costing
well into the five figures price range, we have the Polk Audio
Monitor Series Loudspeakers beginning at just $99.95 each,
and easily worth many times their price in sound value. Come

in to listen, write them for full literature, or give us a call.
Shipped free anywhere in the U.S.
Listening Room
590 Central Park Avenue
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

(914)472.4558
9.9

Bob Heenan Sells
Great Used
Equipment

Tel: 617-734-2727

Sound Advice
Box 782

Brookline Village
MA 02147

THE NEW YORK AUDIO SOCIETY, INC. is a non-profit

Bose

Marantz (Tubes)
Magneplanar
McIntosh
Levinson

member -supported Hi -Fi Club. Come and hobnob with others
like yourself to widen your knowledge of Audio Products and
Systems and make new acquaintances. Informative monthly

B&W

LS 3/5A

Crown
Advent
Dahlquist

meetings feature new product demonstrations, lectures on
latest Hi -Fi developments and exchange of information. All
Audiophiles are invited to attend one session as our guest.
Details about meetings and membership available. Write Box
125 Whitestone Sta., Flushing, N.Y. 11357 or call (516) 593-

AR
DB
EPI

Dyna (Tubes)
Audio Research

SAE
Sony

H-K

Revox
Yamaha

Linn
GAS
JBL
Lux

Thorens
Tandberg
Nakamichi
Phase Linear

St ax

Quad

Money Back Guarantee

Sound Advice, Box 782,
Brookline Village, MA 02147
Equipment bought, sold, traded & brokered.

6538.

LEGENDARY
Mark Levinson. Threshold. Grado Signature. Janis. Pyramid. Grace. Spendor.
Rogers. DCM. Paragon. DB. Bryston. Paoli. Linn-Sondek. Bowers & Wilkins.
Denon. Verion. Dunlap -Clarke. All these legends at Chestnut Hill Audio,
2302 Lombard Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19146. (215) KI 6-6178.

(;III?S'I'NiJ'!' HII.I. MJI)I().

ADDICTIVE

"Removing it from the signal path
makes just about every program
sound squashed and flat. -

Reference

Len Feldman

Systems

808 732-3303 Kahala Offiqe Center D
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816 z

DB6; JBL Ice Cube; PS II, PS III; Mc Intosh C29, MC2205:
Pioneer C21; Hafler DH101; step up devices by Verion, Lentek, Fidelix, Denon (2), Supex; preamps and power amps by

THRESHOLD BRYSTON GREAT AMERICAN SOUND PYR-

Audio HI.

~ Suite 201

dionics BT2, CC2; Electro Research A75; Bryston 4B. 38. 2B;

Cordially invites you to audition our fine line of equipment.

AUDIO RESEARCH JANIS GALE BREUER
to

D350; Threshold 4000, 400A, CASI, NS10, M1; Quantum
CPI; Powerlight MC3; Paragon E, 12A; Levinson ML1; Au-

PLICITLY RATED and compared in one 120 page issue of
International Audio Review, 2449 Dwight Way, Berkeley CA,
94704.4 issues $29, 8 issues $50. First class add $10, over-

THE LISTENING ROOM INC.
590 Central Park Avenue
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
(914) 472.4558

STEREOPUS, the quarterly equipment review journal, in its
current issue reviews the Snell Type A, Tympani ID, Grado

The FIRST and ONLY VALID REVIEWS ANYWHERE
of the REAL SOUND of the: Audio Research SP6, D110, D52,

For information write: AG Dynamics
4448 W. Howard SI.. Skokie. IL 60076

Be

THE RG PRO -16W DYNAMIC PROCESSOR

ROGERS GREAT AMERICAN SOUND SONEX

AUDIO February 1979

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

THE JANIS BASS SYSTEM

-A JANIS WOOFER

THRILLING DIGITAL TELARC RECORDINGS!
New Soundstream process. Frederick Fennell, Cleveland Sym-

-A JANIS INTERPHASE 1 CROSSOVER /AMPLIFIER
-A SST-1WR SET UP TAPE

phonic Winds: Bach, Handel, Hoist, as never before. NEW!
Robert Shaw, Atlanta Symphony: Firebird Suite. Polovetsian

The JANIS BASS SYSTEM brings a sense of bass detail,
range, and ambiance unmatched by any full range speaker

Dances. Finest disc sound ever. $14.95 each plus $1.00 P&H.
MasterCharge, VISA. Write for free catalog Direct -to -Disc and
other audiophile recordings on RCA -Japan, Toshiba -EMI, Umbrella labels, as well as quality audio accessories.
Interstate 80 Marketing
P.O. Box 5367A, Akron, OH 44313

system or other add on Woofer. Set up is simple and unambiguous requiring no instrumentation yet achieving 1 db. Audition the JANIS BASS SYSTEM at American Audiophile along

with our other fine products by AUDIONICS, AGI, AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY, CIZEK, DCM, DECCA, DENON, HADCOCK,
HAFLER, HEGEMAN, NEXUS, PEDERSEN ACCOUSTICS,
RAPPAPORT, SERIES 20, SHURE, SIGNET, SME, STD, SYMDEX, TANGENT.

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
5 SUNRISE PLAZA. VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11581

For Appt 516-561-7114

TONEARMS-CARTRIDGES-TURNTABLES at lowest prices.
Most brands available, including MC cartridges. Other quality
brands available. Send tt 10 SASE for quotes. Audio Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle St 12-D, San Jose, CA 95112 (408)
289.88751-6 M -F.
5-9

TOURING SOUND SYSTEMS, 2, 4 and 8 Track Studios.

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.

Disco Sound, Cerwin Vega BGW, Altec, Shure, AKG, Tapco,
Dyna, Revox, EV, Beyer, Cetec, etc. K & L Sound Service, 75
North Beacon At., Watertown, Mass. 02172. (617) 787.4072.
Att: Ken Berger.
TF

the PRECISION FIDELITY
C4 PREAMPLIFIER

Tube Equipment: ARC D-51 $500. ARC D-75 $600. ARC

- active load and current sources combined with cascode

EC -3 Xover $300. Electronic Industries subsequently ARC, D75 prototype with separate power chassis and user controls.

operation.

A classic behemoth of unequalled quality. $500. All mint.

- excellent overload & faster slewing (40v/us) than any

612.475.1271 evenings.

other vacuum tube preamplifier.

- single circuit board const'n.
- undisturbed output in excess of 100 volts p -to -p from all
inputs.

Audition the PRECISION FIDELITY MODEL C4 CASCODE
VACUUM TUBE PREAMPLIFIER along with our other fine
products by AUDIONICS, AUDIO GENERAL, AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CIZEK, DCM TIME WINDOWS, DECCA, DENON,

122

tuners.
Just a few popular types include:
Matched P,s.

$67.W

$4.95

ECC82/12AÚ7

$4.95

KT88/6550

EL34/6CA7

$23.95

$29.50

$10.95

Quotes provided on request for other than advertised tubes. Save 10% and get a complete Re tube Kit for any specific unit.

Now! HARTLEY 7", 10", 18", 24" drivers and
complete systems. Send orders and inquiries to:
SOUND SERVICES, Lake Walton Road, Wappingers Falls, NY, 12590. Telephone: 914-226TF

5414.

Allison Mitsibushi BW Janis
177 Sound Beach Ave Old Greenwich CT
Phone: (203) 637-3621
.

audiophile: From Britain, the Tangent loudspeakers ranging
from $99.95 to $499.95, featuring bextrene cones and time
corrected crossovers. The superb Armstrong 602 speaker in
mirror -imaged rosewood pairs. The first table to sonically sur
pass the Linn, the STD 305D. From America, the time and
pulse aligned MZ Mod 3 speakers. Audionics new belt drive

"wet" record playing system that doubles both record and

for $24.95! The Stylift. The Grace 707 mkll

tonearm. Our incredible selection of direct and reference
discs (well over 50 titles) and much more. When it comes to
musical accuracy, Audio one is not just another alternative.
Audio one ... is the answer!

AUDIO ONE
167 N. Woodward Birmingham, MI 48011(313) 646-6666
TF

VAN ALSTINE model one preamp, $400; Trevore Lees
preamp, black face plate. $200: Entre -1 cartridge, $100. VPS
paid, 314-474-7003
VACUUM TUBES

high voltage capacitors, precision resistors and tubes. Kits or
separate parts available for building circuitries described in

UHER 4400 Stereo, portable tape recorder, case, mike.

Mesa Blvd., San Diego, Calif. 92123.

Good Condition. $225. (212) 651-0175

USED VACUUM TUBE ELECTRONICS, classic speakers and

DENON TURNTABLES now available in Wisconsin at THE
SOUND SELLER, 1706 Main St., Marinette, 54143. (715)
735-9002. Call or write for literature. Denon is shipped free in
1-9
the continental U.S.

The HAFLER DH -101 Preamplifier
The Pre -Amp

with the
Rave

Reviews!
Write for free literature and test reports

The David Hafler Co., 5817 Roosevelt Ave., Pennsauken,N.J. 08109

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

our 220 + page Audio Modification Manual. Write for parts
list and literature, AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8898 Clairemont
12-9

2-9

Beveridge Rogers L35A JR Rogers 149
DCM Snell Acoustics Dahlquist ADS

eAUDIOCOM HIGH TECHNOLOGY AUDIO

We have a rash of new and exciting products for the

TURN -ON THUMPS AND NOISE! Send 50¢ for literature on
our Suppressor. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009, Hunting2-9
ton, Conn. 06484

esoteric products. State price and condition. Sound Advice,
Box 782, Brookline Village, MA 02147. Tel. 617.7342727.

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

backlog of orders has already begun. We suggest you contact
us immediately for further information.

and tube -peculiar parts. We offer a complete inventory of

THRESHOLD 400A. $950. (713) 499-8136 Nights.

BRYSTON 3-B $685. Magnapan MGII $485. Call
Ron 402-477-7785 after 8p.m. cst.

timbre and the incredible definition are all parameters that
you will hear for the first time on the Spatial. Literature and
technical details of this new technology are available and a

stylus life,
Each

SYMDEX, TANGENT and an extensive selection of audiophile
reference recordings.
AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11581

TF

(e.g. depth, localization, etc.) and musical timbres are reproduced with a degree of realism that is absolutely astonishing!
The Spatial Coherence preamplifier will make a MAJOR sonic
improvement in ANY system regardless of the preamplifier
currently used. One audition will spoil you for anything else.
The way the information from disc is suspended in space, the
retrieval of ambience, the dynamic range, the correctness of

amplifiers). The Promethean Phase II A cartridge. Additionally, we have a new reference speaker cable. The Lenco -clean

TELEFUNKEN: ECC83/12AX7

10931.

process utilizing the TFET-Valve (also developed by Mr.
Knapp). The sonic result of which, reaches a new frontier of
reproduction quality. In particular, the spatial relationships

turntable (we have excellent delivery on Audionics CC -2

PAPORT, SERIES 20, SIGNET, SHURE, SME, STRATHCLYDE,

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes,
Catalogue -$1.50. House of Records, Hillburn, New York

Designer Richard Knapp, has developed a new amplification

who demand premium quality European replacements for
- Aduio Research, Conrad -Johnson, Dyna, LUX, Paragon,
Marantz, McIntosh and other tubed preamps, amps and

GENALEX

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.

electronics:
THE SPATIAL COHERENCE PREAMPLIFIER

TUBES - GENALEX, TELEFUNKEN, - for audiophiles

HADCOCK, HAFLER, HAPI, JANIS, NEXUS, PEDERSEN, RAP-

For Appt. 516-561-7114

ULTIMATE REFERENCE COMPONENTS: UPDATE

At Audio one, we are proud to present a new standard in

VAN ALSTINE DYNA MODS FOR ST -400. ST -416, ST -410,
ST -150, PAT -5, PAT -5 BIFET FM -5 are still the best. New
$10.00 improvement kit for Dyna PAT -5 BIFET. Double 400
conversions for both ST -400 and ST -416. Free mod instruc-

tions for ST -70, MK -111 and PAS -3X. $100 audio circuit
mods for ARC SP3-A1 All new DC coupled VAN ALSTINE
MODEL 1 preamp and MODEL 2 power amp. Crown tape
electronic mods coming soon. Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202
River Hills Dr., Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 612-890-3517
12-8

WE'VE SPENT MORE THAN TWO YEARS DESIGNING
AND DEVELOPING THE VERY BEST DESIGNED AND
BUILT CABINETS AND RACKS FOR HOUSING STER-

EO COMPONENTS. FEATURES INCLUDE: -Flexible
modular design expandable to suit any size system. Accommodates any size components including the largest. - Totally enclosed design with locks prevents dust
buildup, unauthorized tampering, or theft of valuable
equipment. - Bottom casters for mobility and rear door
for easy rear access. Special separate record or tape
storage module. - High grade f urniture design, materials, and construction. - Low prices because you buy
direct from the manufacturer. Send 25' (stamps O.K.)
for our latest illustrated brochure. Custom Sound Service, Algonac, Mich. 48001. (313) 794-5400.
WANTED: MACINTOSH OR MARANTZ tube and pre -amps.
P.O. Box 962, Hollywood, CA 90028. (213) 851.1107.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AT LAST! THE ULTIMATE CABINET DESIGN FOR HOUSING
STEREO COMPONENTS . THE CUSTOM SOUND MODULAR
EQUIPMENT CABINET. EARLY TWO YEARS IN DEVELOP-

AUDIO DEN AND POLK AUDIO
The Audio Den is proud to have on display and demonstration
the amazing Polk Audio Monitor Series. Our customers say

FOR SALE
AT PARAGON OF SOUND: New and superb Conrad -Johnson
tube amp and Berning FT10 tube -transistor and the Precision
Fidelity C-4 preamps. In speakers: the new Snell Acoustic, the

MZ A90D3, Rogers LS3/5A, and Acoustic Concept AC -24;
MTK and Fundamental Research Subwoofers. Armstrong 624
FM Tuner; Berning Stereo 20 amp. S.T.D. turntable, Hadcock
tonearm, Denon. Grace, Supex. and Dynavector products.
Call 301-229-2676 (Bethesda, A9d) or write P.O. Box 189,
7-9
Cabin John, A9d. 20731.

MENT FEATURING:

-Flexible modular design expandable ti suit any size installation.
-Accommodate any size components including the largest.

-Totally enclosed design with locks prevents dust buildup.
tampering, or theft of valuable equipment.

-Bottom casters for mobility and rear door for easy rear
access.

ANTI -SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counterweight design of nickels steel & aluminum construction. In.
stall yourself in minutes. $7.95 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries
invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 1607,

Portsmouth. N.H. 03801.

-High grade furniture design and construction.
-Very attractively priced.
Before you invest in a rack, call or write for our free illustrated
information. Custom Sound Service. 8460 Marsh Road, Algo.
11.8
sac, Michigan 48001. (313) 794.5400.

PHOENIX -334 E. Cambridge Rd. (602) 263-9410
TEMPE-130 E. University Dr. (6021968-3491
TUCSON -5750 E. Broadway. (6021622-7407
MAIL ORDER HOT LINE- MR. WOZ (602) 265-7841

Let's face it. Bookshelf

-

speakers don't sound their
best on bookshelves, or on
floors. Our speaker stand,
LEGS, is designed to improve

speaker

ance. LEGS -

EMT & GREADO SIGNATURE CARTRIDGES

(AUDIO CRAFT) ULTRA CRAFT UNI-PIVOT TONEARM

We also have the following lines. B&O. Chartwell and new
Chartwell woofer, CM, Denon, Fulton, Grace, Koss, Luxman,
Magneplaner (including Tympani series), M&K woofers,
Nakamichi, Polk, (Quad ESL and electronics), Rappaport,
Rogers, RTR, Sonus, Thorens, Yamaha, largest selection of
direct discs on Long Island.

Available at Sound Advice

ATTN: LEACH AMP BUILDERS: news letter & hard to find
parts sources. Prebuilt details. TA, BOX 90 RRI, Surry, ME
12.8
04684.
Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semiconductors-low prices, free price list. Transisleteronic Inc.. 1365.
TF
39th St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 212-633-2800

als Stereo Cost Cutters. Box 8014A, Canton, OH 44711

floor coupling - angled to maximize loud-

speaker dispersion - doweled and A -framed
for best support - constructed with select oak
hardwood for sturdiness. We Just built it better.
Order your legs and hear the difference.
ONLY $39.95

29

AUDIO CAN MAKE MONEY FOR YOU! Sell Equipment at
your college. No investment; experienced saleshelp and incentive programs provided. Audio Outlet, Inc., 10 Commerce
Ct.. Newark, NJ 07102.201.622.3250.

AUDIO Magazine (Germany 2/78) reports on the Stan
White SHOTGLASS loudspeaker, "Er klingt soals ob ein im

Send check or money order to:

Halbdunkel spielendes Orchester poltzlich von starken
SCHEINWERFERN beleuchtet wurde. so Bass ieder Mann mit

THE MUSIC BOX

Valls Gate, N. Y. 12584

Complete line of matching oak audio furniture

and rack mounts available. Write for info.

semen Instrument poltzlich sichtbar wird." For further inf or.
mation, write TACHYON", P.O. Box 204, Bloomingdale, III.
60109 Sole U.S.A. distributor.

ouuá
Rub i op »íCe's'
Handling only the finest in

air

FREE INSTALLATION IN NEW YORK AREA
WITH IVIE SPECTRUM ANALYZER.

9.9

AUDIO BARGAINS - FREE LIST. Closeout/Bankrupt specs

performeliminate

mid -bass response irregularities caused by woofer -

PO Box 516

Philips

THE STATE OF THE ART
AUDIO RESEARCH ELECTRONICS
THE NEW ACOUSTAT MONITORS

Visonik
Sonus
Maxwell

Aiwa

Village Plaza Ruston LA. 71270 (3181 255-8000.

TF

-YOUR SPEAKERS NEED LEGS

M&K

AUDIO DEN LTD.
Long Island's leading audio store has on demonstration,

(THE NEW SP6 TUBE PREAMP)

ATTENTION SOUTHERN AUDIOPHILES
Crown
Yamaha
Polk
Dahlquist
Denon
Audio
Klipsch
Bang & Oluf son
Technics
Advent

ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES
Dahlquist, S.A.E., Revox. Rabco, Nakamichi. Yamaha, Crown,
Grace, Stax, Tandberg, Sonab, Supex, Gale. Klipsch, Phase
Linear. Uher, Burwen, J.B.L.. Harmon.Kardon Citation.
A.D.S.. Spectro Acoustics. Beveridge. Sennheiser, Teac.
Thorens, Stanton, Aiwa, Stax, Micro-Seiki. Fidelity -Research.
Genesis, Optonica, R.T.R., B&W. Toshiba, DBX, Signet, Mitsubishi and Mitsubishi V.S.S.
JERRY'S AUDIO EXCHANGE

"Fantastic! Compares with the finest loudspeakers I have
heard. Probably the best value in the history of Audio!!!"
Audiogram from the Audio Advisor said, "We were so impressed that we could not believe the prices ... Other $200
speakers simply do not come close to the standards set by
the Model 10 ... And at their price, they are simply a steal."
Come in for an audition or write us for information on Polk or
our other state-of-the-art products. Polk is shipped free in the
continental U.S. Audio Den Ltd. 1320.34 Stony Brook Rd.,
TF
Stonybrook L.I., N.Y. 11790.516-751.3350.

ALL GOODS SHIPPED PREPAID AND INSURED - COME SEE
THE WORLD'S FINEST RECORD CLEANING MACHINE BY
KEITH MONKS.
AUDIO DEN LTD.
1320-34 Stony Brook Road
Stony Brook, New York 11790

516.751-3350

TF

AUDIOMART The nation's largest buyers and sellers classy
lied newsletter for used audio gear. $10 subscription gets you
year. Write for free copy: P.O. Box 223, Crewe, VA
free
2.9

23930.

AUDIO MODIFICATION MANUAL

220+ pages of priceless information. Step-by-step procedures for many common components. general information
applicable to almost anything you own. Emphasis on tube
circuitry. AUDIO: "...a wealth of ideas..." STEREOPUS:
..easy to read, entertaining...a painless education..." HIGH
FIDELITY: .....chock full of goodies..." This unique book
provides information available nowhere else. Includes one
year's free consultation service. $25. U.S.A.. $27. elsewhere.
California residents add $1.50 tax. M/C. Visa orders accepted: (714) 278-3310. AUDIO DIMENSIONS. 8898 Clairemont
Mesa Blvd.. San Diego. Calif. 92123.

tuáio

7521 KENVVOOD AVE. domestic and imported 7459 ELMWOOD AVE.
CINCINNATI, OH. 45236 components, from B&O to MIDDLETON, WI. 53562
the incomparable MARK
PHONE 608-831-5955
PHONE 513-984-0355
LEVINSON HQD SYSTEM
A complete selection of "limited edition" records is available. Each store has private
listening rooms, also professional sales and service staff. Delivery and set-up can be
easily arranged. Send for a FREE copy of our BROCHURE and NEWSLETTER.

Now in Fort Lauderdale...
State of the art components for the
audio perfectionist and serious listener.

Audio Research Acoustat Denon B &W Armstrong Chartwell Lux
Tangent Polk GAS Conrad Johnson Audire Ariston Connoisseur

AUDIONICS - BERNING
We have in stock the CC -2, the NEW IMPROVED BT -2 and the
BERNING BA -150 is on the way! Free shipping. Visa & Master
Charge honored. Demo. by appt. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS. P.O. Box 145, Oxford. OH 45056.513.5233895. 2.9

America's lowest prices. Astounding selection of audio and
video products! Stellar Sound. 6260 Melody Ln. 1024, Dallas,
TX 75231. (214)368-7197
AUDIOPHILES: COMPARE OUR FRIENDLY, PROMPT RESPONSES to your inquiries, our recommendations and pric-

es on Grado. Supex, Signet. MicroAcoustics, Win, Grace.
Denon, Hadcock, Micro-Seiki, Audionlcs, Hafler, NAD, Technics Pro, JR, Rogers. Allison, Grafyx. AUDIO ALTERNATIVE,
1124 E. Elizabeth St., Ft. Collins, COLO. 80524. (303) 221.
4.9
1496.

ADC Grace Supex Grado Goldring DB Systems Quatre Stax
Sonex Plasmatronics Transcriptors Dynavector

TURNTABLES

Complete selection of direct to disc recordings.

Transcripter SAEC Grace Sleeping Beauty

AUDIO
INSIGHT
The Promenade at Bay Colony
6286 N. Federal Hwy., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33308 305/491-7677

AUDIO February 1979

TF

Denon Visonic Supex Linn Sondek
AKG Formula 4 Dynavector Mitsubishi

Audiocom

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AUDIO

177 Sound Beach Ave Old Greenwich CT
Phone (203) 637-3621
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HIGH FIDELITY

WANTED: WE 594A OR 555 DRIVER and other WE, Speakers. Amps, horns. P.O. Box 962, Hollywood, CA 90028. (213)
851.1107.
WORLD AUDIO WESTCHESTER, INC.
Westchester's finest audio sales and service dealer is proud
to announce the addition of:
Celestion Speaker Systems

to the already fine lines of Lux, Soundcraftsmen. Thorens.
Audio-technica. ADC-BSR, AR, AKG, CM LABS. DBX. DECCA.

JVC, Jensen, M.A.. Optonica, Phillips, Pickering, Pioneer.
Stanton. Supex. Sonab. Tandberg. Direct to disc records.
Shipping is free in continental U.S.

UNZOO OBFASCATION OF SALON AUDIO. STATE.OF.THE
ART: PHASELIN.EAR II, ANALOG, TECHNICS PRO. NAKAMI
CHI. KENWOOD PURIST. PSE. NIKKO, PRO DENON. RTR,
MARK LEVINSON. VAN ALSTINE, DYNA, TANDBERG, KIRK.
SAETER. LECSON. OTHERS: ADS, BOSE, B & O. MC INTOSH.
KLIPSCH, AUDIO PULSE. BRYSTON, THRESHOLD,

DAHLQUIST, KEF. SAE. YAMAHA, LUX. AND OVER 141
MORE. INCREDIBLE DISCOUNTS, PROFESSIONAL ENGI
NEER AVAILABLE TO GIVE FREE. NO B.S. ADVICE AND
INFORMATION. SEND $3.00 FOR NEW 1719 PAGE CATALOG
CONTAINING 2.500 HIGH -END AUDIO ITEMS: EVALUATED:
G.E.A./E., P.O.B. 296 (DEPT: A.). IDAHO SPRINGS. COLORA-

DO. 80452. OR CALL: (303) 582.5200. 1:00 p.m. util 9:00

WORLD AUDIO WESTCHESTER, INC.

p.m. (MST) GOLDEN EAR AUDIO/ELECTRONICS ACCEPTS:
MC. VISA, BANK, CHECKS, TRADE-INS AND HOME TRIALS.

211 North Avenue
New Rochelle. NY 10801

914.576.3230

1.9

SEARCHING? WRITE DISContinued RECORDS, 444 South

no & FM. mint $375 (215) 843.2576

Victory Burbank, California 91502

1978 AUDIO EQUIPMENT PROFILES has lust been pub

Collectors Item! Sheffield S9 Lincoln Mayorga etc. Highest
2.9
bid. Prime condition. Reply to Box Al 921 c/o Audio

phia. PA 19108. Over 50 pages of equipment specifications
and nearly 100 pages of test reports. Supply is limited. so
order now.

DIRECT TO DISC RECORDINGS: All labels at low prices.
Sheffield. Crystal Clear. Mobile Fidelity. Century. Send $2.00
for descriptive catalog. DISConnection. P.O. Box 10705. Tampa, FL. 33679.

ZERO NEGATIVE
FEEDBACK

EDISON DIAMOND DISC AUCTION by private collector. One

It is now possible for you to drive your favorite speaker sys
tern with electronics that do not require the crutch of negative
feedback. The RAPPAPORT PRE -3 preamplifier and RAPPAPORT AMP.) class A power amplifier do not use any negative
feedback. AUDITION THE RAPPAPORT REAL TIME ELEC

time only 25c for 19.page list. Richard Simonton. 4209 W.
Burbank BI.. Burbank, Ca. 91505.

2-9

FREE SOUNDTRACKS á CASTS CATALOG! Personalities!
ST OC Valuebook: $4. RTSA 711 W 17th G-1 Costa Mesa.
TF

CA 92627

TRONICS AT:

FOR SALE

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11581

For Appt. 516-561-7114
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ACTIVE
ELECTRONIC

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.
DAVID HAFLER PREAMP
Now available at Audio Ltd.
115 N. Walnut, Champaign. 1161820 (217) 359-3774

Model QC -04 CD4 Four Channel QUAD RECORD

DEMODULATOR!

95
actory Surplus
purchase! A goldmine of parts
and circuitry! 1500 In stock.
With schematic. (5 lb.)
025HP099.___
Sensational

EA.

$9.95 ea.,

lots of 3.
$8.95 ea.,
lots of 100.

_

FREE!

EXCITING Hundreds
ü ursual imsplus
CATALOG! Write today!te
ELECTRONICS

1111©1=I

Dept. 044,
NORTH COUNTRY SHOPPING CENTER
PLATTSBURGH, N.V. 12901

PLANS & KITS
TAPE -SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER, multiprojector lap.dissolve
plans. $5.50. With mixer, compressor. preamp schematics.
$8.50. The Millers. 1896 Maywood. S. Euclid. OH 44121. TF

FM -1, FM -3 FANS: Phase Locked Loop Multiplex Demodula.

torcenter channel Meter Kit featuring the LM1800AN (THD
0.1%) Demodulator and custom made Meter is now available
for $29.95 post paid.
LT -110 FANS: Same as above but without meter plus separate instruction sheet for $22.50. Send for free info. VSM
Audio P.O. Box 114, Maspeth, NY 11378.

THIEL AUDIO, GRACE, NAD, CLARKE, AMBIENT, Z -MOD CARTRIDGE, DECCA, PLATTER

PAD, MOGAMI CABLE. Authentic high -resolution sound at AUDIOWORKS, Box 4314, Harrisburg, PA 17111, Tel. 717-652-6996.

INVISIBLE HANGERS FOR ADS, Braun, Visonik/David speakers. Pair $12.00, $1.00 post-

age. Plexiforms, 18 E. Benton, Iowa City, IA
52240.

SONY TC-854-4S PRO 4 -CH TAPEDECK W/DOL
BYS. Mint condition. $1900. Tel. (916) 481.6859.

DAYTON WRIGHT SPA PRE -AMP (includes
M.C. cartridge pre-preamp), excellent cond.

RECORDS

YAMAHA RECEIVER, CR800 built in noise reduction on pho

lished by AUDIO magazine. Order a copy by sending $3.95 to:
AUDIO EQUIPMENT PROFILES, 401 N. Broad St.. Philadel

RAPPAPORT, SYMDEX, SNELL ACOUSTICS,
FIDELITY -RESEARCH, DENON, SPENDOR,
CONRAD-JOHNSON, AUDIONICS, BRYSTON,

CROSSOVERS
"lugin Butterworth (maximally flat) fil

iers in 6 db., 12 db., or 18 db. per octave
any specified frequency.
Complete crossover in attractive cabinet
.''ith all terminations and regulated pow
.'r supply.
S 92.00
MONAURAL BI AMP
$126.00
STEREO BI AMP
$208.00
STEREO TRI AMP
$279.50
STEREO QUAD -AMP
Suggested added features: Summer for
''Single Woofer" systems, subsonic noise
elimination filters: level controls.
FOR OEM'S AND HOME ASSEMBLERS
500 Series dual filters and/or plug-in
filters: regulated power supplies.

.attenuation,

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND
PRICE SHEET

$675. (212) 454-3205
NEW ENGLAND AUDIOPHILES Goodwin's Inc. is
unique in the audio field, offering a few select products
which are acknowledged to be the finest These products are properly set-up, and may be auditioned in a
comfortable, relaxed, living room environment
Our reference is the Mark Levinson HQD system, with
30ips master tapes played on a Mark Levinson Studer
A-80. The degree to which this system approaches the
sound of live music is literally breathtaking.
Goodwin's represents: Mark Levinson, Quad, Linn Sondek, Syrinx, Verion, Draco, Symdex, Precedent Audio,
Fidelity Research, Pedersen Acoustics, and Win Labs.
If you would like to avoid the planned obsolescence of
most stereo components, and are interested in the finest

music reproduction, please call Goodwin's for an
appointment.
33 Newbury St
Boston, MA 02116

Goodwin's Inc.
' 71766-0608

'YES, KITS!'
Glue, Screw & Goo Your Way To

The World's Finest Speakers

SPECIAL

JANSZEN Z-40 B
BI -POLAR
ELECTROSTATIC
QQ

a

pair
$CDcomplete
kit
($700 a pair, semi -kit)

The legendary performance of the
JansZen electrostats are combined for
the first time with an ultra -low mass, low
coloration, l 0" Bextrene woofer in this kit
available exclusively from SONIKIT.
The enclosure walls are lined with layers of oil impregnated felt to further insure clean, resonant tree

L

eerie irdeg

ENGINEERING LABORATORY

11828 Jefferson BI.Culver City, CA 90230
Phone: (213)397 9668

TASCAM

by Teac
. we've got the
line in stock at the
old prices.

fús 5 EaEo
CALL OR WRITE TODAY

1391 S. Hamilton Rd. Columbus OH 43227
614/235-7575

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

This 3 -way hybrid system uses separate, dual
electrostatic elements for the midrange and high
frequencies,
These high -power, ultra -low distortion, bi-polar units
are loaded into carbon fiber based lenses to provide

virtually omni-directional dispersion for pinpoint
imaging.
Power handling: 20-100W.
Specs & Prices subject to change without notice.
Fried, Dalesford Bextrene. Others from $150 a pair.

NEW CATALOG
tsts

1173E - 65th Street)

IliILOakland,CA

94608

+ere's my $1 check (refunded with purchase)ease send me your new catalog.
A7

I Name

I

IAddress
City

I

I

State

Zip

NOTICE: RECORD RATERS WANTED

(No experience required) Each month you will
receive nationally released albtens to rate. THERE
IS NO EXTRA CHARGE for the LP's you receive.
You pay a small membership fee which covers all
costs of the LP's. We pay postage. In return for your
opinion, build your LP collection. "First come basis."
For application write: EARS, DEPT. ADBox 10245.
5521 Center St_ Milwaukee. WI 53210

FREE

RADIO PROGRAMS

WANTED TO BUY
OR TRADE

RECORDS

DIFFERENT
KIND OF RECORD CLUB

Discounts up to 73%, no "agree -to -purchase" obligations.
All labels, Schwann catalog of thousands of titles; classical,
pop, jaza, country, etc. Discount dividend certificates. News-

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC PRODUCTS 954A, 555
(W) drivers and diaphragms, 22A or large multicellular horns,
l0A cartridges, etc. H. Ohtsuka, 450 22nd Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94122.

WE 594A OR 555 DRIVER and other WE. Speakers, amps.
horns. P.O. Box 962, Hollywood, CA 90028. (213) 851.1107

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Dahlquist. Decca, Genesis. Grace. Grado. Grafyx. Great Amer
ican Sound. Haller. Kenwood Pro. Linn. Lux Magnepan. Polk.

Revox, Rogers, Sonus. Supex, Technics. many direct discs.
6900 W. Brown Deer Rd.. Open Tues. thru Sat 10.6. 414354.5082.
tf

EDUCATION

CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no investment/
experience business makes money! Others work for you! Free
details. "CAFM". Box 5516-N9, Walnut Creek, CA 94596 TF

CAMPUS REPS
High Performance Loudspeakers, Box
18009. Seattle, WN 98118
TF

JIMMY'S RARE RECORDS/ Buy & Sell Busy Flea Market/
Sunnyside /Queens 43rd Ave. 784/9040
4.9

NEW

AUDIO MODIFICATION MANUAL
Everything you need to know to modify your equipment. Use
it to its best advantage, and let it help you select components

detail. This unique book provides information available
nowhere else. Purchase includes one year's free consultation

STUFFING

GOLDEN AGE RADIO. Your best source for radio, tapes -

4.9

CA 95969.

EXCEPTIONAL PROFITS. Must know electronics. Send

IMMEDIATELY

clean, glossy, pure white or black jackets. Plastic lined inner
sleeves, 78 sleeves, opera boxes. Free catalog. CASCO A6.
TF
Box 8212. Columbus. Ohio 43201."

S.E.O.J., 519 Wheat, Johnstown, PA 15902.

ceive free records, tapes, get an FCC broadcast license, start your own station. Free details. "Broadcasting", Box 130 N-2, Paradise,

ENVELOPES! FREE DETAILS: MONTEREY PLACE P.O. Box
33147 -CI; Coon Rapids, Minn. 55433.
4.9

EARN 5500.00/THOUSAND

"RECORD JACKETS. Replace old, torn. LP jackets with

RECORDS, RECORDS, RECORDS

GET INTO BROADCASTING! Learn how to re-

for your system. More than 220 pages of valuable information, with emphasis on vacuum tube circuitry. Step-by-step
procedures for many common components. Strongly recommended by experts for both the amateur kitbuilder and the
advanced audiophile. Proprietary modifications presented in

$2.00 (or business letterhead). Box 809, Boyton Beach, Fla.
33435.
2-9

Old. New & Direct Disc too! Send $1. for Complete Info,

reels or cassettes. Box 25215 -DA, Portland, OR 97225.

7.9

service. $25 U.S.A., $27 other countries. California residents
add $1.50 tax. Telephone orders accepted (M/C, Visa): (714)

2783310. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8898 Clairemont Mesa
Blvd. San Diego, Calif. 92123.
tf

$1200.00 MONTHLY Correcting Pupils' Lessons!!! Start
Immediately. Free Report. Send self-addressed stamped
envelope. Home, Box 9201.SLTK, San Diego, CA 92109.

TAPE AND

2-9

TAPE RECORDERS

$600/THOUSAND PROFIT!!! Guaranteed Earnings, stuffing
envelopes. RX, DGWING, Box 311, Novato, California 94947

RARE OUT -OF -PRINT LP's. Factory Sealed - 99c to $3.99

TAPE

HELP WANTED

ea. Over 25.000 in stock. List - $1.00 Record Warehouse.
Box 4617. Dept. A0, Rochester, New York 14613.

AUSTRALIA -NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU!! 50.000 Jobs!

WANTED TO BUY
OR TRADE

Big Pay! Reports $2.00. AUSTCO. Box 2069-K. La Puente. CA
91746
1.0

ALL SPEAKERS REPAIRED
FAST SPEAKER RECONING SERVICE ON ALL TYPES OF
TRANSDUCERS, FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE FOR JBL.
ALTEC, CETEC AND ELECTROVOICE, ESS.
DEALERS

DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE. ANTECH LABS, INC. 8144 BIG
BEND, ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 63119 (314) 962.5656

DISCOUNTS
Minimum nder 10 tapes

maxell

OVERSEAS JOBS - Now hiring all Occupations. High pay.

Transportation.

Computerized

Reports,

$2.00

TRANSWORLD. International Airport, Box 90802.K. Los Angeles 90009

TF

RADIO -TV Jobs... Stations hiring nationwide! Free details:
"Job Leads," 1680 -PH Vine Hollywood. CA 90028

CASH FOR your unwanted LPs & reel to reel tapes. Records,
Box 323. Hillburn, New York 10931.
TF

TF

INSTRUCTION &

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES Earn big money as a QSI
Campus Rep! For info. contact QUADRAPHONIC STUDIOS
INTERNATIONAL, 4151 Emerson St., Skokie, IL 60076.

MILWAUKEE! - The Audio Emporium.Audio Perfectionist
Cables, Audio Research. Bang & Olufsen. Connoisseur.

19341962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats television!! Tapes.
$1.00 hour! Established esteemed dealer, informative 200
page catalog $1.25. Cassette samples $2.00. AM Treasures.
Box 192AU, Babylon, N.Y. 11702

letter; accessories; quick service. 100% iron -clad
guarantees. Write for free details.
DEPT 14-0279
dome DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, INC.
650 Main Street, New Rochelle. N.Y. 10801

YESTERDAYS RADIO ON TAPE. Reels -Cassettes. Quality
Sound. Reliable Service. Catalog $1.00 refundable with first
order. ADVENTURES, Box 4822-A, Inglewood, California
90302.
TF

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

CASSETTES
UDXL i or II C-60
UDXL I or II C-90
UDC -60
UDC -90

2 99
3 99
2 49
2 99

LNC-46
LNC-60
LNC-90
LNC-120

2 39
3 29

29
1 49
1

8 -TRACK
1 99
2 29
2 69
2 39
2 99

LN 46 801.

MACINTOSH OR MARANTZ tube and pre -amps. P.O. Box
962. Hollywood, CA 90028. (213) 851-1107.

UP TO 60% DISCOUNT. Name brand instruments. Catalog
Freeport Music. 114R Mahan St., W. Babylon, N.Y. 11704. TF

OPEN REEL pre-recorded tapes. Rock, folk. jazz, classical
stereo, quad (8 - track quad also). A few of each for sale too.
SSAE. Ray. 1293 French Ave.. Lakewood, Ohio 44107.

11.9

RABCO-SL-8E, Infinity Menolumia Electr-Voice EV-2's (circa
1965) D. Slindee, box 55, Lansing, IA 52151.

UD 46 81k
UD 90 Btk

OPEN REEL

MATANTZ 7C, 9, McIntosh C22, Mc275. State price and
condition. J. Fong, 1238 Green St., San Francisco. CA 94010
(415) 572.1812
10.9

LN 60 8tk
LN 90 etk

1800 + 7
U0-35-180 3800
LN50-80 1200 a7

RADIO PROGRAMS

UD35-90

5 79
15 99
4 59

LN35-90 1800 a 7
CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks. Personalities of Thirties, Forties. Box 225, New York. N.Y. 10028.
TF

MEMOREX

RENT RADIO SHOWS: Make your own copies or just listen.
C-60

c-90

2.19

3pk.

3 far 5.49
4.50

C.120

WANTED - Harman Kardon citation "B" amplifier working

VINTAGE RADIO: Lowest rates. post free. Traders welcome.

or not. Greg. 788 Cdooni Ave. Modesto. Calif. 95351.

Also trading for comics, films, pulps. etc.. video tapes. too.
SIGNALS, Box 5063. Sta. E. Edmonton. Alta.. CANADA.

WANTED: PAIR ALTEC 100A Bass energizers. Write: R. V.
Marchbank, 1626 East 54th St., Tulsa, OK 74105.
WANTED: PIONEER SD -1100 Audiophile type Blue Oscilloscope exc. cond. Steve Tylicki, Box 225 Millville, Mass. 01529

WANTED: Recording gear of all ages and variety. Micro.
phones. outboard gear. etc. Dan Alexander. 6026 Bernhard,
Richmond, CA 94805, (415)232-7933.

3.9

VINTAGE RADIO PROGRAMS on Cassette. Catalog $1.00.
MB/JB Enterprises
Box 724
Spencer, Iowa 51301

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING for out -of -print records, you
should've been looking for us. DISContinued. 444 S. Victory
Blvd., Burbank, Ca. 91502
TF

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

t

CASSETTES

Great way to build your collection reasonably. Catalog $1
refundable. OTR Rental. Box 1146. Livermore. Ca. 94550 TF

4 99

tFtex 60

8 -TRACK
60 MIN 81k
" atk

90

2.99
210, 4.99

2pk.

SPECIAL
Soundguard Record Preservation Kit
Soundguard Record Preservation Refill

5 59 ea
3 59 ea.

Lifetime Product Guarantee!
Order Now!
Orders shipped within 1-3 days. Please add $2.00

for shpg. 6 hdlg. per 10 tapes N.V.S. residents
add sales tan. NO COD's

FREE CATALOG

CONSUMERS CO

P O Boa 550
Mt vernon N Y 10551 Phone (914) 664-2909

TAPE AND
TAPE RECORDERS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SUPERIOR AUDIO COMPONENTS: Audio Pulse; Audio Research SP -6 tube preamp and D-110
amp; Badap 1; Celestion; Cizek; Crown Distinction Series DL -2, SA -2, and EC) -2; Dayton Wright;
dbx; Decca; Denon; Dynavector; EMT; Formula 4; Grace; Hafler kits: KEF: Kenwood Purist: Lux
LRS: Magneplanar: Mitsubishi: Mobile Fidelity records: Nakamichi; Plasmatronics: Polk: RTA;
Verion; Watson speakers.

TDK, MAXELL, MEMOREX. BASF, cassettes. reels 8 -tracks.
Lowest prices. New, Guaranteed. FREE CATALOG S&S Audio.
P.O. Box 94485. Schaumburg, IL 60194
TF

BLANK TAPE SALE
MAXELL RECORDING PRODUCTS Lowest prices on complete line

IIIIII Barclay y (215)E667 3048 or 649.2965ue,

Wynnewood, Pa. 19096.

TAPE AND
TAPE RECORDERS

TAPE AND
TAPE RECORDERS

of Maxell s quality Products We also stock complete line 01 T06
products Write or can for paces
Ampex Grandmaster -C60 52 29 Discwasber Cmplt Sys $13 50
Ampex Grandmaster -C90 2 75 BASF Studio or CRO'-C90 2 49
Scotch Master 1-C90
2 79 BASF Prol I -C90
2 79
Scotch Master II or III -C903 24 BASF Prol II or ill -C90
2 95
Minimum order t 2 pieces All tapes can be assorted PA add sales
tax

Shipping $2 50 Der order Or wide for complete catalog 14121

283-8621

Tape World, 720 Spring St

Butler PA 16001

OLDIES ON OPEN REEL TAPE. Rock n' Roll songs by their
year of release. Free Brochure. Rock n' Reel Rental, 38 Fair land Dr.. Wethersfield, CT 06109.

VIENNESE LIGHT MUSIC SOCIETY - Waltzes, Polkas,

SAVE up to GO% BY MAIL or: SCOTCH. TDK, BASF,

Overtures on imported Dolby cassettes. Most non.Schwann.
K.C. Company. Box 793. Augusta, Maine 04330.
7.9

MAXELL. MEMOREX. CAPITOL MUSIC TAPE. CERTRON

3600' New L/N Scotch or Ampex tape, 10/" metal reels 5
for $38.00 12 New Ampex 42 min. 8 Tracks $9.00. 6 New
Ampex 370 C-60 cassettes in Stackette $5.50. C-90 $6.50.

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices TAPE CENTER
Box 43056 Washington. D.C. 20012. USA. APO, FPO
5.9

Sound, Peachtree DeKalb Airport, Chamblee, Ga. 30341

FREE PROFESSIONAL CASSETTE w/specs. Save direct -airmail. Discover LARKSONG. Box 468F. Point Arena. CA 95468

BARGAINS! RECORDS. TAPES: blank. prerecorded. Closeout prices! Catalog $1.00 (refundable). Tower, Box 12, Lewes.
Del. 19958.
7.9

CUSTOMIZED TAPES, Jazz, Big -Band. Over 900 standard
tracks. 80 minute cassettes or 8 -tracks, $8.00. Open reel.

$10.00. catalog $1.00 (refundable). Tapes Unlimited Box
163 Portsmouth RI 02871

T.F.

Direct -Mastered Records - Free 20page catalog. Low prices. large selection. Phone orders accepted. (805) 773.1855
The Essentials, 761 Shell Beach Rd.. Pismo Beach, CA 93449

lover 180 different reel & cassette tapes to choose from).
top brand recorders. America's largest collection of taping
accessories. too. Same day service FREE catalog.
America's Recording Tape Specialists

STIXITONE
1 776 a

IF LATIN MUSIC TURNS YOU ON, let us send you our free
brochure. We specialize in 8 -track. cassettes and reels of Sal-

SPEAKERS

sa and Tipica. SOULSOUNDS, P.O. Box 312, New York. NY
10471

LOWEST PRICES ON MAXELL, BASF, TDK, FUJI TAPES!!!
Send º 10 SASE for free catalog. All new, guaranteed!! Audio
Unlimited. 401 Reynolds Circle Is 12.E. San Jose. CA 95112

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMPRITE SPEAKERS SERVICE

655 Sixth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010
212-CH3.4812

SERVICES

MXR's 10 Band equalizer, Dynamic processor. Compander.
Disc -washer products. Maxell tape discounted. N.A.B. AUDIO.
Box 7. Ottawa, IL 61350.
4.9

SALES

Columbia Rd Washington. D C 20009
(2021462-0800

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS HIGH
QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND
FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC

126

MASTERING. 469 Chestnut St.. NASHVILLE TENNESSEE
37203
TF

Sound System
Engineering

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and cassettes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing. Masters
and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates. Joseph
Giovanelli, Audio -Tech Laboratories, 2819 Newkirk Ave.,
Brooklyn, N.Y. IN9.7134

by Don and Carolyn Davis

A new, completely up-to-date book discussing
audio systems as a whole. The decibel notation system, loudspeaker directivity and
coverage, the acoustic enviornment, designing for acoustic gain, and interfacing the elec-

trical and acoustical systems are reviewed.
Circuit levels, grounding and shielding, servicing cable, useful wiring concepts, impedance matching, fundamentals of time delay,
and proofing the installed system are explained in

depth. The authors discuss equalizing the sound system,
instrumentation, sample design application, and specifications. The
many appendices give symbols and abbreviations, recommended installation practices, priority systems, definitions of terms, test ques-

tions and answers, and other valuable reference information.
AUDIO Book & Learning Systems Div.
401 N. Broad St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19108
Enclosed is check for $19.95. Send me, postage prepaid,
Sound System Engineering.

TF

JBL SPEAKER WARRANTY STATION- RCI, 8550 2nd Avenue, Silver Spring. Md. 20910. Mail orders Welcome.
PRO -SOUND ASSOCIATES Professional Sound reinforce-

ment, top of line equipment only. Use for our installations.
(Professional only) Call Pro Sound Associates, 44 Trinity
Place, New York, NY 10006 Toll free (800) 2213235, (212)
747-0600.

12-8

TAPE HEAD REFINISHING - Precision method restores full
frequency response, $15.00 ea. One day service. E. Maher, 5
Evans Place. Orinda, CA 94563.

TF

MISCELLANEOUS
ADVANCED TITLES/DEGREES, Ministers, Honorary Doctorates. other Services available. Omnidenominational. Free
Details. Acquarian Church, 432-D PCH, Hermosa Beach, California 90254.
TF
ELECTRONIC BARGAINS, CLOSEOUT, SURPLUS! Parts.
equipment, stereo, industrial, educational. Amazing values!
Fascinating items unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere!

Unusual FREE catalog. ETC0.008. Box 762, Plattsburgh.
AU2

N.Y. 12901

TF

JEEPS - $59.30!! CARS - $33.501! 450,000 ITEMS!

-

Government Surplus - Most comprehensive directory avail-

able tells how, where to buy - Your Area!

- $2.00 -

Moneyback Guarantee - Government Information Services,

NAMF

Department SA.2, Box 99249, San Francisco. CA 94109

2.9

YELLOW PAGES OF AUDIO -33.95
Sourcebook to 1,100 periodicals. 250 books, 7.500 products!

ADDRESS

Future Publications, 137 Valley Park S. Bethlehem, PA 18018

CITY/STATE/ZIP

50 DIFF. OLD U.S. Stamps between 1861 and 1939 $1.00.
Ed Roush. 423 Shepard. Mansfield. OH 44907.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

tf

TRY THE MARANTZ PIVOT TEST.
YOUR EARS WILL NEVER KNOW OUR
LOUDSPEAKERS MOVED.

test, spea iers shrlld
ed the same &tamce apart
s you are away from :hem.

Here's the test. First, visit your
Marantz dealer and listen to a
pair of Marantz floor standing
speakers placed in a normal
listening position. Then, with your
eyes closed, have the speakers
turned until they're facing each other.
We're betting you won't be able to
hear even a slight change in the sound
...because there won't be any! Unlike

conventional speakers that tend
to beam certain frequencies in a
narrow corridor (so you have to
be directly in front of them to hear
all the sound), the Marantz speakers disperse all the frequencies
over a 180 degree listening pattern.
Result: You'll hear the entire sound
wherever you are in the room. Take
the test at your Marantz dealer now.
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You're locdng at three
ways
Technics achieves the

one ideal.

Waveform, fidelity

To achieve waveform fidel'iy
ij cn acFievemert it
itself. But how Technics aucic
engineers
accomplished it is an even greater
acFievemerrt
Like the unprecedented

u:e of twc autarra-ically

switchable IF bands in the ST -?030
FM iyrer. A
narrow band for extra -sham.- selectivity.
And a wine
band for extra -high S/N aid
_xta-low di!to-t cn.
But just as incredible is a pi'ot-cancel
c rcuit wh ch
Technics invented for optirnim
hich-eid
response.
Even the basic tuning function
in the ST -9030 is
unique. Like an 8 -ganged tuning
capec to =or
outstanding reception.
The -engineering in the SU -?070
similarly unique. There's a nxry rg coilDC prE-amo is
prE-cmp with
157 dBV'noise voltage. A mo.i-tg
magnet
pre -amp
with an extremely high S;' N of 100
dE
(10
rnV
Direct -coupled circuitry to keep
distortion at a
minimum of 0.003%

(rated tHDI.What's

Nose, tie
SU -9070 has inputs for'hree
tope deck.s.
Finally there's Technics SE -9:.60
amp. If.; DC like
our pre -amp. Has a frequency
response of 0-103 kHz
(+ 0, 1 dB). And
a "strappea" circuit for more tnan
double the power in a multi-a-np
systerr. Campere

specificatiors and Prices. And you'll
no comper son for Technics waveformrealize there's
f delity.
ST-9030.THD (stereo, 1 kHz): Wide

-0.08%.
Narrow -3.3%. S/N (stereo):
73 dB. FREQUENCY
RESPONSE: 20 Hz -18 kHz +
0.1, 0.. dB.
SELECTIVITY: Narrow-90 dE. CAPTURE
Wide -0.8 d3. IF. IMAGE anc SPURIOUS2ATIO:
RESPONSE

EJECTIONLS (98 MHz): 135 dB.
STEREO SEPARATION,.
(1 kHz): Wide -50 dB.
:`
SU -9073 'HOMO MAX
NPUT VOLdAGE (1 kHz
EMS): MM -380 mV. MC -9 mV.
MM-l00 dB '10 mV input). MC S ' N ( HF A):
-72 dB .601N).

9 EQUENC"RESPONSE:

Phono 20 Hz -20 kHz
;RIAA 0.2 cE;.
SE -9063. DDWER OUTPUT:
70 watts Per channel
(ste-eo), 180 watts (rrono) min. RMS
into 8 ohms
f om 20 Hz to 20 kHz with
no more than J.02%
testa" harmonic distortion. S
NE
dB (I -1F A).
-echrics A rare combination120
of audio technology
A new stancki d cf audio
excel ence.
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